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INTRODU ON

Social an. cultural.. .changes over 'the past decade 'or so have

resulted in a widespread concern about the direction of public education

in America. Questions about what knowledge is important to teach, and
V( for what reasons, are asked'in a variety of ways. Included in recent

social' Changes is the extent to which science, technology, and, society
havd 'become interactive in influencing life and living in the United

States. Public-attitudes toward schooling and toward science and tech-

nology have implications for the teaching of science. Durfng this,

recent period of rapid'social change and shifts in perspectives about
science and technology, an awareness of educational deficiency, in the
early.adol9scerif has, also emerged. The early' adolescent is in the
school age group where a reformulation of science education is most
likely to be immediately effective. Essential to the revitalization of
the curriculum: is 'the need to consider shifts in social conditions,
emerging-cultural values, and the impact of achievement in science and,

o' technology ompersonal and social living.,
.,

. The middle school and ,the -junior high school ire"two specially
orgailizei administrative units for 'educating. early_adolescents. .These

units are considered secondary schools by some, as 'elementary by
'others, and as schools-in-between by,still others. Ingeneral, there is
'mo"unique preparation for educators in these schools; some were trained.
to be elementary educators, and some, scondary. Few programs exist for-

-

the education of professionals in these_schools. Data collected by the

National Center for:Educational Statistics do.notereat theie schoolsas
separate educational levels. Much of what is known about-middle and
junior ,high schools has been extrapolated from data on, elementary or
secondary schools.

Rationale

Before modifications in the Science 'curric ulum can reasonably be

undertaken, there is need for a systematfb study Of the current status
of science teaching in the middle and junior high schools of the United-
States2. We assuthed at' he onset of the ,study that most status surveys

are.'too limited ,s to be useful in making .Policy decisions in-
-education. °Therefore, we planned a comprehensive study to include

' demographic, information .on students, teachers, 'teaching 'condttions,

school facilitiese learning resources, and related topics; the nature of

the abhool science curriculum -as- resealed analysis,of widely Used

'
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textbooks; philosophical-assumptions including middle school education;
And empirical studies on early adolescent development and learning. We
also felt it was necessary to investigate the perceptions people hold of
conditions that have fostered the notion of a "crisis in science educa-
tion." It was apparent that part of the crisis in sciedce education had
its 'roots inithe emerging science/technology/society paradigm of the
scientific enterprise in the United States: 'This led us, within the
limits of time available, to study the implication of these new perspec-
tives for the teaching of science.

At every phase of the study and for every recommendation emerging
from our endeavors, we assumed there must be some empirical basis.
or consensus for eath derived statment, whether quantitative or
qualitative.

Purpose of the Study.

The purpose of this study was to determine the status of science
teaching in middle and juniorihigh schools in the United States. : For
most of the study (the exceptions are discussed), two periods, 1965-1970
and °1975 -1980, were used as time'boundaries for the_literaiture to be
reviewed. Analyses and syntheses Of.,publications from several data
bases were prepared. The resulting report describes the history and
current status of science teaching in middle and junior high schools and
includes recommendations for the eighties and beyond.

In the'preparation of this Volume Two, Technical Report, all
relevant data` from .all sOurces were analyzed. These' anlyses.form the
basis for the various sections of the report. -tech section is supported
by a:Referenca List and a Bibliography. The statements in Volume One,
,Summary Report (1) are a qualitative representation of the data for
'each major category of information in Volume Two. The_ summaries are
intended to be a description of a situation that exists, not an 'inter -'
pretation of that situation.

Organization of the St y

The data base for -the section on The Middle Sch included text-
books and general writings about the goals, rationales, programs, and
instructional strategies of middle and junior high schools. It also
included papers from general educational journals for the time periods
1965-1970 and 1975-1980, as well as journals of professional educational
organizations

// such as the National Association of Secondary School
>Principals and the National Middle School. Association. Common destrip-
tions of goa10, functions, criticisms, advantages, and characteristics
were identified. Summary-Statements based on these-common descriptions
were made. Many =Ire references were used than those noted specifically

`"2
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in the text. The additional resources are listed in the Bibliography of

this section.

The next section covers tie status of science education in middle

and junior high schools, 1965-1970 and 1975-1980, and considers reports

prepared by committees, professional groups, and major studies. The

principil information sources for ,,the earlier period were the USOE

survey of junior _high school science and the ZRIC/SMEAC survey of

science teaching in public schools. For the 1975-1980 period, the

primary'sources of info-illation were the three NSF-funded status studies

of precollege science,education'and the results of the 1978" National

Assessment of Educational Progress in science for:13-year-olds. ,

Each report was analyzed, topic by topic, and the information was

coded. Where possible,.quantitative information was recorded. Qualita-

tive statemeriti.were briefed and" coded, preserving as far as), possible

the wording' found in the source. 'Categories,of inforriration,t such as

teacher characteristics,, laboratory procedures, or course offerings,

presented in this study are products of the'availble data and were nott

preconceived. The amount of information in each category reflected the

available data. The researchers responsible for the primary investiga7

tions had different purposes for obtaining the information found 'in

their studies; any overlaps were fortuitous.

0 The next, section repofts analyses of texts'and text programs used

in middle and junior high schools) The Reports' of the 1977 National

Survey of Science, Mathematicsand Social Science Education (2) served

aSehe major .source of data on the most `widely used Classroom materials

during the 1975-1980 time period. From the Weiss study, the 12 most

widely usq0 programs for these categories were selected for analysis.'
,

The 12 prOgrams were purchased and the actual 'publishe materials

were examined-during the analysis-phase. They were analyzed for tight

variables: science content; goals, objectives, and intents; teaching.;

and-clearning styles; evaluatioh devices; career emphasis; science/tech-

nology/society emphasis; nature of student activities; and any changes

in the programs since the 1965-1970 time period. The specific methodol-

ogies or evaluating the eight variables are described in the fiction,

"Anal sis of Middle and Junior High School icistnce. Programs."

.".

The emplriCal base for the analysii of research in science educa-

tion in middle and junior high schools appears to be voluminousi

Unfortunately, many studies conducted with sixth, seventh, eighth, and

ninth graders do not include a school context: Initial bibliographies

were peveloped by searches through DIALOG, using the ERIC and PSYCINFO

data bases. Further searches .used bibliographies prepared by the ERIC.

Clearinghouse for Science, Mathematics, and Environmental Education on

research studies of science education in middle and funibr high schools

and in grades five through nine.



A bibliography of doctoral dissertations in science education (3)

was used to develop categories for grouping research studies fbr analy-
sis. These Categories were then ordered in terms of priority for,
analysis 'and synthesis. Two topics 'were selected: analysis of texts
and inquiry. ,These topics were selected because of the predominance of
the use of texts as the curriculum in middle and junior high schools and
because of the lick.of inquiry used in classr(5oms.

Additional computer searches, through DIALOG wfith the ERIC and
pswitipo data bases; were conducted to produce the final bibliographies
from ulhich the reviewv/e0 ,prepared. Comdlete documents were used when
they could be obtained in paper, microfilm, or microfiche format.

#0

The projective synthesiis was developed froma data base of reports
by presidential dommissions, government age1icies, professional organiza-1
tions, and special task forces. Ail of the publications -used for this
synthesis were the work of groups,iusually widely representative, who
were concerned with schooling in general or with science education in
particular. The reports were generally the product of deliberation and
consensus. They are- all reports judged" by the investigators to have
raised significant issues that provide a basis for plarining precollege
science edUcation, particularly science education in middle junior
hi ,gh schools.

This study also considered several papers (4,5,6) on methodological
issues relevant to the task of analyzing the tynthesizing research
studies. The investigators applied many suggestions made in these
papers, but take full responsibility for the applieation of the proce-
dures in this work.

J.,
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SECTION' I THE MIDDLE SCHOOL, IT PHILOSOPHY AND RATIONALE
i 44

CHAPTER 1

THE MIDDLE SCHOOL

Origins

t\

School organization and itS effect on students -and the learning
process' have been-discussed for almost a hundred years. At the end of
the nineteenth century, educators sought to eliminate the 8-4 program in
favor of the six -der secondary program (6-6). Thy believed that the
secondary school program should begin in the seventh grade and continue
thiough the twelfth grade without a break id*COntinuity.- Such thinking
among the educators of the late nineteenth century originated with
President Charles Eliot of Harvard University who was concerned about
the rising age of admission to Harvard. In 1892, while addressing the
meeting of the National Education Association, he recommended shorter/0g
the _program of the elementary. school. His address resulted in the
appointment of the Committee,of Ten on Secondary School Studies by ,the
National Education Association.

In 1893, thid group recommended an introduction `to secondaiy, school °-
subjects prior to ,grade nine: The Committee Of TenAwas followed by
several other committees who looked at the the organization of
elementary and secondary - education. For 'three decades, leadim
educators exPressed the need for a unified programof.elementary and

) secondary education, the' improvement of teaching methods, and the
question of when certain secondary, school subjects should be
introduced. Speaking at a conference in 1902, John Dewey also supported,
the six-year elementary/sii-year secondary school program:

The 6-3-3plan,came-into being in 1909 -10 when schools including
only grades 7, 84 and 9 were initiated in Columbus, Ohio and Berkeley.
California. "an1ey Hall's volumes on the psychology of adolescence

, in 1905 and se\rerai."" drop -out " studies carrigd, out from 1907 to 1911
11,2) helped bring about this change' in educational organizatiton.
Following this beginning, the reorganization of elementary and secondary
education ,into the 6-3-3 structure_ proceeded rapidly in many other
cities.

.

. .

How Was a junior high school defined during this period of,Ltime?
1919 Bulletin of the North Central association defined a junior high
school as one in which grades 7, 8, and9 Were segregated in a buildlng
by themaelves. The junior high school had an Organization and

,administration distinct from-the graded above and below it, and clasies.

O
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were. taught by a separate group of teachers.' The recommended
characteristics of such schools were (3): '

.0.

1. A program of studies decidedly greater in scope and richness
of content than that of the traditional elementary school

2. Some pupil choice of studies, elected under supervision
3. - DeRartmental teaching
4. Promotion by subject
5. Provision for testing out individual aptitudes:in academic,

prevocational, and vocatiOnal, work
6. Some recognition of the peculiar needs of the retarded pupil

of adolescent age, as well as special consideration of, the
supernormal

.

7. Some recognition of the plan,.of.supervisedstudy
,

.

Two aspects of the early 'junior high school became Pdalaxs of the

-

. movement. These were the concept of the, junior high school as an
integial part of secondary education, ,and 'the concept that the unique

nneeds of early adolescents create a need for a special" transitional
school (4,5,6). Along with this growing stress on the centrality,of
needs of the early adolescent was an emerging emphasis on guidance as a
necessary aspect of education at thiSslevel (7,8).

The term "junior high .school" was first used to designate-the
Indianola Junior High School in Columbus, Ohio, in 1909. By 1916i this
term was being used. more than, any other with the 'term "intermediate
school" second in, popularity .(9). Douglats concluded that the terms
meant the same thing.

. '

By the 1920s,the purposes and functions of the junior,high school
included thd following (4,10,11):,.

1. To provide a!gradual transition from,the elementary school to
the secondary school

2. To exercise d.holding power'function and' 'redUce the number of
drop-Oute.

3. To help youth understand the nature of the society of whiell
they are a part .!*

4. To ,provide an exploration period 'for youth so they can
discove?' their xepecities, interests, and aptitudes

5. To assist pupils to make the -fullest adjustment for
self-realization and service to society

6: . To provide vocational career,preparation-
7. To provide ,a unique school that can provide ,for the needs of

early adolescence
.

In 1920Briggs estimated that there were more than 800 junior
high schools in the United,states. At the same time,- he reported con-
siderable confusion among professional educators as to what an inter-
mediate or junior high school istor ought to be (10%,'

A national survey of secondary education in -1930 found 1,787
Separately housed junior high schoolsin.the country. Yet,- in spiteof
the rapid numerical increase, attacks on the intermediate unit 'og.

8
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schooling., came from different sectors of professional. education. Educe-,

tional joirnals of the 1920s and 1930s were .filled with discussions

about the legitimacy of this type of organizational structure

(12,13,14). . S

In 1940, William Gruhn and Harl Douglas developed a statement of

functions for the junior high school 'based on statements of various

_'study -committees during the reorganization movement'and statements of

functions fOrmulated by edubational leaders in secondary education from

-1910 to-I940. Their statement was then modified by 12 leader's in junior

high school education. The Gruhn and Douglas statement has bec6me
,classical definition of therationale'for the junior high school. It is"

cited in most junior high school and some middle school textbooks still

'im-,'nse as a widely accepted statement of functions (15,16,17,18,19).

The 1940 Statement was modified in 1970 to include further developments

in the thinking Of educators about the philosophy of junior high school

education. Tht six functions, however, were the samen 1970 as.they
were in 1940. -'This 1970 version is-as follows (20:75,76):

Functions of the' unior High School

. Function 'I: Integration. To provide learning experiences

,in which pupils-may use the skills, attitudes, interests, ideals,

and understandings previously acquired in such a way that they will

become coordinated and integrated into effective And wholesome

pupil behavior.

.

To ,provide for all pupils a broad, general, and common

education in the basic knowledges and skills which will lead to

wholesome well-integrated behavior, attitudes, interests, ideals,

and understandings.

To -provide for effective correlation among the studies,,

learning activities, and extra class activities of the total,

program of education.
,V.

Function II: Exploration. To lead pupils to discover Ind
explore-their specialized interests, aptitudes, and abilities as a

'basis for decisions regardihg educational opportunities.
0

' To lead ils 'to discover arid. explore their -specialized

interests, 'aptitudes, and abilities as a bAtis for present and

future vocational decisions.
.

To stimulate pupils and provide opportUnities for them to
develop a continually widening range of Cultural, social; civic, .

avocational, and recreational interests.. . . 4 °*
,

,

'. To help pupils identify interests' ii School which will provide

motivation for them to continue 'their formal 'education and to

participate' in educational activities that are appropriate for

et4eir indi'idual growth and development. '

/.%.

,.

.' ,. ...
.

t,
.1

____
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Function III:

intelligent decisions
opportunities and to

decisions. ,

Guidance. To assist pupils to make
regarding present educational activities and
prepare them to make future educational

T9 assist pupils to make intelligent decisions regarding
present vocational opportunities and to prepare them to make future
vocational decisions.

To assist pupils to make satisfactory mental, emotional, and
social adjustments-in their growth toward wholesome, well-adjusted
perionalities.

To stimulate and prepare, pupils to participate as effectively
as possible in learning activities so that they may reach the
fullest development of their, individual interests and talents.

4 Function IV: Differentiation. To provide differentiated
educational facilities and opportunities suisid to the varying
backgrounds, interests, aptitudes, abilities, 'personalities) and
needs' of pupils, in order that each pupil may realize most
economically and completely the ultimate aims of education.

111a

. To provide learning activities in all areas of the educational
program which will be challenging, satisfying, and at a level of
achievement apiropriate for pupils of different backgrounds,
interest, abilities, and needs.

Function '17: Socialization. To provide increasingly for
learning experiences which will prepare pupils 0.

and
in

and contribute to our present complex society and help them adjust
o to future developments in that society.

To provide learning experiences which will prepare pupils for
effective and satisfying participation as responsible citizens in
our democratic society, both at their present level of maturity
and, later, as adult citizens.

To provide learning experiences which will prepare pupils for
participation in an effective and mature manner km the activities
of young adolescents and, later, as older adolescents and adults.

- To help pupils appreciate, understand, and function effectively in
a society in which there are individuals. with different interests,
abilities, backgrounds, and educational and vocational goals.

Function VI: Articulatio4 To provide a'gradual transition
from preadolescent education to an educational program suited to
the needs and interests of adolescent boys and girls.

To help pupils 4cquire backgrounds and 'skills which will<
prepare them to, participate effectively in the educational
activities and program at their present school level and, later,, iri
the upper secondary school, post-secondary schools, and adult life.

-10 14



'e't During the period between World Wif I and World War II, junior high
iChOols became'the answer tp space problems, elieving the overcrowded
conditions of elementary and high school buildings. Because many junior
high 'Schohl teachers. Were trainedto teach in senior high schools and

.desired to -becOne Senibi high°school teachers, the junior 'high school
began to live.up to its name of being a."junior" edition of the'senior
high school. Many. of its original goals anefunct'iofis, although stated
well in textbooks, were ignored or forgotten in actual practice.

Criticisms of the junior High School

Growth in the number of junior kigh schools continued to 1960. In
that year, the Educational Research' Council of Greater Cleveland marked
the Golden Anniversary of the' first-junior high school. In reporting
that conference,'thevNeW York Times states, "The fiftieth anniversary of
the junior high school in America has found considerable criticism
focused.on the 'stepchild' of publid education. William T. Gruhn, one
of the principals on the program bfthat conference, umeraied the
following critical problems and needs (21):

1. There Is ser.ioueshortage oi qualified talent for positions of
profesbional leadership in the junior high school...

2. There is a serious shortage of, teachers prepared for teaching
in the junior highschoof.o.

3. The curriculum :lust be reexamined'nd priorities must be
established conceTbing what should be taught.

4. The influence of college entrance requirements, merit
scholarkhip examinations, and similar programs must be
examined.

-

5. There must be more agfeement-on.the "essential purpose" that
the junior high is to serve. .

.

Why was the junior high school in such' trouble as an educationa,1
institution by l960? According to many educational experts, the problem
was not with the "junior high school' dream" or its goals but with the
implementing organization (18,19,,22,23). The name, "junior" .high '

school, which implied a scaled-down version of a "senior" counterpart,
had come under. attack (15,24).\ The junior high school had become a
Mimic of the 'senior high qcfibol, complete with varsity athletic teams,
maeehing bands, proms, graduation exercises--all deemed inappropriate
fob seventh -, eighth-, and 'ninth- graders (25,26,27). Other limitations
cited by eritics of the junior high school were:

,

1. The) junftor high school often fails to meet' the special needs
of, manys.sutdents and consequently diives them away from school
rather -thap'easing thefr,transition from elementary to senior high
(15,16,29M)

0.

2. The jueor high school often offers its students a program of
studies it:A-parallels that of the high school and limits students

15



to a few choices when it comes to exploring Various areas ofinterest. Little relationship between subjects is found (24).

3. The junior high often .places
participation in athlette,Nand
students to measure up to an

' emotionally dangerous (16,25).

too much emphasis on competitive
social activities. rt pressures
ideal, which at Chair age may be

4. The junior high school often- fails to provide students with 'educational challenges equivalent to their present, level ofcreative and intellectual.development. There is little opportunity
to develop individual responsibility. Students are essentially
passive recipi4nts of knowledge dispensed by teachers (29).

5. The junior-high
.

school often has many discipline problems, some ofwhich relate bp-the faqt that it houses ninth along with, seventh
and eighth gradedtudents under the same roof (26,30,31).

6. The junior high school alienates students from
educational achievement (15).--- There is a tendency 'in
high schools to make a program ;har'd for the

successful'
some junior

sake, of being hard

7. The granting of Carnegie unitcredits in grade 9 is a problem. Thehigh school must either accept the Carnegi credits'of the juniorhigh school or attempt to control the granting of these credits ingrade 9 (15,24). In effect; the high school principal has adecision-making control over a school 'omit for which another'administrator is responsible (17)..

8. The teacher as.gigned to teach in junio igh 'school oftencontributes to the problems of the school. Few teacher education
programs differentiate the preparation for 'junior high teachersfrom .that designed specifically for elementary of high schoOlteachers. Many junior high school teachers lack understanding fthe age group and its needs. Sometimes junior hfigh staff rereruitet from dissatisfied .'or unsuccessful teachers.
Dissatisfaction among.teachers.is higher at this level than anyother (18,24,33) . In softie areas, high school teachers.are paid on
a higher scOle than elementary or intermediate

school teachers,thus creatir(g a status problem. Junior high school teaching isseen as a stepping stone to a higher salaried and/or moreprestigious senior high school teaching position (19,32)'.

4

N
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9. A similar problem exists with administrators. In many /school/
districts, high school principals are paid' 'at a better rate than
junior high school principals, Commitment.to intermediate leveleducation ps a lifetime career position is hard to cote by when
differential salary schedules exist (19).

The rationale for the junior high school as initially conceived wasgenerally believed to be appropriate by professional educators; thefailure was one of practied (15). The middle schoolpovement erupted as

12
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. a. protest against the program, not against the concept of the junior
high school (34).

. .

The Emergence of the Midare School
p

,

Although the junior high school continued to be 'under fire, no

specific alternative structure was' proposed until the early 1960s. At
that time, Dr. William Alexander revived the term "middle school,".which
was being used in some private American schools and had been long
dsed in European schools. He and other educators began to give the term
a set of educational attributes -(35).: Conant (36) in his
"recommendations for education in* junior high school, years" made
a number of suggestions to schOol boards for improving junior high
school education. They inclilded:

t

1. No matter what the particular organizational pattern, grades 7
and t should, reflect the transitional nature ofespupils in this
age group.

2. English, social studies, math, and-science should be required
courses for all-pupils in grades 7 and 8.

3. English and social studies should be taught in`a block time
program in grade 7.

4. Instruction should' be. intellectually challenging to all

pupils:
5. The junior high school .should have a strong 'guidance and

testing prOgram.
The junior high school should not be a replica of the" senior
high school; there should be no marching bands, scholaStic
athletib; or graduation ceremonies.

What led to the emergence of the American middle school? Several
.factors have, been identi -fied. First, the late 1950s and early 19608
were filled with many criticisms of American schools.- A variety of
books about''education in general triggered new concerns about the
quality of schooling (37,38,39,40,41,42). The successful launching of
Sputnik in., 1957 led to certain types of Criticism about school

curriCula:' Academic'achievemeht, particularly in mathematics, science,
and foreign languages became an obsession. 'Renewed interest in. college

preparation led to a call for a four-year high school where specialized
courses in mathematics and science could occur. Interest grew in
including grades 5 and 6 in an intermediate ilrogram that promised to
strengthen instruction by allowing subject specialists to work with
younger itudents. Many bf,the first middle schools were organized to
include both'grades 5 and 6.'

The work of Jean Piaget '(43) in cognitive development and of
J. M. .'Tanner (44) in physicql development, among others, gave rise to

.renewed interest on the part of educators in the developmental
characteristics of 10-to 14-year-olds. One of the major philosophi8a1
'foundations of the emerging middle school movement came to be the

recognized need to develop a unique educational program for both the

13
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0-'preadolescent and the early adolescent, based on the many physicat
cognitive, social, and emotional changes that occur in this age span:

Another factor leadingto middle school formation was the desire to
help eliminate,racial segregation (45,46,47). In the larger cities such
as New York, elim&nation of de-facto 'segregation was a real force behind

...the:,early middle school movement (25,48,49).

ti ' Ir.:Creased enrollment of school-aged children was another contrib-'
uting factor (45,46)., A shortage of buildings resulted in double and
sometimes triple sessions in some school diirCts. Because it was .

believed that older students were better able to cope with overcrowding'
Alan younger students, the ninth grade was moved \to the high school to
relieve the overcrowded junior high school. The sgtge rationale was used
to relieve the crowded elementary'school by moving the fifth and sixth
grade to the junior high school.

Another factor was the "bandwagon effeCt" (45,46). When middle
schools received favorable publicity in periodicals and conferences,
someadmihistrators decided that the middle schooldyas an educationa
innovation worth pursuing.

The desire to facilitate edUeation'al change and improve educational
practiceswas another factor. More rapid and comprehensive change can

ted by creating a new institution rather than by
o an existing one., Teachets and administrStors in a
from the constraints and traditions of an existing
more.recePtive. to new ideas (45,50). A new middle
a'catalyst for change and a. means to better articu-

often be effe
attempting to r
new school free-
school often are
school can provide
late the total K-12 program (36).

ti

Philosophy and Rationale fdlt Junior High/Middle Schools
in the 1960s pnd 1970s

In ,1965, A exander,and Williams proposedieight guidelines for a
model middle s611 1 (51). In brief, these guidelines are as follows:

1. . A "real" or model middle school
needs of oldei children,
adolescents.

2. Such a school should make
instructio\.

3. 'A high priority should be given
of the curriculum.

should be designed to meet the
preadolescents, and early

a reality of individualized,

to'the intellectual components

4. Primary emphasis should be given to the skills of continued
learning, inquiry and the discovery methods; and,learning how
to learn.

5. Many exploratory experiences should be provided.
6. The health and physical education 'program should be

'specifically designed for the age grOup.
7. A values emphabis should underlie all aspects of the program.

14
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8: Teachers in the middle school need special competencies to
work'effectively. with this group of students.

These, guidelines are in many ways quitelmilar to. the functions of'a
junior high school articulated by Gruhn nd Douglas (20,52). The junior
tigh statement does, however, include a much stronger statement about
vocational preparation and has a "preparing for the future" thread
`throughout it that is not present in Williams and Alexander's
guidelines.

In the 1960s an .educational philosophy for junior high/middle
schools was articulated by Bossing and Cramer as well as other educa-
tional experts. It included these components:

1. BW.ief in the dignity and worth of each student as a person with
inErent rights to the fulfillment of her or his intellectual,
social, and physical capacities (53). It was-becoming widely,

.

recognized that the differences in any age groui)of 10- to 14-year-
olds were tremendous (20,34,54).

.

uccessfull the

S
2. Belief sthat students should be ab le to complete

work of the school (53). In order to make that possible the'

curriculum requires flexibility id content, 'methods, and
instructional materials (20,54).

3. Belief that the growth patterns of the early adolescent are

predictive and different frOm those of older and younger students,
and that, because of this, a separate school environment and

instructional techniques are essential (53).

4. Belief that children and youth require intensive guidance and

nurturance duiing thiS phase Of growth (20,53).

5. Belief that educators have a responsibility to attempt tp
understand stud t responses to learning experiences. This
involves recognit on of the multiple influences of out=ot-school
life situations that may be potentially stressfdl (53).

6. Belief that staff members.should have an understanding of early
adolescent growth and development and its impact on learning and
that they. also should have a genuine liking and concern for their
students (53).

N1/4. )

7. Belief that development of the fundamental skills and, knowledge
begun in eleMentary school should be continued in a functional way

(20).
3.

ft 'aft

8. 'Belief, that the curriculum should offer many ways for studentb to
1, develop new interests and explore new areas of knowledge (20).

9. Belief that the curriculum should include general edUcation for
all, but also provide - opportunitieb for some studerits to b'egin

specialized study that may relate ,,to future educational,
.---vocstional; sncl-avocational interests-I20
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10. Belief that students should have opportunities to develop skills of
effectiye citizenship through study and experience (20).

,Advantages of the Middle Schodl

O

Proponents of Middle 'Schools have

to
a variety of advan-

-.tages of middle schools as compared to junior high schools., These
advantages have been, used as part of the rationale for initiating ridle
school units. These perceived advantages-are:

.

.4

1. The middle school unit has a status of its own rattiv .than a
"junior" classification. It is not a preparation for something
else. nkit, learning is for here and now, for personal need, note
for !someday" (30,35,55).

2. The middle school facilitItes the introduction of some subjec; t

specialization into grades 5 and 6 (24,30,35,56).

3. The middle school ''facilitates the reorganization bf ',teacher
education, which is, sorely needed to provide competent teachers for
the middle schools. Since existing patterns of elementary and
secondary teacher educatiocCwould not suffice, a new patttrn had to
be developed 130,35,56,57).

D 1p

4. Developmentally, children and early adolescents in grades 6 to 8
are more alike,then children and early adolescents in grades 7 to 9
(30,34). Because of earlier physical maturation, ninth-graders are
no more like tenth-, to twelftbzgraderd than they were several
decades ago (34). Since they are undergoing a common experience of
moving from childhood into adolescence, sixth- to eighth-graders
should have special attention: ! They should have special teachers
and speci &l progiams, which middle school ,reorganizatidn helps
facilitate3(30,58,59).

5. ddle schools provide an opportunity for gradual change fom the
se f-contained clasdroom of the elementary school to the complete
dep rtmentalrzation of the high school (30,58,60,61).

6.) Middle. schools permit the
organization

of a program that has an
emphasis on continuation and enrichment of basic education in the
fundamentals (30,62).

7. ,Middle school organization facilitates extending guidance services
, to-younger students "(30). A close relationship with one or 'more
teachers, as well as the provision of professional counselors, will
Sidl students in weathering, the changes and conflicts typical of
early adolescence (63).

8. Middle ,school organization helps to slow down the process of
"growing up" by the'remoVal of'theolder students typically found
in a jounkor high school (30,59).

16 20
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9. Middle school organization can be structured to bring together.:

children and youth from differing neighborhoodi, 'hiding their

sociological. development earlier than in a junior high school

organization (30,57,59). .

J

10, The physical unification. of grades' 9 to 12 permits better
coordination of courses for the senior high school (30,63). It,

also facilitates more curricular experimentation for the 'middle
school f57). It elimlnates the possibility that some students and(
parents may not be aware of the importance of the ninth grade as
part of the senior hilh school record in terms of college admission

(30). It eliminates the need for special programs and equipaient

for one grade (ninth) (30).

11. Fewer.- discipline problefts are preS'ent

graders are not together (30,31).

when eighth- and

12; reorganization of the grade structure enhances tAe-possibility that

innovation° may take place more headily (65). It makes
possible more educational-innovation (59).

138r:di makes the' following comparisoh between the emphages of 'the
middle school and of the junior high school- T46:13):

s

Middle School Emphasizes:

A child-centered prograM

Lear'hing hoW to learn

Creative exploration

Belief in oneself

Student self-direction under
expert guidance

1 Student responsibility for
'learning

Student independence

Flexible scheduling

Student planning in

Variable .group sizes

Team teaching

A self- pacing approach
,

-/

Junior High School Emphasizes:.

A subject-centered program,.

Learning- a body, of inforation

Mastery of concepts and skills

Competition with others

'qkdherence to the teacher -made

lesson plan

'Teacher responsibility for
student learning

Teacher co

The six -p d day

The princi -made s ool

Standard classrooms

One .teacher ,class

A textbook approaCh, with all
Students on the same page at

1 ,

thesame time (44:13)

r.
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Characteristics of a Middle School
.

a

Many different types of middle schools hacPe developed over the past
20 years. Today, -many middle 'school experts suggestp,that this
diversity, individuality, and uniqueness its part of the strength of
middle school movement (34/66,671. There ire, hoWaver, some commo
agreed upon characteristics possessed by, "real middle gchools"--A:e.,
those that are more than a name. A middle school is one that has:

1. 'A program that hast,een specifically designed to meet the physical,
intellectual,. social, and emotional needs of the pre- and, "early
adolescent. (35,46,60,68,-69) and to. cope with the problems of pre-
and early adolescence (66).. The mi sign of this kind.of school is
neither remedial' nob prgioarator
promotes learning for the "here an
(55).

(17); .).t is atiochool that
now," not for some 41,11pre'time

-2. A wide range of exploratory intelleCtual, social, and physiCal
ekperiences (49,70,71). Exploration should characteriz the whole-

.,

program (72). The school should proiide optimum individualization
of curriculum and instruction for a ,popOlation char46terized by
great ,variability (73). There shOuld be many electivgs available
AO all students to help them discover' more abotlt themsglves, their
interests, and the world around them (74). ExPloratory,,2rogramso,
should-give students opportunities to develop interests in
aesthetic, leisure, career, and other aspeCts' of life
(62,75,76,77).

3. ks.An atmosphere-of basic respect kor the individual that Can take a
reality of individualized instruction (51,66,78). Thismal; occur
'best in a nongraded, continuous-ppgress form of instructional
organization (46,54,79,80).

.4. An environment in which the student and not the program -is most
important and where the opportunity to succeed is ensured for all
students.: ' Developient and enhancement of self - concept is
recognIfed as an important educational g9gal (6,7,74,81). Students
should-be known, respected, able to experiment, and able to find
sucts082). There should be the absence of.a "star SSrsteth" L6
whicH a few special students dominate everything; in contrast to
this, enhancement of feelings of worth in'all students -shbuld be
encouraged (83). It is recbgAized that self-esteem appears to have
a stronger ,relationship to school achievement than eitherability
or motivation (84).

5. A positive and active learning environment (74,82,85): Aniactive
learning environment should be promoted since this is' an important,
means of relating learner characteristips such as )varrable"
attention' spans, physical restlessness, and concrete cognitive
capabilities to subject matter (173,86,87). Restlessness and wide-
swings in energy level of students suggest the need for scheduled

. time to unwind, perhaps in the form of morning and afternoon breaks

a-
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'6. Facilitiesk and scheduling that .are flexibie,e ough to allow.kor a
variety of grouping patterns.ana ,74,87).,

7. A setting- tn which everyT:student is well knwp by at one 0c

staff member. A teacherl-counselor in ahome base or advisory grout
setting may be that, staff member (24;60,89,90). In Order' to
accomplish this, ,teachers will need to expand. their perception of
)heir role to include the- whole child in a wide context. This
string teacher- counselor role is'necessary in order to cope with
the emqional and psychological crises that occur with this age
group- (66,79). Students a so halte a strong, need td know and relate
to an adult .otherr than rent (82).

31.

8.. A program that.specifically helps pre- and early adolescents to"
grow; in self-understanding and the understanding of others and
includes the specia-}- concerns of this age grdup (18, 34) .
Commitment to both the physical and mental health of each child is
a middle school emphasis (74).

9. 14)oltiple opportunities to develop social and human relations skills
in.activities appropriate for the age group. Learning to work well
in a peer group is a developmental task for pre- and early
adolesdents43(91). Schools need to find ways to deal positively-

,' withthe impdttance of paer approval and the norm of conformity to
beer behavior thatcan result in an intoleiance of other's apparent-
differences (88). .Learning., often can be promoted best in an
'interactive context that includes working in dyads and small groups
(69,92,911). Middleschoold should,deemphasize sophisticated social

activitifs that mimic high school social life,. such as competitive
A interscholastic athletiop, :early dating, night 'dances, and other
"grownup" activities. raerest groups and low-keyed intramural and
social activities shoold'he programmed (74,79)

10. A concern with affective, as well as cognitive and psychomotor,
development (94,95,96). The importance of affective factors as
motivators--friendship, good- grades, positiVe feedback--is

411acknowledged (97). Opportunities for -values clarification and
development should be a part of the school, program (51,88).3 --

llf - A ,concern with creativity and divergent thinking as well as
dOnvet;gght- thinking (79,98). There should, be many opportunities
for expression of, creative talents through musical and dramatic
'programs, student newspRpers, art, and other means of expression.
Students should be able to do much of the planning and carrying out
of such activities on their own (74).

4
12. A way to facilitate a smooth educational trtnsition° between

elementary and.high school while allowing for the physical. and
emotional changes taking place during this stage of developmentt
It should provide a way to mediate between, the onset of adolescence
and the pressuies of culture--a way.to continue general education
applied in a psychosocial environment that Is functional at this
stage of socialization (19,24,99). At the sixth grade level, the
security and recognition found in a self-contained classroom needs
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to be programmed in some way (31,72). Means must be found to
promote continuous progress through and smooth articulation among
the several phases and levels of the total educational program

.)
13. A program that provides a means to acquire essential learning

skills. in asequential and individual manner. These skills would
include reading, listening, asking questions, using library
resources, and organizing .information, among other things
(45,80,100). 'A nongraded approach that will 'accommodate
differentiated rates of growth, is a suggested way to do this (46).
The teaching of reading in the content areas and an emphasis on
'developmental, as well as recreational and remedial, reading should
be a part of middle. school programs (60', Multimaterials, tether
than basic textbooks, should be used , since maturity levels,
interests, and backgrounds 9f students vary widely (79).

14. An educational Climate that emphas4es learning how to learn.
Developing abilities./to solve problems., determine values, and be '

receptive to,new facts should be a part of the educational process
.(.70,7174;78). The% emphasis should be on inquiry rathe than
memorization (54). Every, subject should 'be taught to reveal_
opportunities for further study and to appraise interests and
values (72). Students should have some.opportunities-t9 di'rect
their own learning; there should be an emphasis on self-direction
and self-respilosibility through a choice of activities (74,101).

15. A .physical education program designed- to develop conditioning and
coordination (51,92t., A strong intramural program should replace
the traditional highly competitive'athletic program. Stress should
be placed on large muscle development, team sports, and helping
students to understand and use their-bOittes- 474,88).

0 .

16. A health program geared tdpromote
positive ,phYsi-Cal and 'mental

health and to provide sex education appropriate' for this _age
(5t102). since students this age are self-conScious in tetms.of
rapid or, slow development of secondary sex characteristics, health
units shoUld include selflimage, phyeical'development, and sex role
identification (88).

v.°9 --17. Guidance in the development of mental processes, attitudes, and
values needed or constructive cit &zenship (71,72,103). StudentsshoUld have opportunities to be of service to others (101,104).
Students with ethnic backgrounds need opportunIties for conscious
,confrontation with their ethnic identity and for content about
ethnic life styles; there is also need for\Jearning skills of
conflict resolution (105)..

18. Staff members who recognize and understand the students' needs,
interests, backgrounds, motivati/6ns, and goals as well as fears,
stresses, and frustrations, and who are competent toAeal with them
(24,51,71). Since the students' attitudes toward school and school
work are so affected by ;heir relationships with teachers, skillful
teachers are the main ingredient in a successful middle school

w.
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(106): Teachers need to be secure parsons (107) who are effective
in the ar.ka of human relationships (108). Teachers mast understand

the students' Unpredictability in response to adult affection and
their tendency to show rejection or ambivalence. (109). A,.

continuous teecherinservice program that stresses the personality
development of students and the implications 'for edUbation is ,
necessary (74).

19. Varied instructional methods appropriate for this age group. These
would include individualized instruction, variable, group size,

independent study prografi, use of :multiple materials,4'
instructional media centers, and computer-assisted instruction

(,45.74,92.99.;1,10).

F
20? Concern .for t 1.matching of teaching and 'earning styles- Bach

middle school staffimeeds to de?.relop a range of teaching styles ana

approaches that provide specific learning environments for studenti
who show a need 'for them (67). re

21. An emphasis on diagnostic' teaching. Teachers need to become'

diagnosticians of learning needs and resource persOns who guide
instruction (113). They also 'need to be' able to assess the

effectiveness of learning experiehces in the achievement of special
purpcsescfor students (66).

22. Some cooperative'.planning and team teaching to provide
interdisciplinary program's are provided (24,74,92414,115):
Subject matter areas should be reassessed with a view to a more -.-

effective synthesis of 'content and the development of Ok

interdisciplinary approaches 194). 'Teams of teachers from a

variety of academic pursuits should provide opportunities for
students to see ,holy areas of knot/ledge fit together 146,54,46).
Interdisbiplinary learning is often cited as an appropriate way to-
make subject matter relevant to the interests and concerns of
students (83,114417,118;119)::

23. Effective leadership frot it principal. More than anon else,

the principal determines the atmosphere, direction, and
effectiveness of a school. The principal shodld'view herself or
himself as:an educational leader who maintainl3 close touch with the,
school program 'and curriculum 40 who involves the staff in the
decision-making prob'ess (54,66).

24. thatof student progress carried out ,in a manner that not

counterproductive to major middle school goals nor destructive to
student self-esteem insofar as possible. The marking and reporting
dystem'should focus on individual growth and 'include some self-,
evaluation features (24,12021). Growth is measurable; evaluation
should reflect student personal growth (54). Student conferences,
as'well as 'parent, conferences should be part of the 'evaluation
process (422) .

l
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25. Participation by .parents and other tommunity resource people in
order to broaden the context for education (75,123,124015.).' A
planned program of community relatfons shouldK,,not only ihvol4le
parents .and other community leaders in school programs s-and
actiVities, lt,elso should involve parents and, community leaders in
the decision-making process (74)
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CHAPTER 2'

THE MIDDLE, SCHOOL

The middle school movement, as recently characterized by the Presi-'
dent of the National Middle School Association (NMSA), .dohn Swaim, is
"entering ,a. new era." The number bf middle schools has grown constantly
throughout the seventies, increasing during the past four 8r five years
by 5p0 to 600 schools 'per year (126). 'A sharp increase in the number of
middle schools is predicted fOr the first half of the eighties,,followed
by a leveling off wring the-last half of the decade. This increase

will be due, in part, to the several large metropolitan districts pres-
ently converting to,middle'school organization.

.41

How.eveve when -condideraticin is given to the number of middle
schools :truly trying to work within a middle school philosophy--"the
middle school concept " -- Swaim notes a decreasing trend. Many are middle

schools in name only, despite the efforts of organizations likethe NMSA,
and the Association for Supervision and Curriculum, Development (ASCD) to
provide guidance and direction to schools making changes in organiza-
tional 'structure. In facing the eighties, Swaim suggests it is
increasingly important for the NMSA to keep the middle school movement
focused on "creating an educational environment attuned 'to the needs of

the emerging adOlescedt%"

What is "the.middle school concept"? While no 'rigidly prescribed

formula for a "real" middle school is suggested, leaders ok the middle
school movement identify a variety of characteristfCs, *hich.together
-comprise a middle sc4161 philosophy and rationale. Some of these char-

acteristics are:

L. Middle school programs should be'planned to meet the physical,
cognitive, affective, and social needs of the' early adolescents

..they setve. The diversity found in 10- to 14-year-olds is"tremen-
dous, end educational programs should attend to this diversity.

1

2. The change from concrete to formal reasoning is a natural part of
human develoment'often occurring during early adolescence. Middle

school curricula shodld provide learning experiences appropriate
for this transition..

. .

3. An "active learning environment" should be promoted, since this(is
an important means bf relating learner characteristicssuch as
variable attention spans, physical restlessness, and concrete

cognitive capahilitlesto subject matter.

ti
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±4. Students should have opportunities for a wide variety of learning
experiences and should have some opportunities to direct their own
learning. Decision-making and problem-solving skills should be
emphasized.

5. Interdisciplinary learning and team teaching often are suggested as
being appropriate ways to make subject matter relevant to the
interests and concerns of students.

6. The psychomotor and affective domains of learning should receive
more attention than is usually the case in departmentalized juniorhigh schools (94).

7.. Participation of parents and other community resource people is
encouraged (123). Middle schools should find ways to get young-
sters into the community and to bring the community into the
school.

8. Professional staff should be well trained in working, with early
adolescents. They should also be committed to students in this age
group and enjoy working with them. The role of the teacher as one
who is sensitive to the needs of early adolescents is emphasized.

The curriculum should excite students' natural curiosity. Creativ-ity and divergent thinking should be as actively encouraged as
convergent thinking (98). Exploratory programs should give stu-
dents opportunities to explore and develop interests in aesthetic,
leisure, career, and other aspects of life (89).

10. Each student should.be recognized as a unique individual. Guidance.and/or home-base programs should be carefully designed; "every
student should be well _known by, at least one adult in the schoolwho accepts responsibility for her or his guidance" (89).
Development of- a positive self-concept and the opportunity forsuccessful learning experiences are 'sought for each individual
student.

11. Developing appropriate interpersonal skills and socially responsi-
ble behavior are cited often as middle school goals (127).Learning can be promoted best in an interactive context that
includes working in dyads and small groups, as well as in whole
classes. ,geer group formation is a 'major aspect of the early
adolescent-experience. Schools need to establish ways to make it a
positive aspect of the educational experience.

12. Evaluation of student progress should be done in a manner that is
not counterproductive to major middle school goals. In the strug-gle to establish adolescent identity, students are extremelyvulnerable to assaults on their self-esteem. A marking and report-
ing system should focus on individual growth'and include some self-* evaluation .features (121).

13. The lack of uniformity presently found in the middle school struc-
ture and program is viewed positively: "By resisting institutional
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rigidity, the middle school has remained a dynamic concept" (98).

Most middle school staffs work at developing their own curricula to
meet the perceived needs 8f their particular student body.

14. "Back-to-basics" pressures have affected middle schools as well as
other schools: Additional time allotments for reading and mathe-
matics have been added. This practice frequently conflicts'with
other policies andprograms characteristic Of middle schools.

15. The essentials.of education, including "the ability to use lan-
guage, to'thin1 and to communicate effectively, to use mathematical
knowledge and methods to solve problems, to reason logically, to
use abstractiOnt and symbols with poWr and ease, to apply and
understand scientific knowledge and methods, to .make use of tech-
nology and understand its limitations..." are endorsed by the
Publications Committee of the NMSA (May 1980) as well -as by many
other educational groups.

16. In instructional processes, good middle school education is often
_closely related to good elementary school education (73).O

17. An overall goal of the middle school concept has been to provide a'
smooth educational transition from elementary to high school' by
developing an educational institution with a uniqueness and an
identity of its own. That identity.should be based on the unique-
ness and identity of the 10- to 14-year-old students, it serves.

et'

.
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CHAPTER 3

SCIENCE INSTRUCTION, 1965-1970 and 1975 -1980

Rationale and Goals, 1965-1970

In writings about middle and 'junior high schools between 1965 and

--'1970, discussions of the rationale and goals-.of science instruction
generally were brief.: Sometimes general goal, statements were made;
often,. however,k the section &sling' with science merely presented
'examples of what specific schools were offering In terms of course
.structure or organization. In some instances, only course titles were
presented.

When general goals and objectives for science instruction were
presented, there was some agreement about them. There -was, however,
recognition that a lack of understanding of the purposes of science
education contributed to the variation in science instruction found in
junior)high schools and middle schools during this timejperidd
Some identified objectives were

1. To deirelop a better understanding of the natural and physical
forces of the environment and how human bgings interact with the
environment to their betterment or detriment (20,51).

2. To develop a clearer and more accurate comprehension of the .

processes of human growth and development in order to cope better
with growth_changes occurring in self and peers (51).

'3. To become .familiar'with orderly methods of scientific investigal
tion (17,51); to develop skills in critical thinking and experi-
mentation (17); to .seek fanswers to questions 'by scientific
reasoning and interpretation of evidence collected by scientific
&sir (304

4. To develop a familiarity with the practical:aspects of science (51
and an under nding of science as a human enterprise (20)

5. To acquire some knowledge orshe world of science with an emphasis \:

on concepts and principles (17,20)

6. TO>explore opportunities for careers in science (20)
,

3
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7: To find through 'a study of science a means of enriching life
through recreational and avocational pursuits (20)

8. To make science interesting an xciting to all students (17)

changes in the Teaching Of Science, 1965-1970

Writings about the middle oi'juhior high school reflected perceived
chhnges and trends in the teaching of science. Commonly rerted
changes were as follows:

1. A transfer of science content from high school to junior high or
middle school and from junior high or middle school to elementary
school (20)

2. Longer, more intensive study of fewer science topics,,with longer
periods of time elapsing between study of similar topics

. (16/17,20)

3. Reduction in the amount of science information presented in order
to permit greater emphasis on principles and procedures basic to
the study of science and how scientific knowledge is obtained
G16,20,99); use'of new programs grounded in concepts and struc-
tures of the various science disciplines (99)

4. Less emphasis on'the accumulation of facts; more emphasis on ,devel-.
()ping inquiry skills; experimentation when conclusions are not
predetermined (16,99); more "doing" of science appropriate to
developmental level (53)) more use of projects, small group activi-

, ties, and experimentation to develop skills of inquiry (20); change
from the teaching of one problem-Solving method to many relatively
unstructured methods (16)

5. Increased use of mathematics as a tool in the study of science
(16,20).

6. ' Making science'classrooms more like laboratories so that student
'eicperimettation,could.occur (17,20)

A,

7. An increased amount of time given to science in tive curriculum_
(17,20)

8.' Recognition of the importance of science instruction 'for all
siidents ,coupled with recognition of, individual differences in
Students (1.7,20), resulting in the dedelopment of a- track program
in Science (18) or.some other means of instructional individuali-

\
zatipn (20,54,70).:

. I

9. Less .reliance on a single textbook; greater use of audiovisual
materials, supplementary materials, and multi-textbook4s (16,17);
greater use of flexible scheddling and facilities (17)
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10. Greater ug) e of community resources (53) 0.

11. Exploratory opportunities to encourage students to understand and
appreciate materials representing physical, life, and earth

sciences to the limits of their abilities (53)

12.. Mote'emphssis on the study of science itself and less on the appli--
cktion of science (16,17,20)

13. Movement of science out of the core program to make it more labors-
.

tory-Oriented (l6)-i'

14. AgreePent that science'should be required but little agreement on
exactly how much should be required or in what form it'should be
presented. Writings about middle schools and junior high schools
'did not present a unified Picture of a "common" science program.
Some authors suggested that general science was the most usual
offering (16,18,19,53,99) 0 hers reported a program that
presented life sciences in the sev h grade and physical science
ip the eighth and ninth' grades (1 ,20). Many middle schools
developed local science programs that were thematic (15,46). In

-some instances, science'was combined with mathematics or health ii)
a double-period, block-time program (53). Some use of curriculum
protects such as Introductory Physical Science (IPS), Earth Science

'CurriculdM Study (ESCP), and Biological Sciences Curriculum Study
(BSCS) was reported (16,17,18). In some cases, honors programs at
the1ninth gradelevel were offered (18,20). .

15. Many middle schools and some junior high schools had science-
related clubs and science-related exploratory mini-courses
(15,20,46).

Issues and Problems, 1965-1970

:

Articles about middle'and junior high schools in this period rarely

discussed issues and problems specifically related to science instruc-
kton. However; Howard and Stoumbis identified the following "old

tproblems...and new issues" (17:127,128):

1. , Textbooks. In these times, textbooks soon became obsolete,
and perhaps that's a good Ilingi'since many are full.of errors
and inconsistencies.

11111011111,.

2. Teachers are still too often inadequately prepared. Even

worse, it is not uncommon in junior high school to find a
teacher paddled with a science class he didn't want and can't

really teach, but hat it because of "scheduling problems."
vt

3. There 14s still too much teaching frOm the text and not enough
pupil lab Work.

.3
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4. Many schools, attempt to teach too much content. It, is
impossible to teach or leatn everything.

P

We still tend to underestimate ,the ability. of
students.

6.' There is"still too much repetition of content,._

7. TOo'many junior high schools are' sii112 plagued by a lack of
facilities, lack 'off materials, and. a shortage of time to
teach.

4

8. Science changes so rapidly 'that there is a need for a contin-
uing inser4ce teacher-training program.

9. There is.a conflict of opinion between tho se who believe that
all science should be integrated. and those who think. that each
subject should'be distinct. 'General science is often- criti-
cized for just that--it is too general.

10. There is some feeling that there is a gap in the new programs,
since there has been an omission of any real attentqn to
applied science, engineering, and technology.

4

11. Unquestionably, the substantial majority of the new programs
are, aimed it the college-bound student.

interested

12. -There for a correlationof instruction in mathe-
matic ce.

Teaching and Learning Practices, 1965-1970 4

During thls period, writings about middle and junior high schools'
often included general discussions about teaching and learning that had
some application to science instruction, although, the discussions
presented usually did not relate specifically,to science. , The point was
made often that good middle school or junior high schoolfteachers need
to be skillful in a variety of teaching techniques and,that they should
kno4 by training, experience, and-Asight when, to apply each particular
method (15,20). Discussions of teaching and learning methods were
organized in various ways. For example, Gruhn and Douglas (20) grouped
teaching methods into four general approaches:

c
1. Assign-study-recite app roach. 'This is the traditional teacher-

dominated method of using a textbook or; other materials where
reading text -material, disbussing it, and being tested over its
content, are the major teaching/learning activities.''

2. Subject-centered approach. Curriculum content is organized into a
unit Of content for'all to use.

t.
10,
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3. Activity-centered approach. Various kinds of pupil activities,

often problem-oriented, are preplanned and prearranged by the

teacher and carried out by the students. 14

4. Experience- centered approach. Learning experiences grow out of a
pupil's'expressed needs, interests, and abilities. They result as

an outcome of cooperative teacher/student planning carried outin a

cooperative, informal, and democratic manner.; A variety of

instructional Materials and'strategies are incorporated into the
learning experience. Fundamental skills are taught as they are

needed. The experience- centered approach is-advocated as being the

approach most appropriate for the attainment of the oft-stated'
goals of junior high and middle school education.

f

.Within these approaches, a variety of teaching methods were

suggested as being ,effective. Some of these approaches were tradi-
tional, having been the backbone oi educatidnal practice for decades.

The lecture method, if not overused, was recommended to present specific
information and provide key guestibns for student consideration (15).

Short lectures could lead to discussion. If effective discussion was to

take place, 'however, the teacher had to establish a classroom climate
that encouraged acceptance of divergent ideas and open-minded problem
solving (15).

Role-playing aid° was suggested as ideally suited to junior high
and middle school .learners, since it allows itudents to learn from one

another and to put themselves in different situations (15). Programmed

instruction, which is student rather than teacher centered, could free

Nteachers to work with individual _students and individual learning

problems. Self-paded learning packets frequently were advocated as
effective ways to individualize' instruction (16,46). Many middle

schools developed .their own teacher-constructed, learning packets for
science classrooms. Bondi (46) presented some of the topics develpped

in this mahner by the St. Cloud, Florida Middle School; for example,
"Weather and You" and "Light--The Human Eye."

Team teaching was recommended often as a way to organize instruc-
tion in middle and junior high schools: The ways to oqganize teachihg
teams were Virtually unlimited-=either within or across grades oriVithin

or across subjects. In 'intradisciplinary teams, teachers concentrated

on using-their areas of special, preparation, knowledge, and skill to

help each other to 'plan effectively and to provide large- and stall-

group instruction. In interdisciplinary teaming, English and social
ttu ieg often werecombined; in some instances, English, social studies,

and science were combined for cooperative teaching of interdisciplinary
dni s of study or experiential education (15,20).

Flexible scheduling often, was advocated to improve educational

practice (16,158). Availability Of'different time blocks and sizes of
instructional'groups was recommended as being particularly valuable for

the teachin cience. For example, longer laboratory periods and

shorter 1 e-group, lecture-demonstration periods becaMe possible when

a flexib schedule was implemented (16).
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Many authors recommended independent study opportunities for middle
school and junior high school students to facilitate the frequently6
mentioned objectives of increasing responsibility for- learning and
enabling students -to pursue elective interests on'their own. However,
few schodls appeared to have independent study programs that involved a
high percentage of students (,16). When independent study programs were
coupled with team teaching efforts, it did become possible for teachers
to work with smaller groups of .students and to encourage independent
study (16,159).

.00
upervision a4p Administratioh, 1965-1970 .

In,junior high and middle schools, as compared' to high schools,. the
role ofdepartment chairperson was deemphasized during this, peribd,'thus
avoiding a narrow specialized' focus '(53). .Administrative staff and
counselors were encouraged to help teachers underseand students and work
effectively with them (53). In some large junior higp schools, a
school-within-a-school organizational pattern was useful in encouraging
flexible scheduling, an atmosphere in which students were well known by
staff, and a program more likely to result in attainment of typical
educatiohal goals for the junior high school (53).

Cuiriculum coordinators were useful in helping.new teachers save
instructional problems, in brihging teachers together for, curriculum.
planning and evaldation; and in introducing educational innovation (20).
The principal was responsible primarily for the planning, organizing,and controlling function*. tf the school (54). However, planningactiviti-s sometimes were delegated to the staff. Decision activities
were carried outon a full continuum from principal- centered leadership
to staff- centered leadership 450.. Evaluation web done by a review team
including administrative staff and teachersA54).

The role of inservice education in relation to teacher attitude and
astudent achievement was- re nized (15). Effective teachers head to

understand the pyre- and earl adolescent; they needed "how to do it"education for new.content and methodology; they needed encouragement to0

rofessiona attitudes toward educational change andinndvatiop (15). w. nown that supervispry' style in differentcontexts affects attitudes toward change. Autocratic supervisoryclimates could be expected'.to result in hpstility and aggressive
Itbehavior, disruption of group cohesiveness, and a lack 0B-initiative and

originality. Enhancement of positive self7.concepts for teachers was'animportantgoal of inservice education /15).

A team teaching organization'
encouraged supervision of junior team

members by team leaders. The less, experienced team members obserVed
outstanding teachers. Cooperative- planning Was carried out; profes-
sional growth and development of all team members was encouraged (15).

s
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Ration 41e and Goals, 1975-1980

Writings about middle and 'iunior high schools during the past
dedade do-, not provide a separate raionale and goals for science,
instruction. Characteristics that define an effective, general educa-
tional program are discussed widely, but the content areas usually are
not addressed separately in-much detail, although some sample 'units of
study, learning packets, or individual school'programs are scientific in
nature (73,74)1- Interdisciplinary units may:iaclude scientific compo-
nents, for example, "technology" (74).

2-2

Science .is viewed as, part ofithe-cours of studies designed to
prepare students for social competence. It is one of=; the four, content
areas that comprise the basic studies program (thehpr.three being
mathematics, language arts, and social studies). In the.Tiddle schopl,
these subjects often are taught in an academic block :oP time by an
interdisciplinary team of teachers (74). Books. about the middle school
may include examples of general goals, portions of which are science -
related. For example, the Hastings Public Schools' include as a goal:

Knowledge of the humanities, social sciences, natural sciences and,
envirOnment, an the relationship between one's%own acts. and the
quality of the environment at a level required to participate in an

ever more-complex world. As indicatorsof this goal, the students
willdemonstrate (x4:310):

a. Knowledge of the basic methods of inquiry in.edch field
b. Interdisciplinary efforts to focus kn- owledge on contemporary

and future problems
c. 'Awareness'of one's relationship to the. environment
d. An attitude towards preservation and wise Use of natural, and

hum n resources
e. U erstanding'the effects on the

.

environment 4 human
.,

activi-
ies and values, lifestyles, tebTilologies, population growth,

energy use, ;etc. .-

The following sample of suggested' themes for science:in the fiddle
school is suggested by Wiles and Bondi (74:98-101):

0 5

0
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FIRST LEVEL

Man and His World

How man learns about his world:

Five senses: Observational skills,
bias, recurrence, discrepancy, sense
extensions, i.e., microscope

Graphics and quantifying, probability
development of patterns, science
attudes--news, UFO, ESP...

11!How man be ves toward his world:

Categorizing...,

Neasurement...
del building... ''c

Communication of data...

How man expects his world to behave:

Consistency and uniformity...
Cause and effect...

MAN- AND THE WORLD

SECOND LEVEL

The Kind of World Man
Thinks He Has Found

Man assumes the existence of variation
and change

Normal curves...
Directional variation...
Extrapolation and interpolation...

Time--gradient--natural selection
Repeating sequences...'

Interacting changes that result in
balance...

Man thinks in terms of relationships
rather than absolutes

MeasureMents express relationships...
Patterns govern relationships...

Frames of reference determine relation-
ships...

Interdependence consists of relatiOn-
ships...

Heredity and envinouent are related...
Changes and rates are related...
Man and his tools are related...

.s.

THIRD LEVEL

Man Finds That His World Has Limits

Science is limited by how we feel about
the world

We can look at our world two ways:

Problems of conflict, poetry and real
world, painting and pictures, music
and sound

Complementarity--Structure and
function, nature of light, science
and religion

Continuous discovery: ,

Prognosis of science inquiry
Limitations
Moral obligations

Social limitations--political and
cultural

Teaching and Leaining Practices, 1975-1980

C

C

Writings about middl2 and junior high schools in the period from
1975 to 1980 include discussions about teaching and learning. These
writings emphasize a variety of themes, which are summarized below:

The 'Importance of the Learning Cliwitike. An effective educational
environment for 10-° to 14-year-old learners should provide a sense of
security while permitting socialization and exploratory learning activi-
ties (34).4_,Since early adolescents are-seeking greater independence,
the learning environment should permit students to Accept challenge.
Variables affecting climate include structure; responsibility, reward,
risk, warmth, support, standards, conflict, and identity (74). Teacher
leadership style determines classrdom)climate. Once created, learning
climate'has a significant effect on student motivabion and performance.
Swick and Gatewood (82:11) identified ten conditions needed tdpromote a
learning climate that is both affective and accpUntable. These condi-
tions, stated in terms of students' needs, are:

D

To be known
To be respected,
To be able to learn
To be able to find success
To be able to experiment

To be able:to find structure
To be able to be alone -

To know and relate to peers
To know and relafie to an adult
To be able to b come...

34 37 b °
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The Importance of the Teacher, in Determining Educational OUt-
comes. Much has been written about personal) characteristics important
to teaching successfully in the middle school or junior high school.
MdMasters (107) identifies the need for resilience, personal security,'
and commitment to the democratic process and to giving students choices.
Liking students; displaying enthisiasm; being alive intellectually,
physically, and socially; having,an'open mind; possessing a wide variety
of skills; being compassionate, tolerant, and flexible are 11.4ted as
important personal characteristics by Wiles and Bondi (74), who also
present several lists of !key competencies" Zor teachers as identified
by several sources. One list suggests 61 needed skills that range from
planning 'multidisciplinary lessons' to functioning calmly in a high-
activity enVironment.

The Importance of the Relationship Between Various Aspects of Self-
Perception and a Wide Variety of School-Related Variables (128,129).
Bean, Lipka, and Ludewig (130), in synthesizing research on. the self-
concept, suggest that these variables include school achievement, per-
ceived social status among peers, participation in 'discussions,
completion, of school, perceptions of the individual held by peers and,
teachers, pro-social behavior, and self-direction in, learning. They
-also suggest that schools have many opportunities to enhance the devel,
opment of individuals by mbying (130:85,86):

From a custodial climate to a humanibtic climate
From accepting failure to expecting and ensuring success
From attfibute grouping to variable grouping
From age-isolation to multi-age interactions
From avoiding parents to working with parents
From institutionally imposed rules to cooperatively made rules
From subject approaches to life-centered approaches
Min 'adult-exclusive evaluation to more self-evaluation

Since its inception, the middle school Movement has emphasized the
importance of developing educational practices that enhance rather than
derroy a positiVe self-concept.

The Importance of Grouping Practices. Grduping practices in
-relation to organizational structure, teaching strategies, and student
characteristics receive much attention in the literature. Wiles and
Bondi (72) recommend that flexible grouping patterns be employed. Such
patterns should include large groups, medium- or class-size groups,
small .groups, one-to-one learning situations, and independent study.
Both heterogeneous and homogeneous groupings should be ustd, depending
on interests, tasks to be accomplished, and skill levels.

Multi-age or "family" grouping is suggested by Milburn (131) to
pronote positive attitudes toward school and 1 arning skills of coopera-
tion. Eichhorn (34) -recdmmends developme al grouping as a means of
minimizing the effects of growth factors order to maximize learning.
He reports on the-developmental grouping program used by the Upper-St.
Clair.school system over the past decade _nd suggests that developmental
age grouping enhances continuous progress' educational organization,
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or
improved climate for instruction, and the overall effehiveness of
middle school education. .

The.importance of Varied and Active Instructional Strategies. A
need exists for a wide range of active instructional strategies, includ-
ing learning centers, games and simulations, instructional packages:and
other forms of individualized instruction, and -independent study (73,

74,86,127). The use of concrete learning Materials and varied and
appropriate questioning strategies are emphasized 132)., 'Meeting the
learning needs of individual students is a continued emphasis.

Alongwith.the recognition of the need foe varied and active learn-
ing strategies is the recognition that learning is best facilitated when
the learners themselves have a share in developing and managing their
own learning experiences. The school, curriculum should not consist
entirely of a "canned" curriculum -(133}.'

The Importance of Teaching Reading Within the Content' Areas.
Within the.past decade, educators have been challenged to improve the
teaching of reading skills. The questioh of how best to do this has
raised a variety of responses (66,134,135,136,137). In s ite of a

variety of approaches, there j.s agreement that all teacher should be
trained to teach reading 'in 9heir respective subject area Drawing.
from the field of psyCholinguistics, Tovey (136) suggests at readers
perceive and remember ideas that are of personal relevan e. Readers
interpret written'discourse.in the light of their immediate interests,
questions, and understandings. Therefore, student interest iF not only
desirable, but an emential ingredient in instruction. Tovey urges
teachers to evaluateThe assumptionsuthat underlieotheir teaching prac-
tices and their views of the relationship between reading and learning:
If reading is not motivated by personally significapt questipns, even
the most simply written books can be difficult to rod. On the other
hand, for the student who really wants 'to know about'somethingr,very
complex text can carry much meaning.

).
...

.

The Importance of InterOisciplinary Team Teachingi Inter-
disciplinary team teaching is a recommended way to organize/curricula,
-instruction, and staffing In middle or junior high schools. Inter-
disciplinary teaming promotes communication, coordination, and coopera-
tion among subject-matter specialists. Stydenta 'benefit from such
instruction, escaping the fragmentation that characteiizes much
education (74). Such organization also facilitates the use of large-
and small-group instruction and he implementation of independent study

- opportunities. Some middle school educators advocate a return to the
core curriculum concept of the 1930s and 1940s as part of their inter-

.
10disciplinary appfoach (73,80).

,.tic .
Interdisciplinary team teaching correlates content and skills "and

supports a personal development program focusing on the needs of stu-
dents 115). Middle school educators have proposed various ways for
pla ing interdisciplinary units ,of study; for example, "webbing"
(13. , "lesson plan trees," and °"interdisciplinary planning wheels"
(139).

$.
0
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The 'Importance of Recognizing Individual Differences in Learning

and Teaching Styles. One of the current educational topics generating

much interest and debate is the attempt to-itlentify individual learning

and teaching styles and to mix and matth these styles. Gregorc (140)'

defines, learning style as distinctive behaviors that indicate how a

person learns frowand adapts to,her or his ,environment and give clues

i as-to.how a person's mind operates. In the past few years, educators

have been trying to align learning and teaching styles (112,141,142,

143): Such atteepts are now' being '.iiptaise critically (144,145).

Questions are being raised about the value of matchi6gi teaching and-N

learning styles that relate to Dn2Lv'beliefs\about education, teaching' )

and learning,' and how much student' and teachers Can %Id should change.

Arth (111) suggests that a mismatch of student-preferred 'learning modal-,

ity and teacher instructional methodb±ogy may result in discipline 0

problems in young adolescents. He suggests the use of a learning.style

assessment instrument that will make possible students' assessment of

their own preferredlearning style.
t

The Importance of Brain Growth periodization Findings as They
Relate to Teaching and Learning. Since Herman Epstein's article on
brain growth periodization appeared in Transescence i.n 1977,, middle

school. educators have been interested in relating his findings to ssi-

bre implications for education (146). Epstein reported a-sit brain

growth period in the 12- to 14-year age span. He predicte that it

would be relatively more diffidat to,initiate novel intel ual pro-

cesses during this time than in the periods both prebedipg and following

it. He recommended that the durriculum'should be altered to avoid

noveltiei and to include a larger component, of experience as -well as
..-'practice of skills already acquired.. .

Toepfer (147,148) .believes that many'schwi programs "over chal-
lenge" 12- to 14-year-olds and that youngsters give up trying to learn

things they cannot,tomprehend. , He believes that it would be helpful to

It
''.., be able to identify when youngsters en and leave the age-12-14-

plateau period., He also suggests that furt er research into this peiiod

may be useful ih understanding differences between boys and girls in
learning exprienceS and timing from ages 11 to 15. Preliminary data

suggest that girls experience more brain, growth prior,to the age-12-14

plateau than boys do,and that the condition is reversed in favor of boys

between ages 14 and 15.
A

Epstein and Toepfer (104) suggest that the middle school educa-

tional program should have a greater emphasis on students' 'interests.

They suggest that much education should take place outside the school.

They recommend community service programs, such is students working with

the elderly in nursing home4'and with children in day care centers.'

Teaching cognitive information should mphaSize'skills already learned.

A
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Supervision and Administration, 1975-1980

?

Educators involved in supervision and staff develpment should be-
Aware of what le known about adult 'earning. Adults comelto any learn-
ing experience with a wide range of previous experiences, knowledge,
interests, and competence. Individualizationv therefore, Is appropriate.
for adults as well as for children and youth. Many adultdoperate at
the concrete level of cognitive operations; therefore, concrete and.
direct. learning experiences are appropriate for them as well as for
youth. Adults prefer 'to learn in informalsituations where social
interaction can take place among learners. Inservice educators and
supervisors should,(149):

Include more 'participant control over the "what"' and "how". de
, learning ,

Focus on,job-related taskp perceived as important by the learner
Provide Choices and alternatives
Include opportunities to practice what is to be learned in real-

life or simulated work settings
Encourage learndrs to learn from each other
Encourage participants to give one another feedback concerning

performance and areas of needed improvement -

J.

Middle school team organization helps teachers function as profes-,
sionals with freedom,,and responsibility to see that students learn,
progress, and find excitement and joy in learning. rt encourages
initiative in team members and can help teachers and students alike to
become excited about learning (,15D).

Teadier-performance is the key to effective middle and junior high
schools., Improving teacher performance is a'complex task, but it can be,
accomplished by school administrators who demOnstrate a supportive(
attitude, exemplified by verbal encouragement and moral support; real
support in the form of planning time, supplies, ihstructional materials,
fresh ideas, and inservice progiams; and shared decision making. Kroft
(151) recommends a "broken -fro y" approach that sees inservice education.
as systematic, smallLgroup, and developed as needs arise. If teachers
articulate a need fdr an inservice program, that need should be met as
soon as possible.

- Haschak (152) zeports the use of a daily "huddle"'involving an
interdisciplinary to ching team,t a counselor, and other staff, including
principal viand assist nt principal, as deemed appropriate. The "huddle"
facilitates 41anni gi administrative conununication, professional
development ,of staff, and communication with parents., as well as inter-
disciplinary planning!, .

.

Jubt as middle schools use....peer pressure to their advantage in,

1:

designing instructio 1 strategie's for students, middle school practi-
o . tioners ,can learn' rom one another. Bourgeois (153) reports on

interschool visits.t0iing place. under the auspices of the New England
League of Middle Schols. Teacher exchanges of up to a week's time and

. . ,
.

44,54.
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school-'site conferences are -a popular Sway of broadening teachers'
experiences.

McGee and Eaker (154) report the findings of the practice of
.Supervision- in Tennessee (155) that relate to the perceptions of
junior high and middle school teachers and principals. The findings
included the following:

Almost 60% of the teachers in the study perceived their supervisory
classroom observations as not being helpful. Of the principals
included in the study, 93% believed that their observations were
helpful to teachers.

Psychological support to try new ideas usually was not provided for
77.8% of the teachers, although 86.7% reported that they needed

i this support.

Ritz and Cashell (156) report a recent study of the supervisory
effectiveness of 143 science supervisors and 258 of their teachers in
which teachers were asked to express their views about 26 informal and
formal supervisory activities. Four factors influencing effectiveness
emerged: instructional/intervening, interpersonal/supporting, manage-

,ment/planning, and socializing. Two additional factors also were
identified: attraction (how'much the supervisor is attracted to member-
ship with the faculty) and acceptance (how much the faculty accepts the
supervisor as a member),- The views of teachers and supervisors differed
significantly on four factors: instruction/intervening, interpersonal/
supporting,, socializing, and acceptance.

With , regard to instructional/intervening activities (such as

inservice workshops and co-teaching), 'supervisors rated themselves more
successful than teachers rated them. On the interpersonal/supporting
factor (such as helpihg leachers with personal problems, informal dbm-
munication, and mediating conflict), teachers again rated supervisors as
less effective than the supervisors rated themselves. However, regard-
ing the socializing factors, the supervisors rated themselves much less
effective' than the teachers rated them. On the fourth factor, accep,
itance in the faculty group (in terms of how truthful, argumentative, or
'friendly supervisors could be), the teachers gave the supervisors sig-
fificantly lower ratin§s than the supervisors gave themselves. ,

A second part of the study focused on trying to improve under-
standing of the ,dynamics 'of effective' supervision: What are the

elements that make supervision in science effective? Ritz and Cashell
hypothesized that supervisors who develop a relationship of "psycho-ay
logical membership" (having a high degree of attraction and acceptance)
withapheir teachers are seen by teachers_ as more qeffective supervisors
than hose whose japulty relationships are less positive. Analysis 1

showed hat. gibup membership accounted for some 39% of the variance in
supervisory effectiveness. The suivey items that best.explain this
relationship suggest that general interpersonal/coimUnication behaviors
are the source of this correlation. The authors conclude that it is
essential for supervisors to improve the interpersonal/communication
aspects of their supervision.
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To improve instruction, most types of supervision-*-management-hy-
objectives, clinical, human relations, and peer supervision--focus on
teacher behaviOr. They stress what the teacher says, and does in the
classroom. This focus on teacher behavior is based on se4eral
assumptions (1571:

Teacher behavior will influence student behavior.

Teachers can control their behavior to influence student behavior.
Knowledge about the ways various teacher behaviors influence stu-

dent beha5ior exists.

Zahorik (157) questions the acceptability of these assumptions. He
notes the role that values play in the three assumptions concerning
teacher behavior and suggests that supervisors should stress the devel-'
opment of values rather than the performance of pertain behaviors. He
suggests that supervision of values development should, focus. on the
basic, fundamental elements of education; for example; the student, the
subject matter, the teacher, and others. The supervisor should help
teachers clarify their beliefs or convictions about these elements. To
do this, supervisors need to clarify their own values and to make their
values position known to teachers. They could develop their own values
prior to attempting values development supervision, or they could
develop their,values along with the teachers though dialogue and mutual
clarification. In this form of supervision, behavior, is seem as an,
outgrowth of values development. The supervisor would be concerned with
the relationship of values to behavior and would try ,to help teachers
achieve consistency between values and behavior..
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SECTION II ANALYSIS OF MAJOR COMMITTEE REPORTS WITH RESPECT

TO MIDDLE AND JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE INSTRUCTION

/

4 CHAPTER 1

)-,

a

GOALS FOR SCIENCE TEACHING MIDDLE AND JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

6
-4,)

Goals and objecti ep represent Ole direction and foci of educa-
tional efforts in science, the expected chriges in the potentialities,
proficiencies, and attitudes of students who enter the process. In this

sense,, goals represent the commitment and role of.science teachers.
poais presumably provide criteria for selecting and organizing subject
matter as well as for assessing educational benefits from schooling.
They area the conditions needed to maximize the desired returns from
instruction. Under the best circumstances, all policy and practical
decisions are made in terms of the conceptual framework that harbbrs the

`-arkay'of science educational goals.

In examining the information' from-the three NSF.status studies
relative to goals,we found it necessary to consider implicit as well as

,
explicit information. This attests to the difficulty of identifying the
goals of science teaching as,;they are expresSed in educational jitera-

.

ture and reflected in teacher practices and the curriculum. In addi7
-tion, teachems sometimes see they are supportive of a gpal, such as
inquiry, but fail to use learningartivities th'at provide students a4.
reasonable' expectation of attaining the goal. Thus, we haveteaching
goalsthat exist more in theory than in practice.

'Socializing Goals
e

Teachers And educational specialists often.do not interpret the use

of goals in the.sameway. ,Most ,teachers tend to think of goals and
.objectives in terms of: "socializing" the students (lg:24). Socialize-

"tion is the process of, bringing students into an acceptance of the
customs, standards, and traditions of schooling. SocializationAncludes
active cooperation with the.system, not rebelliousness (rg:26.3). The
subject' matter of science,frequently is used_pu create order in the
class' and maintain teacher control (lj:5). "d/he teacher's goal is to
help-students accommodate "the educational system as it 'is for their own
benefit, and for the teacher's benefit" (lg:26.3). Teachers are mostly
concerned with the circumstances of their own classrooms (1g:12) and the
emphasis is on working hard,, keepingbusy, being, polite, competing,
aspiring to improve, working independently, and preparing for things to
come (1h:25). Essentially, the goal is to produce the "good" student
(1j:4), to encourage "poor" students to work harder (lg:15,16). Good

O
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d.
students get good grades (19:18). "Good grade's" mean _that the student
is being prepareB for the next rung in the educational ladder-
(1j:441g:21,24,35) and, for the very best students, entrance to college
(1c;18). A major complaint of middle and junior Kfgh_school science
teachers is that students come to them from the elementary schools
poorly prepared and lacking motivation (2:182).

Subject matter is determined by, how it sustainsand protects the
teacher, in the social tystem-of.the class (1g:23), more so than by its
validity in academic terms (lb:18). The goal, of learning is the devel-
opment of skills for acquiring information from the textbook (1j:6), and
students learn best by successfully carrying, out assignments (1g:12).
Science teachers apparently are more oriented toward socializing func-.
tions than toward subject matter or students (1g:3). Though the
emphasis in the science curriculum "reform movement of the 1960s and
1970s was "to know the structure of a discipline"- (2:182), this goal is
not commonly accepted by,teachers.

Knowledge Goals

The__science curriculum of the schools is regarded as' a set of
knowledge and skills rooted'in(the academic disciplines (1j:0, 2:182),.\:
Of the 23 states that have- established science goals, 17 list the:major
goal° to be acquiring "facts, concepts; and ,principles" of science
(2:173)f 'The selection and conceptual organization of the subieq
matter are functions *of the textbook or worksheets rather than o
teachers or students (1g:21). "Teachers argue there shoUld be a 'signif-
icant body of learning at every grade level which is difficult, which
may 'not make much sense at the time,. but which has to be learned by
every student" (1g:16). The primary responsibility of schools is
academic, and teachers feel it should continue to be so (lb:18). In
this vein, cognitive achievement is viewed as increasing one's factual
knowledge and, ultimately, one's ability to make better scores on
achievement tests (1h:26).

The validity of the subject matter br the facts' to be learned iea
function, of the instructional materials. There is a strong philo-
sophical bias toward the authority of book learning (lf:61). Over 90%
of a sample of 12,000, science 'teachers stated their instructional
materials were the heart of their teaching ,curricula 90% to 95% of the
time (1d:66). The textbook is accepted by teachers; they seldom
criticize the book they are using, and most teachers state they are not
concerned about the "philosophy" of their subject. Teachers often
appear to use subject matter to demonstrate their personal competence
and to control and impress students (1g:7).
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Inquiry Coals.

In spite of the,efforts of some science educators to keep alive the
idea of inquiry as a goal of science teaching, there: is very little
inquiry to be observed in schools (1c:1,5); inquiry as a goal has a low
priority (lc:11); most of what pastes for, i.ruattiry occur,s, in the elemen-
tary and junior high schools (1g:31). Principata of grades 7 through 9
were surveyed. It was the judgment of 73% of the; that lees than,25% of
instruction time in sdience_is spent oh inquiry (lii68); the median time
was about 10% (lg:31). A majority of teachers' stated they do not use
"inquiry teaching" because.studentscsre Unable.to4barry out inquiries,

'or .inquiry' is too difficult (11468). ,Teachers were 'not confident they
could make systematic inquirers of- students (1c:4,1i:68). They stated
that inquiry teaching does not seem to work but'for the very 'brightest.,
(1c:7). A fourth of theteicher6 stated;they do not'have the materials
or supplies to cafry on inquiry / discovery teaching (lg:31,1f:68).
Others feel that "-it Is too ,hard to a : 'students of the right

ve, or-that students "are too
..

For whatever reason, there-is very little inquiry teachingto .be
,,observed in schools (1g:30). A basic problem,seflO'to be that.teadhers
do not know how to, implementea discovery/inquitya0Npach t teaching
(3:144) ) they inquiry teaching threatenin0(1c:141 * Though
inquiry teaching is little, evidenced.ift'sthools, .mot teac)3s s are of
the opiniOn there has been too each emphasis's on discOveryelearning,
hands-on aetivi-ties and field stedief, andthatetW Ifime spent on these
activities did not serve the ,learner sufficifttly sell as heor she
moved'into another grade (lf:4). Understanding subjeei matter and being
able to read intelligently,' not Inquiry, are viewed as the best prePAa-
tion for the next learning experience (1c:3). Knowl9dge is interpreted

'Alias knowing the meanings of words, relationships among concepts, and
steps to go through to solve problems (1c:3). Independence of thought
(19:23.3) and qualities of good thinking (1c:1)Y were regarded.as more
the student's business then,the school's. Student inquiry and indepen-
dence of thought were often teen :as things, one wishes for but which
teachers shou1d not-allow to happen withodt pupils "first knuckling down
to the dull, intricate lessons, first earning the right to express.,,,an
opinibn" 4lg:26.3). Teachers neglect inquiry teaching fat another
reason -- inquiry as a process is not included on standardized tests
(2:158,1c:3).

qyeSUrs" to make inquiry teaching-eff
likely to 'goof -off'" (li:68)n.

There are other problems that have served to influence the lack of
inquiry teaching as conceived by the curriculum developers of the 1960s
and 1970s and by science education specfiliits. Teachers follow a
nineteenth century, view of the 4'scientific method", as defining a

problem, forming a' hypothesis, deducing observable consequences, and
listing conclusions. The "messing about," "scuffle with natures" "hands.?
on," or an aesthetic appreciation of scientific inquiry is not prevalent
(19:7,8;1c:6,3). Science teaching in schools% does not aim to develop
an appetite for submitting beliefs to an empirical test (1c:9).

Students react to scientific inquiry as being too abstract, too irrele-
vant to life's problems (1c:9). Furthermore, the diffufe nature of*the
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inquiry goal has failed to gain public.support (1c:1). -While inquiry
remains a frequently stated aim of most science curricula, it is seldom
found.as a teaching practice (1c:5).

41, Science/Social Goals in General Education
N,

These goals broadly include those that represent "general educa-
tion" or "scientific literacy," 'in contrast to career goals or
preparation for the next level of schooling. Ssience/social goals_are
sometimes described in terms of "science for the- citizen-..-"--The(sere
goals directed toward closing the gap between -scientific progress and
social adjustment and indicate something of the value people attach to
the learning of science. Increasingly since the early 1970s, the
literature on the teaching of science has referred to goals related'to
the impact of science and technology oh society (2:185). Over 75% of
parents, school superintendents, and science teachers state they believe
science educaticn'can influence the growth of technologyin our'society,
as well as the economy and quality of life, and they'suggest the schools
should try to do something along these lines (1j:8). A questionnaire
sent to 150 school superintendents asked whether they though a lack of
emphasis on science teaching might influence the growth of technology in
our society, the economy, military pretaedness.A, and the "quality of
life" in this country; and75% of the respondents replied 4"yes" (57%
"yes" for military pre redness) (1h:20). However, 50% of the superin-
tendents'avoided ansWer
When teachers and school
major effort to increas
and 87% of the counse
the students queried
what "scientific

g this section of the 4questionnaire '(lh:20).

ounselos were asked whether there should be a
"scientific literacy," nearly all the teachers

rs responded positively (1i:85). Over half of
ere in agreement; a third stated they did not know

eracy" meant (li:85).

If the question of science/society and "scientific literacy" goals
are explored from the context of general education, we find a confusing
picture. -There is a &road commitment to science as a part of general
education 'in the schools (1c:41). It is most likely to be interpreted
as "minimal competency" or "functional literacy," but not in the sense
of a person who understands; interprets, and canmake critical judgments
on science /social issues 11c:41). Nor is geperal educatioltinterpreted
in the sense of world and oneself, or.in terms of ,the

, meaning ok science for human life and living (lc:41).* The, general
education goal, while held to be important in schooling, is not observed
to-be-achieved -41c:41):What-is-found is a disciRiine-centeredecurric-
ulum taught in an authoritarian manner (1g:6), although some environ-
mental education programs do endeavor to present science in the context
of "the life worth living" (1c:43)..

The apparent contradiction in school policy of iiqffirming the
importance of general' education in science on the one hand and neglect-
ing to implement the policy on the other, requireE more extensive
analysis. Of the 23 states that have identified goals for science
teachingr- only three list "science-society interaction" as a goal
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(2:173). Six states list goals related to appreciation. and attitudes
,toward science, andl,s.id list self-and-environment objectives as purposes
of general educations (2:173). Many elementary school teachers were
encouraging the observation of natural and social environments, but few
were developing conceptualizationsm(lc:1). General education goals for
science teaching in the junior high school were not felt to be vital by

' teachers or parents (1j:24). In fact, general education in the sciences
is downgraded by teachers (1g:17). They claim that deeper understanding
of science for mature thought is a ptovocative idea, but one that lacks
empirical substantiation (lj:24). "Scientific literacy" is something
that depends on local circumstates and value patterns (1j:24).

Furthermore, "scientific literaCy" is not something testIple with a
single-standard on a universal.scalc (lj:24). Iniother-schoolarAeneral
education courses in-science are interpreted as those elective courses
designed to "popularize" science, such as oceanography,' ecology,
environmental or ecological studies, and space science (1c:43).

General education in the sciences as preparation for future citi-
zenship is most often thought of by school personnel as dealing with
career preparation, not the future of the social order (1h:21)y. Over-

all/ in the sites at which classes were observed, science was seen as
having a rather limited value or importance in the education of all
students (1j:24,1c:20). For most students, the goal of "understanding
the world in which we live" is viewed as remote-and impractical (lh:19).
This may be one of the reasons students do not enroll in science courses
unless they are required (lh:19). Teachers are inclined to avoid sci-
ence topics that are likely.to cause them "social discomfort" (lg:23) or
may upset expectations of the commtinity (19:25).

During the middle or junior high school years, students are pro-
iressively iegregatied into "fast" and "slow" learner groups in science,

only occasionally As a voice raised to state that science is of
be lefit for everyone (1c:1). For each of these subgroups, specific
rather than general educational goals are set (1c0,). Under this condi-
tion, a general education concept of sciencecis conceived as something
for students not in a college preparatory or 'a vocational track (lc:41).
General education in science is for the "less able and/or unwilling"
(1c:42). In other schools, an opposite position is. taken; science
courses that deal with the'total environment 4nd the world of ideas are
reserved for .an elite group of students who have done well with the
"basics" and the acquisition of,subject matter (lg:16,17). The core
value. of science in many schools is excellence in specialized knowledge;
the relationship of this knowledge to the larger society is minimized
(lf:4). .

.

The general education curriculum in science is conceived as courses
in general science, life science, physical or earth science, and some-
times general biology (1c:42): General Science courses are promoted as
courses with an "emphasis upon things useful in.everyday (ic:45):

a potpourri of things that are niCe.to know (1c:42).'and.contain few or
no abstractions. One-semester and mini - courses (6 to 8 weeks inlengthl
are sometimes designed to simulate general educatiOn courses such as
horticulture, ecoscience, ,space science, or environmental studies

ac:43,441:
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It is apparent that "science for the citizen" or "scientific liter-
acy" has many different meanings in the schools (1c:46): Whatever these
perspectives might mean as a goal of general education, it is not evi-
dent that the goal is achieved (1c.43).

.

Values as Goals

There trend in the rh4toric on science education to emphasize
values as they relate to a positive self-image, self-fulfillment, and
personal values (2:164). Some%attention also is giVen to-teaching the
values of science as a contributi to thinking, problem solving, and
preparing for theme of life (1c:26). Some ',teachers do transmit
values (1c:33), an others have the impression that an emotional
involvement with a topic is about the same as an ethical value (1g:30).
These are not the value concepts idealized by'science educabton special-
ists (1c:33). Most teachers reject the idea of linking science and
social values, preferring the postivistic, value-free research_ ideology
taugh in most university science courses (lg:19). Teachers recognize
the pqtentiality of trouble in dealing with. value -laden questions Sand
steer away from them (1i:14). There is not much discussion of social
values, and any debate that might arise is curtailed by reluctance "to
get off the subject" lh:23). One exception to this practice is found in
considering "life worth living" issues found in environmental education
courses (1c:43).

..,
.

..

GoalCareer Education as a Goal of Science Teaching

-Career education as a goal of instruction from the elementary
through the ;Aecondary school was brought to _a focus by a series of
Congressional Acts and federal funding beginning in 1972. Prior to this
time, a number'df career- oriented educational activities and the devel-;
opment of instructional' materiais took place in the U. S. -Office of
Education. In 1972, the respongibilitvfor research on career educa-
tion was transferred to the National Institute of Education. To
strengthen career education in schools, ,Congress passed and the
President signed into law the National Career Education Incentive Act of
1977. The intent-of these federal activities was to make carder educa-
tion an integral part of schooling at all educational levels (4).

,

The 1979 public school Gallup survey of parents of teenage-students
found that only 20% of these,parents *felt their children were receiving
adequate'career guidance (5).. Parents speak highly of the vocattional
aim in schools; however, they are not bonvinced the aim is achieved
(1c:24) and they want schools &). do better,;(1c:25). This implies that
science teaching must reflect concern for, and awareness of,' science-

I related careers to be consistent with paiental desires (2e160). Nearly

science
of parents and 59% Of school superintendents feel that

sckence courses should tie aimed More than_ they toward vocational.
_
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goals, but only 31%. of science supervisors (grades 7 through 12,) agree

(11:43). A number of states identity career education among the top ten

educational goals or priorities (2:159,166): . .

Providing a strong program for those students who wily become 'the

nation's'future scientists is not a high ,priority in schObl systems k
(1c11). Only occasionally are -students counseled into careers-in

Science (16:.25a1.. For the most, part, counselors see as their primary

responsibility the placing of students in tracks, and they'find that

heavy counseling demands leave little :time for long-range career

planning 11c:25a). With the practice of identifying and guiding.

students into separate courses for "better achieilers" and "slow

learners,". and with theosbetter" track oriented toward onlege, one nay
presume that the "better" students will have a more favorable opportu-

nity to enter a science career'Alc:11,22).

Career awareness as an educational goal should begin in the lower

grades and be a collaborative effort of the total instructional, staff

(4,6). While science teaching should'not be tied solely to careers, the

science teacher has a vital responsibility _in, career _guidance (7).

However, teachers have not had the Special preparation they'need to

carry out a career awareness, program (2:71).

The 1980 "reporb'to the President ot the United States!! (8), states

"there is persuasive evidence that many students today are simply

aware'of the career opportunities,which exist in scientific and t
logical fields." The available data on Science career educatio
goal of science teaching in middle, and junior, high' schools in

Strongly that the goal does not exist in practice. Career information

is 'seldom found in science. textbooks; science' teachers, for ...various

reasons, do not accept responsibility for career education; and school . °

counselors seem not to have time for career guidance. Although there

has been a' decade of 1.ntensive'effort by the Department of Education to 4'

popularize career education, supported by a,budget' of tens of millions

of dollars per year, plus an _extensive research 'program carried out` by

the National Institute of 'Education on career education, and the devel-

opment of a wealth of instructional resource materials for teachers,

little progress has been made.in the schools toward effective career
education in the sciences. Two-thirds of the science .supervisors still

do.not accept career education as a goal for science teaching (l1:43).
1

9

1

"Basics" as Goals of Science "Teaching

The' question of "basics" in schooling is tied to the issues of
behavioral objective and competen/y, measures. ,-"Basics" and "behavioral
objectives" do'not rest oh a,tHgory of knowledge for the teaching of
science such asqlerberttl'SpenceriE'What Knowledge Is of Most Worth? or

PolAnyi's cacept of,^eacit knowledge" where the food& is on the

importance,of ,knowledge. Rather, both tbasics" and "behaJioral objec-

tives" appear7to be-based on assumptions about how specific information

is acqiiired, retrieved, and quantitatitmly measured. Basics ag goals
$
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are consideged here because 'they are So commohly interpreted as learning
goals for science teaching. The confusion about basics in educationn

; /will be evident from the data presented herein.

The consensus among teacher 455%) and parents (64%) is that school's
dive too little ,emphasis 'to 'the basic knowled0e.and skills that every-
student should have (4:34). For all' the school sites studied, the
"back to tesics" Movement was apparent at every grade,' level(.143:45f'. :

1
Teachers, perceive. basics. as Skill in the Three Rs. (1d:48) and- rate
reading as the "most basic of the basics" (1d:38,39). Scienc teachers

..t.,tnd to perceive basics' in Science',to be a set of.knoWledge and skills
igOted in the academic disciplines' (1d:17) Or knowledge about txadi- _

tional Subject matter, (1d:35). To traditional teachers,. teaching the
basics often means raising the stcident'S quality of performance; it is
not4KMatien related to the curriculum (1d:'37). These teachers tend,to.
veiw:(the "basids problem"-as one, of instruction rather than of experien-
tial learning (lf:3). -Teachers in .general are convinced, that too little
attention has been placed on basic skills (reading and computation) in
schools, and have a "grand belief" that if science courses were better
taught,' cognitive achievement and basic skills.would be improved at the
'same time (lf:3).

,

- ' , ,
The 'movement to set specific (behavioral) objectives for science

courses is,well integrated With,the movement to a fundamentalist (basic)curriculum (le;23). "Back 'to tesics";narrows educational goals to '

specifics '(.16:18). Teachers are about equally divided on the issue of,
whether more. specific instrumental goals will lead to an,OVerem asis7iin
simplistic skills.and the'memorization orisolated facts (li: 7,1e:23)., ,).

Parents have-the same concerns., In districts wheie instructio al objec-
tives have been specified and tests' constructed to measure them, no
evidence was found that'the prolcedure changed' 'the achievement level of-.

:youngsters (lj:11).'
., . , "

,

t

There is another side to the "back to basics" emphasis in schools.
"Back to ,basics" seems' to be the most promising,opbion.in the light of 1

- deciYing conditions in schools and the public outcry against'funds spent
for -well- intenced but faitillg program innovations (1O:12). tBasics.
,provrae*a.goal for.whichteachers can identify their;effOrts (1bt18) and
that they feeLis more fOcueedanol,articulated than are goals associated

. with"the innovative,curricula ile:32}. 'Teachers, more than the critics
of education,.,are advocates --of "badk.to basics ", because they..

can,want to be accountable for assignments 'in which they can succeed; what-
'' ever-else 'is taught is .corrsideiea a 'student ,bonus (lb:18), '17 This

position' is sported by erents. "Back to bAicsri-appe'ars to be a,,
ipreaction againsCthe science'curriculUm-improvement.piogramofthe

'1960s
(1d:3:7)% Teachers who tiied,soMe'df the newer curricula are chahging ''
badk' to tiaditiOnal 'curridula, where there i.1. a foces' on sperform'ance
skills and away from conbeptualized'experience (lf:5). Current110 A is
the lang4age of the behaVoral psYChometrician Peychblogiatsf,'"whb speak
of the. taskst:to be accomplished; traits to develcip, and !_things to.
measure and-test",that_dominates curriculum thinjcing (le:33).;

'
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Goals and Student Diversity

O

#

Although teachers recognize the heterogeneity, of students, the

demand& for equity in schooling have not led to a persOnalizing. of
objectives (le:23) . Schools use goals to encourage .a uniformity of
instruction in the direction of least diversity (1e:24). Teachers
pfefer to,work toward common specific `aims, for good or ill, for all
students (le:23). While uniformity of instruction is seemfhgly opposed
by principals and teachers, more uniform standards are, sought
(le:2Ay26). Parents are equally diyided on the. question 'of whether
achoolihg.shouip be more or 'less, uniform (le:26). Parents have a con-
cern that wheIlstudents from, different junior high schools feed into the
same high school; one group may be at a disadvantage if there is not a
mOifortity of goals and curricula (le:27). Teachers, curriculurn super-

visors, administrators, and parents wholeheartedly support the notion
that a commitment to specified objective apd, firm curricular arrange-
meritslor each` grade level'would improve the sequencing of courses and

_better articulate educational efforts'(le:28,29). There is a consensus
that thO much,, or too Ilittle uniformity could be harmful (le:27)., Almost
everyone,' however, feels teacherp should be free in the way they go
about obtaining these goals (1e130).

Qualitative goals afe'not stated for gifted and talented, students
in the sciences. Two-thirds of the science teachers respond to the
achievements of talented students'by provididg an opportUnity for extra-

.

curricularactivities or by granting'special incentives and privileges
(Ii:33), such as appointment as,a 'laboratory assistant or'ehcouragement
to enter a Westinghouse science talent competition (le:18). One-third
of the teacher's ,ignore the talented student with the comment "all

students are treated alike" (14:33). Brighter students headed for
-.college are provided with special courses in science, presumably with
',goals suited for college' preparation (1c:17). There is an, obvious
conflict in schools between those who want to preserve a pluralistic
society And those who would reduce heterogeneity Jler4).

es ,.

..

,
..

Goals: Summary and Interpretations.
,

Parents, students, teachers, administrators, and 'curriculum super
-..
visors were asked to order the impoictince of 'science education goals
under three .,headings: " . .

d'.

ta

1. Buman experience: aesthetic, emotional, intellectual
experiences --

2." KhOwledge: basic facts, concepts, nature of-science and

technologyt.

3. Career: preparation for\ life work, foUndation for work,

preparatory skilli
. 1

DisagreeMents,were found, in how and whetherthese goals weie achieved
Alet3). Parents *and students rate the dmportande-of the Career goal

to
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first,,Anowledge second,and human experience third; school administra-
tors .are, in general agreement (li:103,104). Teachers and supervisors

r e knowledge the highest priority, btit disagree on the importande,of
elle other twolAgoals. Teachers rate human experience second and careers
third, while supervisors rank pareers second and human experiende third:
(li:10/104). In terms, of the emphasis placed On specific goals by
schoo4, a :larger proportion of administrators; supervisors, and
- teachers place knowledge' first, while parents believe that career
goals are receiving the most emphasis (li:104).. Human experience is
recognized by all respondents as receiving' the least emphasis in schools

,

Purposiveness in schools does not seem to be simple, well'focused,
or ;well Coordinated (1c:16)# Teachers are more inclined and are more
successful_id discussing conditions in whidh teaching is occurring than
they are in describing :a "sufficiently complex and trustworthy concep-
tual-'system to encompass both' the dynamics of the curricula, arrange-
ments and the dynamics of Student comprehension" .11f:2). When
opportunities are available' to teachers in summer institute's or
inservice programs, .they are seen as opportunities to'talk with other
teachers and collect "gimmicks" that can be incorporated into existing
practices, rather than opportunities( to- overhaul their coripeptual
systems (19:5).

-Teachers base their goals for teaching'science on their classroom
experiences, their own personal valueeNand the widely held $ eliefs of
the community (1g:26). They are more inclined to accept sop al norms
(the way studentS" are 'expected to behave) than they are t instruc-
tional goals espoused in theirs!.4 teacher 'education ',Courses (19.5).
Tbachers have their own ideas abodt,basic.goals, and though. they usually
are not articulate about them, the goals appear to be different from
those that curriculum authorities and ihttructional technologisEi
consider primary (19:1).' In part, the acceptance or approval'of a set
of goals by teachersis an expression' of` personal preference Mote than
of commitment (le:3).)

.

0
. DeVaopers of new curricula often' regard teachers and school

. .

administrators as robstructionists..to change :and innovation. What is
mbrg likely the cage fs-that sdhoolpeople do not agree with the educa-',
tional -goals of the inn6VatOrs, any .nose` Than science teachers, agree
among themselves oh many goals (19:26:1)% qachers set goals consistent
with their own values and those they believe to be' widely held .in the:, ..

community(19:26.1), They also 'have an internalized concept of what the
' constraints are in'the'classroom, and any different pedagogical ,frame-

work .fpr teaching science is likely to fail '(19:5y. Inservice pfograms
provide little help in adaptilig subject matter to objectives for which.
it was not originally prepared (1j,:2). It is not surprising that career
awareness, inquiry, Scieptlfic literacy, and science as social process,
widely heralded goals of sale:ice teaching, are not considered important': cr.'

,.
by the rank and file of teachers. ,' .

--9
-

People generally have different Ideas about proper and Aproper
goals, for public education '(lh:1):, Many advocacy groups' are found in
and out of schools (1h:1):. One way teachers have of protecting

\ :,
0,
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themselves selves from these-many pressures is to stay with global and
noncontroversial aims (le:23).

o I
The notion that the goals of science teaching should reflect the

current condition of the scientific enterprise, progress in scientific

disciplines, shifts in the social and cultural scene, and the interac-
tion of sciences_ technology, and society are not considered' by the
majority of teachers to be important factors in setting the goals of
science teaching. The causal, events that lead_ to goals guiding the
teaching of science arise from the social norms of students, teacher
preferences, and community values. One result is that objectives remain
relatively stable and appear to have changed little over the past 20
years (1955-1.975) (2,170).a In 1974, the National Association for
Research in Science Teaching listed "goals 'oftscience education" as the
'highest priority in needed research (2:184)..'In '190, tim surveys, one
of major university faculty spedia/ists inrseence education and the
other a survey of schools and support agencies, both found the higheseJ
ranking problem in science education to be 14uncertLnty about goals" hnd

a pressing need for a new rationale (9).
r
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CHAPTER 2

SCIENCE' TEACHING.

Characteristics of Science Teachers
, ,

The kypical Scienee teacher in junior high school* has
taught 'for 11.5'VeeTs (3:135), and 50% 'Have a degree beyond the Bache --'

,lor's (3:139,2:91). At the time of the survey (1976-1977), 44%49f the
teachers were carrying college work for credit (3:40). Of acience
.teachkrs for grades 7 through 9, 62% are males (3:141). The schools in
which they teach are departmentalized (2:14), 10 teachers are regarded
as specialists in science (1d:6). Of the desffgnated science teachers,
76% teach only science (3:142), while 24% teach other subjects such as
mathematics (3%) (4:20).

Although the. majority of these science teachers teach only science,
this does' not necessarily mean science in all of .these grades. Although
35% of thew! teach courses in general science, some also teach biology
(1340, phySics (10%),-or chemistry (7%) at higher grade. levels. In
addition, 58% teach courses other than science (li:20).

The; most common preparation of general science te\achers in grades 7
through-9 is biology, although 33% have less than 9 credits in biology
(2:82). On the whole, general` science teachers lack depth in more than

, one area og,sciencer (2:71,100). A recent survey of junior high school
science teachefs in..Tennsylvania (10) shows 'that 77% of the teachers
surveyed, had no intention of becoming junioragh schbol science teach-
ers; only 35% Had done their student teaching in a junior high school,
and 87% stated they' would have ,enefited from of program that specifi-
cally prepared one4to teach science at thisTaevel.

There appears to be a consensus .among school administrators that
anyone can teach general science (2:63). Junior highipchool science
teachers are less satisfied with-their teaching load (than, -are high
school teachers (2:95). Nationally, 13% of these teachers state they do%
'hot feel qualified-to teach one or more of thetr courses (3:222). The
number is close to 20W'tin small schools; -urban and'sbburban Communities,
and, in the north central part of the United States (3:222).

,.

a
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The Teacher in the Classy).*

9

The thical science class in middle and junior high schools con-
."----1,std of 30 or 31 students, a higher number than is found in the avers

elementary: or secondary school classroom (3':67). Clasdes in soci
studies and mathematics at grades 7 through 9 are smaller than those for
science (1:61). Science -class periods average 51 minutes (3:68).,
Eighty-six.percent-,:of the science courses are'One year in length (3:65).

The predominant method ,of. teaching science in these schools is
lecture-and-recItatdon (1j:6,3:B-62). A survey of 535 teachers asked
how they had taught their most recent science class. The survey
revealed that 75% had used a combination of lecture and discussion
(3:106). Fifty-nine percent stated they also used some Inanipulative,
materials (3:106). Few teachers attempt to engage 'students in learning
by experience (lf:7). Teachers justify lecturing on the basis that
students can't read, admitting they don't know why Students can't teed
and' won't study (lf:10). Teaokers in grades 7 thrdugh 9 use a highly.
routinized instructional procedure: strict time allotments and activi-
ties that are designed to keep students busy and productive in covering
the subject matter 41g:56). The 'Concept of teaching is essentially an
"industrial" or."management" .one ag:54,55). ,The teaching tends to bespecific, focused on behavioral objectives and criterion-referenced
tests., (id:44). 'Elie combining -of' the informational componentsto
complex, responses r problem solving is either deemphasizdd or onitted
(1d:44). Answer- giving is expected of students and it is for this they
are rewarded (1g:11,12)..- Much of the instructional time is used for
socializing students (getting order in the classroom and suitable condi,...-tions for teaching) (lg:11). Two-thirds of the principals are of the`:
opinion that many teachers are most concerned with "getting instruction

ato happen," na these teachers like packaged, individualized, instruc-tional program (li:68). Teachers more concerned with'subject matter.tend not to like packaged instruction (li:68).

r

Teachers divide their time equally between instructing a class as awhole and working with small groups or individual students (3:111).Working with small groups'of students appears to be limited by a lack of
accommodatic*, according to 5,6% of 'the teachers surveyed (3:135).

The teaching procepres most frequently used (daily or pnce a 'weet)
by teachers in these science classes ar4 (3:B-62):

1. Discussion, 90%
2. Lecture, 78%
3. Tests and quizzes, 66% .

A. Individual assignments, 57%
,4fl.

.
.

The common practice is assign, recite, discuss,' and test (1j.:6.). Gamesand puzzles are frequently used by 22% of the teachers, while .29 %. neverUsed them (3:3-86). Eighty-five percent 'or more rarely (les* than once. .

,.,,,, amonth) 'or never make use' of such techniques'ai televised,-computer-..Jassisted, or programmed instruction; -neither do they ube contracts,
: simulatiOns, field trips, or guest speakers (11):62). Sixty-nine percent

4
-' '
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of the teachers do not have student library work and 51% do not utilize
student reports oeprojects (lb:62). The most frequently usedaudio-
visual materials in-these science classes are films, filmstrips, and

overhead projectiOns; however, these materials are not used as fre-
quently as once a week by 20% of the teachers (3:B-74). Sound recorders

(records, tapes) are seldom used by teachers (3:B-74).. The predominant
.instructional materials are those to be read or written upon. (1d:60).
EdUcational technology is viewed by teachers as a meahs for focusing on
the basics (1d:44) and as a means for reducing forgetting (le:12).

Laboratory ("hands-on," olipmanipulative)matetials are used daily
by a fourth of these teachers, and another third have laboratory-type
activities at least once a week (3:B-62). A fifth of the teachers
rarely. or never use laboratory work in teaching science (3:B-62).

Teachers who have attended institutes sponpored by the National Science
Fouhdation are neaqy twice as likdly to make more and frequent use of
manipulatory materials than teachers who have not attended an institute

(3:108). When teachers were queried, about their most recent science
lesson,, 59% stated they made use of minipulatives (3406). In most of
the science classes observed, students had increasingly fewer materials
to manipulate as they progressed from grade 3 through grade 12 (1c:60).
Student-created materials are rare in science classes, even for science
fairs (1d:62).

'In the survey of. 12,000 science teachers, instructional materials
were desribed as the heart of their teaching and the determinants of,
their instructional methods (1d:66). Instructional materials virtually

dictate the curriculum and become both the medium and:the message
(1d:66). Central to instruction is the textbook; it is the authority in
the class, the teacher is the-arbiter (1d:66).

A number of educational problems interfere with the instructional
process in science' teaching. Administrators and students are bothered
by the testing program; curriculum supervisors feel the major problems
are fiscal-; and teachers rate discipline as the number one problem
(le:9). Time spent on discipline problems and administrative activities
in the classrobm reduce ilstructional time.as much as 50% (le:10,11) .

Teachers consider students who are not busy and working to be an
instructional problem, even _though they are not bothering anyone

(li;65). Eighty-two percent of principals of grades 7 through 9 feel
that student behavior is of equal or greater importance than the learn-
ing of subject matter (li:65). Twenty-four percent of science teachers
feel that students' inability to read is 4eir most serious instruc-
tional problem 13:160). Sixty percent find there are few opportunities
for them to learn ways of dealing with instructional problems (li:70).
There is some evidence that middle schools are better organized to deal
with instructional problems than are junior high schools (li:70):

Teachers feel there .is little time available to them to think about
instructional problemsaand that inservice program's are not of much help
(li:71). .They.see as'one of their greatest 1.16"ids the learning of new
instructional procedures, such as using "hands-on" mateblals effectively
and implementing a discovery-inquiry approach to learning (.3:144).

11'
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Inservice Programs
o

rAbout
4

half of, the sciences teachers -1 have participated in inservice ,,programs; 48% have attended an average of 5.3 inservice courses during -the past' three years (before 1976- W1977and 4,1%.have participated in at -least three Natithnal Science Poundatict institutes (1i:23). A majority
(63%) feel they take good advantage of tt;e experiences of other teachers'for solving their own problems (11:72). Thty would like to share ideasmore with other' teachers, engage in jointvteaching, and visit otherclassrooms; however, there are few oppOrtUnities to do these things
(la:5). Although teachers want moxe, professional contact with otherteachers, they do not favor inservice programs,run by experienced teach-
ers (11:73).', Among, teachers who 'have 'note., profited from the experiencesof other teachers,.the most frequent reasons given were (li:72):

1. No time to work on these things
64'2. Little reward to'teachers for helping each other3 Teaching problems are idi9syncrattc

Teachers are frequently critical of pre- and inservice, education-as theystruggle with teaching problems (1g47). Supervisors recognize theneedto provide inservice courses oriented.to'teacher needs (1i:74)'. In 15%of the school districts, the results of standard tests gin studentsare used to discover topics to include in inservice provram (3:29).Only 18% ,of t'he teachers found inservice programs to' be useful as asource of information about new curricular-Materials (3:13-715,). Most'feel that inservice programs do not really p'grp with learning problems(1i:20).
,

Half of the teachers list,conditions as "good". 1n their schipol fots61ving pedagogic problems. Of the reMaiming half, 29% are of '-theopinion conditions are not ."good" and that "nobody cares' (11:71).However, 77% of the science supervisors rare of the op4Rion conditionsare "good",(11:71).

In addition to inservice programs, teachers can expect to find,information for resolving their pedagogic',problems in professionalreading. Compared with teachers of other sub/acts in middle and juniorhigh schoold, science teachers tend to read widely (liY23), aveagipg-5.5 education articles per month and 12.1 scienae,artictes (li:24). Inaddition, they' read 5.1 'Woks on education and 4.4 science bboks peryear (11:24). Only 37% of the science teachers find jourpal articlesparticularly helpful (3:156.. :At the time of-the'survey (1976-1977),44% were taking college courses for Credit, and prior to this, 56% had,
been taking courses (3:14,)...

.

_

No teachers mentioned le possibiltty4 of using 'the-results ofeducational research 'fbc resolving instructional problems. Decasionsabout teaching and learning are made mobealv on1the basis of "folk know-l- ,edge" derived from ehe experiences of other teachers. When teachers'we asked to identify their source of infp4mation about a, set Cf-curr.ricular materials, 66%. stated they obtained'their information, Other_
teachers 'and 53% listed .college courses; 37% 42ited pulaltstiers' saleso

4.
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representatives. A fourth of the teachers also listed fe erally spon
sored workshops and professional journals as a source f curricular

information (3:B-15). Face-to-face contacts with other people is by far

the'predominant way information on science teachingis transferred.

I

Federally,punded Programs

4.
Nationwide, 32% of science teachers in grade 7 through 9 and 39% of

the principals have attended one or, more NSF institutes (3:87). In the

southern states, 41% of the 'teachers attended one or more NSF
institutes--the highest attendance in the nation (3:87). Forty percent

of the teachers participated in summer institutes and 18% in inservice

institutes. None of the other NSF activities such as academic-year

institutes, administrators' conference's, cooperative college-school

programs, resource personal.workshops, leadershipdevelopment projects,

school system projects, or teacher-centered projects attracted more than

8% of the teachers (3:B-9). They had a favprable reaction to the full-

time NSF summer institutes: 53% stated the institutes provided ideas

and contacts and increased their confidence; 51% felt the number of
institutes should be increased so that all needing them could attend;
15% of the teachers felt the institutes were good fot good teachers but

not really of benefit for those needing help (1g:51). Sixty-one percent

of curriculum coordinators and 46% of school administrators would like

to have the federal government support more institutes (1g:52). Of

school superintendents, 77% feel ,that NSF should continue to sponsor

programs to help -teachers implement the federally funded curricula

(3:77).

The NSF 'programs attracted 48% of the principals to one or mare

programs (3:125). The summer. institutes Aracted the largest number,
10%; inservice vrkshops, 5%; all the NSF programs had some attendance

by principals (3:B-10). State supervisors of science made the widest

use of NSF-sponsored activities: 69% attended summer institutes, 48%

inservice institutes, 30% academic-year institutes, administrator-con-.
ferences, and leadership developMent projects (3:B-8).

-co

A

Overall, the continuing professional education of science teachers

is meager for various reasons (18:48):

1. There are fewer inexperienced teachers.

2. Incentives for earning credits and degrees have diminished.

3. -Mney available_to support resource persons is down.

'Perceived Needs of Science Teachers

The majority of these science neachers feel they need assistance to

do the best Job of teaching science; only 19% state thek.do''not need

help (3:146). The need for assistance is about the same wilether the

75
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teacher is from a large or a small school, a well-tO-do or a poor commu-
nity, or a rural or a city school (3:146) In response to an open-ended
question on needs, teachers identified the following categories as major
areas of concern (li:75):

1. More time for planning, preparation, and sharing of ideas with
other teachers

2. Constructive supervision by master-teachers
3. Opportunities to consult master-teachers and to attend planned

workshops
4. Longer., internships for teacher certification
5. Better communication with administratOrs and other teachers

and with parents

Opportunities to learn new teaching aethods ranks high on the list of
teacher needs 0:8112,2:95). Obtaining subject matter information
bothers two-thirds of the teachers (3:8-112), as-well as understanding,

the relevancy of science topics for students (2:96). The diagnosing of
learning problems '(2:177,178) and the implementing of discoyery/inquiry
approaches (3:B-112) also are'serious ricerns. Nearly half of the
teachers feel they have difficulty using "hands-on" materials (3:8-112).
About 75% do not feel they 'have problems with establishing,objectives,
planning and teaching lessons, or maintaining discipline (3:8-112).
Laboratory management concerns a third of the teachers (3:B-112). When
they were asked what universities might do'to be of most help, 43% said
develop curricula- appropriate to the times; 16% wanted.workshops-or
institutes; 12% sugg sted college courses oriented to, teacher needs; and
some 20 other sugge ions were less frequently mentioned (1g:19).

,

More than half of the, teachers felt university people.would Rot be
of much help tothem because the faculty is more interested in theory
thah practice and also because the university faculty is not interested
in school -people (li:74), These teacher'S-felt the. federal government

. . might help meet their needs in the following ways (1g:19).
.

1. Hire resource people to help te;Cherk develop teaching skills
2. Offer more institutes' on the improvement of teaching skills
3. Provide films and laboratory materials to.schools.at low cost.

These teachers did not think a public campaign to prOmote "scientific
literacy" would be of much help (19:19).

_Supervision of Science Teaching

Science teachers in middle and junior high And4secOndary schools
were asked to rate the adequacy of their knowledge of science subject
matter and effective teaching practices. The ratings of middle and
junior high school teachers were lower than those of secondary school
teachers (11,12). Only a few states have certification reguirements
for middle and junior high school science' teachers; one survey of 80 of
these teachers showed only 4% certified for teaching in"' these' schools

76
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(2:63). Teachers certified to teach in elementary schools are approved
to teach subjects in the middle school, grades 6, 7, and A. TAlchers
certified to teach in secondary schools are deemed qualified to, teach
_science subjects in junior- high schools (13). The shortcomings of
appropriate teacher education for middle and junior high schools are

.recognized by practicing teachers. The need for supervisory'and support
systems is apparent. The status of these services as they existed
during the the 1976 -77 school year are summarized.

a.

..

Supervisory Personnel for Science. Persons with the title of
supervisor or curriculum coordinator are found in 20% of the schools.
Teachers and department chairpersons have supervisory responsibilities
in 46% of the sch ls. Administrators, principals or superintendents

;0are the science supervisors in 30% of the schools (3:38). Thirty-seven
of

;

the schools have district supervisors. Typically (60% to 70%), those\
,.

responsible for science also supervise. social studies, reading/English,
and other subjects (3:36). Of thoseschool districts that have supei-
visors for science,, 37% spend no time and only 20% spend,as much as 75%

i of their time in the schools (3:39). A sample Of340 school districts
revealed that 63% had no science supervisois (3:37). Rural areas; small
districts, and the north central states had the fewest number of super-
'visors (3:37). Fifty-tnp pei-cent do not have a science department
chairperson and, where.they dom!.,the person is not given released time
and is not compensated for supervisory activities (3:48).

I t.

"-About 25% of the science Supervisors have curriculum supervision as
their primary assignment (19:40). A large amount of time is spent on
locating and.evaluating instructional materials, disseminating informa-
tion about curricula, and developing curricula (3:B-4).' In aadition,i

,there are administrative duties, And lesser amounts-eof time are devoted
to hiring and evaluating teachers and coordinating inservice programs
(3:B-4). Nationwide,.only'20% of the science supervisors spend as much
as 75% of their time.on supervision-coordination activities.

We can only conclude that supervisory services for science teaching
'are, at best, minimal in the middle and junior highschools, and for a,
majority of schools essentially no services are provided.

/

.Teaching Qualifications of Supervisory Personnel. In schools
where principals supervise science, 11% havean under4raduate major in

1 science. They area three times as likely to have majoied in social
studies (3:46). Oiowever, only 26% of the principals feel they are not
well qualified to supervise science (3:47). A fourth of thepeisons

doe responsible for supervising science are likely to belong to a national
science 'teachers adsociattion of some type, but only6% belong.to the
National 'Association of Sci ce Supervisors (3:45); a larger number
(40g;) belong to a state sci 'teachers organization (3:44). Fifty-

Wee percent of science.su isora have not .attended a.professional
meeting on the subject,they rvise (3:42). Eighty-seven percentbf
the school districts,' when h ng supervisors, require that they have
relevant teaching experience; 80% require a supervisor's credential;-and

65% require a Master's degree in the relevant field. Where supervisory

-o`
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services are provided, a majority of those responsible for the services It
are either not trained `specifically for supervising science or 'do
not assume the professional responsiBilities expected of a science
supervisor.

State Science Supervisors, ThereF are -state science super-
visors (3:8-8); 40% are located in the southern states 13:A-11). l'These
supervisors spend time on a variety Oactivities,-such as curriculum
development,. 72%; jApkin5 with dis,iritt supervisors, 70%; helping to
evaluate district' programs, 68%; evaluating quricUlar -materials,
,coordinating inservice programs, and 4brkih4 with college personnel,

' approximately 5pit (303-1). patibnwide, '69% of st'ate since supervisors
'spend more than half of' heii tide' in coordinating, science teaching
'activities

Supervision -end the'Teacher. science supervisors haVe the respon-
lgibility for helping teachers with edagogiq problems ail for improving-
the curriculum (1g:41:1). However, only 33k spend a moderate or large
amount of time working with indivinuall'tepcherp (3:B -4). FOrty-two
percent state they do'observe in.classrooms!(303-4). Fifth-six percent
of science supervisors for grades 7 through-12state they, spend 10% or
'less of their time guperVising; coordinating, or const'ting with teach- /

instruction (1g:42}.°

Less than 6% of science teachers feel they have the helpfrdm
supervisors or coordinAtors that they want '(289). TeaCherS tend'to
work alone without help `from supervisors, other teachers,'administra-
tors, or department heads- (1g:27). When science coordinators for grades
7 through 12 wtre asked to indicate the number of teacherS to whom they'
were expected to provide consultative help, the median number was219
(1g:43). To meet these expectations-coordinators use bulletins and
committee meetirils, but.yery little pelsonel contact with individual
teachers (1g:43). Teachers seem ,to be receptive to,"good help but
question whether district supervisors, colleges of education, 'or- any

'Other agency could provide much help (1g:44). When asked what they
expected of a science supervisor, 50% or more of the teachers listed the
following (1g:45) r .

e

1. Knowledge of sources of'curricular materials, 89% .

2. Skill in diagnosing individual student learninq'difficiaties,
76% ,

i3. Ablity to 'speak out" lo protect turriculum, 73%
4. Recent, full-time teaching experiende, 59%

, 5. Administrative experience, 58% / , 6

6. Skill in interpreting, test scores for whole .classes or
schools; 53%-'

ylma'teacherb were asked to identify their sources of Information
about curricular materia16, only 26% named local subject matter coordi-
nators (3:B -15)'. Many teachers feel that better *progress in science

-teaching would tie made if mdre,cooperatiOe efforts took place within the
school; the problem is not simpli, the lack of supervisory services
(2:3). There is a consensus among Science teachers that they are not



*

obtaining the services they wish to have from the supervisory or coordi-
nating 'Staff. Supervisors feel inservice programs could help With
teacher problems, but teachers do not request such help (li:70).#

)

';

Summary

The Present' state ..of supervision `in the middle and junior -high
schools is, viewed as inadequate and Incompetent in terms of teacher
expectations. Teachers expect more personal help with their teaching
'problems than school systems are currently providing.. The school sys-
terns either-lack supervisory staff or have a staff that is poorly quali- "
fied for science supervision.

Row
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. SgENCE STUDENTS
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How8tudents:Peroeive 4heir Science Classes

,, t

Thirteen-year-old Students do not view science as, their favOr(iiee To .

subject in school; only 114 place science first and 18%.rank it a sec nd
14pike)ohoice mpooi) "(Reference . AtoUt a third of the students (31 )

do-not find sci nce boring and .-21% state it is boring, -but the maj y.
(48%) are ambi aient (C01E02) .' HdPever, 40% of the students Stale
science classe?are fun, and444% d not mind going to clad's (d01E02). A

hbo
population of 264 high school sehi sLlooking back to their niftth -grade
biology course,-ssaw the lessons, Ss Ling 4310 and the subject matter
as' irrelevant to student lives (21%),; -hOwever, 19% of the studenii
-responded that their own immaturity at the time of the course may
account for some of their reacti,on...,NO-other Items of,dissatisfactiin -*

(teaCherSe textbooks, facilities, etc.) liece4ved more-than a 6% expre
sion of inadequacy (1d:13) ',

i

t
Q

9

G

b

Whit is studied in science classes is viewed by 137-xear-qld stu-
dents as interesting 148%), gotItoo difficult (46%), or tbo eaf.90 (60%) i,

(C01E03). StOgents feel that what they are taught-was' no earned in.
previous courses. (40%) or outside of school (50%) mono?,47,.. While _'a .

majority (80%) of early adolescents feel that the things they4earn in
science are related to the' realworld and are useful. ("76%), thq view'
thp as likely' to be more useful in the future (74%) than currently
(57%) 4CQ4U01). Whatever their:reactions-tp science courses, 708' of the,
students are of the opinion that science should be required in schools
,)C01U01)., , .

.

. I.

%, s -,

/
When students were asked how they person felt abOut science

4 lasses, they described them as happy (67%) cOmforieble (564)

pierces_, where their curiosity mas Stimulated (46i) (C01E04), and where
they were not.afraid to ask- questions (:01E02)." While MOdents did not
;feel stuipid (72%) in science classes, only 38% feltsuccessfur ifid #,

- "even fewer felt confldent"(31%) monom. Nearly half of\he 'students -'
(49%) felt they had to memorize too many facts; 18% of their classmates
strongly disagreed (:01E03).

A . a . ,
. .

. Teaching In 'saddle and junior high schools tends to be highly
.. 'str'uctured (1g:55), textbook bound '(3:88), and information oriented .

-'1/4. ":

(lji16). Students are grouped hrOgeneously for instruatton and there,. e, .

are few special efforts to consider the needs of either the mote ablA or
''..

1
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ss able students ,(1.j:15). Individualization in most schools ,means to
the teacher "a atudent proceeding at his own pace" (lb:26) in contrast

he diVerte Individualities of
sy, and productive seems to be

rs (64%). (li:65); How do
t Less than/'20% Of the

to, teaching practices that cOnside
youngsters (lb: 27) . Keeping -stude
the prihcipal Concern of, the: majority.
the .studenEs perceive these, teaching .prac
stupntt fegl they can, choose topicsr,or projects (,17%) , select the order
of topics (14%)1,idecide wheA they-are 'ready- to hand in atsignmeAs or
take tests.- -(17$y, or choose 'what they want to learn. (11 %) (co1i4)' In',
nearly half '',(41% )r of the, science classes, the exact order of the text-
book is 'followed, but rfor 45% of the stddents ,tlere are oPportunities to
work, at their own. speed" (17:01I01). °. -

Over two-thirds (68%) ot% tbp, students' fee! they Ore. encouraged to
think far therhspl4es; but only '38% feel they. are encouraged to be crea-
tive (60/T01): They feel 'some teacqpr4 (41%) recognize theli right to
have an opinion and that 42% of ;the teachers enictragd them to state
'their, opinions (CO1T01),.. Studentt._ (62%) see thei? science teachers as
willing to shire their opinions oM !questions about things Like 'overr
popdlaton or pollution (:01T02) ; most teacher,` however, tend to ignores
,controversial issues (1c:29)°,

'..,

. ,

Students believe that only one teacher in .fiye (i0%) is willing to
&Mit, toy not knowing something (coly01). -,,Principals (95%), think 4t it
good for ,pupils to ,see teachers make mistakes- qlitfi6), but 6gt are.
inclined, to let students discover mistakes made 'either by the, tekpet or.
themselves; only. 131 of the principals feel a correction should be made
"immediately (li:67). Most students (63%) -feel ,taker _science teacher
wants them to point out mittakeshe or she makes (CO1T02).

'

't . Q t
In commenting on their

students felt :their teacher
`,science exciting, (58%4 , and
are enthtiSiastic (C81T02)
teacher takes 6 persona). int

An Interpretation.

most recent; science teacher: 43-year -old
s reality like science (76%) , try to make'
-:thatcjpor'e than half '152%1 .of :the eachers
Nb'y l8 %, however; feel that theii science
erest ih theM (,x1Toi). .

t

- *s: Thirteen - year -old 'students, On the whole, do-not ,reaqt unfavorably,
t6 iheir science classes 'butneifhpr are. they, wholehearted1T;supportive.
Whiever efforts are made ,to' individualize .science instruction are at '

best minimal; .and what. is Trictiqed phlUsophIc1?1_06ak. Stu:pekes
do not :actively. 'dislike: science' though4.1t *is nox their favorite.
subject; they feel it is Fathei Altar:and authoritatiVely presented.

.,reviewing;the infdrmation ''on studeA 'atiEudes toward 0.cience- inttruc-
tion; one, 'suspects the subject matter of the cutriculum is inappro-
priate (1dr7rane that ihstructioq. it ntorq routine thanPrlipired (1j: 6):

, ,.
*
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Students' Views About Science t
... i. .

,

.
.

,,. - '''

For a decade or more in the United States, A profusion of lega1,0,
'political, and educational efforts have eeh made.to provide women and?,
minorities equal access to careers in science and engineering. Diffpir
.:Ices in attitudes toward science and in cognitive achievement have beell

(-

observed. betWeen boys and 'girls and between 171acks and whites ,(14).
. -These differences °may influence career choices. InfprmAtion'from tile'

1976-77.National Assessment of Educational Progreps: Science (15) has

:. been used to identify the nature of sex and racial differenCes among 13-1

yearl-old students regarding_sc4ce. ,It has long been recogniZed,thatthat'
. , .
early experiences with -science, influence the-'career choices students
make 41.64.

. . .. 0 9' 4
. ,

Sex Differencei in 'Attitudes Toward 'Science

*
N 174

11,c
... ' ,

e

i

/. 0 0

The iriformactibn abstracted from the 1979 NAEP report is from 'a:111*, .. -----'
. national sample,of 2,50(03-year7ol&students questioned during the 1976-

77 school year. Expressions reflectipg differences between studept
'responses are typidelly at the .05 level of signIficince.. The organize- 1

tipn of findings paraliefe the NAEP"publication and are as,follows: ,

,
ro

..

Atiitudes,Toward,Seience, ,

.

Boys display a slightly more favorable attitude toward, science
classes than girlsLand find classes less boring (pp. 6; 9).

o .Boys partiCipate. in science .activities outside of school more
,1 : frequertly than, girls (p. ). .

A . '' °A

I

Vdcational%and Educational Intentions.
)

. q
. .

o -Boys and girls express similar, feelings about the benefits of an
edudation in the sciences whether career directed' or not gyp. 15).

6 -More boys than girls display a favorable attitude toward a career
J in science (p. 15)'.

.
...

'Experiences with Science-Relate4 Adtivities 't - ..
,

,.
,

MOre boys"thadkgirls have visited a planetari4m,-factory, science.
lhbotatory, eleCtric-gerierattng plant, and .sewage-treatment plant':
(p.,18)

- ,

o Boys, more than girls, have done experiments wiich electricity, such
..f;. as MakInga magnet or wiring a circuit (p. .18).

,.

co' -Giilsr.more than boys, haire-made collections of,leaves, flowers,
-4110 insects (p. 18).

.

. t /

,

.-.

',',Personal Use,ofcthe.Tools and Attributes of Science in ProblemSolving p.

'0 Spii'lloy a small difference exists in the use of,problem-solving tech

hiques betwe7bOys and girls; the difference fa'vori,boys (p..24),"
. . . ..

.

'
/

1

O
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Science and Society

Confidence in science:

o Boys are more likely
of wonder (3.°29)..

o More girls than boys
a lack of interest (p

Support for research;

o Boys ..are more supportive of researcg5theri girls (p. 32).
.

AWareneti -of-the _Methods, Assumptions,zand ValuS*of Science

than girls to regard science with a *sense.

regard science with indifference or show
.

t
o. Boys score higher-than. girls on measures of science knowledge,

cOrapeehsnsion,opliication,'and analysis thesis (.p. 49).
o 'On the content areas of science, boys score.significantly.above

girls in their knowledge of biology, physical science, earth,sci-
ence, ,,,and integrated topics. The least difference between the'
sexes is in he.kndwledge of biology and integrated topics (p,: 49).'
On questions involving a 'knowledge of the processes Of science,,
societal problems, applied science, and technology, boys do-signif,
itantly-better 'than girlff (p. 49)4- ? .

Gigg are sIgnifiCantli better thab boys their,understanding of
decision making. -(p.

f0 Boys and girls ,are dot significantly different fit their ability to
relate science to Self, although boys ScoreLslightly higher'on
these questiondthan gigls (p. 49) .

'

Sturanarny .(p. -53)'

Patterni of performance for 13- year -old- boys and girli, on the A'
total' number' of attitude items on the 1976-71NAEP Science Assessment
are:

.

1041.Personal Experiences 4
..i... , .A /

'.0 r..,.. .. t ,

4 .t*; . . c.
. o Attitude toward science classes (39 .items): favorp boys' P -..t4,

.' .0 VOCatiOnal aspiratiosiin science (23" items):' frars boys -

.(,- Using toolsand afEFTbutett of fis iteAS):% favors boy4 -'

;
r'o lExperieppes with science (90 items),: -favors boys ,

g;S..
,

Science anci Society:'

.
ol! Support of research j.nircience (35 items): no significant differ-
..-SncRs :

o .Personal involvement ('24 items): ,favors girls

. Awei'e.tiess of the Nature of .Science (16 itecms.):' significaVje sex
differences

T

y

pically, boys
.

girls on aly cbgnitiVe measures: on.44- \c
tudinalmeasdris there areA

,

fewer, differences between boYs and girls.

a,
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Racial Differences'cin Attitudes Toward Sciene

By the age of 13, blacks and whites display differing attitudes
toward science: The 14AEP rdkort on Attitudes Toward Science provides
information on- aspects of thes ferences for 13-year-old, students.
The organization Znd classifi tion .of student responses illustrating
radial differences follows that of the N4E report.,

Attitude'Toward Science Courses and Science Teacher& 1

k
\

. -
A4

... . ., . _.

O , Blacks and whites aie inteeesped in science courses to the same
e.

. . extent at age 13 (p. 6. _

o Whites, more than blacks, perceive their science teacher_ as a -

person who likes and is enthusiastic aboutcience and 'tries to
make.it interesting for student's (p, 85). '. f

/
Vocational and Educational Inieiests

Blacks art more inclined toward a career in science and have higher
educitionafaspirations in science than whites (p. 12)'. . .

. 6 ,
. .

Experiences with Science - Related Activities
.

. ,
-

, . .

o Blacks have v4ited science-related facilities, such as planetar-
iums, mustums, or Zoos, lessbften than whites. Toan even greater
ektent, lq'wer blackso than whites ,have visited outdoor places, such,
as oceans', mountains,- or forests (p. 18). - .

.\1Clacks, as a grapP,. rePOrt significantly, fewer science-related
xperiences, such as viewing the maolv and north star-through t-

*telescope,: observing a foSsil or ,an animal Skeleton, watching,ah Amoise*
egg hatch or a seed sprout,-thari do whiles ,(pia. 20..80);

Bladks engage .n eXtracurricular, activities, *Pucb''as going to

science lectures,.readingbooks andarticles oh science, 'talking,
IP.

about science, and doing "Science.projectp,, on'-their own more-fre-
, . .,

qtently'than dolghltes (p. 86) -. ,-
.*

,.% .
, '

Personal Use' of,the Tools or Attributes'ofScience for Problem SolVing -

. . . .

, .- , , *
7. WbiteS.ayeage slightly above blacks in the uPe of Sciencetools.o

.. ,
;-. attributes ,for problem solving (p. 24). ,

.

r/1

. ...

Science and Society"' /e,*

r

1
-Blacks are leseconfident than whites in their feeling that Sci .

,

'could solve some of our societal problems (p. 29).
- - ...

* o' 'ewer 'blacks than whites are involved with,s0c/ettl problems.;. such .

as cleaning up litter, walking r riding a bicycWtodonserve:''
k ,

fuel, or using less heat in tnOwinter (p. 38). . .,

o- Blacks ate lesssupportiveOf research in the sciences than whites
401

,' (p. 32):

#

- .

'S 0(
'.
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4
U.' the methgods, assumptions, and values of,dcience Jo. 44) .

, Cognitive Characteristics
'

Awareness of the Methods, Assumptions,
o and Values of Science

.s,o Blacks 'score significantly lower than whites on,items'relat 11( d to

o Blacks are significantly (10 to 12 'percentage points) below the
national average in their' -knowledge, comprehension, application,

' and analysis/synthesis 4p. 49). .

o 'Blacks are significantly (12' to 15 percehtage_pointS) below whites
, In their"knowledge(of biology, physical scienCe,-earth science, and

integrated topiCs (p. 49). /".
9

-0-77-01I-fguestions,.related to process methddsin science, *societal -prob.-7e
lem, science and self., applied- and technology, and deci-.7
sion slang,. blacks average signifcantly tO 13 percentage
poi ts) below whites ih correct fesponses (p. 49).

Focus of Control Orientation

o Whites are significantly more likely to believe *that theie are
logical explanations to things one sees happening than are blacks
(p nr

,io Blacks are significantly lass likely to keep on working on a task .

if. they Lun into problems they didri't expect (p. 91).

No

Summary

4Patterns Of 'performance for 13-'ear -old, black and white students
4 on the total- number of attitude and ,cognitive items on the NAEP

Sciehce Assessment show signifcant differences from the national average
in each category of'items (pp. 53, 77).

.

.All Cognitive Items (24e.items): favors whites
e

Attilude iteths: .

1,
. ..

p:erson00. 'e
,

xperienced

. ..0 a1 ' o, Science classes (39 items) :. nd sjgnificant,differences
a 0,- ',o Vocational aspirations (23 items)a favors blacks

o ,Science and self (23 items):. favors whites
"Jo. Tools and attributes. (35 items): .favors whites
or,; Experiences with science (90 items): favor's whites

-4.

Science And Society , ,
,

o' Supportiile of research/(35 4ems): -fal;Ors whites
-o PersOnal involvement (4items): no sighifigantdif ences
o 'Persisteht.societallproblems (49 items): favors whites
o pplied ,science and-technology (14 items): cfavors whites

p.

: .

""
8

I 1.
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o

te

Awareness,df Saience (e6 items): favors whites .,

o e "

It is almogE im Bible to interpret attitudfnal data. Sometimes
students check guesti s in ways they believe. ESey should be answering,
andthe investigator can* be certain When:thfa is the case. Overall,
the information comparing 4.3-year-old, placks, and, whites appeard to
indicate that blacks are egual'to or exceed ,whites in having a positive
attitude toward science classeizeiring to pursue science as a career,
and, desiring to engage in.sciehce-related activities. The data also
show that blacks, compared to either the national average or whites,
nave a weaker knowledge background in the sciences, do not understand
science processes or methods, .and are less inclined to be aware of
possible applications of science and technology to the resolution of

lice/social issues. While blacks would apparently enjoy a career in
e, they see little likelihood they will become scientfst%.

By the age of 13 years, upayentering the seventhgrade, boys and
girls,show distinct differences in their attitudes toward science as
well as'in their knowledge of science. The same situation is true fbr
blacks and whites. These differences in Ehe perceptions anlebognitive
understanding of science were formed during ahildhOod of the years of
elementary school education, butThne cannot'necessarily attribdte these
differences to the conditions of schooling. It is somewhat more likely
that social forces operating Rutsiae of the school and different.cul--
tural expectations for boys and girls, asAgell-as,for blacks and whites,
contribute. substantially 'to these differences.. Coriectives for these`
'differences during the middle and juni,or'hiqh school years in science
courses are not observed to take place. .4

`Students? Understandings of Sbience,and
Support for Scientific Research

As science has increasingly become a basic part of the intellectual
and social'tradiEions of the twentieth century, scientific literacy has
grown in importance as a goal of science teaching. ' Not only is an
understanding of science important ascan intellect4a1 achipvenient, but
it also, has widespread importance for effeCtive participation in our
society. Ali citizens today are faced with problems and issues reguir-'
ing scientific and technologiCal literacy for responsible decisfon
making. 4

1'

What is the image of science held by 137year-old students in middle ?
and jurtlor high schdols? When asked which of la selected list. orpro6-.
lem8,they think sdientists should be given money oaf study, these stu..'
dents responded as follows (C06801): .

4

.

O

1. 93% would give money for, something bsEful, suale as efficient,
lightweight ways, of sEorinTelectridal'energy (92%). 1,_ . J

2. 73% -would ndt.give money for thfngs :that probably wakti3 rte_ er be

useful. :

87 .

88
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701 or more of the studentskould support research on. how X rays-'
change living cells, 80%; small parts of the atom, 79%; chemicals
in sea water, 81%; how animals communicate, 71%; and distant-stars,
73%.

'4. A majority of students would give money to study how continents,
move around, 64%; storms on the surface of the sea, 61%; how genes
control plant characteristics, 64%; how gases °condense around
crystalgv 66%; how bacteria and green plants live together, 67%;
habits of fish in the ocean, 58%; and how monkeys learn, 52%,

5. Of least interest to these studentg is how mice react to drugs at
different times of.the day, 45%. .

6. While students 'indicate a 'preference for applied research, the/
majority would not negate any study having the characteristics oet
basic research.

, .4
.

A second series- of questions, focUsing on .financial support for
applied.science, was'askedlof 2,500 13-year-old studedts. Their reac-.

tiong were as follows (CO6AO1):

1. Over 90% of the students would approve of giving money to study
cures for cancer, 97%; earthquake prediction, 94%; methods_off,
reducing air pollution, 95%; ways bo produce more food, 92%, ways
to solve the energy problem,. -96%;.ways to use solar energy, 94%;
how to develop ]ow pollution, electric transportation systems, 90%;
and fire safety problems, 91%.

2. Their next order of priority.for research was-transportation prob-
lems, 80%; ways to cure a very rare disease,, 81%;' ways to solve
population problems, A75%; ways to control insects, 72%; how to
prevent droughts, 31%; methods of, birth control, 70%; ways to
Maintain a steady and plentifUl supply of fish for food, 70%; how
to make rain fall on farmland,' 70%; and methods of 'farming they

.ocean.

3. T o .problem that do, not Zeal to students are howpeoplo behave
when they l've in Very crowded cities, 14%; and new ways to bu4.ld
smokestacks, 20%.

---

--"When Itudentg were asked whether_they had confidence that an appli,
cation of science could help solve Certain science /society problems,,
the4 responses were (CO5A01) that science could do nothing to prevent
wars,'580,..,qpntrolat'the weather, 53%; or reduce world population, 50%.
They were,more confident that science'could In ,some measure .help find
cures for diseaseJ,97%; save us ,from an energy' shortage, 94%; save .our.
natural resources, 94%; reducejair and water pollutioh, 89%; prevent .. ,

worldwide starvation, 91%;%and prevent birth defects, 76%.,
. .

.

1.
. 7;01-fdether explore their confidence in science endeavors, stUdepts

. were asked to respond, to severs] gueStions (205A02). When asked
'Whether, Or the, most 'part, they felt that science and Eechnoiogyiwill
eventually bolve most probleml such as pdIlation, diseasel drug abuse,
and 'crime,` some'of.,these problems, or. few, if Alia, o these prob-

1:6
:leie;;: 78% of'the 'studepts felt theieTha good chanc science and
ItechnOlogy.wob10 solve many 'of these problems. When apke about their

.
. 46berai reaction'to science and technology, pf% of the students replied

. "extitement arid wonder,"
..

and another 21% replied "satisfaction _and
. . .: 1

Elt
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hope." Only 2% view science and technologywith fear or' alarm and 211n
are indifferent. In responding to the question as to whether scienc

_and technology are changIng too fast, too slowly, or just ahOut

right, most students (60%) said "just about right." The others who hid
an opinion- were about equally divided between "too fast" and "too

4
slowly." Respohses to whether science and technology have changed life
for the better or for the worse showed 36%" optingfor. "better" and

4% for "worse," with 47% ambivalent.

Students feel 'that scence and technology have caused s ne of our
-.science/society problems (39%), and an equal' percentage think only a few
,of our problems have their origino-in science/technology. A few students

"(7%) believe none of our problems are caused by sdience and technology,
and 7% believe most of our problems result from these forces. When
asked about the degree of control society should have over science and
technology; 42% would leave things asthey are, but '26% would increase
controls, and 11% would- decrease controls; 21% of the students had no'

1

Opinion.

The.reiults of this Iguryey of-13-yearz-old students is remarkably
cloie to the ratings indicated by adults on the same questions (17).

Mov adults (70%),are of the opinion science and technology have changpd
life for the better-compared tb 36% for l3-year' -mold, students." Students
reace to sciance and..technology in terms of excitement and wonder (40%),
,whereas adults (56%)'choose satisfaction or hope on the same question.
There are no major differente in ratings on.the same.sequence of ques-

rs
tions'petween 13- and 17- year -fold students.

Issues and Oograms of sic-and applied, research inscience are

dg only minimally dealt with in the most widely used science textbook& for

grades 7, 8; and 9, and hot at all in some textbooks.' .Very little
.attempt is made to articulate science courses with the understandings
students have about science when they enter these grades (14:7).

/ -. ..
.

. .

To what extent see 13-year-old /students aware of methods, assump-
tions, and values in scleoce? these attkibues provide some notion eft

. the extent to Whichofudents.a3g attaining aOegrr of scientific liter-
acy.- -Students are aware hat: 5'''-'"' 1

...r e
O

J '5, a'
'N i. bnexPected opserYations have played an important role im

. .

increasing scientific knowledge, 68%. ' ,

2; Scientists do not always fin'di'answers to their questions, 77%;

3. .Observations,of natural events are very important sources of
scientific inflirmation, 73%. - . ,. .

There maybe different method& of solving asingle scientific
problem, 78%.

5. Scientists do not- assume that some' events -have'aysterious
causes, 47%. ,

For Itemsil,' 3, and 5, one student in' five had no opinion,(OOW01).

To ottAin some-notion-of. whether these students are ,aware of '

ical and value assumptions inherent in scientific endeavors, they were

0
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Students disagree with such'statements as:

asked to Indicate their feeling on statements 'about sCien
work qco803). They agree with the following' statements:

A

One very',impOrtant job'of'a-scientist is to
what .ftec-or'she observes, 88%.
Different scientists may give different
same observations, 87%.
Scientists, must be 'willing to 'change
information becomes known, 79%.

cA

s s and their

report exactly

explanations

their ideas

about the
4

When new

11 If a researcher accurately reporti his or-,her experimental
-1 results, other researchers should accept the results without

question, 61% .
.

. .
2.. Once .scientists develop 'a good theory, they 'should stick

together. to prevent others from saying it is wrong, 45%.
Scientists Would hot critlize each other'S work, 25%.

3.

At a somewhat higher level bf co
react to statements about-scientific
to statements about theory are:
.4

1.

J.

. 813 '_feel scientific
science. '-' = ' .

2.. 79% believe scientists are interested' in improving their
explanatigns ofrIturaI events.

3. 69% be;ieve that some theories that scieptists.use today willbe shown to be inadequate some day.
. .4. 64% recognize that theories are usefuVeven though they may be

incomplete..
:.5: 4 59,3 are aware that 6Pe important use,of a scientific theorV is. ,

to predict future events.

gnition; the students were asked-to
theories (C08A02). Their reactions

theories arc important products of

'Do.13-year-old students jttempt to, carry the attributes and.intel-lectual tools of science into their daily lives? Students were asked torespond to questions involving an 'aspect Of,scientific inquiry and to4 indicate a frequency of use. Their resporises are summarized in Table 1(C04A01). -The information in Table]. reveals that most Students (78%).feel'it is impqrtant to, look at all sides of a question (Item 5) before.
making a decision, but are less inclined (45%) to-gathe a variety ofinformation (Item' 12}. or 64% of the students, a book on science
represents an: authority ( tem 2). Agmajority of students (69%) wouldprefer to figure out how' s mething works *On their own (iteim, $) rather
than be told (Item 7).

90
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Table 1. Personal Use of the Intellectual Tools and Attributes of
Science by 13-Year-Old Students . .'

.QUESTIONS

1, How often do you try ideas to see if they work?

2. How often do you believe.what you read in bOoks?

3. How often do you check your school work tb see,
if it is accurate?

4. How often do you read labels when yoU are try-
ing. to decide whether or not to buy a product?

5. Do you think it is important to look at all
side,ssof a question before you make aAecision?

6. Do you believe the--re are logical explanations'
for things you see yapped?

7. How often ddyou prefer being told an answer
rather. than h Ong to find out the answer on,
your own?

r

4'

How often do yu like to figure out how things
work?

When you find out your-ideas don't 'fit the
facts, do you change your, mind? '

you run into, problems that you didn't expect?
How often do you keegworkIngcin a task even 5

4
When you try out 2 new idea and find it does not
work, do you feel youc'have wasted your time?

How often do you gather a variety of iifoi'ma-
don before you make a decision?

%

ALWAYS

%

OFTEN
SOME-
TIMES

%

SELDOM

' %

NEVER-

8 32 50 9. 1

23 41 27' 7 0+ .

23 27 30 15 4

37'. 25 16 15 5

. P

55 23 18 3

P
24 36 35' 4 1.

10 19 40 25 7

27 42 23 7 1

. . t. ..

17 28 45 7 2

t _

1

15 37 32 13' 2 .

. .
0,

8 12.
1 .

38 23 . ,.,
19

10 ' 35 35 16 3

Thirteen-year-old students were asked. about the,extent
they engage in problem-solving activities outside
(C04A04.) . A ma5brity of `students haye:

1. Donakexperiment, 62%
2. Taken measurements, 76%
3. Made careful observations, 68%
4. Worked on a ps'A of a problem at a

Tried to find out 'more facts about
Thought of several ways to solve a

on the following types of

5.

6.

to which
of science classes

time, 80%
a problem; 77%
problem', 83%

4

These studenti. had attempted to work
problems at'least once (:04A02):

1. File something electrical, 83%

2. : 10x something mechanical, 86%
3. !Figure out what to do with* an

4. Figure out Whit is Wrong, With
unhealthy plant, 798
an unhealthy animal, 94%

o

These students believe that what is learned
helpful in (C04A031t.

"4
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1. 'Driving a car, 42%
2. Cooking,.60%
3. Shopilinti, 45%

They also feel that they
tion in (C006)1

I.-

and their families make use of science informs-

1. Deciding what food to eat, 60%
2. Keeping: healthy, 83%
3. DecidinThow many vitamins to take, 47%
4. Choosing a toothpaste, 41%
5. -Deciding whether to smoke cigarettes, 60%
6.' (C04k05) Understanding how their own bodies work, 81%

These students believe that science ks,useful.outside of clas6 (67%) and
that'faboratory procedures have.a.millkAkuse than in the laboratory (77%)'(20605).

7, .

4
By the time students are 13 years old, 54% feel they make frequent

use of science outside of class, and 56%" state that they hSve frequently
'4'4. used scientific methods to help plan some part'of their lives (:04A07).

.A goaof science teaching is to acquaint students with career. 4
.opportunities at ap early stage of their schooling, so they-may-may -the
options open to. them and the special obligations and requirements for
enterilp careers that interest them, The sciences offer a 'range.:tof
career opportunities, from skilled technicfans to researchers, in a.variety ,of subSect fields. How do 13-year-old students perceive ,their
inter&t* and their potentials for_ a. ,career in science? When askedabout their personal interest in a seleCted list of "science-related"
tasks, theymuid like -(CO2A02):

1. 'Working in-a laboratory., 46%
2. Makiag:'fieldstOdies, 34%
3. Reading science articles,Vi
4.' Sharinig ideas witk_otherd, 77%

e 5. Writing reports about their findings, 46%
6: r Designing and building things, 66% -

To further-learn the interest these 'students might have in science
careers, they were asked about science-related activities they would4Slike to, do:(CO2A01):

1. 48% would like a job'thateiS ou use what you know abo,
science,

.24. 4: 43% want to work with scientists in an effort to solve
problems.

3. 41.% wo'uLd like to visit a scientist' at w.Ork,
49% would like ,to (fpow more about jobs in science or

4.
0 engineering.

. /

Most students (76%) ,feel,theie are science- related .jobs they'bould do,
bait only a third (33%) plan to take more science beyond' the school

92,
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requirement, 32% are-not sure,
'take more science (CO2A01).

and 35% are idle they do not want to

When these students were asked what working in . a science",field
would mean for them '-personally (CO2A01); their responses were: 'It
would

. be fun, 49%.
2. be too much work, 50%. 4.

3. be something I could do, 6§%.
.4. be goring, 52%..
5. cake me important, 42%
- p-.

6. take too much education, 42%.

7Y be lonely, 59%.

. -
..

When asked for
Ab

their personai.Areaction to the education

'-ing neededto work in a scientifid field,jheir,,feelingd'were
.

It would , --

. ,40. It.

1. cost too much money, 37%. (Only ,268 stated

,r2. be worth it in the long run, 57%. 'I
3: 'open mitny job opportunities for me, 63%.

. .

4. be worthwhile, eyen. if I didn't go into a scientific field,

Lt '. 55%. :
.

and train-

(CO2A04) :

itwould not.).

V

An Interpretation

irk'

, Thirean-Year-old studentd in middle and junioe high-schools demon-
strata a surprisingly.wellklnformed image of science: As a'gioup, they
knbw what science meant as an enterprise and as 'a procedure for genetat-;-
ing new knowledge andinsights. They see ways, in whidhsdience,can
serve 'them personally and' can resolve science-based social, - problems.
Furthermore, by the age of 13, the' hare. formed preferences amongprob-
lems they, would allCe't0 have scientists work on. As might be expected,

most of these problems are in the.,dategory of applied tcience, but basic
research is not overlbokee We would have to conclude from the data

. that they haVe, by one means or another, acquired a'respedtable,degree

oOscientilieliteracy. Mott of what they appear to know about science',

as an intel-lectuat endeavor'is not found in textbooks they have'
Used. Growing up in as-science- oriented, techriological,soclety in itself,

can account for part of what"they know, but not all. vy

f

(

Educational Equity.

.The question of equal.educational opportunity was a'prominent-isaue'
during the 1970s, and it',dontinues to.be important.

one

problem arises:,

from attempts to recognize student differences on one hand:and, on the
other -hand,, to treat wall students as equal. "Mainstreaming," for

I 93 r
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,
example, represents this conflict. Mainstreaming attempts to rovide
equality of education and, at the same time, seeks to accommodate
sity (lj:20). ,"Tfacking" is a practice of ,assigning students into
groups witn diIferent long -term objectives in mind and withiessons that
differ in,complexity and comprehensibility (le:14.). "Grouping" is a
temporary assignment of students to groups to facilitate study toward
common objectives, ,with 'students returning to regular classes on the
next .assi'gnment (fe14).. Eighty-nine percent of junior- high"school
principals in the ,sample do not use tracking; 50% prefer groups only
when there is a likelihood oft improving instruction (le:15). 4

Only 50% of the principals feel either grohing or tracking gener-
ally improves' instruction (le:15). Seventy ercent believe that
sustained and-heavy emphasis on homogeneous grouping is unfair to stu-
dents (le:15), and ,69% of the parents agree. (li:2). Fifty-three
perceht of parents would faVor grouping if it would improve instruction
(li:32). Principals are somewhat more inclined to think of trackirig in
terms of the- learning ability of students than in terms of improving
instruction (li:32).

About half of the grade-7-to-9 schools group students for science
instruction (2:34), usually homogeneously flj:15). In 69% of these
classes,_ students are of mixed ability, although 13% of the schools have
some high-ability classes, and 17% have special low-ability classes ,(3:B-
7ad:6)% It(is at the junior high school level that schools begin to
classify 'students as fast' or slow learners (1c:1), and students with
special talents are likely to be accommodated through extracurricular
activities, special incentives, or privileges (li:33). Special educa-
tion mople are not, involved with science subject matter bUt focus on
instruction (Ie:7). 4,*

!' Teachers are looking or Ways to make classe less heterogenous
(le:6); 4near.y half (47%) make use of individual ssignmentS-for doing
so (3:B-62).., Others use teacher aids to work h individuals or small
groups (1e:7). Dividing a, class into small groUps based on ability
(le:7) or attitude toward school work .(1f:26) or using self-pacing
instruction (2:35) .are other means of dealing with the problem of
heterogeneity. Absenteeism in schools automatically ,works to reduce-
heterogeneity (le:6), as ,do ,efforts to isolate or expel -misbehaving
students` Ile:12). 'However, about half the time, it is the misbehaving
student who gets first attention in class ili:66). It has been sug-
,geSted that some degree of homogeneity could 134' attained by not
requiring slow 'learners to takes science, but 93% of the science super-
visors are opposed, to this popition ,41c:2). Educators and most parents
want students to take science, yet most are not ,supportive of changing
the course to fit those' not bound for college (.1c:,2). The elitist aim
of science teaching beqine4n'the junior high school (1c:20).

: Individualization of instruction in schools is overshadowed by'the
importance of meeting minimal 'Yequirements in -courses and achieving
common ,terminal objectives. The schools respond by operating expedi-
tiously in terms of simply getting the curriokilum job 'done (le:13).

,There are doubts that individuRlized teaching would contribute much to
equal opportunity of-education fle:21). Another concernfis that ability

r
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grouping of' students
3

results4n poore
teachers (le:%601c:21). While. thelmaj
classes in .agroup.setting, 35%, of th
with students as individuals (1:111).:

')

7
lk '

, 164\
studentsgetting the :poorest
ity df?.,teacheri 4bik',with

,science _achers seek to*tvork
A%

.

Reference Note

.4 ,

.

Numbers such as conk. refer to;NAUi science.itemd,lreleasAd and
unreleased. Releaded items are. En:ft The Third Assessment of Science,
1976-77, Released Exercise. Set,.. Repori-N6-,08,S40, May, 197,6: IAEP,
EducaiTon Commission Of the ,States, 1860. Lincoln Street; Denver,

-%fGqlorado 80295 .
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CHAPTER 4

SCIENCE CURRICULAAND INSTRUCTION

The early adolescent is enrolled in schools that have more varia-
tion In administrative organizational patterns than is found for other
age groups of students. There are middle schools(grades 6, 7, 8 or '5,

6, 7, a)', junior high schools (grades 7, 8, 9), and intermediate schools
(grades. 7, 8). Each of these typically iS housed in a separate building
and considered an administrative unit (2:13,14). Grades 7 and 8 are
sometimes part oaf a K-8 elementary school and are administered as part
of the elementary school. In other instances, grades 7, 8, and 9 form
part of a six-year secondary school, with all grades in the same build-
ing and administered as a secondary school. This arrangement provides

' an' opportunity for ninth-graders to take% science courses at a higher
grade level (3:6,3). In general, these schools have specialized science
'teachers serving all grade levels%
* .

,

4 General soience is the commonly taught science in junior high

. ...
schools; 95p ,offer the,subject.(:88). While general science textbooks

a typic4llyte'written'as a balanced series of .topics for a three-year,
. . sequential program, this is not the.way schools use them; for example, a

text serPes in gene al science is used in 76% of the seventh grades, 66%
.6 fof.the eighth grades; but only'6%.Cf.the'ninth grades (3:53) ''During

the science curriculum improvempi'drive of the'1960s and early 1970s,
discipline- cente /ed courses suclfi-as life, earth, and physical science
began to repla e general science (2: 00;,182 By 1977r 20% .of the

I
science offeri gs in grades .7 through 9*re in earth science, 21% were,
in life scie4 e, 13% 1n physicall,sciepce, and 5%j.n biology I (3:53).

.Environmentalr education bourses wefe about the only interdisciplinary
teaching found in the science curriculum (1d:18).

\- In junior high schools 4grades 7, 8, ,9),lhe enrollMenf.in general
science courses was .5,212,318 in 1977; in the discipline- organized

"
'c6urses, 2,807,315 students, or 'about one Millioft stpd nts each, were

, nrolled.in life science, earth science, and physital sci ace (3:58,61):
erallscience id the only science,program 'offered i 5,08' of these

,schools' (3:56.). *Mast of the diversity in dcienceccours offerings is
s found_ in grade 9, where general science, physical, scien e, biology, I,

and earth science frequently 'are taught. Hoivever, jun or high school
science teachers .feel there are fewer prcigrams available to them, and

47- those that are available are not appropriate to ,the. needs of their
/

students (2:85).
.
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_There is little consistency in the pattern of offerings ofdiscipline - centered courses in 3unior high schools. Two common patternsare(2:100):

1. Life,ecience, grade 7; physical science, grade 8; and earth
science, grade 9

'2. Physical science, grade 7; earth science, grade 8; and lifescience, grade 9

There is little agreement on the vertical organization of the sciencecurriculum or the value ok 4.1-hierarchical approach (le:37), althoughteachers assume that their primary responsibility is getting studentsready for the next'grade level (le:31).

Another way of viewing the character of the science taught in thesegrades is to lookat the
textbooki.being used. Forty percent of theclasses in junior higM schools aretaught from a general science text-book, 31% from a life science or- biology text, 21% from an earth science'text, and 8% from a physical science text -(3:8-45,1d:18,2:88).

At least one of the federally supported, innovative science curric-ulum projects designed for use in junior high schools was being used in39% of the school districts during,the 1976-77 school year (3:80). TheEarth Science, Curriculum Project (ESCP) was used by. 12% of the- schools,the Intermediate Science Curriculuirt Study (ISCS) by 11%, IntroductoryPhysical Science (IPS) by 8.6%, and Outdoor Biology Instructional,Strategies (OBIS). by 3% (3:B-23). The Human Sciences Program (HSP),available only in an experimental form, was used in "2% of the juniorhigh schools surveyed (3:B-23). '

There 4s a positive correlation between the extent an innovativecurriculum is ,known and its use in schools for example, 89% of science"teachers _in middle and lunior high schools have never heard of ,theUniversity of. Illiriois 'Astronomy Program, 1% have used the materials(3:8 -39), and none of the schools surveyed are presently, using 'theprogram (3:B-19). Of the school personnel who are expected to knowabout new science curricula, such as' science supervisors, p ipals,and curriculum diredtors, only 16% know about OBIS, 22% about'H P, 31%about ISCS, and.43% about ESCP (3:8-29). Less than 50% of the teachershape seen any of the, new federally sponsored. curricula (3:79). Forty-one percent of the district representatives state their schools areusing innovativ9, materials, but 16% do not know whether they are or not(3:125). The `average number of new programs being used in grades 7, 8,9 in'a district is 1.6 (3:124): This number was slightly'larger in theprevious school year 0:99).

Schools in the.northeasterre
United States, small cities, surburbanschools, and,thoee with high pupil expectations have the ,highest fre-quency of use in innovative science curricula ( :81). Thirty-ninepercent of the teachers were using a federally sponsored science pro4ramin the1976-77 school year (3:80), a drop in number from previous years(3:B- '23),. The greatest drop in the use of these Programs, by teacherS-and by school districts, 'involves the BSCS biology versions (Blue,G2 en, Yellow, and InteractiOn of Experiments' and Ideas) (303=33,
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B-39,85); these courses, however, were not developed for use in grades

7, 8, and 9. There also is a drop in the use of all federally sponsored
science programi since they were, irst introduced into middle and junior

high schools -(3:B-39) . Administrators and teachers turned against the
federally supported curric9la when they found these programs at odds
with their own purposes and diffuicult to manage (A:22).

Another factor restricting the use of the curriculum reform

materials was a failure of the developers to consider local schools,
Local goals, -and the practicing teacher (1h:27)? Furthe 'rmore, the

dedication of teachers to the sdcialization of stud nts, as well as
their Own efforts to conform to the = social norms ' f the community,

..r

provide plausible explanations of why teachers re ct negatively to
curricular and pedagogic innovations (1g:11,26). incipals feel the
federally supported programs improved curricular alt natives (58%) and

the quality of instruction (27%),kand,66% believed the federal govern-
ment should continue to support curriculum deyelopment projects (3:76).

A single textbook is the, curriculum in ,50% of science courses in
these schools; 25% of thp teachers use two textbooks and 21% use three
or more (3:89). Six percent state they do not use a textbook(3:94).
Of the junior high sbhool science classes, 38% are taught from a general
science 'textbook, 30% from a biology or life-science text, and the
remaining are .taught from a physical or earth science book (3:B-45).

The science textbooks most often used teachers:In 1976-77 were copy-

Tighted before 1971 in 22% of the schools, s between 1971-734in 31% of the
classes, and 25% had copyright dates between 1974=1977, with 16% of the
teachers stating they did not know the copyright dated of the books they
were using (3:96). Schodl districts with the highest per pupil

expenditures Ilse the oldest textbooks (3:95). -Survey results suggest
science tet/bookswere not beihs replaced as rapidly -111 1977 as they
were in the late 1960s (2:123). the typical junior high school textbook

4 was two to four yearebld; the most recently publisReqbooks in use were
those on earth science -k2:88):

For grades 7, 8,' and 9, thirteen science textbooks account for
nearly 50% of the adoptions and, of these, three accou'np,. for'21i of the
adoptions° (3:B-45). The variety of science ..textbooks used in tie

remaining p(A of science courses is not known, except that no single
textbook is used by more than 1% of the schools (3:B-45j. Of the 13
most 1idely used textbooks, six are 'in the life,scienCes without one
-text dominating the field (4:B-45).

More than-40% of the teachers use the teacher's manual that accom-
panies the textbook. A third use the publishers' tests; 26% use the
"hands-on" material accompanying the text; and legs than'a third make
use of audiovisual materials.related to the tektbook.(3:97. However,

in approxima e y half of the school districts none of these materials
are available.

The control of textbook adoptions by state agencies has become less
restrictive in many states during the past two Alecades (2:123). Teach-
ers are increasingly involved in selecting textbooks; in only 2% of the

schools teachers are not heavily 'involved (3:98). Students, parents,
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and school board members are only minimally involved (5%) and superin-
tendents only slightly more (15%). (3:98). The selection of science

1 textbooks is done by teacher committees 70% of the time. Other school
personnel are involved as follows (3:B-48,B-49): individual teachers,
62%; principals, 56%;. and district supervisors, 31%. Teachers generally
are satisfied with the textbook they use, and 63% would choose the same
book.again if given the chance; for 11% of the teachers, their present
tektbook is one they have\used before; another 17% of the teachers .have
no preference among textbooks (3:100).

Teachers view the textbook,.. the heart of the instructional pro-
gram (id:65,66), as the subject matter that mist be covered in a course
(1g:56), and as the au1hority for .the subject matter (1d:59). There is
little agreement among teachers on what should be taught in junior high
schools (1d:6,6). Typically, it is the "old science," a passing along
of the lore studied by-the present adult popullation when they were in
school (1d:7). The selection of course materiale does not seem like an
important topic to teachers and administrators (1d:65) . ,

Twelve percent of the grades 7 through 9 schools surveyed are usingtextbooks or curriculum materials developed prima 'ly for use in
elementary schools, such as COPES, ESS, SCIS- and I :B-19,B-33).

.Twenty-two. percent are using textbooks written fot use in high school,
such as BSCS biology texts, PSSC physics, Project' Physics, and CHEM
study chemistry 3:B-19,B-34). We can presume most of these high school

utextbooks are used at the, ninth-grade level and are more often found in
a' four-year *high school than in a middle echool organization.

There is a general criticism of the textbooks used in schools
expressed *by adininisfrators, supervisors, ,.teachers, students, and pag-
ents but .little agreement. "as to the m6"0-i weaknesses. -For example,
Ardinistrators (59%), supervisors (43%), and teachers' (55%) think thereading level is too high, but only 26% of the ,students and 16% of theparents agree (li:91,92). Forty-two percent-of ttie. students feel
textbooks are out Of date, but only 17% of 'the teachers, 13% of the
supervisors, 10% of the administrator's, and 3% of the parents agree,
(li:91,' 92). Students (20%), and parents (17%) think -science concepts
are too difficult, but only li% ofd the teachers feel this way. Studpnts "Iare more convinced (27%) than their teachers (14%) that there is too
much frivolous material in textbooks. Teachers (22%) and students (168),
are in closer agreement that the- subject matter of textbooks is poorly
related to course tests (li:91,92). Ina sample,of 894 school adminis-tratorg supervisors, teachers, students, and parents, only 13 peisons

(IN-%

oonsidered the school science curriculum as worthy of praise, and :wine
of these was an administrator or teacher (11:95)

knstructional arrangements for the teaching of science are year-
long courses in 86% of the schools (3:65) ,In grades 6, 7, and 8,
between 110 and 140 minutes per week are devoted to science instruction
(2:32). More time is allotted to science courses where the NSF innoVa,,
tive curricula are used (2:32). The typical class enrollment in science
is 31 students; slightly higher than for'eit:her mathematics or social
studies classes at the same grade level (3:67). The average class loadfOr a science teacher is 4.6 classes; N% of the teachers teach four or
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fewer classes, while.57% have teaching loads of five or six classes, and

5% have seven or more classes (li:20).

DiiseMination of Information About New Science programs

The lack of a national, centralized, educational: system in the

United States makes the dissemination of information about new instruc-

tional programs and materiels to thousands of schools a difficult task.

One way teachers and principals have learned about new programs is by

A attending NSF institutes. Typically, programs for staffs of Middle and.

junior high schools have not been widely available; thus we find,only

23%.of'thelprincipals and 21% of the teachers have attended one or more
g

institutes (3171). The number. of teachers who have attended an insti-

tutd 'varies throughout the United States, thosp in the westernfregion

* having a higher (32%) attendance (3:70). Two-thirds of the state super-

v.sors of science have attended one or more NSF programs such as summer

institutes (69%), inservice (18%), academic -year (301),--edministrator

(30%), and leadership development (30V) (3:704B-8). Of 'those persons

. generally responsible for 1 al curriculum aeveloPment, 40% have

attdIded an NSF summer instit e, 18%
than

attended an inservice

program, and a smaller percentage (less than 10W) have attended other

types of informational programs (3:B-9).' One in fouf.sdhool principals

has attended- an NSF programsummeK institutes (10%) and inservice

p ;ograms (5%) account for half of their involvement; 4these.figures do

not necessarily mean that the NSF program has oriented to-science

(3:B-10). Among the many NSF programs available, the summer institutes

have been most widely attended by administrators, supervisors, and

teachers from middle and junior high schools (3:B-11).

g>

4 relA

Teachers, state supervisors and .district curriculum respondents

were asked--t, select the of materials with which they are most

familiar and to indicate re they learned about it. An additional

criterionfor the state supervisorsa included the program they had put

forth the most effort to disseminate '(3:72). The major. sources.- of

information for state superenors are.publishers and-sales representa-

tives (84%)p jOurnals and other professional publications (76%),

meetings of profe'ssional organizations (67%), feOralli'sponsored-work-'

shops (65%), and teachers (54%); all other categokies of information are
.

less than_50% each (3,03,B-13).

. ` TO local curiculum respondents for grades 7 through 12 receive .

their information about new science programs from publishers (63%),

teachers (6 %) , journal's and professional publidations (61%), college

courses (49 , and prkessional meetings qa%); other' sources are of

less significa ce, under 30% (3:B-I4). Teachers learn about new science

programs ostly from other. .leachers (66%) and from college courses

(53%), followed by publishers (37%).(3:B-15J. Approximately a fourth of

these' teachers get information on 'a new curriculum from 'a subject spe-

cialist (.26%),. federally sponsored. workshop (23%), or professional

pUblication (2810. Inservice programs are not a frequent source of. -

information%(18%) (3:137.15).

.I y
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Half of the states)have a means, through the state science super-
visor, to, disseminate information on' new curricula. The new science
programs disseminated try some Of these states include (3:B-17)`:

Intermediate ScienceICurriculum Study, 8514.-
Ealth Science Curriculum'Project,46%
Introductory Physical:Science, 74%
Outdoor Biology Instuctional Strategies, 628e'
Time, Space, and Matter, 49 %' .

_.

Unrversity of Illinois Astronomy Program, 10%
-,

.)
Information about the two BSCS programs for special education

studen'Es, Me Now (35%) and, Me and My Environment (39%), also is
distributed by 'state departments of education, as well as the BSCS
Human Sciences Program '(37%) (3:B-17). Typically, state supetvisors
use a variety of activities to dissemidate

curricular materials, with
inservice meetings and discussion sessions ranking "highest (303-19).
Such activities have resulted in the adoption of at least one federally
sponsored curriculum program by 39% of the schools (3:80), but 17% of
the local school district respon ents report they/have not heard 'about
any of thevfedetally supported science curriculum studies (3:'79).
information about new science programs has been more widely distributed
than information about new programs in, mathematics andsocial studies
(3:76).

How do state scierce supervisors go about disseminating information
about a specific science program? _The-most common method'195%) used to

. ,,inform teachers about new materials is 'simply a "discUssion of thematerials zith the Staff Between 80% and 90% of --the supervisors also
conduct workshops, arrange for consultants or sales peoplelo meet with

"teachers, or send out written desdtiptions of the new ,materials.
Atiprb'Omately 75%;of-the supervisors send out sample matetials, arrange
for teachers to pee a new program in action, or directly assist teachers
in trying, Out the materials. To a lesser extent 165%), Supervisors

Iarrange for teachers to attend a meeting or institute to learn ,about new
materials.(3:1B-19).. '

To see or`' learn abodt a new science program is important, but is
'the information of much value or use? Teachers'perceive the information
they obtain from other teacheis.to be veryuseful (52%) ,''as well as that
from prOfeSsional journals (49%), and college,courses .(A4%) (3:13-118).

.While 49%%rate professional' journals theit.most useful source of infot---
/nation, only 63% read such journals (li:24). - Of 'those who do read

. professional journals, the average number of education articles read per
month is 5.5, and 'the .number of articles on cience or science teaching

. is 12.1 per year (li:24). These teachers r ad an average of 5.1'books
on education per year and.4.4,books about science (li:24).

.

- Federally4spdhso rkshops.are seen as very useful fwr obtaining
information by 26% of the teachers (3:B-118); however; only, 32%.haye
Attended an 'NSF institute. (3:69). 'One teacher in five feels the infor-

-matton'obtaaned at professional meetivs and frord inservice programs'iS
very useful (3:B-119).

Information about.newsprograms obta!ned from the
folloWing sources is rated very useful- by relatively .few teachergt
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principals, 13%; local subject specialistsc 17%; state department
personnel, 7%; teacher union meetings, 4%; and \pubrishers, 9% (1:B-118).
A survey of 535 science teachers revealed that two-thirds1 of the
teachers do not find professional journals particulaily useful as a

source of new curricular information; while three-fourths of the state
science supervisors do (3:156). ,

School superintendents (55%) feel that the federal gi vernment

should give more attention to the dissemination of information about new
science curricula (3:77). At the same time, about halt of the super-
intendents are concerned that federally supported curricular and
dissemination efforts might foster a national curriculum (3:74.

Principals feel their most useful sources of information about new
instructional materials are professional journals (71%) and meetings of
professional organizations (47%) (3:121). Approximately a third of the
principals feel the information they obtain from other principals (39%),

subject specialists (36%), college courses (344%), teachers (31%),
and local inservice programs (30%), to be very useful (3:B-121). Less
useful is information obtained from federally sponsored workshops (19 %),
publishers (10%), and teacher union meetings (0%) (3:151,B-121).

, District curr iculum respondents rate professional' publica tions

(55%) and meetings, of professional organizations (42%) as the two most'

more than one respondent in four rates her sources of information to.
useful sources of information, with rs'third (33%) (3:B-123). Not

be of high Utility; for example, college courses (26%), local inservice
programs (25%), federally sponsored workshops (24%), other specialists
(19 %) , principals (18%), publishers (14%) ,_ state department personnel
(13t), .and teacher unions (2%) (3:B-123,151). Knowledge about sources
of curricular materials' is seen as the major responsibility '(89 %) of the
science supervisors for grades 7 through 12 (1g:45).

State science supervisors find their most useful sources of infor-
mation on science to be professional publications (72 %), professional

1 meetings (66%), state department personnel (61%), and local SObject
specialists (51%) (3:B-124,151). The f lowing also are listed as very
useful sources of information, but less requently (3:B-124,,151)1: local
inservice programs (31%), publishers (2 %), teachers (25%), .college
courses (10%), principals (6%), and union m etings (2 %).

(46 'Implications

C
The network of communication about new curricula and instructional

materials'is centered in professional publications and meetings, where
the source

1
Of information is deperibed, along with the usefulness'of the

ti Infdimation. Teachers are aajor link in the communication chain as a
source of information not only for each other but for curriculdM coordi-
'nators, supervisors, and principals. What is not'Clearpis'the teachers'
original source'Of information about nqw prpgrams. One suspects it is
from a,variety of sources. This results in a chain'reaction of seeking
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jack:nation among teachers. NSF summer institutes and college courses
also important parts of the cqmmunication chain. While commercial
organlization appear to be an important,source of information? they are
not iddged to be the most useful to school personnel.

Detetrents to Effective Teaching and Curriculum Implementation

Science teachers perceive a number of factors that act as, deter-
rents to their very best science teaching. These teachers also suggest'
how some of these conditiOns might be alleviated. The most serious
problem, stated by 87% of the science teachers, is the 'inability of
students to read as well as they 'should, and two-thirds of the teachers
feel students are not interested in science, (303-:128). Students also
are considered less well behaved (2:1'00). Somewhat more ,than)italf of
these same teachers state that each of the following factors acts as a
deterrent to effective teaching in,their schbol's (2:100,3:8-128):

1. Inadequate facilitiet
2 Insufficient funds for supplies -and equipment
3. Lack of materials for 'individualizing instruction
4. 'Classes too large
5. Inadequate articulation oribtruction across grade levels
6. Not enough diversity fn-elective courses

Thirteen percent of grades 7 through. 9 science teachers feel they are
not adequately qualified'to teach science (3:144,2:99).

.,

i'actori not considered a serious deterrent to science teaching by !

60% to 80% o; the teachers were (3:B-128):
r

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

44
Low enrollment in courses
Compliance with feder91 regulations
Their own interest in science teaching
Insufficientnumber of textbooks
Their own inadequagy for teaching science
Not enough time for instruction
Difficulties in maintaining discipline
A belief that science is less important'ttian other sub&ects
Lack of planning time for classes

.
-

Out-of-ddte teaching. materials
.

A majority (80%) of grades 7 through .9 teachets state they.need
4. help in some aspect of teaching science. The mdst serious needs identi-

fied by nearly half of the teachers were (2:101,3:B-112):

1. Motivating students
,

2. Obtaining information about instructional materials
3. Learning about new teaching Methods, especially implementing a

discovery/inquiry approach
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A third of the science teachers feel they need assistance in one or more

of the following areas (2:101,3:B-112)

1. ,Teaching both fast and slow ,learners

2. Using manipulative materials
3. 'Working with small groups of students

4. Maintaining equipment
5. Articulating instruction across graft levels

6. Maintaining live plants and animals

.

1

Forty7Three percent of the teaches desire assistance in one to four of
these areas, and 37% in, five areas or more (3:145): Teachers in schools

where there are science supervisors feel a need for assistance as mmeh
as teachers in schools where there are no science supervisors (3:146).

Principals of grades 7 through 9 schools perceive the two mast
serious,deterrents to effective scionceJeaching to be inadequate facil-
ities (41%) and the poor.reading ability "of students (40%) (3:B-131).

However, principals set theqe problems to be less significant than do
teachers (3:B-128). Other deterrents to effective teaching stated by
principals are (3:B-131):

e

1. Insufficient funds, .32%

2. Lack of instructional materials adapted for individualizing

instruction, 21%

3. Low student interest in science, 19%

4. Inadequate articulation of instruction across grade levels,
15%

5. Class sizes too large, 12%

In general, school principals do,not rate corresPOnding deterrents to
effective, teaching to be a serious as do teachers.

Eighty-spvsen pdtcent of school curriculum respOhdents agree with
classroom teachers that a serious deterrent to effective science teach-
ing is the poor readMg ability of students'(3:B-133). .The science
reading problem in schools appears to be a condition that is'not dealt
with in the cause of Achboling. Forty-seven percent, of the science

teachers in grades 1(7.3 rate poor feeding ability as a deterrent to
effective science teaching; in grades 4 through 6 this increases to 71%,

and,' to ,87% 'fn grades 7 through 9 (3:B-128).. District curriculum
respondents identified the following deterrentsto effective science
teaching,(3,:B-1.33):

°

1.. Low student interest, 65% .

-2. Lack of aterials for individual instruction, 59%
3. Insuffi Tent funds f6r purchasing equipment and supplies,57%

4. Inade ate facilities, 47%

5.

6.

7.

8..

09:

Large classes, 38% .''

Not enough teacher pdahning time, 36%
Out- of -da)e teaching materials, 32%

Science not considered as important as
Student diicipline'problems, 29%

108.
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State supervisors of science typically do not view the deterrents
to effettive science teaching to be as serious as do teachers, princi-
pals, and district supervisors. The major problems of science, teaching

( as seen by state supervisors are (3:B -136):

1. Low enrollments in science, 40%
2. Inadequate diversity of electives, 33%
3. Lack of student interest in sci 4%
'4. Discipline problems,
5. Inadequatg reading skills, 14%

urveys of science teacher needs have been 'done to formulate r
!

ele-
vant rograms .of inservice education for. junior high school science
teache s, . The results of these studies reveal that teachers onside
their most serious teaching problems.to be (2:99-102):

1. , Motivating students and building their self-esteem
2. Using information processing strategies, such as problem

solving, inquiring, and decision'making
3. Individualizing instruction) especially' for slow and fast

learners % ,

4. Maintaining discipline

Adequate teaching facilities And appropriaCe- curricula for these stun
dents are also considered serious needs bx teachers.

Teachers feel that problems of facilities and equipment could be
solved if the federal government would provide schools with `laboratory -
materi&ls at low or no cost (1g:49). Teachers stated that they were not
using the new federally supported science materials because of a lack of
funds, and they think that the demand for innovativeness has ebbed
(1g153). Teachers did not see that educational research and theory
would be helpful with their problem because research and theory have
little practical valqk(lg:24).

Summary

The major obstacles to effective science teaching center on:

. 1.) Student variables such as motivation, interest, and learning
skills

2. The teachers' inability to utilize, or inadequate knowledge
of,, instructional strategies for processing information in the
Contexts of inquiry/discovery, decision making, and problem
solving

3. Science curricula inappropriate for the early adolescent
,4. Inadequate teaching facilities, equipment, and supplies
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Controversial Idsues and the 'eaching of Science

.

As science has grown to be increasingly involved in social affairs,
the problems and'issues it deals with have. become nearly always contro-,
versial. Should early adolescents study and analyze societal issues
such as health care, abortion, and race? )ore than 50% of school pro-
fessionals believe they should, but only a thirdof the students and
parents take this position (li:89). The public does not put a high
priority on attempts to teach thes9 topics, using a "scientific approach"'
in social studies Classes (li:97). "Iiht use of federal fOhds for devel-
doping- teaching materials on controversial topics is supported by .more
students (p8%") than by their parents (41%) (li:79). Sixty percent kof

school'euperintendentA ark of the opinion' that federally funded curricu-
lar programs shOeld not include controverpiS1 topics (3:77).

,

By the age of 13, students have formed rather definite and seem-
ingly consistent opinions about many ,controversial topics. On the
question of growing, a baby organism from an .egg in a test tube, 00% of
the student's belied.it -is all right for scientists ,to try this with a
frog, 20% with a dog, but only 10% would approve Of such an experiment
for a human twing'.(C07A01) (Reference Note):c.kgre than -half (53%) of

the students would approve the efforts of scientists to make' a robot

that thinks and acts like a person, a larger percentage 163%) would
encourage research to makq,machanical parts fo; people, and they are
divided (43% yes, 40% no) on the question'of efforts to' create life
(CO7A01). Students would oppose efforts to clone a human being (71%)
(C07A01), to control the way people act (77%) and to experiment on
people without their approlial (86%) (C07A02): There'is extensive sup-
port (86%) for seeking other forms of life in outer space (C07A01).

e

Students at this age qve res6rvations (63%) about scientists
working on secret projects, 29% favor, and 8% would never approve

(C07A02).

of
are also hesitant about allowing scientists to do

any kind of research they want to do (42%) , A% would approve, andnft
definitely would not approve (C07A01). There is strong opposition to
efforts to create diseases',for germ warfare (82%) (C07A02) but less
opposition for attempts to make bigger bombi (63%) (C07A01 1. While
students recognife such issues as DNA research, evolution, and control
of atomic energy as scientific controver4ies, they are not aW.e to "see
the "bit of pure knowledge% as separate from.that same krigwle4ge#,a
social context 10:27); students Nand to associate science with dcho ar-.
ship, not with s iklitical, and economic issues (10:22).

The most commonly used science textbooks (3:941 do not emptiastze

controversial science/social issues in any substantive way nor do thp
stated goals of 'the texts. reflect these conderns as a focus ocinstruc-
tion. Teachers on their'own may ysdeal with certain controversial' topics,

but tend to do so only if they feel they have community,suppOrt (1c:28);
tpe result is that controverisal adtues are largely-ignored in teaching
(1c:29). Powever, teachers report there is no real problem in their
community on teaching biological evolution...or about 'human sexuality
(.104244), but they are more hesitant on questiOns of eugenics and egar-

.

population (1c:29). Science teachers feel there meat be community
41.
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support for the teaching of controversial issues and that there is need
fdr better instructional programs for dealing with such issues (1c:29)
There is also substantial community support for developing better pro-
grams in controversial areas (lc:30); parents are no more conservative
than teachers.

Thirteenyear-old students feel they cando something personally
about resolving many science/society problems. Around 543% feelthey
could help solve problems-of pollution (67%), energy waste (608), acci-
dents, (58 %), and-food shortages (47%). Only a comparatively few
students feel they could do something about such problems as overpopU-.

lation (23%), disease (31%), and the depletion of natural resources
. (:03A01).

Early adolescents express.a willingness to.work on societal issues,
even if it is inconvenient, by usingless electricity (87%), walking or
taking bikes/more often 187%),, using returnable bottles (88%)-, riding in
a small economy car (78%), spending a day helping to clean up street
litter (69%), separating trash for recycling (65%), staying home from a
party when they.,have a bad cold (60%), and using les heat in the winter
'to save fuel (56%) (CO3A02).

.When asked how frequently (alWayd or often) they personally_got
11 ). involved in doing something-about societal problems and issues, their

positive responses tended to be lower than their willingness to be
involved. For examOle, 'around 40% or fewer of thp students regularly
use seat belts (22%), pick up litter (26%), reuse paper or plastic bag
(34%), separate tras6 for recycling (29%), or become involved in a
litter clean up project 42%) (CO3A04). Bore than 50% of the students
feel they are 'Involved in solving representative societal 'problems to
4` 'he extent of turning off unneeded lights(58%), making sure they turn
off water_ faucets (81%) when through using the water/ and obeying traf-fic laws (758) (:03A.03). Only 37% of the students feel they are not
personally guilty of caving pollution-more than they should (CO3A04).

4gt,A, Interpretation
V t.

Over the prast decade, there Os/ been a shift in the scientific
enterKise toward an increasing emphasis on science applied to societal
needs: The professional literature on goals for the teaching of science

0 reflects the science/society interaction 42:164,168,183). Students, by1:40
the age 8f 13, recogniie the, importance of science/society Issues in
their lives and wish to be,involved in resolving them. There is Tittle

o'in Abe science 'curriculum of middle and junior high schools that
reflects tie current status'ibf *le scientific enterprise as it relates
tosocial issues.' Teachers claim it is the pressures emanating from a
"back td basics" movement that limits their ,,,response to .personal and
social needs ilb:12), but it must not be overlooked that only 41% of all
parebtaohaveheetrd Of 'the "basics" mo4ement in eduCatioh (1i:51) and
that teachers wens found to be "the advocates" of "basics" more tlian
anyone else (lbt18)..
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Furthermore, most teachers 'are wary of linking science and human
values' (1g:19), an issue that is difficult to avoid in studying science/
_society issues. It,,is simpler to use a disciplinary approach and teach
authoritatively (1g:6). Teachers respond to the social system in ways
that relate to their teaching situation (1g:26.1) but do not respond
eAsily to new teaching goals that arise from transitions in society nor
in the discipline they teach. They tend to fear that new goals and
curricular topics will bring about'a confrontation with the Public' and
therefore react negatively toward them (19:25,26), although they'have
subsfantial.community.support for developing better programs on control,
ersial topics (1c:30).

The extent to which science /society topics are not in the textbooki
being used is the extent to which the topics are notq taught, although
teachers state they would consider thaching, the topics if they.'had

appropriate materials (1c:'29). It ;seems' evident that the various
effort's, as they are reflected -in sOolarly writings, to expand'the
social and value dimensions of ,science teaching have not appreciably
influenced school practices (1c:27). There ,is little information in
middle and junior high school science courses that would help students
develop an awareness ?of or Comprehend connections between science and
related social issues. The work of'llbshal, Frieze, and Wood (18)

reveals that sixth'grade students have a somewhat (better than neutral)
favorable attitude toward technology,.its values, and uses. Scientific/
technological enLightenment as an aspect of :effective citizenship in
modern.Americtn does not exist in Any real sense as a goal of science
teaching in the middle and junior high school grades.-

Testing! Evaluation and Assessment

Jrhroughout the past decade (1970-1980), there has been much public
Concern about what students were or were not learning in schools. These,
concerns have' stimulated

what

"back-to-basics" movement in schooling.

Although rhetoric on what should be basic is extensive and contro-
veisial, there has been little support for knowing science as one of the

basics. There has been a wave of public ptessure to hold schools
"accountable" for what they claim to teach. By 1978, "33 states had -

taken 'some kind of actionAgosmandate the setting of minimum competency
standards for elementary and secondarylschoO'1 students" (19): To deter-
mine the nation's progress in science-achievement, he National Assess-
ment of Educational Progress (MEP) was initiated win 1969 to gather
relevant information.' The first assessment of science took' place during
1969 and 1970, the second during the 1972-73 school4"year, and the most
recent one during the 1976-77 school. year. The, total impact of these
various efforts to assess student achievement represents a questioning
of the purposes of schooling by the public and a general loss of credi-,
bility in the education enterprise.

.Testing students in science is a natural part bf teaching (lf:12)
and is done to satisfy teacher concerns tlf:13) A third of the science,

teachers give-a test at-least-once-a-weekcand- another '30% at least once

Ito
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a month (3:27). Most teachers make up their own tests w(lf:15).
Students are expected to learn assignments and are tested accordingly
(1f:14,1g:22). Records are kept 'on hqw well students perform (lf:16).
Most tests do not tell teachers anything they don't already know
(lf:17)., Testing essentially represents maintaining a prqper classroom--
(1f:14). The results of tests are used to assign grades, and students
See the'need for getting good grades (lf:19). A third of the students,
as well as a third of the teachers, believe it is more difficult to get
good grades in science than, in other subjects (1c:18). Measurement
specialists oontinue to talk about the technical inadequacy of-Ngrades:
teachers do not"(1f:191. Testing is also used to help maintain control
over students and to socialize them (lf:18). Most science teachers,
school administrators, curriculum coordinators, and parents agree that
the present mode of testing is adequate (lf:21). There is essentially
no reference in the case studies of schools about using tests to
evaluate teachers or cur,ricula (lf:17). While there is evidence thatschools are doing more testing' in science classes, there is little
evidence the results are being used to improve the educational system
(le:35).

Standardized tests are used in 33% of science classes in grades 7through 12 (3:27). However, standardized tests are used by mow than
50% of urban schools and large districts. By far, .the greatest use oftest results was to inform teachers, followed by informing,parelts
(3:29). About half of the schools use'test results 'to assign students
to remedial programs and as diagnosis/prescription for individual stu-dents (3:29). , Schools rarely use test results to assign stpdents to
programs for the gifted, to determine topics for inservice educationprograms, or to revise curricula (3:29). Teachers see LittleArd for a
wider interpretation Of test results in terms of distrib't or classroomuse (1g:45). Supervisors see their job to be fitting curricula to the
testing (1g:45). Overall, evaluation is seen as a process'of rewarding
sincere efforts on the part of a student and avoiding oVerrewarding
students forhodest accomplishments (1g:11).

The accountability and competency movemenft'in education-during the
1970s have had some influence on science teaching in Addle and juniorhigh schools, although there is little direct evidence of what these
effects have !leen. Nearly all school districts report some form of
"evaluation officer" whose function is to'monitas student achievement
(lh:10). When talking about science teaching, the topic of account-

ability

rarely comes up in the conve?sation (1h:12). A survey of 19
states revealed that only 2% required specific competencies in science
for graduation in 1977 (3:32). Thirteen percent^plan to implement-a
science competency. program in the futyre,lbut 63% of the states have nosuch plans (3:32). The remaining stares either did not respond to the
'questionnaire or were unclear in their,. plans (3:32). Nearly three times
(35%) as many states plan to.havecotpetency measures in mathematics asin science (3:31). In response to a question as to whether schools
should require that all students Attain some minimum competency level in
science in order to 'graduate from high school, parents are the group in,
highest agreement 'and school administrators the most opposed (lf:91).
About half 'the students support the idea of a competency level in sci-
ence for graduation as do two- thirds of the teachers (li:91). A major
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. cALeicism Of the tests used for accountability measures in schools is
that they only indicate achievement and have little validity as an
indicator of science competency

"
. _

Public cdhcerh About student Achievement in the sciences came into
p rominence in -the early part of the 1970s. press reports of declining

scores on the College Board Examinations and the Scholastic Aptitude

Test indicated that students were going,into colleges and universities
'less Well prepared than in past decades, 42:114). -Both these tests are

used with college-bound students and are, 'therefore, limited in provid-
ing information on science achievement at various age level's. With the

founding of the National Assgssment of Educational Progess in 19698
measures. of school science achievement have been made at ages 9, 13,'17,
and in some years, at adult levels. The major results of the 1976-77
'science assessment of 13-year-old students, eYrolled in either grade 7
or.8, are reported here (16):

V

There is a small but not, signifi'tant decline in achievement' from the

1972-73 level,to-1976-77.
-'. , * -,

Student achievement in biology has increased since,41972-79.

Student achievement in the physical sciences continues to ledsen.,
13-year-old' students know more science than 9'-year-or qt-And less

than 17-year-oles; 8th-grade estudents know* 'more than 7th -

'' graders. ,0
.-

,,.. 0
, k'

I

13'Certain student groups at age 13 tend to :perform above the ,national
level in science achievement. These are:

Males, whites, and students in ,the northeastern United States

Students who have at least %me parent with a post-high-school
education -score ,significantly higher in every cate4011i of

questions on the NAEP tests
Ati

Students who live in advantaged, urban communities or in suburbs of

large cities

Certain "groups of students at age 13 tend to- perform 'below the

national level in science achievement. These are:

. Females, blacks, and these studentt whose panents.did notgraduate
from tigh schgol

°, Students who live in .the southeastern, region of the United States

and those who live in disadvantaged,, urban communities and in

Albig cities

Some student4groups show little deviation frbm the national level (Of
'achievement. 4nThete are:

4.

Studentt to.the western region of the United States and those who
attepdachool in medium-sized cities or in smaller places

Students who, come from homes, where a newspaper and magazines are

received regularly And there are 25 or more books:plus a set of encyclo-

',pedias score higher on science achievement than students from homes
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'lacking one 'or more of these characteristics, regardless of whether the
student "is black or white.

At age 13, boys have a sig nificant achievement advantage over girls in
biology, physical science, and earth science. BQ have an'advantage
:over girls on integrated topics, process methods of science, and sciencee
related to self. Boys are significantly better.in their understanding
of applied science and technology. Girls, show significantly .better
command of decision - making skills than boys.

At age 13, boys have a relevant and significant advantage over girls at
each taxonomic level of science: 'knowledge, comprehension, application,
and analys0/synthesis.

The results of the NAEP tests for 13-year-old students indicate. .

that by this age the social, economic, and cultural environments of
students' have created differences in science. achievement beyond those
that can be attributed to schooling. These cultural factors also
account for differences in science achievement by Sexes and by.racial.
background.

The'NAEP test's indicate that, in 197q-77, the test, scores of 13-
year -old students were lower than those for 1972-73, and were much lower
than in 1969-70 when the first test was given:' There is a smaller drOp
.in average achievement between the last two test periods because of a
large rise in biological knowledge, stimulated perhaps by the populari-

, sation of, the environmental movement at this time (1970-75). There is
speculation that the student achievement scores for the 1969-70 period
may be abnormally high as a result of the attention given science
instruction during the 1960s and the many efforts made. to stimulate
teachers and students to "do,better." But the facebremains that science
achievement for 13-year-old-students has declined throhghout the period
from 1969.to 1978.

Facilities and Equipment..

About 20% of the science teachers reel they haVe very good science
facilities (3:B-99), but 25% have' no 'laboratory facilities (2:39).
Seven out of ten schools have a combination laboratory-class6om; one
school in ten has a separate laboratory and classroom arrangement
(2:39). Nationwide, 51% of grade 7 through 9 schools have, resource
centers for individualized instruction (1:B-92): In addition, small/
group eeting rooms are available in 56% of the schools (3:127). Forty-
four pe cent of the teachers are of'the opinion that the science facili-
ties nee imprOvement (3:135)'.

The folloWing science'equipment is used at least ten days in a
school ear (3:B786): (1) meter stic)s and rulers, 61% of the teachers;
(2) bal nces and -scales,/ 49%; (3) models, 45%; (4) microscopes, magnify-
ing gl sses, batteries, and bulbs, rocks, and living plants by about.

\\35%. e teachers feel the following equipment is not needed; hand,
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calcUlators, 691; cameras, 624;, living animals, 49%; living plants, 39%;
rocks, 381; and magnets, 31% (3:B-86). There is not much agreement
about what eqipment shogn be "standard" in science rooms. While 95%
of the teaches have. microscopes; 74% have models, and 51% haVe cameras
(3:,127), some do not feel a need tOr Microscopes (30%), cameras (62%),

i or models (17%) 443:131). Yifteen,percent of the schools have green-
houses; 40% of the science teacher wound like to have one, but 50% see
no need, and only 8% state they ever made use of one (3:127;131): The
situation, is about the same for the existence *and use of weather sta-
tions, telescopes, and darkrooms (3:131). Between 50%*and 60% of the
teachers feel they have adequate facilities, equipment, supplies, and

'storage'and prepa'ation space- (3:B-99)% What the teachers would most
like to have are laboratory assistants (72%), money for incidental

tsupplies (52%), and space to accommodate small student groups (56%)

1.(3:135.,..B-99;2:95). Overall facilities and equipthent are deemed b,
teachers to be somewhat less than satisfactory. Teachers also are more
concerned by the lack of physical materials than with the organizational ,

problems of science teaching (1g:46)..

Only a few programs (21%), have a budget for science equipment. In

1977, the amount seb aside per year for equipment averaged about $5 per
pupil, ,plus $3.75 per pupil for supplies (3:126,200). The total expen-
diture for the edtcatidn of a middle or junior high school student was
.$9.36 (weighted average) for the 1976-77 school year, an amount about 9%
less than for-pupils in either, grades K-6 or 10-12 :19). More than
half, (55%) of pupils believe the reason more ins pent technology is
not used in middle and junior high Schools is cos tather than opposi-
tion by teachers (li:69). The funding for schooling and science
teaching is being seriously reduced (2:168,169). Approximately 55% of
school'administrators, supervisors, teachers, and parents believe that
budget cuts are lowering the quality of instruction (li:97). The extent
to which cost is a factor in reducing the availability of instructional
materials is questionable, because less than 2% of the average school
district's tAidget-is so spent (1d:66). A solution to the problem may
not depend on increasing monies for total school programs, but rather on
categorically funding 'in terms, of instructional objectives and
priorities (2:170).

The extent to which information technology and rel ated equipment
are used in. science teaching has not been fully explored, and only
limited information is available. Nationwide, 16% of the grades /
through '9 schools. have access to computers or computer termiAls
(3:127). Large districts and suburban schools have somewhat more access
to computers (20%) than dd smaller units (3:B-92). Rand-held calcula-
tont are found in 49% of the schools (3:117). A majority of teachers
(69%) 'feel that hand-held calculators ,are not needed for instruction,
and only 10% ever-make any use of them (3:B-86). There are no signiff-
cant differences throughout the United States in terms of school size,
location,-pupil expenditures; or type of community in the availability
of computers and hand-held .calcutators in schools (3:B-92).



Reference Note

Numbers such as CO7A01 refer to: NAEP science items, released nd
unreleased. Relkased items are from. The Third Assessment of Science,
.1976-77, Releasee'Exercise Set. Report No. 08-5-004 May 1978. NAEP,
Education Commission of the States, 1860 Lincoln Street, ,Denver,
Colorado' 80295.
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CHAPTERS

MIDDLE AND JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS, 1965-1970

A comprehensive survey of the status of organizational patterns of
science teaching in middle and junior high schools does not exist for
the period 1965-1970. The United States Office of Education (20) sur-
veyed the teaching of science only in schools that had grades 7, 8, and
9 during the period 1963-1965. Kealy (21) has summarized the results of
surveys carried out between 1960 and 1970 as part of, studies made to
determine the extent of reorganizational patterns in "the middle portion
of the educational ladder" .that differed from the typical grades 7, 8,
and 9, OF junior high school, organization. The majority of-sur" s,lipincluding those done by the federal government, lump informamation a t

grades 7, 8, and 9 under secondary school programs (grades 7 through 2)

or, in someanstances, with data on, elementary schools (grades K through
8). In this section, our purpose is to identify changes in school
organizational patterns that emerged during the 1960s for the education
of the early adolescent.

The extent to which school districts have modified traditional
organizational arrangements (8 and 4 grades, 6, 3, and 3 grades, and 6
and 6 grades) into grade combinations considered more educationally
suitable for the early adolescent has been documented by Kealy (21). A
USOE report on junior hi4h schools by Wright and 'Greer (22) revealed
that 12% of the principals of these schools were considering a reorgani-
zation of grade combinations. A survey by Cuff (23), with- replies from
44 state representatives or state publications, revealed that 29 states
had a total of 499 middle schools. These schools included grades 6 and
7 and did not extend below grade 4'or above gradel. The most common
organization (55%) consisted of grades 6, 7, and 8;.30% of the schools
included grades 5, Gr 7, and 8; and in 9% of the schools, grades 4, 5,

6, 7, and 8 formed the middleschool unit. .Cuff's driterionfoe'a
middle school excluded a seventh and eighth grade organization sometimes
referred to as an "intermediate school."

Alexander (24), using the criterion of a middle school as one
"having not lesssthan three or more than five grades including grades 6
and 7," identified 1,101, middle schools- inalthe United States. A 10%
random sample of these schools, stratified by USOE geographical regions,
showed that 60% were organized on a grades 6 through, 8 basis; 27%,
included 'grades 5 through 8; and 7%, grades 4 through 8. Among other
combinations of grades for middle,schools, only 1.8% of the total sample
included a grade 9. Alexander's definition 'of a middlp school, like
Cuff's, excluded the combination of grades 7 and 8 as an'emerging school
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organization' replacing the junior high school plan; The ERIC (25:10)
survey showed that 3% of the school districts of the United States had a '
grades 7'and 8 organization. Alexander (24) interprets "the expansionof middle'school organizations" as-"a phenomenon of the current period,:

. (1967-68) . ;

° A log survey (20) of public junicir high schools organized exclu-`sively on a grades 7, -8, and 9 basis dentified a total of 3,133 such'schools. Alexander., tuff,. and Rogers did not gather information on theme
seVenth and gighth grade, two-year intermediate school.

, 0Kealy (21) ,surveyed the number of middle schools in the United
States for the., school year 1969-1974. Using data in reports qbtained
4,0m state departments of education, he identified 2,298 middle schodls,
a. number doUble that found in the 1967-68'survey, which listed 1,101middle schools: Schools,with gradqs 6 through -8 represented 58.2% o
those surveyed; 25.4% of the'schools used a grades 5 through 8 organize=
tionpand,6.1% a grades 4 through 8 grouping. Other groupings; compris-
ing 10.4% of the schools were organized in such grade combinations as 6through 9, *4 through.7, 5 through 7, 5 through 9, 'or 3 through 7. Anational survey by ERIC (25:10) indicated that the "middle school"concept was not widespread.

The movement away from more traditional school organizational
patterns (6, 3, and 3; 8 and 4 or 6 and 6) was based on the;'assumption
that a "better" type of education could be provided to early addlescents
in a middle school framework. ,In Alexanderq (24) detaildd study of 110'
middle schools, he asked school personnel to identify reasons for chang-
ing their school organizations, from a traditional pattern to one of amiddle school. Multiple reasons were given by the respondents:

1. 58% sought to eliminate crowded conditAns An other schodls.
2. 45% wanted to provide a \program speol.fically designed for

early adolescents.
3. 40% thought the new organization-was a better bridge between

elementary'and iigh schools.
4. '30% wanted to provide ford more specialization . in grades 5

and /or

5. 25% wanted to move grade 9 into high schools.
6. 25% considered themove a way to remedy the weaknesses of the

junior high school*
7. 24% wanted to try out various innovations.
8. 21% thought it was a way to utilize a new school-buildin4.'",
9. 13% chose the option because it had been successful' in other

School systems.
10. 6% felt it was an aid to desegregation.
11. 12% had other reasons.

The majotrity of reasons given'for establishing a middle school pattern
of education reflect administrative expediencies rather than an inherent
philosophical concept.of education perceiyed to improve learning oppor-

.-turlities for early adolescents.
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The sChool day (20:4) in 92.5% fof junior high schools in the United,
States was organized into separate class periods with a sir or seven -±
period day. The ERIC (25:15). survey showed that 4n-of the schools,had
a six-period day, 35% had seven periods, and 14% had eight.periods per
day. Alexander (24:116) foqncl that middle schools were depaitmentalized
tO the same extent as junior high schools. He noted, however, that 30%
of theM were using 'variable and modular schedules differing from ,the,
conventional, uniform, daily schedule of equal periods.

1

For about 98% of the schools, the schpol year was between 165 and

195 days (20:5); for 75% of the schools, the range was between 176 and
185 days. The ERIC 425:16) surveys found the length of the school year,

to.be 180 to 184 days for 69% of the schools and L75 to 179 days in 21%
of the schools.

. -
The length of science class periods was found to range from 380to

62 minutes (26,5) with 53 to 57 minutes most common. These figures are
similar-to secondary schools in general, where the range is from 40 to
-70 minutes (25:15) with 40% of .the schools using a 50- to 59-minute
period, and 25% a 50- to 54- minute class period. The Committee on
Junior High School Education of the National Association of Secondary
School 'Principals (26:5) recommended theta block-time-or core piogram
"may be an effective means of bridgrthe-gap between the elementary,
and junior high schools." Mks could mean 'teaching science and social
studies; or science and-another subject, as a core prograM extending
over several clad! periods. A Cornell University Project on the Junior
High School (27:9), supported by the Ford FoUndatkbn, ,carried'the recom-
mendation that one-sixth of the instruction 1 time in grades \7, 8, an 9
be devoted to studying science.

The decade from 1960 to 1970 was aperiod in,wbicfCthere was much
pcmcern\about appropriate education for the early adolescent. AQuestions
we're raised about the junior high school (grades 7, and 9) as to
whether it was the best school organizational pattern-for students in
the age range of 11 to 15 years. A'variey of new organizational.pat-
terns were developed and rationalized in terms of student Maturity,
interests, needs,'developmentaland learning cbaracterisbics,.curricular
g'oals, and in terms of effective use of school facilities,- size of,
(chool, enrollment, and school management. With few exceptions, the new
Organizational patterns did not include the ninthrade as a part. of the
new/"Middle school" or "intermediate school" framework. 4

O

Course Offerings and Enrollments

In the .1950s, a number of federally suppOrted science curricula
were developed for elemenary and secondary schools, in the United
States. Innovative courses specifically, designed for use in middle or
junior high schools did not appear until late in the 1960s-and were not
reflected in the

/
school science surveys done between 1965 and 1970.
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k .General science was the most commonlIktadght science subject in the
19651970 period (20:6) in all sections of the United States (25:29,30)with,94% of the schools scheduling the course. Life science courses-were offered in almost one-fourth of the schools (20:6). The'sbrvey(25:32), done five years ;after that of the USOE, showed 47% of thejunior high schools offering a'life science course. Of the' total- juniorand senior high school enrollment 'in biology courses in 197', 'gradeep

-through 12, 18% of the enrollment was found 'to be in the junior. highSchools, usually at the ninth grade level (25:30). Earth anephYsical.science were taught_. in about one-fifth-of the-junior, high schoolg(20:6,7) in 1965. 'Ely_ 1970, nearly 50% of the 'middle arid junior highschools had a course in physical science (25:35) and 52% a course inearth science,(25r421% There was a tendency for physical, life science,and earth science to be offered at the 'ninth grade level. Title percent(25:37) of the jynior trigh schools offered'a course in health science,usually at the eighth. glade level '(20:6) A965, wiAh-ali number
increasing to 26%, by 1970 (25:38).

In 1965,. environmental science was not identified as a courseoffering in middle and junior high schOols but was found in 4% of thejunior* high schools in 1970 (25:78). In addition to course'offerings,environmental science topics were incorporated into other science courseofferihgs as follows: seventh grade, 15%; eighth grade, 16$; and ninthgrade, 27% -(25:79). Envirdnmental science topics were 'also 'found insocial studies classes (25:80): seventh grade, 4.6%,..eighth grade, 5%;and ninth grtde, 8.6%.
.

. Space science, health soienX, and 4n7ironniehtal science offeringswere not distributed equally as courses throughout *the junior .high-.schools of the United States; space science Was strongest in the middleeastern and far western states; health science in the southwestern andthe Great Lakes areas (20:8) and in the plains states (25:37).- Environmental science courses Were offered more frequently in the New England,far western, and Rocky Mountain areas (25:78). These data, alohg withO c-those on life and physical science offerings, indicated that the tradi-tional general science patte1n of science teaching in the junidrNhighschools was beginning to change.
.

.

In 1965, 77% of the students in junior high schools,were enrolledin science Classes- (20:6). In smaller schools, under 50b studentf,,, 90%of the students were taking a science course. The majority of students(67%) Were taking a general science course at some 4tade level; enroll-ment in a life science course was, 4%; and enrollment in both'phYsicaland earth sciences was less.than 4% (20:6-8).

At the close'of the 1960s and beginning of the 1970s, e number ofinnovative science 'curriculum programs iwere in either a ;planning'prdevelopmental phase. Some of these new programs were generated et thestate or local level, and others were federally supported with-the Ideathat a "good science" course was appropkiate nationwide. Typidal of,the--new science curriculum projects initiated. in the 1965-1970 period were=the following (28):

-
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Human Sciences Curriculum Project (BSCS)
Life ScienCe (Educational Research Council.of. ica),
Quantitative Physical Science (Duke University)
Introductory Physical SCience (Educational-Services Incorporated)
Time, Space, And Matter (princetdb University)
.Earth Sciences Curriculum Project (American Geological Society)
UniNiersity.of Illinois Astr4onomy Project

....

Stanford University4Junior High School Science Rtoject
ImpliTy Development Program (University of Illinois)
Michi?jan State-, Curriculum Commityee Junior High .School Science

. .4project1/4
#

.

Mathematics Through Science (SASG)

eience iieaChers Adaptable Curriculum (Portland Public Schools)
. ennsylvania CurriculUm Development Project (Harrisburg)
New York City ,Science Grades 7-8-9 Project
Project Plan (American Institutes for Research)
Nova School Science Plan (Florida)
Idtermediate Science Curriculum Study (Florida State University)
Foundational Approaches in Science Teaching Project (Hawaii Curric-

ulum Center) '..
- \

,
.

American Association for the Advancement of Science, Junior High v

Science Proposal,
,

.

4
one way or another, a ll of these programs sought to provide a

more'suitabie curriculum forthe education of the early adolescent. The
extent tot which these programs become operational 'within schools can' r
only be assessed at a period of time later than 1970.

Science Te44her Characteristics

All the infbrhation on the characteristics of science teachers in
junior high schools during )the period 1965-1970 is.from a National

.Science Foundation survey conducted in 1969 (29). The survey included a
'total of 5,505 secondary school science teachers, of whom approximately

.

25% were teaching in grades 8, or 9. The information reported here,
is only that which can be distinguished as pertaining to the sub-set of,
junior high school science teachers.

;

addition to teaching !sciencee 98% of the teachers had other
duties, related to science teaching, and 86% "other school activities"
(29:107). Eleven percent of ti* teachers were also engaged in zome type
of teaching outside the junior high school, such as in a community
college or a four-year college or university. Another 22% of the sci-
,:elibe teachers were employed in nonteaching'positions./

al%

A third of the teachers were carrying academic or professional work
leading to an academic or professional degree, While an additional 19%
were taking course work not leading to a degree- Two-thirds of these
teachers were engaged in a. variety of other professional activities
(29:107). 4
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Many teachers whose major assignments were in general science had
serious inadequacies in their training. The-percentages of these, teach-
ers with no course credits in various spience fields were: biology,
17%; chemistry, 34%; earth sciences, 38%;/physics, 46%; and mathematics,_
27%. The percentdges of teachers who had between 1 and 17 semester
hours in the various sciences were: biology, 37%; chemistry, 42%; earth
sciences, 38%; physics, 42%; and mathematics, 50% (29:131). The data
base does not reveal the balance og science preparation for teachers ofgenerp science.

The teachers were asked to indicate the types of experience they
felt.contributed significantly to successful teaching. The experiences
indicated to be of 'sigiificant value by the 1,352, respondents were
(29:147):

1. Courses in subject area, 77%
2. Courses in teaching methods, 47%

t

3. Student teaching47%
.

4. . Inservice teachl* experience, 46.%
c Cc.trses in studint behavioral problems, 38%
6. Related work experience, 34%
7. Courses in laboratory methodology, 27%
8. Other preparation, 11%

$

Junior high schoolihteachers were inclined to designate courses in stu-
dent behavioral problems-as valuable, while senior high school teachers_ -

thought subject -area course had 'greater value (29:50). Teachers who
had student teaching experience, courses in professibnal education, and
30%or more semester hourg Of science in their teaching field rated the
quality of their education for teaching science, higher than did teachers
with limited or no background in these areas (29:53).

.

More than half (57%)-of.the °junior high schoolyeaohers had partic-
ipated in an NSF or an industry - sponsored training program by 1969. Thetypes ot NSF inservice programs attended and the percentages of teacheri
attending were:

1. Summer institutes, 21%
2. Inservice institutes, 15 %-
3. Academic-year institutes, A%

' 4. Any other type of NSF program,,,S%

A_

An additional 8% of the teachers attended a federally supported program
.other than one supported by NSF, State and locA---inservice programs
were attended by"-14%. Industrial or privately supported programs.were
attended by /% of these teachers (29:171). More /senior high'school
teachers reportedparticipation in NSF programs than,junlOr high schoolteachers (29.58). Of the junior high school teachers who did partici-
pate in an NSF program, the majority/attended more than one program (1
to 6) (29:-173).

The science teachers of 1968-69 were comparatively young, with a
median:age of 32 years (29:*10°,11). This is seven years below the' median
age of the total Tabor force end five years below the median age of

as
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those in the labor, force with a bachelor,:s degree. dixtylierdent were
below the,age of 35 years and 18% were older than '45 year$.

"r)

Silcty-seven percent of the science teachers were men, about the
same ratio as a. decade earlier. Sixty-three percent of the teachers
between the ages of 25'and 44 were men; 45% were women.. In younger
(under 25) and older (45 or more) age groups the percentages of women
were higher than those of men (29:13). In the southern states, there
was a higher proportion of women than men, and the reverse was true in
the north central and Pacific sections of the United StateS.

42

Junior high school science teachers were queried concerning their
short-term (five ye rs) aspirations and goals in several" dimensions:
level of employment, field, type of occupation, and type of employment
(29:178). .Sevent eight percent expected to be teaching, and 13%
planned to become full-time orpart?time housewives. Eighty-one percent

of the general science teachers expected to be teaching general science
five years later. About half of- the teaches (49%) %stated their futtire
goal to be that of a classroom teacher; 31i wanted to be in some other
form of educatipnal work, such as curriculum specialist, school admirlig-
trator, or supervisor; 9% hoped to find employment in some field other
than education. Relatively more participants in NSF programs than
nonparticipants_ expected to: ... become departmental. supervisors, 14%

participants versus 7% nonparticipants;. stay in a science occupation,
80% versus 65%; and remain in junior hgh,school education, 71% versus
66% (29:63): Two-thirdi of the science teachers wanted to continue at
the grade levels they were teaching, 12% wanted to move to a higher
grade level, and 2% wanted to teach at the elementary school level. The

majority of teachers (70%) aspired to a master's degree and 164- to a 4116.

specialist in education-or a doctorate degree (29:64).

The survey information indicates that at least two-thirds of the
science teachers in junior high schools were young (under 35 years),
liked what they were riding, expected to stay in eaucation, and sought to
improve their prof6ssional ,backgroOnds to the level of a master's
degreg.

7
6 --

Early Adolescents' Understanding ofoScience

The first National Assessment of Science was carried out during the

1969-70 school year. The assessment included exercises appropriate for
four age groups - -9, 13, 17, and young adults from 26 to 35. Our exami-
nation of.the results of the assessment is confined to the age 13 group;
or the early adolescent.

4
c 'The first assessment of science was designed to provide a "bench-:

,mark" study of 'Science achievement for different age groups throughout
`,the United States. A broad purpose of the program was to begin to
provide responsible information on how well teaching was working in the
United States or, in other terms, to find out what pupils were learning

in science classes. This position was in conVipst to testing programs
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of which the purpose was to learn where pupils stood in comparison with
other school children. The design of the assessment package was to
provide,a bank of censuslike data for a given'populatNon of students. 4

The central question of what students should know about science wasdetermined by "more than 3,000 scholars, teachers subject, matter
experts, curriculuM specialists, laymen, including members of school
boards, and test specialists" (30:28). F.pm the deliberations ofthese
people, four primary objectives Of science education were evolved.
Thtse statemeOts encompassed the objebtives 52fr science education both
within and outside of the schools. The four primary objectives were
interdependent and should be regarded as. different facets of the same
entity - -an integrated pattern.

44

70.

9

The assumption:'was that these objectives, were common for each age
group-,,and that educational prog.ress was cumulative from one age' group
to the-next, iThuS, it was expected that 13=Year-old students would
understand mate science, than 9-year-olds and less than 17-year-olds."The delineations are, in' general, written in terms of what approxi.1
matey half of the people at a given age level might be expected to know
or to be able,to do (30:9): The primary objectives for science educelion as they were identified in 1.969 were (30:3 25):

IF

I. Know fundame6tal facts andyrinciples of science

Examples:' Characteristics ofselectricityand magnetism, heat area
Nanetie theoey, chemical behavior, minerals and rocks; diversity of

) living things, organization of Jiving matter, ecology, evolution,
solar system, stars and galaxies, health and nutrition, etc.

II. possess 'the abilities and skills needed to engage in the processes
of sciende.

Examples: Ability to identify and define a scientific piblem;
recognize a' hypothesis; propoSe or select validating procedures
(logical ,and empirical); obtain requisite data; interpret'data,and
check for logical consistency;

reason qualitatively and symboliT.
cally; read scientific Materials critically; apply scientific laws
and principles; distinguish among fact, hypothesis, and opinion;
distinguish the relevant, from the irrelevant; and 'distinguish the
Model fromthe observations' the model was derived to describe.

III. Understand the investigative nature of science

gxamples: Scientific knowledge develops from _observations' and
experiments; observations are -generalized in class; laws are gener-
alized in terms of theories; not all questions are amenable to
scientific inquiry; science is not, and probably never will be, a.
finished enterprise.

/
IV. !lave

.

attitudes about and appreciations of spienti4%, science, and
the consequences of science that stem from adequate understapdings

.1-2-2
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Examples: Recognize the distinction between science and its

applications; 'have accurate attitudes about scientists; understand
the relationship between science and misconceptions or superstit,

tions; be ready and Wiling knowingly to apply and utilize basic
scientific principles and approaches, where appropriate, in every-
day be independently curious about and participate in
scientific activities.

(/.

The results of the NAEP tests in terms of the four primary science
objeptives for fl-yearh-olds for the school year 1969-70 were as follows

. (31a:73-93).

OBJECTIVE I., KNOW THE FUNDAMENTAL FACTS AND PRINCIPLES OF SCIENCE

General Summary

All of the exercises foe this objective were multiple-choice.
Difficulty is influenced not only by the concept being assessed, but
also 'by the difficulty and the potential for confusion induced by the
alternatives offered. q+ast.13-year-olds answered correctly when asked
about .simple scientific facts, many of which are close to everyday
experience (bab comes from its mother, brushing .teeth prevents tooth
decay, dark clouds bring rain, fanning a fire makes it burn faster,
etc.).

Exercises answered correctly by a good many 13-year-olds tended to
be farther removed from everyday experience. Some required knoidedge of
prehistoric humans, the formation of fossils, or the movement of air
masses - -all 'actions or things ,inaccessible to direct observation.
Others required awareness of scientific principles of molecular move-
ment, pasteurization, and, the like. Other exercises. of this difficulty,
while drawing on observation, also called for application of theoretical

'ideas(e.g., refraction of light by water).

The most difficult exercises did not deal with any single type of
content. Often the chosen single alternative requirecLa precise dis-
crimination. Forexamite, one exercise asked the students tcchOose
Which of fiv9 parts of the central nervous system is the center of
memory and intelligence. Exercises on molecular theory and 'chemical
reactions were generally difficult.

Moat Y3 -year -olds responded correctly that:

14%

The human baby comes froM Its mother's body (98%).
Youbrush your teeth to keep them from dedaying (98%).
Thick, dark-gray clouds are more likely than othefs to bring rain

on a summer day (93%).
The best balanCed meal (from j -among .five alternatives given)

includeg'steak, bread, carrots, and milk (89%).
The comfortable temperatdre for a schoolroom is 700F (86%).
Fanning-a fire makes it burn better,because fanning increases the

supply of oxygen to the fire,479A).
Cancer is a disease that cannot:At preSeni, be controlled by.a

yaccine (78%).

. 1,23a .
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Even without atmosphere the launching of a rocket from the moon is
possible (74%). (This result was obtained in the fall of
1969, after the lunar landing).

A good many 13-year-olds responded correctly that:

Sedimentary rock usuall.' forms in layers (65%).
The earliest men on earth were probably small, hairy, and stooped

(63%).

In hot water, the moleCules are moving faster than in cold water
(61%)..

Predicting the movement of air
predicting weather.(59%).

A hUman action such as draining
small area (57%).',

A second weight can be hung at an appropriate-position to balance
another weight (55$).

Flower seeds develop from"the
roots, or stems (54%).

The apparent bending of a spoon

masses is an irftportant factor in

.

a swamp can upset the ecology of a

ovules rather...than leaves, petals'

.in a glass ofwater is explained,by

Most
refraction oflight (51%).

-
.

-44hMost of 'the chemical energy expended in e automobile engine is
not used to move the car but is changed into heat (48%). -

'Mercury can be used in a glass thermometer because when heated it
expands more than the glass (45%).

Pasteurization of milk kills bacteria hariful to humans' (401)
A block's of wood is more 'buoyant in salt water than in fresh water

(39%).

Most caves are formed by the action of underground water on
limestone (38%).

Natural selection offers an
necks (38 %).

A body covering of feathers
other animals (36%).

Our knowledge of atoms is

behaves (34%).

explanation for why giraffes have long

is what distinguishes birds frob all _

based on observations 'of,how matter,

Rather few children of this age level correctly responded
on the following:

t
,

A good thing10 to do when someone faints is to, lay the%petson dtmn
and ,keep him or.her warm (32%).

As a candle burns, molecules of a different kind are formed (27%).
The cerebrum is tilt brain's center for memory and intelligence

.

to exercises

(26%)".

The presence of an ocean fish fossil on a mountain outcrop is best
explained by the hypothesis that the mountain was raised up
after the fish had died (26%). About half (53%) thought the
best explanation was that'the fossil fish was carried to the

'mountain by a great flood.
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OBJECTIVE II. POSSESS. THE., ABILITY AND, SKILLS NEEDED. TO ENGAGE IN THE
PROCESSES OF SCIENCE

General Summary
t.,

EXercises causing students least diffisdulty were those requiring
them to foim a. simple hypothesis employing elementary scientific
knowledge (e.g., to suggest why paint on one side of a house had deteri-

, crated more 'than- paint on the remaining sides). Interpretation of
tabular ata-was more complex. Most children.of this age level Were
able to:

Select, from a chart listing weights of various common elements
found in the human body, the element that is most abundant
(oxygen) (92%).

ChOoee froF among several possibilities the best hypothesis for why
paint on one side of a house doesn't last as wellas the paint
on the remaining sides (83%).

Select, from a chart listing Weights of various common 'elements
found in the human body, the acarcest element (sodium), (81%).

From pictures shbwing how high three wilds of the same size float,
determine which is heaviest (758).

Interpret a graph showing the effectsof different diets on the
weight of guinea pigs (71%).

Given the folloWing exercises,a good many i3-year-olds could:

Balance a beam-balance with a weight (64%).
Interpret tabular data to correctly determine which series of foUr

,weights, best establishes that .one object is heavier than
-another (62%).

Correctly use a graph and tabular data to..,determine"the food needs'
of a dog' (61%). -

Perform a simple experiment by measuring the time'it takes 'a
pendulum to swing' back and forth ten times (38%).

Select from a variety of .labbratory apparatus the equipment
necessary to ie- termine the boiling point of water (36%).

Rather few 13-year-olds: I ft

,
.

Chose from a.ilariety of line graphs the one best shoWing average,
normal 'height increases in children as a function. of their,
ages (27) .

Found out the density of A 'Wood block using the*beam balance and a-
weight of a known mass (4%): . ,

. . _

.
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OBJECTIVE III. UNDERSTAND THE INVESTIGATIVE NATURE OF 'SCIENCE
-

General Summary

Most 13-year-olds were able correctly to:

Select from a variety of skills (musib, magic, marketing,
mathematics, and manufacturing) the one (mathematics) that is
most useful to scientific research (79%).

Recognize that the statement, "My dog is better than your dog," is
not a question amenable to scientific inquiry (73%).

Recognize that repeated'measures of the same filing will usually
yield successive results that are close to each other, but not
all exactly the same (69%).

A good many 13-year-olds correctly responded on the following:

The basic purpose of a scientific theory is; to explain why things
act as they do 56%).

OBJECTIVE IV. HAVE ATTITUDES ABOUT AND APPRECIATION OF0 SCIENTISTS,
' SCIENCE, AND THE CONSEQUENCES OF SCIENCE THAT STEM FROM

ADEQUATE UNDERSTANDINGS

General Summary

The following exercises deal with having accurate attitudes, about
scientists and having scientific curiosity about things in everyday
life. Most 13-year-olds expressed attitudes -consistent with the
objective.

They indicated they believed that -women can be successful
scientists (94%).

Most indicated they did not believe that scientist always work'in
laboratories (91%). . .

Only a few indicated great curiosity about why-things in nature are
the way they are (8% said they had such curiosity "often,"
another 64% "sometimes").

Summary

In general, 13-year-olds answered correctly: those items closely
related to everyday 'experiences and personal observations. "Most of
this age are able to make simple judgments based Upon elementary scien-
tific facts (31b:5-7). The 13-year-olds were .aware of much of the
common scientific phenomena around them; for example,--items related to\ meteorol, astronomy, personal hygiene, food,- and biological sciences.e\The did well on exercises requiring them to form conclusioqs on

,tte basis of Wormation contained in tables and graphs. Thirteen-year-
olds found it difficult to choose from alternatilles and to use scien-
tific apparatus. Nearly three-fourths of them were good:at recognizing

.
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questions amenable to 'scientific- inquiry, and 56% knew the,basic pur-

poses of a scientific theory. About two-thirds of these students were

'"sometimes" curious about why things in nature are the way,they are,
although only 8% >indicated they "of ti" had such curiosity. Most (94%)

believed women could be successful s ientists; 91% believed scientists
did not always work in laboratories.

'Influence of Social and Cultural Factors on Science Achievement

$

Parental Education

In the 1969-7,0 national assessment of science, each 13-year-old
.student was askqg to fill in the "tail sheet" of the exercise boOk and
indicate' the highest year of schooling completed by his or her father

and mother. Levels of parental education were coded as follows
.

(32:27):.

0: Education of parents not ascertained . '

1: Neither mother nor father educated beyond grade 8

2: Either.mother or father had some high school, but neither

completed high school
3: Either mother or father completed high school, but neither was

trained beyond high school

4: Either mother or father was educated beyond high school,

Disregarding all other variables (color, sex, region, etc.) that may
exist in an examination of 'science test results compared with educa-
tional attainment of parents, a positive relationship was found.

Students. whose parents were in levels 0, 1, and 2 fell below the
national. median in science achievement; level 3 students were about at
the national median, and students with a parent who had some.education
beyond high school scored above the national median (32:29).

The science performance of 13-year-old students in relation to_the
educational levels of their parents wad:

.44

Level Neither parent attended high school".

The unadjusted, total science score was 11.8% below the national

median. There were no at cal test ems that might characterize

studerits in this educationa love of parents. The percentage
difference between educational ev ls 4 and 1 was 17% ,(unadjusted

and- 11.2% (adjusted) (32:44).

Level 2:' At least one parent attended high achool.

In this category students had a median 6.2% below the national

' .14w
'median.- Here, one finds that "exercises requirid4 reasoning

from graphs or pictures tend to be exceptionally difficult for
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respondents whose parents 'failed to complete high school, as do
exercises that demand' special vocabulary knowledge"° (32:45).

Leve13: At least one,parent graduated from high school.

At age 13, there was a slight tendency (1.3%), for respondents to
perform below the average (31:32,34). The adjusted median was -1%
(`32:45). There were no closely related exercises where a deficit
wouloigindicate",:a general weakness in comparison with the national
median.

Level 4: At least one arent educated be and high schoo

Students in this category had a median score. 5.2% abbve the
national median. The students performed especially well on exer-
cises requiring an understandin
reading charts and graphs, and (3)
and principles. The strengths of Le
nesses of Level f students (32:32,35,48).

of 41) testing hypotheses, (2)

knowledge of particular facts
el 4 students were the weak-

Students who did not identity the educational level' of their parents had
a median score of 7.7% below the national median of their age group.

o

When the exercises for 13-year-olds were sorted into biological,
physical/ or unclassified groups and were associated. with parental*
educational levels, the patterns of'ttudent.achievement were similar to
all items combined' (32:39). Whether biological,or physical science
topics ,were considered, student achievement was consistently and posi-
tively related to the educational leve of their parents.

.

SCIENCE ITEMS

.

.\. LEVE OF PARENTAL EDUCATION

0
. 3 4

Physical science
.

-7.4% -11.1% -6.4i -1.4% . +5.2%

Biological science -7.8% -12.2% -6.2% -1.9% +5.4%_-/

Unclassified exercises \ -9.2% .-12.3% -3.6% -0.9% +3.9%

The science achievement of 13-year-olds, in relation to the levels
of parental education, was examined in 'terms 'of the four objectives of
science educ'atkon: (1) facts and principles, (2) abilities and skills,
(3) investigative nature, and (4) attitudes and appreciations (32:38).
Parental education had the' least effect on student attitudes toward and
the appreciation of science and the greatest effect on their science
abilities and skills. Overall, effects associated with the four levels
of parental eduAtipn appeared to be almost identical, from one age to
another (32:49).
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OBJECTIVES .

LEVEL'OF°PARENTAL EDUCATION

0 1
3 .4

1 . -7:1% -115% -6.2% .,

0
-1.5% +5.4%

2 -10.4% 712.4 -7.5% -1.4% +5.7%
.

,
.

3 -11.0% ;13,5% -3.3%,.. 4.3% +4.9%

4 -4.4% -2:0% '.-2.6% -0.2% +1.4%

Region, Size and Type of Community.

Science achievement scores for 13-year-old students, were compared
by geographical regions, and the size and type of communitiy_in which
students livdd. However, any interpretation of, comparative achieve-
ments in terms of these variables did not imply causal factors, but only
illustrated an existing situation.

Regional advantages or deficit for 13- year -olds in terms of nitional

median on all exercises (32:10-20):

1. Northeast: 2% advantage /
a, Facts and nciples: +1.5%
b. Abil es and skills: +3.2%

2. Southeas deficit
a.- Fac and principles: -4.5%
b. A. i ieS and skills: -7.7%

3. 'entral: .1.9% advantage
a. Facts and principles: +2.1%

b. Abilities and skills: +2:3%

'4. West: 0.6 %' deficit

a. Facts and principle's: -0.6%
b. Abilities and skills: -0.6%

When exercises were sorted, according to physical versup°biological
science, the regional effects were not significant (32:18). At age 131

students in the northeastern and central regions performed a little
higher on the assessment than did those in other parts of the country.
In the.sOutheast, students showed a deficit on 108 of.122 '(89%) exer-
cises. Compared to the national sample, 3%.more of. the southeastern
students stated they"often asked questions aboutscience. .

t.
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Size and type of"community effects. Educational progress for 13-year-
olds in' the sciences was examined in terms lof four community sizes
(32:21-28):

1. Big cities (over 200,000 population)
a. All exercises: -4.7%
b. Facts and principles:. -4.6'%
c. Abilities and skills: -4.8%

2. Urban fringe (areas surrounding big cities)
a. All exercises: +3.4w
b. Facts andprinciples: +3.3%
c. Abilities and skills: +4.0%

,3. Medium-size cities (20,000-200,000'population)
a. All exercises: +1. %
b. Facts and principles: +1.
c. Abilities and skills: +1.7%

4. Small places (under 20,000 and rural)
a. All exercises: -1.18
b. Facts and principles: -0.9%
c. Abilities and skills: -2.2%

1
,

The poor science performance of 13-year-old students in big cities
-was examined in some detail. Their poorest performance (-5.0%) was .on
exercises involving the investigative nature of science, and their best
responses were on exercises concerning science attitudes, appreciations,

consequences (-1.9%) (32:57). Students to big cities were equally
deficieRt in physical (7-4.6%) and biological (-4.7%) information. Stu-dents li g in the urban fringe did better than the national average on
quantitatte Matters'of genetics (+10%), setting up mechanical apparatus
(+12%), and general knowledge about atoms (+114) (32:59). Urban fringe

; students made their best showing da "understand the investigative nature
of science" (+4:2%)'. There were no atypical exercises for 13-year-olds
-in medium-eize cities and small places. However, students in medium-
size cities did better on biologital ( +2.1%) then phyqical sci-ence
( +0.8%)' topics (32:63). In smaller places,, the difference betwee4the

. biological and physical science understanding was slightly (+0.7%) in
favor of the physical sciences.

4

The differences in the performance, of students, by regions and by
size and type of community, 'raise questions about science education in

United States that deserve further study. It seems evident,,
hckever, that out-of-school experiences and social factors have anInfluence on a ,student's 'understanding and. appreciation of science,
regardless of what happens in school. ''

O
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Sex-and Racial. Differences in Science Achievement

Sex Differences

The Tissue of whether boys and girls show differences in their
ngunderstandi ience'at age 13 can be explored from information.

obtained from the 1969-70 ational Assessment of Educational Progress
,(31). When test results for questions were combined, the median
score fbr 4oys was 1.7% higher than t of girls. Of the 122 exercises

on the science test, boys performed be rthan girls on 90, or 74% of
-

the total number (33:23-35). \ '

An analysis of male-female differences*iterms of the objectives:
for science education revealed that the medianJias-In favor of 13-year-
old boys on Objective I', Know Fundamental Facth aii"rinaples'.of
Science, and Objective II, Possess the Abilittes and Skills Needed to #

Engage in the Processes of Science (33:26). For Objective III, Investi-
gative Nature 'of Science, and Objective IV, Attitudes and Appreciation
'of Sciences, 'the number of test items was too -small (eight each) to

allow a meaningful evaluation of .sex differences. Exercises oh which
boys most clearly peformed better than girls were exercises that per-
tained to simple experiments in physics.

Sex, differences on biological 'versus physical, science exercises "
favored boys. The median for boys on the phySical sciences was 2.4% in
their favor and for the biological sciences it Was 1.5%- The distribu-
tion of scpres on physical and biological exercises was similar for
males and females. The ortyVcercises op which boys performed at,least
9%better than girls were physical science topics (33:30):,

.41it

While boys appeared to understand science bet ter thin girls at age
13, the'sex differences on. the four objectives of Science education were
small and probably were not 'significant. . Adjusted or, balanced medians
betweeniseXes were smaller t an for - unadjusted valpes.

Racl,al Difference

"In view of the widespread national concern with .the educational
disadvantage of blacks and other minority groups, NatiOnal Assessment
was designed so as to begin an evaluationNpf the details of such posbi-
ble disadvantage. The color of each respondent was noted by.the
exercise administrator on the assessment package as answers were turned
in" (32:5). The color classification was recorded as "black, "white,"
or "other."

The median for 13- year -old' black responden ts was 15% below that of
whites and other racial groups on the Scienje-iest as a whole (32:5,6).
Mediah rerative performance b blacks on Sach of the science objectives

do
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shoked blacks to have a. disadvantage for'each objective, as follows:
(1) facts and principles, -15%; (2) 'abilities and skill's, -18.7%; (3)
understand investigative nature, -18-8%; and (4) attitudes and appredia-
tions, -4.11 (32:7,8).i. Blacks did relatively better on science fact
exercises than on science process items. There were ;no systematid
differences in black performance on physical science exercises, (-15%)
versus biological exercises (15.4%) (32:7,9).

, -

"Blacks re- subject to many adverse 'social,'"economic, and cultural
conditions and it is extremelx, difficult to identify factor's most
responsible for their .comparativepisadvantafge 4n scienceilearning with
other racial groups. Using a technique' of baladcing( 'which reduced
"double counting" of individuals for any given facton9'the perfoxmance°
of blacks was examined as a residual disadvanta§e-after alcohsideration
of type of community, parental education, sex, or regidnOZ iepiesenta-,.
tion (32:11); When the science scores, for 13-year-oldIstlidents were
"balanced," the median for blacks showed a -11.0$ disadvantage compared
with the unadjusted mediab of -15% 432:11). a

After balancing, scores on individual science exercises were exam-
ined in, terms of being atypically high or low compared to the national
median. This provided additional insights into perforMances by racial
groups. For example, age 13 blacks did about as viell'as non-blacks on 1
exercises that referred to direct experience, .such as ,puEpose of tooth
brushing, kind of clouds that bring rain, and burning gasoline in a car
creates heat (32:17,18): Blacks also did welt on questions based on
everyday experiences about human biology and about scientists (exercises
not released) (32:17).

Exercises on which 13-year-old blacks 'did especially- poorly in
science were those that tended to be bookish (flower seeds develop from
ovule's) and have an abstract' quality (making predictions from informa-
ion about er) (32:20). "Another set of exercises with poor black

performance vplves the plotting and inteApretati6n of4data graphs,".
for pxample the use of physical apparatus to generate data that is to
be graphed (32:20). Blacks had difficulty with items inv011iing science
principles such as the "balance of nature:" "In general, black 13-.year-

''olds do' most poorly relative to the national sample- on exerdises
involving either unfamiliar terms or ,remote content materials for which
the correct' approach invollres a detached indirection chaiacteristic of
the 'scientific method"' (32:21).

' 'Overall, "blacks' perform best on those science exercises most
dependent upon daily sexperience and common knowledge and poorest on",
those which involve -a detached research attitude toward the objects and
phenomena of science" (32:26).

Homogenedus Grouping

In the 19608, educators assumed that, for purposes of instruction,
students should be grouped on the basis of similarities in learning
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characteristics. Homogeneous grouping in scienc was practiced in at

least some grade by about 60% of the junior highschools (20:10). The

practice of grouping was not equally common for,all grade levels; in the
junior high schools, for example, grouping was'typical in 39% of the
schools at grade 7, 42% at grade 8, and *45% at grade 9 (25:21). Less

than 10% of the junior high schools used-grouping at only one grade
level (20:26). School,enrollment also showed an influence on the prac-
tice of grouping students'in junior high schools: with1,500 pupils,
three-fourths grouped; 500 to 1,499 pupils, two-thirds grouped; and

fewer than 500 pupils,, only 41% grouped.
k

SalrOols were asked whether they anticipated changes in emphasis in
.'homogeneous grouping for science classes during an ensuing two-year
period. 'Nearly one-fourth of the schools of all sizes stated they
..planned =to give more emphasis-to grouping, and 3% of the schools indi-
catea _less emphasis (20:12). Small schools .(4120 or fewer students)

\caAnned to increase student grouping more ,than did large schools during
the next two years (20:12).

Criteriabused for grouping students in junior high school science
were roughly comparable reOrdless of school size. The percentage of
schools using various criteria were: (1) intelligencetests,090%; /2)

teacher recommendations, 90%; (3) achievement tests, 87%; (4) previous

marks, 86%; (5) pupil interest, -65%; (6): aptitude tests, 41%; (7) parent
recommendation, 30%; and (8) other criteria, 10% (20:12):

Using-multiple factors as the'bases for grouping students was the
common practice. Middle-size schools (500 to 1,499 pupils) made a
greater use (45% compared with 278) of aptitude tests and parent recom-
mendations than did small or large schools (20:11). About 7% of the
schools used reading test scores as a factor in grouping students for
science instruction(25:25).

The extent and practice Orhomogeaepus grouping in junior high
school science. during the 1960s was greatly reduced during the 1970s as
the edocaLonal trend shifted to concepts of equity and the practice of
"maInstreaMing."

Supervisory and Admignstrative Services

The period 1966-1970, showed major efforts being made nationally to
improve science teaching in the'tchools. These activities included new

curricula, new prOgrams-for inservice °teacher education, and federal
funds for the purchase of science suAolies.and equipment. Byv1963,
nearly _28%'of science teachers in junior high schools had attended a
National Science Foundation program, and.:66%ofthe schools indicated, at
least one teacher on their staff who had participated in an NSF program

(20:25). The smallest percentages of teachers participating in theie
programs were from.' the southeastern and New England states. About one-

. quarter of the nation, s sdebols provided funds for the.development of

instructional materials by teathers during the summermonths (20:24).
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This practice was most common in the far western states, involving 40%of the junior high schools. it Was least common, 17%, in New Ehgland.
Overall, about two-thirds of the nation's junior high schools providedsome type of inservice training (20:24). This training was usually atthe system level, except for',smill schools where the prograr wereorganized at the school level.

Nearly 80% of the sc;iools made use of specialists or consultants,
ranging from 65% for small schools to 93% in the large schools (20:25).
About 50%.used science ,curriculum specialists from city or county schooldepartments:. nearly 40% used consultants from state departments ofeducation and professional people froM colleges or universities. Help-ing teachers serving several schools were used in 10% to 12% of thesmall and middle-size schools and in one-third of the large schools
(20:25).' The pattern of consultant help varied widely throughout theUnited States; for example, 90% of the schools'in the far western states
used consultants, in contrast to 60% in New Epgland schools. Allregions, except the plains states,, made the greatest use of city-county.
consultants; the plains states made more use of state department spe-vcialists (20:26). Jielping teachers were most widely used in the far
western regions and consultants from colleges and universities in thesouthwestern areas. The tendency was for schools to seek out general
curriculum specialists; although other unspecified types of consultantswere used. Seventy-five percent of the schools in the far 'western
states reported,using'science-trained specialists, in.contrast to 42% ofthe' New England schools and approximately 60% for the national average(20:26,30).

Whether the services of consultants made a difference in moving
away from traditional curricula and practices in the junior high schoolsonly time will tell. It can be said, however, that the majority 8f
schools had the specialized assistance nedded to provide new insightsinto school practices.

( Support staff within the middle school grades consisted typicallyof administrators and counselors. For most middle school grade combina-tions there was one administrator for every 400 pupils or less (34e5).
One function of the school administrator in 86% of the middle schools
was the management of discipline (34:23).

Professional school counselors were found in 40% of the middle
schoold. Only 4% of the middle schools met the ideal ratio of onecounselor for each 200 pupils. However, 41% of the schools had onecounselor for each 400 to 600 students (34:21). Large' enrollment
schools (over 400) tended to offer more professional counselor servicesthan.did small schools. The apparent defi -scy of counseling services
may have resulted from teacher-counse rs su pigmenting the work ofprofessional counselors.
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Teaching and Learning Resources

Science teaching and learning in schools are influenced by adminis-
trative arrangements and by instructional resources; Among the adminis-
trative factors are class size and the teaching load. Class size is of
concern because of its relation to the feasability of carrying on labor-
atory activities. , The mean class size, In the 1960s, for all junior
high school science courses .throughout- the nation was 29 students
(20:9). The mean class size for alrsoiences taught in grades 7 through
12 was 26 students, with 74% of the classes- having 30 or fewer students
(20:107). The smallest science classes were found in the southwestern
states (mean 24 students). In all other- areas of thejinited.States,
class size means ranged from 29 to 31 pupils (20:9). No'one region of
the United States was consistent in its rank of mean sizes for all
science' courses.

L

Teaching load is influenced by the number of class hours per week
devoted to teaching science and the number of separate class prepare-
tioni the teacher must make. In the 1960s, the largest number (36%) of
junior high school science teachers had.21 to 25 class hourS of teaching
per week; however, 13% badlopetween 26 and 40 hopis (20:8,9). Another
third of therscience'teachers spent ten or fewer hours per meek teaching
science and appeared to have more diverse teaching assignutents. Assum-
ing that 30 hoUrs of science teaching per week would be a normal load,
there was an overwhelming proportion of teachers assigfied po part-time
science instructio11020:9,29):

L....
.

Textbooks were used in 80% of the science classes, although not at'
(the Aame,percentage level for all grades. Over 95 of the schools used
texts in grades 8' and 9; fewer schools used t4xtbooks n grade- 7
(20:13). At all grade levels in 60% of the schools, a single text was
the prevailing practice. Half of the schools used a coordinated text
series for the three grades (20:13). At all grade levels in 60% of the
schools, a single text was the,prevailing practice. Half o the schools

OF
used a coordinateb text series for the three grades (2 :13). Fifty
perdent of the textbooks in use, for whatever science course taught,
were copyrighted two to four years in the past (20:14).' .Earth science7
textbooks were the most recent and health science the oldest in terms of
publication dates. Only about 2 of the schools were using textbooks
ten or more years old, with he exception of life science texts where
the number was 5% (20:14). R ource materials prepared by teachers to
replace textbooks, or to adapt a course to local needs, were found in
10% of -the schools (20:14). However, teacher-prepared worksheets were
used in almosttwo-thirds of the'schools (2f:15).

A variety of reference materials on-science were found in 94% of
the junior high school libraries, with 70* of the schools rating their
collections as good or excellent (20:15). Weekly science newsletters
arascience periodicals were available in 87% of the schools. Science
raterence collections were ratecrgocd or excellent, according fo types
of publications, as, follows: (1) general referenc books, 85%; '(2)

-popular science magazines, 73%; (3) science reference books, 69%; (4)
science books other than adopted textbooks, 64%; (5) weekly science'
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periodicals, 58%; J6) scientific journals, 47%; (7) P rofessidhat science
teaching materials, 47%; and (8}- science paperback books 25% (38% of the
'libraries did not accept paperbacks} (20:40). Schools, were asked to
estimate the number of science-related Utiles in their libraries, and
the' mean number of titles was 452, the median 522 (20:41). Large
schools rated'the adequacy of their science library collectionsas poor
ten times a6 fretently as did ,small schogls (20:16),

Classroom collections of general.referec and/or science textbooks
other than adopted texts were fo an 98% of th schools;.however, only
10% of (these. collections were rated as excellent (20:16). Typically,
50% of the schools considered their claproom science book collection as
good. In a majority of Schools, teachers had access to reference
materials that were housed outside their classrooms but could be brought.
into class (20:16).

Audiovisual aids as a resource for science teaching were surveyed
as to whether they were .readily available to science teachers. (It was
assumed that "readily available" was a better measure of use than simply
noting whether the school had a particular audiovisudl aid-.) The per
centages of junior high schoolgin which audiovisual aids were readily
available, and those in which they were not .avai able, are shown below
(20:42). 4^

, '--\

AUDIOVISUAL AIDS
% READILY
AVAILABLE

, % NOT
,; AVAILABLE

. ,

1. Commercial charts

2. Homemade charts'

3. Commercial iiamphlets

4. Microprojector

5. Slide /filtnst'rip' projector

6. Overhead projector

7. Opaque projector

8. Commercial models (ear, eye,
torso,' etc,..)

9. Sound motion pictures

10. Silent motion pictures

11. Television, broadcast
,...

12. Television, closed circuit

13. Filmstrips and slides .

14. Flannelboard

- 15. Commercial dispiayi

L.

-1

,t,

.

.

.

61%

18%

58%
ip

70%*

94%

54%

67%
.

61%

-80%

45%

- -.28%

5%

10%
.

24%

49%

.

,

c'

-

.

A

.

.'

7%

14%

b%

19%

0.8%

32%

18%

16%

3%

37%

47%

92%

23%

23%

6%
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Forty-six percent of.the teachers reported an inadequacy of self-
instructional materials in their schools (29:112). Evidently, the most

common; piece pf audiovisual equipment in junior, high schools was the
sliderfilmstrfp projector, but 23% of the schools owned no filmstrips or
slides, and only 10% ofthe science teachers found, them/4adily avail-

While 28% of the teachers 'found it convenient to use commercial
television broadcasts, nearly half the schools did not on a television
receiver. Items teachers might maker such as charts or a flannelboard,
were not widely used. ,

Whether laboratorywork was used in teaching science was influ-
enced, In part, Mr.facilities And equipment. In 70%Nof the junior high
schools in the United States, science was taught in,a combination class-

laboratory room (20:17). A 'fourth did not have laboratory facilities
for teaching science., and this was truer (40%) for the. large schools,

(20:17).. Facilities designed for teaching the more specialized science

subjects, such as life, hearth, physical, 'and earth Sciences, in

contrast-with.genseral science' were hot common (20:18).. More than 90%

had water, gas, and electricity available in the room for 'teacher

demonstfations, but less than 30% of the schools had these utilities
available at pupil tables (20:43). Small schools were more likely to
have fully equipped laboratory tables than large schools. Three7fourt
of the schools had a separate storage room for science equipment, an
90% of the schools had .Cupboard. space, a storeroom, or both (20:44).
Large schools were 'more likely (90%) to have a separate storeroom than

small schools (56%). Special 'facilities and equipment for science'

teaching were 'preseAt many, schools; for- example, (1) 'weather

equipment, 56%; (2) planetarium within reasonable travel distance, 43%;
(3), housing for small animals, ,34%. ;' (.4) school planetarium, 12%; and (5)

a greenhouse, 6% (20:18)-. ,Less ,than 10% of the schools indicated they
had any special facilities other than those listed. .A few schools had

nature trails and land, laboratories (25:81), '

During the 1960s, the National Defense Education'Act made federal
money available.to'local schools for improving their science teaching

resources. Thirty percent of the junior high,schools used these funds
to improve their science teaching facilities; and 82% of ,the schools
reported equipment purchAses,e2b:19). Only'15%.stated they made no Use

of federal funds to improve teaching resources. NDEA money to bUtchase

equipment was spent for overhead projectors; mi&oprojectors; commercial
models; and, to the greatest extent, filmstrips and slides (20:20). In'

almost three-fobrths of the schools, an annual budget provided for hew

science equipment. This is.tplefor 90% of the large schools (1,500

students) but only for about 50% of*the small schools (500students.or

less) (20:20). About 75% 1.1-ad a bUdget for consumable materials, and

70% had budgets for both Consumable materials and new equipment and
supplies (20.40). Small schools were less likely to have any kind of
budget Ar supplies And equipment. Less than 25t of the schopli made
fpnds directly available to teachers, to buy supplies as needed.' With

the availability of.11/DEh funds,S% had increased their equipment pur
chases fiver the past twd years (20r44). -

Science;learning resources, that were not necessarily curriculum
bound were represented by club 'activities and interschool sciene fairs.
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Sixty percent of the schools had one or more science clubs, 30i, hid only
one, and 10% had five or more clubs (0:45). Nearly three-fourths of
the schools participated in interschool science fairs at some grade
level: (1) 3% at grade 7, (2) 59% at grade 8, (3) 66% at grade 9, and
(4) 30% at all grade levels (20:45). About two times as many projects
were completed bystudents in the eighth and ninth grades as were com-
pleted by seventh graders (20:46).

Teaching and learning resources for science instruction in the
junior high schools of the United Stags during the latter part of the
1960s were improving. On a statistic) basis, 'it would eppear that
three - Fourths of them had suitable rooms and the equipment for teaching
science. However, there was great disparity among schools located in
diffejent sections of the nation and .betWeen large and small schools.
In the southwestern part of the UnAteq States, schools were typically
below the national average in facilities and equipment. Large schools
were less likely to have adequate laboratory facilities than small
schools but did have more adequate libraries. It seems quite evident
that school administrators could benefit from a well-developed set of
guidelines and standards for instructional resources that reflects, the
demapds of modern science curricula in terms of intellectual goals and
supporting instructional' practices.
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SECTION III ANALYSIS OF MIDDLE AND JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE-PROGRAMS

INTRODUCTION

"The quality of science instruction offered in the junior high
schoA may well be a determining factor in the student's life-long
attitudes toward science and scientists".(1:1). This statement, though
Witten sometime ago, is very apropos today. tioone can deny-at-i,east
two of the important variables that influence the quality'of science
instruction in a classroom: the teacher and the materials being used.

These two variables are very complexly interwoven and difficult to
separ when analyzing a specific class. All combinations and permuta-
tion f teaching styles and types of materials are possible and probe-
b/d. No one scheme of analyzing the currently used material's will
reveal the true state of the art. A multifaceted approach is necessary,
and only then can the broadest trends be gle"With-any confidence.
Program materials are analyzed in this section with the full realization
that the teacher is a very/ significant force in determining the effect
the materials will teally have on the students using them. No curriciP-

lar materials are teacher-free; all are highly teacher-dependent. These
-facts complicate the piosp4Ot of analyzing classroom materials outside
the classroom environment.

Certain assumptions must be made in order that each etof materi-
als gets its "fair shake" in a nonClassroom analysis. q mply stated,
fot this study, materials are -analyzed at face valise. Wb n examining
each' set of .materials it is assumed that the materials will be used as
the developers intended (for the, right grade level; sett ng, *etc.).
Further, it is assumed that the teacher will teach the meterials as
described by the developers, i.e., teach the labs if labs are provided,
'etc. For purposes of consistency, it is important to make these assump-
tions and not to make any inferences about other possible uses of the
materials.

.

f
All statements that :are madelabout the materials analyzed in this

sect/ion are based on personal examination of the materials. All materi-
als repoited hereEith were secured first-hand and analyzed byfthe people
writing this report. This first-handPapproach seems important, since

Al
results of these materials analyses will be compared and contrasted with
dimensions reported n other parts of this report.

Sales figures for science education programs are not kept in any
systematic4fprm on ,a national basis. Therefore, ,knowing what science
materials are currentii4Oting widely used in'our schools is not'easily
nor accurately determined. NOr is such' determination inexpensive and
without.potential disagreement. Report of the 1977 Nation 1 Survey of
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Science, Mathematics, and Social, Science Education (2). served as the
major source of'data on the most,widely used materials for the.1975-80
time period. This study was 6le most comprehensive and exhaustive, study
of this type completed during 1975-80. Thus, this data source repre-
sents the "best" data for the time period' studied.

Several problems were encountered in using the Weiss data for this
study. One problem resulted because the grade classificationg used in
the Weiss study were not congruent with this study. This study consid-
ered grades .6 tbrough9 as encompassing the bulk of middle and junior
high school students. The Weiss data were reported in the grade cate-
gories 4 through 6 and 7 through 9. Thus, for purposes of this study we
had to extrapolate the data for the sixth grade from -the 4-6 Weiss
category. This extrapolation led to .oux decision to analyze the top two
most widely used sixth-grade programs as a part of this study. Two were
selected because of the large percentage of usage represented by, the two
programs (25%). The many other sixth-grade programs that were reported
fragment the remainder of the market into very sAll pieces, each of
which captures only a very small percentage of the market, Thus,' the
decision was made to examine only the two largest sellers at the sixth-
grade level. j

In the 7-9 Weiss grade period, the decision was made initially to
analyze the top four programs since they represented about 251.of the
usage. After reflecting on this decision and analyzing how the Weiss
data were collected, it was noted that no life science, programs were
contained in the four top-selling programs. Therefore, 'the analysis
would be void of.life science programs. This omission resulted from our
straight lineat usocfthe Weiss -data. The,life science,market at this
leIel doesn'ehave one -"pig winner." The, market is very evenly divided
among four or fiqe life' science programs-. Thus, in the Weiss data no
life science program telt top.four,programs when only*grades
7 through 9 weieconsi,dereIT-even zthoggh, fpg total market for life se-
ence materials is very largei'lienCe,,Aheklectsion was made Analyze
the next five programs (all ore491-,Psag-ekreported,on'the 7 -9, list.
The net result of this decision was the need anilyzei:nine'programs
instead of the intial four. Totally,. for4the 64 category,,,,the result
Of this decision was to analyze eleven major larrOgraMS lingtead'ofdix as
or i g i na 1 ly-planned .

The next key issue 'that emerged was the importaqt idea e'reqewing
all the materials in those programs that were desigqed to b04Sed as a
three-year-series. In the analysis of the major seriaa,' opeiook.in one
of the series Focus on Physical Science (FOPS) did not appear,:fi,11 the
Weiss data. This title was added to the analysis group, ,bringing the
total of programs to be analyzed to 12.

The next problem eneounteir was the ava4lability ofs.t,,multiple
editions of the same materials. Because of the time lag that is 'known
to occur from the release date of a program until it i9 141 .place in
schools, the following scheme was employed- for final selectkoft of the
materia]is,when several copyright dates were Available. A.1977 copyright
was congidered to be first priority/ with a several yearidel% syh a
copyright date would most likely represent the materials currently in

.

(9
1
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use in schools. When a 1977 copyright was not available, the date

closest to 1977 was selected, with all earlier date having priority over
a later date (for example, a 1976 date would, be selected over la 1978,if

lboth were available, but a 1978' would be selected oiler a 1974 copyright

date.) The exact materials that were analyzed and their copyright dates
are shown in Table 1. Note the abbreviations in parentheses after each

citation in the table. These abbreviations will be used throughout the

rest of this report. A similar set of criteria was employed for the
.1965-70 time period, with 1967 serving as the comparable reference point
for the time-period.

Table 1. Specific Program Materials Analyzed (Classified

for Eabe of Description and Comparison)

LIFE SCIENCE PHYSICAL SCIENCE EARTH SCIENCE GENERAL SCIENCE OTHER

Living Things,
Fitzpatrick, Teter,
and Bain, Holt,
Rinehart & Winston,
Inc., 1970. (LT)*

Focus on Life
HiTIMer

iTTITEkard, Charles
Merrill, 1974.

(FOLS)*

Life: Its Forms

153-Changes",-Find-
Wern, et al., Har-
court, Brace &
World, 1968.

(LFAC)*

Focus on Physical
raeWce, Heimler
igalTrce, Charles
Merrill, 1974.
(FOPS)*

Introductory
Physical Science,
IPS -

Hall, 1967, (IPS)*

)1*

No'

Focus orr Earth

Science, Bishop,
i72755Therland,

Charles Merrill,
1976. (FOES)*

*The abbreviations in parentheses after each citation

will be used throu§hout.the rest of.this report.
**Nob.available for purchase.6om. publisher,

147

Probing NaturalScience: Under-

TgRfiil Your World, ISCS, Silver

Mallin- Burdett, 1970.

son, Mallinson, and
Smallwood, ailyer
Burdett, 1975 (UYE)*

Con fne Science,
frifiaWbin, et al.,

Harcourt Brace Jovan-
ovich, 1975. (CIS)*

Principles of Science,
Heimler and-11077---.
Charles Merrill, 1975.
(POS)*

**Modern Science Series,
Fraiic,0761T:Ttinehart,

& Winston, 1971. (MSS)*

* *Study Lessons in
1-1;Eree, Gross,

et a ., Mar, Educa-.
tional Corp., 1975.
(SLGS)*
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CHAPTER 1

SCIENCE CONTENT

An examination of the commonly offered courses (2:53) and the most .

commonly used materials (2:44-45) reveals the overall science content
being offered at the middle/junior high school level. Science content
at this level seems to be organized into three major patterns:

1. A three-year sequence of life, physical, and earth science
2. A one-, two-, or three-year offering called general science
3., A one-, two-, or three-year sequence of integrated or theMati-

cally organized materials

4 ,

In addition-to.these major patterns, other patterns are found. . Often a
major pattern is interrupted with the insertion of a health package or
other specific content,area deemed important in a specific locale. The
content of the 12 programs analyzed in this study will be discussed only
within the major classification scheme: unique'patterns will not be
considered. Comparisons will be-made within and across the three broad
categories suggested above. The categoriet of life, physical, and earth
science are also useful in dividing the content of co rse materials into

/
more manageable units.

. .6,

Life Science

The content.in the three life science books studied can best be
characteiized'as enoyclopedic. Table 2 (on page 150) shows the topiCs
covered in one of the books (POLS) as taken from its table of, contents,
Tbe numbers in parentheses show how many of the'three life science
programs included each topic. This "covering" thrust in these programs
allOws each topic to be covered only superficially. The net result is
that the materials are overwhelming and more difficult to read (even
though the reading level claims are low) than some more advanced texts
that, provide.more information on each topic. The concelitual load in all
of these texts is inappropriate for the developmental level of middle
and junior high school students. There are more'major spntent areas
covered in these programs than there are days in a school Oar.

Analysis' of )he vocabulary in the texts further amplifies the

encyclopedic nature of the programs. A sampling of one of the life
Science texts (Fots) reveals that, on the average, each chapter contains

149
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over 100 new and/or unfamiliar technical terms. This 160 does not
rnclude words that are not on a standard vocabulary reading list for
this age level. Since the book contains, 25 chapters it means that
students are exposed to minimally 2,500 new and/or unfamiliar technical
terms in the course. Since the student activities or other materials in
the course might also contain new vocabulary words the 2,50Q number can
be interpreted as a minimum.

Table 2. Content Coverage7-Life Science Books
The number in parentheses indicates the number programs 4

from a total of three that contained each top

Scientific methods (3)
Scientifik problems (3)
Experiment (3)

Scientific tools (3)
Measurement (3)
Metric system (2)
Life characteristics
and activities (3)

Classification (3)
Scientific names (3)
Species (3)

Spontaneous generation (1)
Origins of life (2)

Extraterrestrial life (1)
Classification of matter (3)1
Physical change and
chemical change (3)
Symbols and formulas (3)
Chemical equations (3)
Atom (3)
Isotopes (1) f
Digestive system (3)-
Circulatory system 13)
Spiracles, gills, apd
lungs (3)

Nervous system (3);
Endocrine system kl)
Skeleton (3) 1'

Kinds of tissues (3) ,

Cell theory (3)

Cell structure (3)
RNA and protein (3)
DNA (3)

Diffusion and osmosis (2)
Turgor and plasmolysis (2)
Cell energy (3)
Cell divisioh (3),

Requirements for growth (3)
Chlorophyll (3)
Chemistry of photo-
synthesis (3)
Rate of photosynthesis (3)
Flowers (3)

Pollination and fertili-
zatien (3)

Seeds (3)
Germination (3)
Seed dispersal (3)
Selective breeding and

_cross'breeding (2)

Polyploidy (1)
Characteristics of
bacteria (3)
Kinds of bacteria (3)
Cultures (3)
Staining (1)
Budding and regenera7
Lion (3)

Fission (3)

Sexual reproductiOn (3)
Earthworms, grasshoppers,
and frogs (3)

Mammals (3)

Embryology (3)
Age (1)

Dominant and recessive
traits (3)

Hybrids (3)

Mendel's laws (3)
Blending (3)

Gene theory (3)
Reduction division (3)
Gene chemistry (3)

Sex determination (3)
Mutations (3)
Animal breeding (3)
Behavior (3)
Tropism (2)

Reflex act (3)
Training (3)

Instinct (3)
Chemical senses (2)
Sense of sound (2)
Vision (3)
Color vision (2)

Biological clocks (1)
Mosses and liverworts (3)
Ferns (3)
Seed plants (3)
Roots (3)

Stem (3)
Leaves (3)
Plant cells (3)
The heart (3)
Coronary circulation (3).
Arteries and veins (3)
Capillaries (3)"
Circulation of the blood (3)
Blood (3)

1
Red blood cells (3)

White blood cells (3)

4.-

. -

Lymph (3)

Blood clotting (2)
Blood types (1)
Respiration (3)
Excretion (3)
Digestion (3)
Digestive system (3)
Nutrition (3)

Filterable viruses (1)
Structure of a virus (3)
Are viruses alive? (3)
Classification of
protozoa (3)

Amoebas (3)
Flagellates (3)
Ciliates (3)
Sporozoa (3)
Algae (3)

Yeasts (3)
Molds (3)

Slime molds (2)
Human anatomy (3)
The skeleton (3)
Bones (3)
Muscles (3)
'Tissues (3)
Cells (3)

DNA and RNA (3)
Causes of diseases (3)
Koch's postulate (2)
Polio (2)

Vaccinations (2)
Disease defenses (3)
Interferon (1)
Antibiotics (3)
Disinfectants and
chemotherapy (1)
Cancer (1) 4.

.Disease carriers (3)
Classification of drugs (2)
Tobacco (2)
Alcohol (2)
Narcotics (2)

Narcotics addiction (2)
Barbiturates (1)
Amphetamines (1)
Hallucinatory drugs (2)
Mailjuana (2)
Fossils (3)
,Life in the past (3)

Theory of evolution (3)

Natural selection (3)
Descent and change (3)
Mutations and theory
evolution (3)

Food absorption (3)
Central and peripheral
nervous system (3)
Brain and spinal cord (3)

Neurons and stimuli (3) ---
Taste, smell, and touch (3)
The eye (3) ao
The ear (3)

The autonomic nervous
system (3)

Loewi's experiment (1)
The endocrine system1(3)
Reproduction (3)
Pedigrees (1)
Carriers (3)

Sex-linked traits (3)

Multiple-gene inheritance (3)
Heredity and environment (3)
Biological relationships (3)
Biosphere (3) .

Community (3)
Succession and climax"
community (1)

Community boundaries (1)
Forest (3)

Desert (3)
Grassland (3)
Tropical savannah (3)
Tundra (3)
Life zones (3)
Ocean (3)

Soil conservation (1)
Forest conservation (1)
Wildlife conservation (1)
Water conservation (2)
Water pollution (2)
Air pollution (2)
Nutrition (3)

Foods and nutrients (a)
Water (3)

Minerals (3)

Carbohydrates (3)
Fats and oils (3)

Proteins (3)
Vitamins (3)

Energy from food (3)

Mastery of a foreign language after four years of high school work
is usually estimated to be M91 10,000 words or about 2,500 words for
each one-year course. Middle and junior high school foreign language
courses hsually have a goal of accomplishing one-half as much, or about
1,250 words., .(A one-year high school foreign language course is usually
done in two years in the middle or junior high school.) Considering
the, conceptual load of the science course, coupled with the "foreign"
language-load equal to or'worse-than a real foreign language course, is
it any wonder that students have the vie,wof science they often possess?

111
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Physical Science

, The homogeneity of content coverage found science programs

does not seem to be as prominent a characteristic mith*the physical

science programs.1 The major content of the two programs analyzed

(Table 3') reveals this lack of homogeneity as well as other characteris-

tics of the two programs.

k

Table 3. Content Topics of Two Physical Science Programs

PROGRAM 1 (FOPS) PROGRAM 2 (IPS)

,

Introductionto Physical Science
Classification.of Matter
'Atoms and Compounds

Periodic Table
Families of Elements
Carbon.and Its-tompounds
Solids and Fluids
Solutions
Conservation of Mass
Acids, Bases, and Salts
Force and Work
Moving Bodies
Laws of Motion
HeatEnergy

At,
Heat and Its Uses
Waves
Optics
Electricity,
Electronics
Radiat'on _,-

.Nuclea Reactions'

Nuclear Technology

a

Introduction .

Quantity of Matter: Mass

Charafteristic Properties .

Solubility and Solvents

. The Separation of Substances
Compounds and Elements
Radioactivity
Ung AtoM1c MoIel of-Matter
Ries and Masses of Atoms and
Molecules

Molecular Motion
Heat.

Program 1, hich is part of .kseries that includes o'n'of the life

science -books follows the "Covering". philosophy., The physical science

field has riot been Terrowed for the young reader, as evidenced -by the

comprehensivecontent'coveragt of physical,science topics. Program 2:

on the othertand, has a themett4, experiential approach, and,"covefagem

is sacrificed for an in-depth probe into one, aspect of thu physical

world (atomic model of matter). '

t-

Arguments can be made for each approach, and different edubational

settings might dictate one over the other. Perhaps the more interesting

thing to note -is that the choice of different. content coverage does ,-

exist.. (The choice is probably more one of methodology, then' content. r

This will be discussed later.) Terms and concepts such as adiabatic,.

cooling, allotrope, diffraction, grating, endothermic reactions,Frasch

process, Snell's law, isobutajie, mass spectrographics, .Pentadieey

rarefaction, rubidium, three-dimensional strong/ bands, tetraflubro- °

ethylene, and thermionic emissionpula in Program l'should be evaluated v.

in terms of the nature of the intended audience. ate physical, sciences(
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with their heavy reliance on mathematics and equational logic for under-
standing of concepts, would seem to filake the selection of content
coverage in physical science programs at this level a very important
priority. -

Earth ScienCe.

, .
*;.

-1.1fte,
i

The Single most widely used 'program at this'age level (2:B44 -45) is
st,_an°earth"science program 4FOES1.. This program', 'content coverage can be
'described, as were some earlier programs, As encyclopedic and. all-" .'
.endbmpassing of the earth scierice'field. The program igpivided into 22
Major unite as follows: .

.. v

TitUniverse
T Solar System
The Earth-Moon System
Science .of the Earth
Minerals

High Tethperature and Pressure
Rocks

'Sedimentary Rocks
Erosion in Humid Regions
Erosion in Arid.iegions
Glaciers

Topographic Maps' s

Earthquakes and the In erior of
the Earth

The changing Crust -

Dating Geologic Time
Geologic Time-Scale.
The Atmosphere
Weather and Climate
The Hydrosphere
Circulation of Ocean Waters
Air and Water Resources
Natural Resource
4rierg Resources

Each unit is Redivided into major topics. The program contains
138. majdr topics, with many embedded in each topic area. For example,
"High Temperature and Pressure -Rocks" is divided into the following
sections:

The Rock Cycle %

Origin of Igneous Roc);,

Igneous Rbck Textures
Igneous Rock'CoMposition
Igneous Rock_ Classification

, 4

%Within this one chapter, studerit must deal with the following terms and
concepts:

Origin of Metamorphic Rock
Metamorphic Textures
Metamorphic Composition
Metamorphic Classification'

dust cloud theory
centers of

condensation
Kuilier's theory

gravitational
attraction

barycenter

center of gravity
ellipse

month 6
eclipse

inner core

seismograms
Jupiter
Neptune
Saturn

,

7.35X1022kg '
-173°C

Mare TranquiliAis
maria ,

Mare Nubium

craters

152' 1 51

'zenith .

geodetic'
mean diameter
',synodic month ',-

axial rotatiop
spherical

Pythagorad,
stadium
Eratosthenes"
Alexandria-

Syeng



lunar
.

eclipse
solar eclipse

perihelion
kilometers

aphelion
tevolution

solar year
tropical year

rotation
earth day

sidereal time
Polaris

perpendicular
vernal equinox
autumnal equinox

precession
'Mean distance
orbital velocity'
full moon
waxing-gibbous
waning gibbous
waxing' crescent

waning crescent
relative position
new moon
'dark of the moon
first quarter
last quarter.

satellites .

semicircle

Straight Wall

volcanic vent
walled'prains

explosio craters
chain craters
rills
rays

Crater Tycho
basalts

Hawaiian lavas
Fra Mauro
Magnatometer.
astronomy
_me_teorolbgy

geology
oceanography
physics
Hansen bottle
nuclear reactor
plagioclase feldspars
olivine
pyroxene
iron sulfide
orbit
Newton,s law of

physics
principle of rocketry-
mothership
escape velocity
gravity
inertia

.41

circumference
Magellan
oblate spheroid .

pendulum clock
period
polar circumference
equatorial

circumference
density
surface area
mass ,

atmospheric pressure
polar radius
equatorial radius --
equatorial bulge
centrifugal force
lattitude
equator
longitudes
meridians .

Prime fiteridian

international date
line

V=4nr3
A=4nr2
C =2nr

(m14142 024 (mxm) Ar?
cruit
mantle
g/cre.,,

outeetore

This chapter in the student's materials is by'no.means atypical, nor is
the nature of the content unique within the whole program: -The,concep-
tual load for a young eager mind is overwhelming. The,contefit-of ,the

program can he'summarizedall of earth science.

)

y

.1 General Science .9,

I

.Perhaps when an author or publisher,dttembt create, a,prOgram

P, ipr "general science" and not for atdisipline (such'as..life, physical,
or earth science) there is, subcOnsciously,,more of a concern' for what
should be-inclUded. The reasons-for this are probably no as important,

as t7e net result; that is,?pthe content is not nearlyas 'encyclopedic..
Although marry of the htoad content areas found-in the 'general sOlence

. 'programs .are congruent with those in tihe'discipline-bOund.:programh,
'there certainlSrare drastic content and Organizational differences in
the general science programs: ,Teachers no dobbt recognize'these-did-

. Unctions, and perhaps this explains the - tenacity. with which the general
:science courses have survived over khe'Years, withstanding thesre9sures

.

, .,- .,,

to change-to a lifii physical, and ebTth'sciemoe series. - r
'

:. '',

. e . ...f.
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The general science prograMg appear td,be-written at aiMote appro--
,priate level for sixth-to ninth-grebe student's,. Theke'seems tb'be much.

more attention given to providing a set of -'student materials
readable (with a story line or thematic'presentation) than to presenting:I..

.

, .encyclopedic,, discipline' -bound materials. Content seems to be.selected
to move or illustrate ideas .and them and is note written just0
"cover" the entire discipline. The content seems to come closertothe
cognitive level of the students. The content in.;Cach program can,still'
be characteriied as being approximately one-thild life .science, 'one-
third physical science, and one-third earth science. The ability'of the
author or publisher to interrelate this content is quite varied across
the programs examined. TopicA such aS motion, matter, energy, forcer'
work, and machines from thd physical sciences; rocks, Minerals, earth- ...

quakes,_ geologic history, weather;. climate, and oceanography from_the_.
earth sciences and classification of living-things),,survey of plants, -'
surveyoof animals, genetics, cell energetics; and conservation from the
life sciences seel to be the typical content included.

.

The content coverage in- the two-year-Program, compared to the
pograms'designed for one year,'are obviously different. -The two-year
program (POSY is' much. less thematic, anrlittle attempt is made to hide.
the fact that there are abrupt shifts from one content area to another.
For example, the Machine Unit (machines, levers, mechanical advantage,

/ 'pulleys, wheels and axles, inclined plane,'wedge,screw, efficiency, and
power) is followed by the Geology Unit (structure Of the earth, weather-
ing and erosion, rocks, minerals, igneous rock, sedimentary rock,
metamorphic rock, changes in earth's crust,,plate tectonics, earth-
quakes, and volcanos). In many ways; general science programs designed
for mote'tban one year are no`different in, their content than the cover-
age in'the life, physical, and.eaDth science courses combined. There is
really a cosmetic 'reshuffling of much Of the _content of the three
separate courses 'combined in'the generakscience coueses designed, to be
used in,a multiple-year deries..

t

Other available programs provide alternatives to the content typi
cally covered in the bestP-sellifig-science series at this level. 'At the
time of the Iris study-q?),/only one program of this type

''msde'lit into the 12Itop-gelling.prograMs. Therefore, only that program
will be analyzed in this section. Other alternative,programs will be
described in other sections, of.thls repdrt (,Inhovative Programs) .

;Other

The content of the one program briefly described here (ISCS)
sents a real alternative to-the typical content coverage found in all
the other materials. The three-year program is very thematically organ-
ized, with experiential learning being of equal content with the other
subject matter. From thesOutside, the student bootc looks like any other
book, but when opened, it is obviously different from others. Pictures
and illustrations sot/ AbundantAut for the purpose of assisting stu-
dents in their experimental work,'not to give factual information or to
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Oe decorative.-. There are no italiciZed words and no long narratives'
.devoted -to information dispensing. The entire. focus and educational
- .philosophy of thp program is very different fKom all' the other programs.

The authori\rdescribe the Subject matter of °the-program, but the pro-
cesses bf scientific ,inquiry are such an. integral part of the total
program Ehat describing the subject matter alone describes'only half the
content.'. The authors outline the subject matter of the program\as
follows:

vs?

LEVEL II

e

`Organizing Themes'

Content--Energy, its forms and ch#racterisfics
Process-4-Measurement and Operational definition

Student Progress
Obserye_work_being done
Measure force

. Measure distance
Measure work' .

_ .

Measure' energy
Identify.forms of energy

`Observe energy conversion
Measure heat - -infer conservation of energy

Infer moving particle model for matter

Organizing Themes
..'''-Content--:.-Matter, its composition and behaviOr'

Process--Model building
Student Progress

Particle model for matter
Expand model
Infer limited number of particles--atoms
Observe-matter combinations
Infer rearrangement of atoms
Expand model to include differentially cnargedpartcles
Test expanded model .

. Apply expanded model to biological systems

LEVEL III Organizing Themes,
Content -- Independent units

Process--Experiment and investigation
Student Progress

Apply LEVEL I and II principles to study from units on:
Astronomy
Environmehtarbiology.
Geology
Human variation
Geneics
Space science
Meteorology
Other units availablb

155.
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As is quite Obvious from the content descriptord, the program is'
more concerned with "uncovering" science and its nature than it is withcovering all earth0,]Wysical, and life science subject matter. Theprogram has sacrificed coverage for an experiential learning model and '
an in-depth pursuit of'fewer subject areas. The program, from a content
point of view, represents an alternative_, to' the other most often used
programs.

4

1 4
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CHAPTER 2

METHODOLOGY

Goals, Objectives, Intents.

, :44110

Examination of the program materials as they actually arrive from
the publishers is perhaps a more reali;tic view of a program than the
one described by'its authors. Problems, seem to emerge in the commercial
marketplace that often give programs an undesirable reputatiOn. All of
the usual snafus occurred in our purchase of materials for this study.
Some components' for programs ,never did arrive after six months of
waiting and reordering. It is no wonder that a teacher might get dis-
coyraged about.a very excellent program if dertain key components never
arrive for use. A six-month delay is nearly'an entire academic year.
Prograims thgt have these kinds of delivery problems will not survive no
'matter how will conceived they might be or how good the goals might
sound.

How clearly do the goals and intents of a program emerge from the
materials that arrive In the boxes fral the ,distributor? Before trying
to analyze the quality of the program's goals and objectives it is
probably revealing. just to tally the trends of various inclusions in the
rationale components of the various programs in this study. Table 4
shows the results of analyzing nine of the programs for 29 potential
components. (One pogram, LFAC, was not included in this table because
'of missing components th.4 werenot delivered by the publisher.) Note
that this analysis does not consider the quality of each component but
merely considers the question ,of whether or not the component was
included. For example, one should not conclude that the presence of
the nine disbussions of eyaluationNumber 2 of Table 4) was adequate
nor of reasonable quality. -A0 attempt to make reasonable comments on
the quality aspect will follow.

Analysis of Table 4 reveals that publishers and authors have made
the judgment.-that evaluation materials, behavioral objec'tives, teacher's
editions, teaching planning .guides, blckground information, and,,safety

andare priority items in explaining andefending a program to. its pur-
chasers. On the other hand,. parental involvement, out-of-crass work,
teacher inservice, field testins materials, rationale statements,
psychology of students and of learning, philosophy statements, and goal
statements for'students do,,not seem to be priority items. It is inter-
esting to contemplate explanations for these'apparent priorities. Does
the pftlisher provide what teachers want and demand? Does 'the teacher
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have any power to demand any more or anythin different? Does the
teacher want only the "practical" items? Are ta programs, im reality,
void of substantive rationale and goals? Th se and other gpest .tons
raised by results like thbse in Table 4 are not nswered easily:

Table 4. Pedagogical Components Found in Dine Commonly Used
Science Programs.

COMPONENT

PROGRAMS

CONTAINING

COMPONENT

.1. A special Teacher's Edition
92. DiscuSsion of how to evaluate student's work 9

3. Teaching tips of individual lessons / 94. Equipment lists for the programs
95. .Explicitly stated behavioral or other-objectives 8

6. Planning guides for implementing program ) 8
7. Background information for teacher 88. Testing an'd evaluation are described and discussed. , 79. Evaluation materials are available. . .7

10. Classroom safety is discussed and warnings provided. )7

6.

,.

11. A goal statement for educators
.

(
12. Goal statement includes an,information component.
13. Goal statement includes a science process component. 6

Teaching tips are provided for the overall program. 5
,

15.. Classroom management schemesaredeseri-tred."
16. Grading procedures are discussed.

517. A goal statement(s) for the student
4

18. A philosophy of education is - included as part-OT the 4
goal statement. ,.... ....L

; .19. Process skills are identified for the program. 4. .20. A philosophy of science is provided. . 421. The philosophical
assumptions underpinning the program 3are stated.

,
,22. Scope and sequence chaks are shown for the program. 3423. Skill development is outlined for the program. '3

24. Psychology of the-learner is discussed in the context 3of the program.

25. A rationale is provided justifying the program. 326. Field test results are included along with tips from 3such trials.

27. Teacher in-service materials are available- .
2

,

28. Out-of- class suggestions are outlined for supplementing 2
the program. .

29. Tips and/qr.materials for parental involvement 0

, After examination of the rationales provided with the programs forthis study, the somewhat ageless philosophical issue,of the balancebetween content and process seemed to emerge as significant: The pro-
grams probably can be categorized into three classifications based 'ontheir goal and rationale statements as follows:
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'1.. Those that are fabtually oriented and defend that students must
develop h background of 'information before they can understand
science concepts CT experiment on their own. These programs. are
characterized by an encyclopedic student book, a vocabulary-

. oriented workbook, and a teacher's guide with the answers to the
many factual questions in the student bbok and workbook.

;g1.

2. Those that attempt to "Wa lk the, line" and provide .everything for
everybody. These programs' typically have an encyclopedic student

4; book (divided into many units. so that things can be omitted
easily),.a separate laboratory guide ,(usually just a pencil-and-

.
Sepey workbook), a 'separate book of optional exercises for the

- "inquiry type" teacher add to the program, and.a Teacher's Guide
` with the ansWers'fil in.

4 6

a. Those programs that present science as an involving process and
,

allow students 'to becoirte involved -in their own learning. The
materials for programs of ,this type often are, different in their
appearhnce (paperback versus hardback-, etc.), But, more
significantly, they have student dxercises and prose woven together
so that _doing exercises is necessary if the program is going to
make sense to the learner. This categorization, though perhaps a
gross oversimplifioation, is nonetheless useful in disdussing
trends in goals and objectives as ptatedin the programs.

The'first thing to note is that programs that can be classified in
Category 2 are the- most popular In sales. This fact is perhaps notes
,surprising, since the obvious goal for these programs seems to be to
appeal to all. markets and philosophies. Teachers may not be risk takers
(or may not feel that they are in a position to take risks), and pron.
grams in Category 2 are thusedviie appealM.. These programs contain a
'little bit of everything, and the.teather CT supervisor can find what-
ever is needed when discussing the program with her or his constitdencyo
If theAr clientele wants to hear about "basics" then.theencyclopedic
test can be displayed. If laboratory work is 'a concern, the supplemen-
tary lab exercises can be dusted off. If drill is of concern; the

% a sbudent workbook can become dominant. On the surface at. lgast, programs
In this category look well "balanced." That is why analysis'qf materials
alone can be deceptive.. The rea14certinent question, is: What :is the
balanbe that is hctually used in-the classroom situation? These pro-
grams make the:exausion of the studgnt activities very easy, and in
actual practice many Category 2 programs quickly become Category I
programs.

J440°

4

The second trend worth noting' from the goal sections Of these
prbgrams is thatthe educational system_obviously demands that the "new"
pro rams' d= end themselves sand prove they are better than the "old"
programs. This is evidenced bi the signifiCantly more lengthy and
defensive-s unding rationale and g?al statements in the newer programs.
The established programs have,very terse and short statements of their
intents. T rationale statement, even present, is usually about two
to three p agrhphs in length. New programs- on the other hand, have
fiv to t- pages of rationale and take great care in' defining goals,
ass tio , and testing results. More established programs simply do
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not provide comparable information. From a quality point^of view the
newer programs are mucff.more th6ughtful in explaining, defending, justi-fying and. helping the teaoher to implement the program. Perhaps, to
administrators-and other decision makers, they sound too defensive.
Perhaps, teachers do not want all the eiRLWAWNIA___Perhaps there is noincentive to change. Whatever the reasons, the more thoughtfully
justified programs are'not as popular and are being rejected.

U
A.third item relative to the goal statements found in nearly allthe programs is the=heavy use of statements of assumption without just-fication and the heavY use,of current educational jargon.. Every programclaims to be modern, modular, individualized, and easy to teach. Modernand easy to teach are certainly possibilities with an encyclopedichardcover book, but modular and individualized

seem,more-difficult torelate to such programs. °Every program-claims- tor have a_conceptuaL,
unified view of science, and yet the program materiald, especially evalu,ation materials, do not match,this goal statement. i.Clearly, there is a,working assumption on the part of authors and publi'ihers that'teacherscan implement - a program's goals with ease, since there is- little or nosupport fOrthe teacher in-most programs exceptNfor,a highlighted ver-sion of the student book. 'The feeling one quickly develops is that

. publishers and authors do not want to take a stand on any educati9nal/ issue- for fear of irritating a epdtential purchaser,. The result, israther dull, bland-looking teacher materials, with weak goals and littleor no rationale.

The fourth item relative, o the goal statements 'at this level isthat, as a group, thesestatementb clearly are out of date: There°islittle recognition of recent trends in science education and the changes
that occurred in elementary and secondary science during, the 60s -and,70s. The materials commonly used have goals that sound like materials
found earliej in the century. This may be a reflection of the lack of
comparable federal emphasis at this level. - The' programs seem clearlynot too be designed with goals in mind for this .unique population ofstudents and teachers. fnstead,they convey a"watered down" version ofsecondary science programs typical of the 30s, 40s, and 50s. 'They looklike the "old" -junior high school approach--get them prepped for'highschool--without the 'recognition that science, education at the ,high'e.
school level has changed-since 1930. The goals of the middle schoolmovement (discussed elsewhere) and the research on the 10- to15-leax7.
old seem to be totally unrecognized in the goal staEements of the vastmajority,of the programs.

In summary, the goal statements seem to be cleaLy out of stepgoing into the 1980s. There is little written'in the goals about thenature of science, science'as a process, science as a way of knOwingp
science and its interaction with snclety-what-seientistd are likei-and---science for the future.' The-goals seem to emphasize vocabulary ccumu-lation, factual information, exposure to the broad subject areas -of'science, the rigors of science, that science is tough, and that scien--tists are an elite" group that only few can appreciate or hope to becomea member of. The few programs that deviate from these goal trends havehardly dented the market and are not threatening alternatives. Thegoals and objective statements in most programs at this level are out-
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dated in many ways and shallow in'even more ways. They are ally in reat
need of review and revision in order to reflect the current natur and
role of science in a.1980s society and to'Vtop.the continued biased and
outdated concept of science currentlybeing'conveyed by these programs.,,

It is difficult Ito quantify goal.statements,
or publisher adopts an individual format and
examples, taken from all of the analyzed programs,
diversity Of views expressed and give some' basil
some of the above perceptional

beca4e every "author
components. A 'few
mi§ht illustrate the
of unaer'efanding for

In reading the text, students should pay close attention to
scientific principles/. new ,voFabulary ...termstr, cause-and-effect
relationships, and examples .and illustrations of scientific,:
principles.

Placed throughout the text to Old the student are questions in
the margins, scientific vocabulary.:in -either boldface type or
franc type, and phonetic pronuhciattwa.-Questions'id the margins
near the related text materialas-44V the' student' by identifying
they major principles ands concepts, andby serving as a guide for
reading and study. In assigning a section for study,- you may,Wish
to _read these questions .to the class or have students read them
silently in order:to clarify the nature apd p14(pose of the.as4pn-
ment. Questions in th -margins-provide idotiyikpion as well as
opportunity fJor.the,stAent,to check his learniheas ligriarroceeds
through the adsignmlenb. Questions and .problems riprra gi section
make' excellent written assignments. Otal riPvieqtpf the ,questions
following each,assignment makes an excelleq r.smi#ry and helps You
too identify points which'may'tequare additioniy.e5cplanation;

%

Use the study questionsl.at the'end of the chapter for student
self-study, review, or testing. Correction of wrong answers to the
study,question's is an effective learning technique.

Science investigations, which extend beyond the textbook pre-
sentations are provided at the end,of each chapter. These investi-
gations encourage the able student to develop his knowledge and
interest .in science. Some inveatigations'are valuable as projects
for science fairs.

Photographs and drawings help the student to visualize science
principles and concepts and show practical applications of science

iminciples. You may wish to review and analyze a photograph and
"'Its caption as a means of introducing a new topic or stimulating
class diicussion. Graphs and tables.show how data is organized in
.a meaningful way.

s,

2 ...lends itself to a variety of teaching methods--demonstra-
tion, group reading of text material, lecture, reporting on an
expersiment,%class discussion of a science current' event, reviewing
a homework assignment, viewing a film or,filmstrip. \Different
methods serve to reinforce each other and, thereby, increase.stu-
dent achievement.
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1 .. '

Most young people are naturally interested in, life science for
every life depends upon the principles of biology.

Students-will be able to list and define the steps involved in
the scientific method.

Students will be able to list the four parts of an experiment;
explain why experiments are conducted.

a

When you try to find out if students have learned anything,
you probably give some form of written test. This'might be a true-
false completion, tatching, or, essay type examination. All of
these forms of evaluation are important in determining whether or
not students have achieved their objectives

...is designed for maximum flexibility In teaching. The text
is divided into six units which are divided into 23 chapters. Each
chapter is divided into numbered sections. The units organize the
text into major areas of study; the chapters and sections subdivide
the units into specific topics for study. ' These divisions and
subdivisions aid the student in locating specific topics and assist
the teacher in arranging class and homework assignments. In addi-
tion, these divisions and subdivisions provide for adaptation to
individual clasdroom needs and make the text particularly useful in
situations where individualized instruction and flexible scheduling
are employed.

...is a readable,.onjoyable text. The reading level is low
and the interest le 1 is high.

Diagnosing a stu ent's abilities is another use of performance
objectives.

.

First, it esents all the major concepts of biology. Only
ideas can sti,;;f ate interest in other ideas. At the same time, as
its second main 'feature, the book presents these concepts in the
simplest, most, nontechnical manner possible. Language is kept
simple and technical/terminology is cut'to the bone.

It is imports t that the teacher not fall into the habit of
simply drilling fo facts. He should emphasize ideas and

principled wh rever 'possible.*

Any teache who finds that his class is capable of handling
more technical ocabulary can easily give his class more terms. He
can also add /extra factual detail whenever a class is able to
absorb it.. ,

Even though the students are relatively lacking in biological
background, many of them will still be willing and able to progress
beend the-scope of the textbook itself. For these .students, the
teacher can upgrade the course by giving fuller explan ;tions and by
introducing a more technical vocabulary:
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In the teaching of biology, just as in.any other sort of
teaching, one is justified in giving tests to students: (1) as a
means of encoutaging specific accomplishment; (2) as a means of
informing students'where there are deficiencies in their work; (3)

as a means of letting the teacher know to what extent his teaching
has been'a success or failure; and (4) as a means of ,determining
the merit of each student in comparison with the merits of others
in the class.

Students possess a natural interest in heredity. This helps
to offset the inherent difficulty of understanding some of its
concepts. Condiderable drill will be needed on mitosis, meiosis,
genes; chromosomes, and diagrams;." Avoid controversy on what is and
what is not heredity in humans. Except in a 'few cast* such as
color blindness and. albinism, it is better to use plants or animals
as genetic examples.

...aims primarily to give the student a valid understanding of
the nature of science and of the way that knowledge in science has
been accumulated. It arms him with skills and concepts that will
help hi interpret the natural phenomena and technology that con-
front him. Preparing the student for future science courses or for
a specific vocation are secondary to these more generalgoals.

..:materials have been designed to allow the rate of instruc-
tion and the scope and sequence of content to vary with the indi-
vidual student background interest and ability. The project
developers feel that the inability to provide this is the greatest
deficiency in present-day education.

The activities the students are doing are mostly, thing-
centered....program calls for students to handle objects, to

'observe 'natural- phenomena, .and to try to explain what they have
seen. To the degree possible, "reading about" has been reduced in
favor of "doing."

41.

Teaching-and-Learning Styles

The teaching-and-learning styles found in

,classified into two basic groups:

1. Those in which student,activities are basically
without their completion the reading materials in
little or no sense.

the programs can be

4
the program, and
the'program make

2. Those in ,which student activities can- easily be' separated from
student reading_materials or are packaged in ,a separate\student
book.

Only*two of the twelve programs are of the first type. These pfbgrams
'.-require equipment management and-a teaching philosophy built around the
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concept that the learner is going to share in the responsibility for
learning along with the teacher. The teacher must assume the role of a
counselor, co-learner, and thought-provoker. The teacher role shifts
from the traditional dispenser of knowledge to one that allows a more
personalized and individualized approach to development and learning.
The management of equipment, a noisier classroom, an atmosphere of
"doing",'' and individualized evaluation become the concerns of teachers
in programs of this type. Students are involved in a "hands on" kind of
science. The net result 3s less content coverage for the benefits that
accrue from this student i4lvolvement approach. 1

On the,4her hand, the majority of programs (ten of twelve) can be
characterized as teacher directed. The teaching- and- learning styles are
in sharp contrast with the student activity- oriented programs in the
sense that -all students are doingtasPcallythe same thing, at_ the same
time, at the direction of the,teac er. Teacher ll'Oturest class didcus-
sion, recitation S4ssions, and teacher-directed activities characterize
classrooms using these program materiels. The same program materials
may be used ,in very different ways in' different classroomet. The vari-
able contributing most to this variation is the decision on how, or
whether, to use the student activities included with the program. Someof the programs (about half) provide more suggested activities than
coulorreasonably be done in a school, year. The others clearly deempha-
size classroom activities involving experimentation by providing few
activities, or few specific directions to conduct the activity. The
final decision.conCerning the number of activities used with these
programs is left to the teachers. What teaching style, whatphilosophy,
what learning style is centered around their use is likewise highly
teacher dependent.

.

One can imagine .nearly all of the programs in the hands of a
"dynamic" teacher as being very workable, with students receiving a very
good-science program. But the general unwritten message in the majority.
of these programs is--read, write answers to questions, memorize vocab-
ulary lists, get ready for the tests on Friday, and science is boring
and very serious work. Though the materials in total have the poten-
tially "baldgced" look, they are packaged and structured to allothe
easy "unbalancing" of the program. The encyclopedic text that accom-
panies each of these programs gdickly gives the student and, teacher the
feeling that "covering" science is much more important than "uncovering"
Science. The teaching style that is communicated in subtle ways is a
lecture-test-lecture system,,a system that can be,deadly for adolescent
studeilts. t

. ,

.

The "real" teaching-and-learning 'style of a program Is probably
,,- communicated most clearly in the program's evaluation materials. The

evaluation materials for the nonstudent, activity-oriented materials are
highly vocabulary oriented with little or no process , orientation.
Students, quickly learn from-the evaluation scheme what the important
learning style of a program should be. -A more detailed descripeion.of
the'evaluation materials follows later in this section.

The two quick sample surveys that follow illustrate in a small way

r 1

t nature of the two teaching-and-learning,styles found in these pro-
.....
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gram materials. The flavor of each type is only partially captured`by -.

the two analyses. . :de .

A

"You's" and "Your's"

The style of writing inwrograms can be characterized and described
in many coding sydtems. Th4 purpose here is not to code the materials
in an'elaborate scheme but rather to illustrate the "'flavor" differences

in the to kinds of programs. The programs in each type -(aci,ivity-
oriented versus text-oriented), are very homogeneous within their subset.

Thus, only one of each type. was analyzed as representing the entire

group of. materials. A'1% sample of the pages in each program was com-

pleted as '

similar in length, and a 1% sample resulted in the same number of, pages'
analyzed. _Very simply, the:number of "you's" and "your's" were tallied ---

for each of the evenly-spaced five pages in each set of materials (first
page, halfway in first half,, middle page, halfway in second half, last

page). The results foll8W:

Table 5. Analysis of "You's" and "Your!s" in TWo Science progiams

'' PROGRAM 1 (FOES)* ''
(TEXT-ORIENTED)

503 PAGES,

PROGRAM 2 (ISCS)
(ACTIVITY- ORIENTEQ) '

_____L-, 552 'PAGES

. .

.

.

Page '4-.

Number of
"you's° and

, "your's"

.

.

.

.
.

- Page

. Number 9f
"you's" nd

,; "your's

1(3)*
125

251

376

503

0 .

0

3

0 i

3

1

, 138,

276(5)
414
552 :

4
,

'

8'

11

7

7

3 -

Total , 6; .Total , 36'

Average per page . 1.2 . Average per page 7.2

.
.

*Numbers in parentheses show substitute pages
used if a blank page resulted.

/

.

The number of "you's" and "your's" found on the paged in these tw

programs is significantly different Although this analysis is, har

conclusive nor is it indicative of many other charateristics prog ms

can possess,' it does illustrate the "'flavor" ditplayed by the tw&
programs.. Program 2 is talking to the'students on a personal basis with

the'obiions implication that.it is their program. Program 1 is verym

impersonal and is concerned with-giving' information to,students in a
fO'rmayway. without an perOnal involvement or reflectidn required.
This affervce'in style verifies the Oals and objectives described, by

the 'program evelopers. The 'goal .statements for Program .2 reflect
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processpersanarand ptocess orientation for the student, while Program 1 goals'are much moreoriented toward the informatibn.nature of science.

1'

Questions'

Another
grams. This
.materials.

" ,-.jTable 6.-

4

9, a
-C

V
...,

analysis was done on the same pages of the same wb pro-
analysis involVed tallying the use bf question mar s in the

.

.- . ,,.

Question Marks on, Selected Pages of Two Science Program
PROGRAy .1 FOES) ,'
(TEST - ORIENTED)

't

PROGRAM 2 (1SCS)

(ACTIVITY2'ORIENTED)

-.

Page,
c,.

Number of
Question Marks

.-

Page

.-
,, Number of
Questions. Marks

1(3)
125
251

,376
503 r's

Total .,. .

4
3

4

, .1
4

. ,

.16
.

'

1
138 .

276(5) .

414 ..

'552 .

Total '

1 ,

. 0
.,,

4
5

. -

13
.

Average per page 3.2, Average pdrpage 2;6

The interesting thing to note abotii this, tallying schem ;is thatthere' is not a significant difference in the total use of questions. A-
. more.in-depth analysis of the sources of 'information the student isexpected .to use to answer the 'ispecific question -does reveal anotherfacet of.the.ditferences ih the/two programs. Each question wascate-

yfr gorized* based upon the following sources,of informatioh. Table 7:,stii5ws
. a summary ofcthe results.

,

Table 7. Student Sources, of Information for Answering,QUestions ip Two
sciance. Programs_

.

, .

,, '

A. Reading-recall

(

%'`

PROGRAM1 (FOES)'
(TEXT,-ORIENTED)

PROGRAM 2(ISCS)
(ACTIVITY-ORIENTED)

12/16. = 75% .. 0/13 = 0%

13,: Observation-,Within

experimental work
One. T-- 0% ,

.1
5/13 = 38% -

C. Ini'erence from

experimental workc

"- . 0/16 = - ,: 7/13 = 54%

,,

D. Rhetorical guektion

` t
4/16 =
' r

25%
.:

1/13 CI 8% ,e .

The, fodus.iof each of, the programs seems to be very clear. when One:looks at thenatpre Of the use' of questions. Program-1 uses questione,,as a ,guide tor rpading comPretensiod
and 'factual recall. The nature, of.

,the .teaching-arid styles rthUs ,seemlite Olear.'
(

;:' program 2:
.

.

,s

. . .. .....

.

):
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,

'"-

likewise reveals its true nature by this simple 'questions analysis.
Questions LEI this program ace used to guide student's experimental work

d to !pro. to deteriiine levels of undestanding from Such wofk.- The

teaching- and - learning style seems equatly revealed and:verified for bath

program tYpes'hy these simple tallying analyses. ,

r,

'A' Evaluation DeviceS

From a student's point of view, threal" program-in any course is
the one reresemted'py the matetials.the teacher ,uses to evaluate therm.

Students quickly- decode courses. They get, right to theCore Of=4he-

course (evaluatibn) and proceed ,to 'study accordingly. ,Xeachers can

sOkte a variety of goals, for their course (such au "Mak*e students

think"); butif.their evaluation materials ire not consistent with the

stated goals, students will focus.only,on thosetthat are.actually used.
Table,8 shows the evaluation components found in the analyzed. programs.

F011Owing 'qso a discussiom.of.the nature of some of :the ,varfoUs'

components.:

' ° ,
Tab14 8.- -Eva/dation CoMponents Found in Nine- Commonly. Used

. .,
,

Science'Progr. ams. .

, ,.... .

o

COMPONENT

PROGRAMS
CONTAINING'
pOMPONENT'

."' 1. Study questions at end of,dhapters or 'units 9
-'-,,,
; ,.2::Written chapter or .unit tests ... 8.

-3'. Self study cligEk lists- 7,

4. Discussion on evaluating, glass work 7

5. Additional readinTsuggestions 6

6.:Afocabulary lists for students 5-

; Z. Tett,S basically of fa4tUal=recall type 5'

. , 8. Ditto' masters for tests provided 4,,
. f

9 Written exam foroourie.avAilabY e 1. 3

'., 10. Tests.Saticatly A Oxtbre of recall.ltd process items ,3

11. Contains:a,Philoophy of evalqation s ction ':' 3

12. Contains sliggestions for student notebooks or,rectird: 3
--

books '

;
. ',

;

13, Laboratory' practical exam suggestigns - . 0

.14. Tests basically process or "thiriking"type questions ''- 0

.,15. SugOtted grading 'schemes ,using the evaluation materials .0

44''-:

], ft ":c

From the devellbper's or publisher's point of view, it seems impor-

tart to prbvide etralua0.0n materials for teacher--use. It looks as
'though regular' eyaluatl6ns are judged to,be important, since all nine

programs-.ccontained study questions at the end of each chapter or unit,
'and eight provided actual tests for chapters and units. None of the

167 '
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A

programs told"teachers how to use the materials,to grade or how to give
lab practicals' or "thinking" type tests, and only three suggested how to
view evaluation, philosophfcally in their Courses. The fact that seven
of ,the -nine included additional reading, lists for students seems-to

y that the 00-page book provide&with each program is not enough.
reading for students in science ,during the course.

.

Perhaps. the most significant point worth noting with respect to
evaluation material's is that they are consistent with the goals and

,.objectives communicated with the program's materials. Those programsthat are information- oriented have informationorientedf, evaluationmaterials Those pfbgrams that state aivinterest in the processes ofksdierice and in thinking scientifically
have,eValuation materials with

those foci,.. Them seems_to be a defiWite lack"of evaluation materialsof the non7nencil-ana-paper type. Thy appeal in all programs is to have
evaluation materials that afe easy, for' teachers to spore. Within this
constraint, hoWever,_the;-range- of foci of evaluation items is quite wide
and represents the .same dichotomies found in the-programs as described
inAlther parts of this report. ,The following sets of four questions+
taken from two qtypiCal" chapteK tests, illdstrate the focus of each of
these programs as well as the distinct difference in the philosophy ofevaluation. Notice Program l's obvious focus on vocabulary and recallor '2faCtualr information. Programs 2'p questions are clearly more'
thought-provoking and call upon student experience, developmental level,and thinking ability to answer. Just as program materials offer a
diversity orichoices of teaching styles,. so do the evaluation- aterials'available for the various programs. >10,

Program 1 (FOES)

1. According to most astronomers' interpretations of, the
which of the following is the most distant from earth?
a. pulsars c. galaxies
b. cepheids d. quasars

Name ffie three types of galaxies.

What is'the Big4pangtgeory?'

4. The direction of star movement it'aeferiined
This instrument records the change,,, or 'ihe
visible spectrum of a group, of stars as they
earth. : Distances to stars and other celestial
solar system are measured in units called ,

I
4.

by a (n)

rbd shift,

,

, in the
move away from the
bodies outside the

4

q



Program 2 (ISCST

1. How many washers would have to be placed on hook B to balance 2

washers on hook A?

The following information and table

and 3. Darrell does ap experiment
the dime store. The data collected

table shown below.

I

Rand of Ball

2-ingh s rubber ball
2-inch hol rubber ball
2-inch clay ball
2-inch steel ball
27inch glass ball
2 -inch plastic ball

2. Which of the following variables did Darrell keep
a. The Material from'which the balls were made

b. The height that each ball bounced

o. The diameter of the balls

4. The height from which each ball was dropped

are to be used to answer ridestions'2

involving several all he bought at
from the experiment are given in the

Height
Dropped From

10 feet
9 feet

feet

7 Xeet
6 feet
5 fe-Ot

Height
of Bounce

9

6

1

2

3

6

feet
feet
foot
feet
feet
fee,t

constant?

O

$

,cs

3. Darrell made several mistakes in setting up his experiment. Which

of the following was his most serious mistake?

a. There were no variables in theexperiments.
b. There were too many uncontrolledtvariables.

c. He should not have tried the experiment because no

piactical information could be gotten fgom it.

d. Darrell did not make measurement% that were careful
enough. .

i
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\
4. In: which circuit would the voltmeter 00 reading be the highest?

a. Circuit A
b. 'Circuit, B
c. Circuit C
d. The reading would be the same in all three circuits.

4..

0

Citituit A
rn

t.

Circuit B

4

.

Ry

Circuit C

: )

4

)7,

4
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CHAPTER 3

ALTERNATIVE.. PROGRAMS

Career Emphasis

4

Dr. Trudy Banta in her ,.artic4/le "Careen Education:. Hon Do Your
Science Texts Stack Up?" (3),suggests a framework for analyzing texts,
as well as a framework fbr a reasonable career education component in a
science program, Tr. Bantavrites:

Career educa\tion.hould not be a."sometithe thing"; instead it
should be an .i,nstructionalt-strategy that can be used by every
.teacher, in everycourse, at'every grade level. Tts goals should
be to help each student: better understand self in relation to the
.world of wd;kgacquire and use' occupational* information to makLan
informed carrier choice; and prepare for a chosen career before
leavingschool.

_

Carser education is 'not a new suhject to be added to an
already crowded Curriculum. Rathef, it is a way of using career-
related examples to teach traditional .academic content. Career

education5can have two primary emphaseg: -

1. Career development, 'which helps students undeistand'

themgelves; become,aware,Of their own values, Interests; and abili-
t.ies and learn how these qualities function as strengths or
limitations in,their pursuit of life:roles; and

2. Career preparation,whichrelates subject matter to the
,way. students can apply it in-their life r9les as family members,
citizens, workers,, and participantsn leisure-time activities.

. . .-

,Specifically, texts which provide, learning' experience in

career development should do at least some of the following:t.
.

. .

o Help.
.4
students to explore their own ntereats, attitudes,

values( and abilities
6 4 4

o ., Promote students!-skill in Making,deCiSions that are person-
,

. . ' ally relevant .

.

-

o Discuss worker characteristics (interests, ptitudes,

.
, abilities). needed. for sudcegsful participation in a given

t$

. .

occupatidn , % ' '.4

1 'r
. '

17'0,



o Discuss science-related occupations (how different kinds of
work areverformed)

A science text
Which-ptoVideSlearning-experiences in career

preparation should do one or.both of the following:

,o Discuss the academic pteparati or spicialized training
needed for a specific science-related occupation

o Suggest ways in which science concepts may be applied in one
or more Qf the students life roles

Dr. Banta's checklist Va8 used to analyze the ten programs in this
study. 'However, it was not to compare programs, as described by Dr.
Banta. 'Instead, the checklist was used as a tallying device to analyze
the status of career education in all the'programs as a group.

Table 9. Checklist for Evaluatiqg Career Education Content of
Science Teits

,

PRESENT ORESENT

VERY

EFFECTIVELY
PRESENTED ,

.

1. Exploration ostudents' own
interests, values, abilities

. 10 0 ''

.

0

-

.,
2. Promotion of decision-making

skills
10 0

.

,
.

0

3. Discussion of worker character-

istics (interests, abilities,
etc.) needed in a given

.

:occupation .

.

.

..

9

.

,

.

.

1 0 ',

.

4. General ,discUsSion of, science-
(related occupations (how the

'7 \work is',beir,Ig done)
6 :

7 3 9

5..Discussion Of 'academic prepa-
ration or,specialized training
needed for work in &given.

"seience-related.field, , -

, 9 1
.

.

,

,

6. Sugges/tions for applying
'science concepts, in one or
more lile roles

6 .

)

.

4

.

.

0

'A quick examination of .the regults tallied in the checklist inTable 9 reveals that career emphasis in student materials is nearly voidat this level. One coold.debate the nature of what good educa-tion should be 'fot 10- to 1$-year-:olds,, but examina ion of these
materials reveals that career education inanY for is_ nearly nonexistl,
ent. The focus'that does exist in a few of the programS consists'of ap 'special" section concerning people and their careers-. These'
. 4
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Am.

special one- pagers are, for. the mast pait, very well done, with)pho

graphs Ipd with special-interest whiting styfbs seplacipg,the textb k

style. They are not integrated 'into the ,lt.ex material, the student.
activities, or any other part of the prograb. They are-rather cosmet.c

and are inserted into the books as t3e career somewhat reasonabiy,
relates to the content of the chapter. How-that Ccmtent relates to the
careers hew the interests of the people'- relate to the content, and .Ghat
the'qualificatidns or requirements ae for the'job are basically miss- -
ing. More than-half of the programs totally void of any career- or.
job-related components.

. ,

Sciencel Society,'and, Technology,

,

, .Materials' relating to sciences society, and technology were ana-
lyzed.togetheedue to the overlapping of various toplcs. The results of
the analysis are obvious'and irrefutable. The'iliterpretations or con-

elusions to be drawn from the results. however, can be varied and
debated. Some will argue that fhe lack:of materielsonthe science/
society/technology trio for 10- to ,15-year-olds is a,good thing. Others

will argue that this ts a bad sitution. The idea that different people
can look at the same data and come to different conclusions' is :exactly
the cdneept that is missing from the program materials, whether they
deal with societal isSuesor not.

114

-.

.
. . .,

.
. ,

Pr9grams that deal with issues of therelationships among science,
society, and technology and truly examine issues by deftpition must

te interdisciplinarrin'nature. No scienc /society/technology issue can

be addreiSed effectively with informati from just one *discipline.
Since all of the analyzed programs are clearly rot interdisciplinary
one could quickly infer that the programs do not deal with science/
society /technology issued to any great extent. This is exactiSTthe
state of science /society /technology issues in the examined programs.
The programs are clearly, hard core science programs.' Some are fact-
oriented and'some are process - oriented, Spenomatter what the pedogogi- '
cal.focus they are about science and little else. The imagethey create
is fairly clear -scienee, operates insulated from society and has little -
interest in things outside the Walls of the ;laboratory: is

' . t) . .

, ' 6 ,
. ,

.

,
.

The publishers or authors certainly did not purposefully set,64tlc '

create such'an image. It just seemed to happen when other concerns.
apparently assumed .priority. None of the programs makes reference to
legislation for research;* where funding for scientists comes from; who
votes on science issues; or the roles of goVernment, private' industry,
`and universities in the Scieapific enterprise. The list of issues'ndt'
'mentioned or even hinted at in all the programs 'could be veryClong,
much longer than the list,of specific toOes briefly mentioned in some
of the programs. '

. ..
. ,, .

r

,

.

*- .

. ,

The discussioh of a specific, noln'troversial technology is apparn'

ently judged to be much more pobsible than any inclusions that would be
viewed, as having sdbietal, implications.'. the list of inclqdeds specific

4 4 . L-f .

oft,..
. .

172
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technologies is much longer than the list of included societal issues
Explanations of how these technologies developed or how they relate to
scientific research, however, are nonexistent.

4
In the programs that contained any topics in these areas, the

format for treatment is almost standard. Most of the topics are treated
,as one-page special insertsoin the books. There is no attempt to inte-
grate th topic or issue with the rest of, the text material. The other

OP
standar way to treat these topics is via photographs and their cap-
tions. These likewise are usually inserts, and there is little
integration with the other-text material. (Maybe students only look at
the pictures and read the captions,, and therefore, this is a gooddesign.)

'

.
.,,

Perhaps the most noteworthy point to make is that there arevirtually no opportunities provided for students to become "involved",
intellectually or otherwise with science/society or science/technology
issues. The 'issues when present are discussed only as factual informa-
tion, with no hints that there may be controversy-or.different interpre-

t tations of the same information. One of two images is ' clearly created,,from the materials: .4

1. Science will solvd all of our problems
2. Science has no relationship with the problem (s)

0'
.Unless the teacherrovides what the materials do,not, students in these
progiams.'will be sheltered from the myriad of issues' surrounding
science/society/technology issues. It is debatable chow much a 10- to
15-year-old should have to deal with controversy, politics, and globalissues. Therefore, it is. much safer for the'author or publisher toinclude none. One'coftld likewise,,,phowever, argue that information about
the -parts of a the leaf are equally inappropriate for a 10-, to
15-year-old and eliminateit from the program, also. .4

1
The critical thing to note in the' programs examined is that, even

though the list of4lentiOned topics looks long in this science/ technol-' ogy area, the treatments we inconsequential in the balance of the Whole
programs. .When a topic in this area is included .in the materials, 'it
usually looks exactly like what it.is--an insertion in one of the later
editions' of the program to make it look modern and,upto date. Theresult, however, is' a patchwork- looking -job arid4a.program with little
integration or logic. The science/society/technology topics may be in
one:page inserts throughout the book, or a.last chapter (or more) may betacAdonto an earlier edition of the book with a chapter or unit title
trying to capture.an application or integration, theme.

f

Typical Afence/societir topics found'in.half or more .of the pro-

.

grams included: drugs; thermal pollution; water pollution; air.pollu-
tion; pesticides; water treatment; energy aa,ternatives; nuclear energy;
and condervation of wildlife, forests, soil, and water. Other topics
that appeared in only one. or two programs included: food additives and
preservatives, sanitation and health, endangered species, genetic cOL-selidg, humin genetic diseases,' death, old age, mineral Supplies,,

itn

4,
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farm ing and food supply, recycling, population Pressures, earthquakes,
acid rain, national parks, wildlife refuges, and sea farming.

Science /technology topics that occurred in half or. more of the

programs included: automobile engines, nuclear power generation,

weather detection equipment, disease prevention and control, satellites,

lasers, and space travel. Topics that appeared basically only once
,among the ten programs included: electric generators, food preserva-

tion, ocean-exploring vessels, selective breeding, telephone, radio

waves, rockets, life detectors, artificial organs, chemotherapy, atomic

bomb, electric motors, gasoline refinement, polymer chemistry, cryogen-
ics, telescopes,'vacuum tubes,, rectifiers, transistors, CRT's, digital
computer, analog computer, X rays, cyclotron, solar cells, ultrasonic
devices, electric cars, prosthetic,devices, amniocentesis, interferon,
infrared photography, and microwave cooking.

In summary, if Our society currently, has ihy-prOblems or concerns
.to which science andtechnolOgy can contribute in meaningful ways, it is
not reflected in the science materials currently used in our middle and

junior 'high schools except in only peripheral ways. What is communica-

ted by the materials is That science is embody of factual 'information
and interesting things, td do in the laboratory, with apparently little
or no relationship to our everyday lives andproblems.

Student Activities

What students do during the planned,actil4ties of a class period is
probably the only thing that really matters in terms of what impact the

course will have on the students; Goals, objectives4 emphases, foci,
and other things written about the course are not the course from the
students' point of view. The Only thing tHat matters to 'students is
what they do and learn in the course that in their view is personally,
valuable. Thus, the. analysis of student activities within a program is
probably more important than any other analysis that could be done. It

might also be the most difficult to do based oh the materials alone..
Given the same materials, two students might do, two. completely different

things. Thus, 'assumptions need to be made about activities when they

are analyzed. It must-be assumed ,that they are done a5 described by the

author or publisher, in the appropriate sequence, and that students
actually have the opportunity to do the activitir,as written.

In order to analyze student activities, five programs (one each of
life, physical, earth, general, and thematic science) were selected from
tpe twelve programs and the student activities were coded using the
Ativity coding scheme previously developed by Robinson 'and his col-
leagues (4). The coding scheme has four major areaq of focus: major

activity focus,' type of knowledge, content, and what students do. TO
conventions and definitions required for this coding scheme are briefly`
described below with a detailed description in Appendix B (page 198)- *

Only a sample of activities were coded from each of the five programs.
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Every fifth activity was coded for a 20% sample of the activities pro-
° vided with each program.

Coding Scheme Brief

A. Major Activity Focus

All coding of.activities will be done in terms of the literal
content of the totality of'materials the student uses in the conduct of
the- activity. Activities may include only one major focus, all three
foci, or various combinations of them. The majoikfoci are: 01"

Craftsmanship.. A major part of the activity is, craftsmanship,
construction, builds g. Craftsmanship is part of an activity,where
students put things together, build apparatus, or otherwise' assemble
parts that could have beep already assembled. The student cannot coml
plete the activity satisfactorily without construction. Construction

4...may be the product, or it may be a means to the end. Craftsmanship
subsumes, but is more comprehensive thaq, the psychomotor domain
described by Bloom and others (5).

Affect. A major partof the activity is affect. It calls upon
the student to develop' empathy, to reflect on. how objects or events
affect others,.to be sensitive to other feelings, to examine one's own
feelings about some object or event. Or a major part,of.the activity is
an appeal to emotions or feelings rather than, or in addition to, acqui-
sition of new knowledge or presentations of information. Aesthetic
outcomes, appreciatlffg form, design, teauty, etc., are further examples
of an affective focus. Affect is synonymous with domain as described by
Krathwohl and h0. colleagues (6).

Cognition. A major focus of the activity is knowledge. Knowl-
, A edge acquisition may -involve reasoning or it may be remembering, either

exactly. as presented, or with re-presentation, but without reasoning or
performing cognitive operations. Cognition, as described here, is
classified by Piagetian tykes of knowledge rather than the taxonomy
developed by Bloom and othersq5).

. /
B. Types of Knowledge )

\ Any activity may- require, some knowledge acquisition, even thbugh
its central focus may be craftsmans4ip or affect. The criterion used In
deciding' the singe code for this category 'is to determine a single
..ighest level predominant type of knowledge acquisition that a student
must use if the activiti,ie to be understood as the writers of the
activity intendeld. If a sing = problem or small part of an activity

. requires a.highlevel of knowl= acquisition, it shouldpot be used in
coding: The knowledge t be predOminant,onot unique. If two
knowledge types are equally re ant, the higher type (defined by th
higher number in the codl val will be coded. Each activity will
be assigned a single "t of knowledge" code, The code will reflect

116
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the predominant logical requirement of the activity.' The above con-

vention will be violated when a higher knowledge type is required, to get

the "gist" of the activity, even thotgh a lower type is predominant. In

this instance, the higher1type is recorded.

. ,

The first determination will be to 'dichotomize the general knowl-

edge type, that is, determine if the .Khowledge acquisition is essen- t

tially figurative or operative. .If, it ió figurative, the task ends

and the code of figurative knoWledge is applied. Woperativeknowl-
edge is,required, we Will want to code the kind of operative knowledge
a, precisely as poble.) 4

. , J

hasknowledge is knowledge that has not resulted from

reasoning. It depends on recognition of the configuratlpn.of the stimu-

lus. Figurative?knowledge'eMphasizes,forms of reprdsetEationd deferred
imitation,, symbolic play,, rawing, mental imagery, language, and,memory,

especially rote memory..

Passive "reeling" of data without; having to mentally act op, reason
.-Sbout,' or transform it is a good example of'figarative knowledge acqui-

sition. When students are asked "Whatdidtiyou see?" or when. they are

asked to describe or consider static states of objects atrsome point in

time, figurative iknowlege'acquisition istheirequirement.

When the emphasis is on 'symbolicarly represeWing information
\

without-. requiring any logical, transformation; figurative ,knowledge is

being attained. In figurative"knowledge, emphasis is on representation

without consideration of the necessary "logical relation between the
knowledge'repreSented7and the representation itself;, for example, words
become an end in themselves and not a means to an end. Further exam-

pleb are: asking for an accurate "reading", of the situation without

Lasking for a understanding of what was "read," or the activity is

developed in .ich a way that the student can easily go through, the
activity without reasoning.

Figurative' knowledge includes all preoperational knowledge. The

preoperational child tends to take the immediate appearance of things as
the sole and-ultimate reality. 'A single, isolated cognition with little

or no potential is the hallmark of the preoperational child. When we

ask. for an isolated cognition without comparison or referent' to other
cognitions,.we are asking for figurative knowledge.

Operative knowledge is, knowledge that results fro% reasoning. In

general, operations consider how things have changed from Whpt they were

to what they are now or how thihgs might change. 'Operations ask for an

inference, an induction, or a deduction. It'is'a'representational act

that is an integral part of an orga9ited network of related acts.
Cognitive operations are a holistic domain, presupposing a, structured

system that includes other related operations, "for the moment latent

and inactive but .always Potentially actualizable by themselves and,
above all, always a force governing the form and character of the opera-

tion which is'momentariiy on stage." (Please see Appendix A for the
details of the..logic in the subcategories under the operative category.)

1
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'C. Catent a the Activity'

Activities were to be categorized according to the following con-
tent categories;

Life Sciences. The content Or process (es) 'used is(are) derived
.from or directly related to one of the. Subdisciplines of the biological,
medical, or- health sciences.

Physical sciences. The coneent! or process(es) used is(are)
derived from or directly related to one of the subdisciplines of
physics, Chemistry,_ engineering, or materials science.

Earth sciences. The content-or process(es) used is(are) derived
Erot or directly related to one of the subdisciplines of geology;
oceanography, fstronomy, paleontology, astronomy, or meteorology.

BehaVioral sciences. . The content or process(es)(' used is(are)
derived from or directly related to one of the sciences that deals with
human action and arrives at the establishment of generalizations of

'human behavior in,society, that is, psychology, sociology, anthropology,
archeology..

Social science. The content or process(es) used is(are) derived
from- or directly related to opeof the sciences that deal with .the
institutions and functioning of human society and with the interpersonal
relationships of individuals as members of society, that is, economics;
political science, geography.

Humanities.' The content or process(es) used is(are) derived from
or are directly related to history, languages, literature, and
philosophy.

Fine arts. The Content Or process(es) used is (are). derived from
or are directly related to subjects for which aesthetiC purposes are
primary or uppermost, such as painting, sculpture, drawing, architec-
ture, music, ceramics, dance, drama, or landscape architecture.

Mathematics.
mathematical.

The content .or process(es) used is(ate)

Other. The content or process(es) used does(do) not fall into
one of the above categories.

D. WAat Students bo in the Activity/

--Alt-
This category" is used to code the central "doing" that students

engaged in as they used ttie aativity. An activity may have more than
,,one "doing."

. Appreciating. A noncognitive act of positive awareness or posi-
tiv4 recognition of some object or event.

.

1.74
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'Calculat'ing /computing /graphing. A single categor in which one
or more of these operations`is central to the conduct of he activity.

'Constructing. The student must build, put togth r, or in some
other way construct something in order to carry out the intent of4khe
activity.

0

Cre1ng. 4 The preparation,' of something,novel, whe the stndent-

e
is. asked to produce a novel' product and is not given criteria ,for
judging w ther the product is the "right" one:

Deciding. Includes
alternativeijor a cocrse,
group: A decision usually

A

. decision 'decing! coming to a choice among'.
of actionOndiarri'ving'at a concensus by a
implies action or potential ac ion.

'Experimenting. The student muA gather data system
specified Con options. Varlapesoor controls need not be
differs from linDormation

.0

aStIlering 'below) "in being s

controlled:

Intercrivw1
esdential.part

Listening watching. Whin th student uses a sound-slide program,

.°""

g. Condin one' or Imre interviews is

the activity.

ticallY under
Pecified. It

stematic and

1 r

sound filmstrip, tw sound film.
7i:

Nurturing. When students are caring for plants and/or animals'
over a period of days or weeks, wh4,nurturance is an essential compo-
nent of successfully meeting the actiiity,.focut. I

to the activity,in order to do the activity successEtilly.
Reading. , When the, student must ,reap a- booklet or book

.

Listening. When the activity depends op the student 'listvin4. to
a tape recording, record, stethoscope, or other sound dev,icelle .

70...

Valuing. Includes the decision that A'ls of more Worihvok:impor-
tance than B. It is comparative' and mare, than two alte2hatives'may be'

cowered. The outcome of the comparison must result in a higher value
.

on one_of.the alternatives. . -

:

,/ Watching/viewing. Includes the use of` silent 'films, film loops,
slat pictutes, overhead transparencies, slid s, filmstrips with no

ound,"4all charts, and posters.

e Information gathering. . Meaiuring, 'countfng, *taking photos,
making prints of objects, diagramming, sketChin4 d*sCribing,, and
recording observations in natural settingsare examples af'datagathe?-
ing. Unlike experimenting, data gathering takes,place.in a naturalistic
environment 'with nb attempt to randomize,_ ,to sample, or to contra]. '; 3

variables; -
.

.

.

s

a

A .
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Student., Achiyity Analysis

,
The results;' of the codinf of studdnt activities are .shoiit; in.Table ,10 on page 181. The data can nalyzed within each program- as.,well -as at rose programs. The, fiese rn that emergds is the consis--- tency that' occurs within kany-given Progr fi , None of the Programslooks "balkriced" across all the' variables: vet the emphTsis of theprogiam, it seems, to, permeate. all khe student activities in that pro-gram. Examples 4nclude the heavy'' emphasis on reading. in the life.science program, the large amount of "craf tsnianship; and construction inthe thematic .,

'

,proeain, the.,greater amount of thematic pro-,
, the larger 6.amoitnt of experigentatiorf s*n both the thethatic and

science proOraifisT - '-,------4.- . 4. ,- '
- ,. ,. Across :programs there,ia.% ome va n in e student activities._. tiati.;'' "'A

. _

... in the amount of ara,ftsinanahfp,---herno0iiksantff types of logics ',used,
the content coverage,, and: the imouht of. experimentation: All programs,are similar in their ,labk of activities focusing -on laffeatAve -dimensions-.' and their heavy emphasis on cognitiy, outtames. AOiltionally,,,, there is,a heavy emphasis on the figurative` type 4 ofi kndwledge,, trrazt is,.. rriost,' things , have been reduced. to' "nonlogic thinking,. Situations" :for . thestudent. Ali ;programs-aiit basically. void in,providingloppoAtinitiesvior-
decision making7.creatin9 .things;lintervrewing, ltatening,"valuing, 'and, watching is defined by this coding scheme-'.--', t . 7, -,' '

'.
k .

"+-
seem f. 1 , ;11.' ,In. teams 'of ,content, the physical sdiences ceern to be a fpcedomi,nantemphasis at this level:. T144-re is 'no estrphisisitAin ,or :cross programson the - interditciPtinary nature of knowledge: . 'The content of all pro-.grams at this level is,'StisictlY confined to , the- natural]: S'Ciences.' Noattempt is made, in any of :the programa ,,, to relate` the ,nattral sciencecontent to any other content 'areae; - -

..

t41

The high dmphaiis on inform'atioti gathering and the low emphasis orkconstruction and experimenting seem to- go along wi(th the Oars' stated-fOr most of the programsthat _.5eience is krtOwled4e Alto science-is 'not' a..,
way of knowing. The thematic progbam is- the.-one exceptioh to this. trend ..*

r 5and brings the' average,up- in these' areas, for all -elle programs. together.The high dependence' on reading for the 'completion of ?the labs is aretledtion ten the '"dry 'lab" nature of most of 'Student. activities ,I(provided. . I/-
./ ,4.

1: 51.,,
..- .' Summary ,-, ' ..,N. , .i, . .:,..

. . . 4
... . 6.Though the Analysts. of:prOgragls commonlysused at .thia level. revealsinteresting- gatteyns for the. Mateel.s. When taken. 'is- a Jidup, -' it isworth' reiterating the ,i-dea that ther iS a d-iversity. of. prOgramV;cbn7 ,tarned within ''this subset: Teachers,. and educators do hav,- a cholcV:of.. ..

.philosoihies, content., learnidg sty4.eh, and. studInt, activities -among the,materiAs available to.. them. ,k :careful:analysis of the programg ,teveals,that all',the programs do, not "1.,coit e,kf or lice"' alik .. -at 'authors' ,.......
.

.. . .. ... . .; -,,
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Table 10.

r.

C=

Redults of Coding Student ActIvitiesAh Five Major Science Programs

.
.--

_

'L
(%)

-P
(%) ,

tt
.(°,(:) ,

'-G
(%)

T

' CO

--
,TOTAL

(%).

-

'
."

.

4. MAJOR ACTIVITY FOCUS
Craftkanship .

.. .
,Affect .-

.

Cognition 3.

: Craftsmankhip and affect.
Craftsmanship and cognition
Affect -and cognition .

traftsmanglip, affect, and cognition,
Not codable into the above categorie

..

o
o

-82
0

18

° 0

0
. 0

0
0

76

. 0

12 ,

12

0

0'

,
°

0"
. 0,

53
p
26".

. 21

0,
0

e

0

0

85

o-

0:,

'15

0

0

0
0

0

,o
80

,O,

20

0

.

o
.

0

71

0

16,
12.

1 ,

9 .

.

.

'

-

B. TYPES OF KNOWLEDGE .'

Figurative
Operative

.

I. Addition of classes .
.

fII-IV. Multiplicationpf classes
A. Intersectiorc'
B. Correspondence -...

V. Seriation -.

VII-VIII, Multiplication of,relations
,

. A.,' Intersection ,, ., ,,,e

B. %, 0, -1

Formal - . i
' Not codable into thd above categories

.- 4

I

.

'

.'

88

.
0

0
12

0

0

-0
0

0

70

6

0
12..

0

0
0
12

o-

. 68
A

10

0

.10

'' 0

5

0
5

o

,58

0

.

0

31

Q .

0

8
3

.o.

.40

*0

,20

0

I.

40
t 0

0
0

68."1,

4

-

t 1 .

. 16
0

, A
3

2

6
0

,

..

C. CONTENT OF THE ACTIVITY :, .

B4olbgy , . , *

Physical sciences'
Earth sciencet .. , - .

:
Behavioral sciences-

.

Social sciences
.- .

Humanities .

Fine arts .

Mathematics 1

.

Not codable into the above categories
.

89

5

5

0

. 0

0
0
0
0

.

0
100

0
0-

0

0

0
0

-0

.

0

11

89

* '0

0

O

,0

. 0

0

'a
30

30,

27.

0

o-
0

0
13

0

0

71

0
.0

'o
.0

0
'28

0

.

4 23

47

24

. 0

0

0

b
6

0
.

O. WHAT STUDENTS DO .

..
ec,

Appreciating . .

, Caldiating .
.

Constructing ,

Creating - .

'Deciding .

Axperimenting ,

Interviewing , .
Listening/watching

.
.

Nurturing , <6.

Rdading .

'Listening , .

Val uing

. Watching/viewing - .
.

-Information gathering , .

Not codabldinto-the above 'categories

-

0
0
9'

0

0
. 3

0

.,' 6

:'39
0. t
0
0

45

. '0

6'

4

13 .

'. 2

0
'214

0 -
0

0
11
0
0
0

'45
2:

6

6
17

0

0

s' 8

.. 0
0

0
17

0
B 0
4,0
46

0

Y

2

17'

4

2

'. 0

;12
0
0

10
10
0

0
2

40

0

9

'13

23

0

0
. 23

. 0
0
0

, 23

0
0
0

9

0

, 4

8

12

1

o
12t
,0

3
19

o i

0
. '1

40
0
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,

.

y7f publishers,, as of 1977; did not see science appropriate for students. at
thii level 'the same way.

4
There are two ideas that ,dampen this diversity' and the prospectsfOr the immediate future for even more diverse materials. First, it ,.s

unfortunate that the'diversity in the tatetials in 1977 was not greater
than it was. The iinnovative nature -oi elementary and secondary mate-
rials of thesixties and seventies seems to have had little penetration
into the middle and junior high school materials. Second, and even more
depressing,' is the apparent forthcoming removal of the more "innovative"
programs from the pool of choices available. The economics of publish-ing seems to be working against the programs requiring equipment or
other manufactured supplies. Only hardcover books seem to 'be surviving,
and,15he innovative packaging ofmaterials seems to.be on an indefinite
holding. pattern. The choice that, was 'available (though somewhat .limited) is rapidly being reduced as programs with materials are no
longer being old. The,' net result will he a sense of programs that do
All "loek alike" and "act alike." ..

. 41

.

.The 'checklist dated by Harry Milgrom in. 1964 (7) provides a
series 'of thoughtful questions that should be answered when evaluating. ascience program. This checklist of questions is very judgmental' and...

less systematic than other schemes used in analyzing programs' in this.
stddy. Even though these questions are very difficult to answer pre'-
cisely, the answers. as suggested by tfiise.,authors do seem to reflect the

r.i ,

state '.of ''the art' of science programs- at.

.

the -middle school and junior
high school level:.

.

.

.

.1., Does the.,hook portray science as an exciting adventure of the
human mind?, &yes, 1 p, 5 questionable, -. : v ' .

1 ,a.

2. ...Is.;the, book 'provocative Ind.challegging? .2 yes, '8 no Does,it
.11ftnspire more questions than'ie answers? 2 yes, 8 questionable-

,

. , ,

3. Does the- book further understanding of "the basic principles of
science? 9 yes, 1 no-

, - .

.

t 1

.

, __/,
,t ..047 Does the book give intight,into the methods of science' 2 yes .8 '.f'knot particilarIy

4.
t

"I , 4 --4* i
.. .. --.--

. .
. ' ' . t..,

new
P .

, 1,. 5. Does, the book 'stimulate new int regf and stir new wonder? -12 yes,
p .

(

Z .
V 8 no

- - 1

.

.,

...

.01

18 1
.,

..

., .

..
.. f

.

'N

.s. ,._ , -
,

,
,.

, -
.

. . IA6:: Does.6tge book promote indepenaent' inquiry' and 'thought? 2 yes, 8,
....-

tno . . , f,_
... , .

1

'
4

.
. .

...

i

I,

1: . Does the bOok,provide ipads..for experiments? 9 yes, 1,no

.,. , 8. Is" the book based on some foundatiOn Of previous knowledge. and
_!____. t. u.14 /.,- ,experience? .2 yes,. 6Unknown

--.

.
-., .1 . I .

9. -Does the ,64 reimal the role of the imaginAtion in the progreds
.4 -:%.%of etcience? '3 .yes, 7 no

.
.

- e.
. ,. -,

'

s,. 4
s4

o . it -. i
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10. Is the content of the book within the comprehension of children in
the age group for which it is m.fitten?r. '3 yes, .7 nd or
questionable ..

.

.

, A
I

11. Is the style of writing appropriate to the subject, clear, inter-
esting, ri,:3 meaningful to the reader? 5 yes, 5 questionable

...

12. Has the book 'been checked for accuracy of scientific vocabulary
and expression?, 10 yes

.
: .

13. Are the illustrations- in the book clear, meaningful to !the text',,

and scientifically cdrrect? 10 yes -

o , g,
_

14.- Does the author give careful attention to detail's 'given in the

book? Basically all yes
, ..,

. d .' .

15. Is the book more than -a "cut and dried" collection -of assorted,
_ _ s +4, .

facts? 4yes, 6 no-, /':- 7
16. Does .the. book introduce' the reader to_,such tools -of scientific

exploration as observation, measurement, and -reasoning from data?

4 yes, 6,no
,

17., Does the book increase, in some measure, children's awareness and
understanding of the science in the world -around them? 'Basically .

all ryes
.50

. . .

y

.18. Does the, book bele, the Teade ga-o in greater insight Into the l
, chains of events in the 1story of science? 'Basically none

. ? i
. .-

19. Does, the ook try to ipvolve the read;r in .action and thought or
does it relegate him to:the role of a bystander? 4 action ormi"..w.

thought, 6 bystander ,, -

c.s ,

-
,

it..
.

^

20. Does the book provide, ideas for .the reader to ponder and mull -

over
,

overZ-Odost do,
,

. 21. Does thebook distingdish fact rom'fancy? Most do
s .

,

22. Does_tbe book try tlo showwhat motivates scientists Ad ma kes
' 4 .tick?. 2 yes, 8 questionable . % k . 5 ..

. g -.. .
1

Ok'
- ,

23- Does the-book tray scieve as an endless quest or ,does, it close
R. ",, .

the door to urther explOration, by. describing "All,'' there is, to

know"? 5 endless queSto5 clmies the door ,;,, -....s

.' ,..)

14. Does the book show how °scientists establish older Out'of apparent
1 ,

, .

. chaos by bringing to light the big, unifying Jdeas?. 2 yes, 8
questionable

to
.

.

. .

* * 25. ,Is the emphasis 'of, the book on learning by rote or on learning by'
c

. ' reason ?: 6 rOte-,' 4 reason
. , .

. ..
4 1 .

V '

4

.
.
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26. Does the author show that he undeetandsthe need's 'and aspirations
of children? Most do not

2.7. Does the author respect the dignity and intelligence-of' e young
reader? 5 yes, 5 no

28. Does the author try to'cover everything in a science area, or doet
he deal only with selected aspects of the area fOr greater depth,;

"of treatment?' 4 yes,, '6 no,
.

/ I
4-

.
.

_.,.29. Does the book mere y/enumerateMiscoVeries
of the past, or does it

,--. iliuminate the approaches and. probingA,,that lead to discovery?

O

7 enumerate disOoveries, 3 illuminati
1'

30. Does the bOok,prebentca.great dfal,of information without indiing how scientists go dnearthing infOrmatibn?' 6yes, 2 no* /4oo
Nr.31. Is* the book written to conform to a preset 47ptttern for a series?8 yes, 2 no ..

32. Does the book,Conehih any original CT unusual fsatured that set it
. apart from other books abodt time same subject? 3 yes, 7 no

Does the book introduce,, the reader to the nature and spirit of
"The Scientific Enterprise"? 4 yes, -6 no

/

't
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CHARIFER 4
.

-<E''',.

ROOTS: 1965-197

7

,

A,

Earlier, editions for each,of the programs were analyzed to deter-
mine hat changes had .occurred in 'these, materials in the decade from
19657-11to 1975-80. This analysis; of- course, reveals only changes that
occurred in materials that ended u being'best sellers in 1977. It does

not describe what the best-selling programs o. 196.7 that didn't continue
to be, best-sellers. This analysis is thus not a reflectibn on ali thy:'
possible trends in sciende..education frail1965-70 to 1975-80 but ratilex
just...the' changes in the_ programs that survived as best sellekto,1977..
Comparable data to the Weiss 1977 d'ata (2) are not available for 1967.
This is why a "roots approach" deiign-has been employed for thii. part of
the analysis: t

.

It is fairly easy to describe.the chaitges iniVle-programs frog 1965-4-

70 to 1975-80. In a,word; the majority of the changes4can be described
as minimal. This is a fairly predictable ,trend in the 7educational
publishing industry; that is, when you hapgenon a winner, don't mess
with it. , Publishers change programs only as sales.. start tb slip, and,

seven then'ehere'is a .general tendency to come out with a whole ne'
program and not *revise the old, one. Therefore, one could predict that
the best sellers of 1977 which dad their roots tem'year's or more ear-
Tier, hadn't changed much since theirearlier editions.

% . . ,

,

'The changes that were made from editioh to, edition'. were 'basically
cosmeti6. Greater use of four -color art and colorl,photoqraphs wasi a
aniversal trehd acrossthe programs over the decade. The quality of
both the art and the photographs improved with each 'news edition. -, The
educational value of ,these components 'bibettei plAce,Ocent 'and related to
text materials, etc.) also .improved with eachediiiOn. ThOse programs
that contained the special one-page career 'briefs did ch'auge, and these.,

pages; were updated across editions. fhis of cOurser was easl, to do and
:,

-' waa a'flexible design-xmppnent to continually !dike the materials'lodk
.4., .lcurrent withoue.-changing the OrgaiiizationJof the progtem.' 1 1 ,
.4, .

,

' . I -,. I le ... 0Any :major change in Any of the 'iprograma, in'. terms o,t content
refOcUsing, teaching style changes, etc,.e is diffictiie to' find irp any of
the prOgrams. A, few specific improvelents and'phIldiges cap be 'found in a.
few of the sorograms, .but none comes close to being'considereda major
.change. The "stay.with,a winner .until it dieWkphilodo§Hy sedragl obvious
with all of these programs. -s, ,:,

. .

,,,
, t 1

(
,,
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a

For eac h of the programs, 'Lie following questions were considered
as starting point for comparing rosso the decade:

lo Were there major shifts in content emphasis in tW' program from -

' 1965A-70 to 1975-80?

2. If nevi content was added.to the program, as some content
-edropped?"

3. Were the written goals for the program changed in later.. editions
of the program?

4.

-

Was a new teachillg.- style suggested in later editions? 0

, CP5.
Were new sections for the teicher added in later'editions?

4100
6.. Were the'evalgation devices updated from 1963-70 to 1975-80?

7. Did the philosophy of evaluation change from 1965-70 to 1975-80?

8. Did the amount of career emphasis in the program change from 1.965-
70 to .1975-80

9. Was there. any change in 'the'eduefitional philosophy'of the program
over the.decide?

' 10. Was there any change in. the educational psychology the program
discussed?

- 11,.* .Did the science/society emphagis change over the ten years?

12. Did'the acience/technology _emphasis change over the ten years?
%

.

13. Rid the n#/ture of, the tudent activities change over the 1pen.
years? 7,

4

14,. Were there apy mast design changes in 'the program?

The answer to al];,of these guestioni for all .of the programs is,
cally, 'no.* There were no major changes in any of the programs over the
decade, except- fd changes in appearance (new covers, art, photos,
etc.)

In 1967, Dr. S. S. Blanc ADonaucted a study entitled "DistributiOn
of. 'Physical Sciencd Principles in 'Junior High Sohool Textbookg" p).
Dr.. Bllit foOnd 122 pOnciples, which he grouped into ten malor..sciAlce

P topics as follows:
. " .

. , Matter andllEnergy (19 principles) , Light and Sound (20)
r

-Eleptricity,and Magnetism 4 .1:
13) f Force and Motion (11)

Wealth and Climate (11)ek% . '

-- r
..

Properties Air (5)
ife Fire and Het (8)

Liggias and* Gases (1Properties

kstrbnpity (10) < :-1,
,.. .. Geology 112)

.

:.4.-
i :1e .

,
.

. . 186 /
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1
The principles were found in va ying degrees in all five .programs that
he analyzed. -Dr. Blanc random y selected five programs for'his analy-14

.
sis. Each was a three-year science program designed for seventh,
eighth, and 'ninth graders. -46" . .

4

4

One of the three-year prpgrams from the 1977 group

i

was selected'and
analyzed for the 122 physical science prinCiples from Dr. Blanc's study.

.The physical science and the earth science texts were airalyzed in detail i

to determine which of the 122 principles' were included inthe ma erials.
Just as Dr. Blanc did in 19671 this study made- no attempt to rmine
if-the principle was adequately' covered Or properly describe . It was

concerned only with whether the principle was present in the student 4

. materials. The fOilowing principles frorr"Dr. Blanels list were,foundto
be present in the 1977 series:

.

Matter and Energy
A . , . °

% Matter is any substance that=, has weight and occupies,space.
All mattertis'composed of single elements or'grOUps of elements-.
An element is 'the simplest form' of matter and: is composed of tiny particles

4

celed atoms. * ...
.

. ,

',All substances arethade up of smallunits called molecules, which are alike
in the same tubstande. :

Elemefits combine physically Vi:, form mixtures and chemically to form com-
`pounds. .

f ,,q,

Matter can be changed, ftpm ore orm to another but cannot be created nor

_

.

destroyed: -., .

.

Ihertia is a,proPertyof matter which resists changes in movement of the
substance

Matter cart be tranSformed.into energy and energy can be transformed into
'matter.

Matter exists in tprevstatds as solids, liquids, end .gases.
The main difference among a solid, a liquid, and a gas is in the movement
of'the molecules in the substance.

. N.
.

.Atoms of all elements are 1Made,up*of. invisibly protons, electrons, and
neutron's.

.
. , :,,05.4,,.. . . ' .

.

Atoms of radioactive elemehts are'cOnstantly disAtegrating dnd giving off
.

various'rays.. , .. _r,

A aclear-reaction.takes,plade when one element changes into another ele-'
. ,

ment. > ,
''',s

Energy is the ability to produce motion o'r exert force.
Energy can 'be changed filt, one form to%anothes but.cannot be created-or

%A destrved.
, i

Energyithat a body possesses because of notion is ca lled kinetic energy. .'

Energy .that a body possesses' because of position is called ;potential
' energy.
Light and heat are forths of radiant energy.

.

*

Radiant energy travels in waves in straight lines in all directionq from
the soucce.

. \
.

. -
.% .

1

t
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Light and Sound

Light waves travel in straight lines whilepasaing through a u niform
medium. A %

Light waves dtiliing an object may be absorbed, transmitted, or reflected.
° When light fallson an opaque

4

object, a shadow is formed behind theA
object.

When a beam of light falls on an irregular surface, the light 'rays are
scattered in all directions.;00

.-1;ight rays passing at an angle from a rare to a denser medium are bent or
refracted towards the normal.

ti'$Light kays'passing at:an angle from a dense to a rarer medium are bent s or
refracted away from the normal.

Light -3,ays may.be-broUght closer together, or.converged, by using a convex
lens.

Light rays,may be.spread apart, or 8iverged,bY means of a 'concave lens.
An image appears to be as far back of a plane mirror as the object is in
front.of the mirror

Ordinary white light is made 1.1Pc,3f caves of Many different wave lengths, or
colors.

The, color of an Object depends on what light rays it transmits, reflects,
ana absorbs.

Sound is produced and transmitted by-Vibrating materials.
The loudness of a sound depends on the energy'of the sound waves.
Sound waves spread out in,:all-directions from the object producing the

sound.

Sound waves travel, through different substances at different speeds.
;Musical tones are produced when a vibratingobjeCtsendsout regular sound,

waves. ,-

Noises are produced when a vibrating object Inds out irregular sound
waves

The pitch of a musical iound depends on the rate of vibration' of the
vibrating object. -

The quality of a musical sounkdepends on the pitch and the harmonics of
(.1 the tones:

'Sound waves' are reflected from smooth, hard materials and absorbed by soft;
rough ,materials..

4

o

k .

Electricity. and Magnetism

v
,

.

"Magnets. always have two poles and are surrounded by fields of force.
.Like magnetic poles repel each'other and unlike,magnetic poles attract each

other.
.

/ At - .
.

An electric current may li, produced 'by frictiod-, chemical action, or
magndtism. .

. -
s:

A substance that gains or loses electrons becomes electrically charged..

An electric current is a flow of electrons from a negativeto a- positive
pole.

. ., .

An electric current flows when there is a difference. n electrical pressure
between two points.

. .,
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An electric current flowing through a wire sets lit, a magnetiq field of
4Lforce.

An induced current may be produced by a wire moving through a magnetic
field:

.

An alternating current flowing through a coil can induce a curreft in an
adjacent coil.

Electrical energy used in overcoming resistance to flow is changed into
heat or light.

Chemical' changes are produced when an electric current passes through ark

electrolyte.
Transformations of energy are made pobsible by vacuum tubes and resonating
circuits.

Electromagnetic waves go out in a straight,line in all directions from a
transmitter,

D

s p

Force and Motion

. ,
All motion is Produced by force, but not all force produces motion.
When force ov rcomes resistance and moves an object, work is performed.
To every acti there is an equal and opposite reaction.
A body at rest will continue at rest untilsothe outside force .moves it.
A body in motion will continue in motion until stopped by an outside

0

force.
, - 1

The force that hold molecules of a sgbstancetodether is cohegion%-
Machines multiply the force exerted ih order .to make it easier to'do work.
When there is a ,pain in mechanical advantage, there is a loss of-speed.
Whenever one surface is moved over another, resistance or friction is

,

produced. , - .

,

Work done by a-machine plus the ivorklost because of friction equals work
put into the machine.

A body in rotation tends to fly out in a straight line from the circumfer-
. ....,

' ence of the circle. .t

Liquids and Gases

qt.

A dissolved substan a islqually 'scattered throughout the liquid'in which
it is dissolVed. .

..

A bodyfloating in a iquid_is-buoyed up by a force equal to the htof

the displaced liquid. .
,,

f

Any body of free,liqpid will seek'a level in which'all surAces are at the

same' height. . - ,

%
.

The pressure, at any point in a fluid is the same in all directions.
Pressure exerted on a confined liquid is transmitted unchanged throSqh,the'

liquid... .

The presOurf in a fluid increases directly as the depth. ,

*
A-gas always tends -to ,expand throughout the whole space ,it occupies.

The pressure of a confined gas, is'increased-if'the temperature is,raised.
1 - The preisure of i'confined gas is.increased if the volume is decreased.

.

4,
. %
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Heat is released when a gas is compressed and is absorbed when a gas
.expands.

---,hases, and most liquids and blids, expand with heat and contract with
i -cold.

,., The average speed of molecules. in .a gas is increased with a rite in
temperature. . .

Heat is released when a gas is changed into a liquidsan'd absorbed when the
liquid is Changed into a'gas.

''.

Properties of Air

-

Ai; is matterthat occupies space and has weight.
Differences in pressure can be used to make air dO work.
Air preSsure is-increased by increas14 the number of molecules that s ike

. w ..-

.
:,r,

a surface. .

,

:Atmos0e*ic pressure decreases with an increase of water vapor or a/r.ise In
.'altitude ,

..-

Airthat 0 moving exerts less pressure'than air not in motion.
7

0 ''
i

/'
- Weather and ,Climate --

,

Weather is the result of -changing, condition's in the
/

atmosphere dues to -.

..s, movements of'air masses.
. .ClimAe4-is the average of weather conditions in a certain place over a.

period. of tine. . . .

The main catme of weather change'iis the ,unequal heating of different parts
- ,$-orthe earth by the sun., .. -

, Winds are akr movements caused by the unequal heating of the earth's sur-face by the'tim: .

-

Air masses Wye from regions of high Atmospheric pressure to regions oflow
atmospheric .pressure.

.

Air masse'revave in,,i counterclockwise direction in the northern hemi- -

sphere and, in a clockwise, irection in, the southern hemisphere.
Bodies of land heat up and*cool,off more rapidly than bodies of water.'
The more nearly-vertibal the rays of the sun, the greater the heat Ad

energy received 1y the earth.
The atmosphere surrounding the earth'prevents most of the heat from lea4ng

the earth.
, ,.

. .The -higher the temperature of,'the 11r; :the more moisture Is needed
-.* '' 'saturate it'.

. .

. Rain,win'occur when centers of condensation form in vapOr-saturatedclouds
that are cooled. .

.
.

Py
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Fire and Heat

A fuel is a substance that will burn andgive off heat.
Eact4combuStible substance has a kindling temperature that varies with_its '

condition. ,

Heat travels through space and'is carried by solids, liquids, and gases.
Heat tends to diffuse and equalize temperatures of all places and objects

it reaches. -

There is a continuous transfer o4heat between two bodies-of differen$,
temperatuies. ' e . -

Moit objects expand.on heating and contract on cooling.
.

'Heat as cbnducted by the kinetic energy transfer from molecule to
molecule: , o

host Of our heat energy comes originally from,the ^sun.

fr,
Astronomy

t
.

,.: .

The &ler
d
system is composed of planets and other bodies revolving,.in

orbits around the sun.. 6
o

The,sun is a hot/ gaseous star in the center of our solar systed.,
The movement ofbodkes in our solar system---iscontroLledby the gravityof

. the sun. k , . % ' '.

The planets revolve in' huge ellipses around the^suri in 41e0rly the.same-
.

plane. $ ,
. .

.!'
.... r, .

Movements of air and water on the earth are due,to the,, pull of gravity'arvii
.

the rotation of the earth. --

.,

. , A

The sky is filled with many millions o stars' givingoff its own
light.'

.

The universe is comp osed of great clusters of stars called galiicies.
The conditions of temperature and on most i3Planets, will not

..
.-.

f&'' support life. 0.

Ttfe Pull'of gravity and the inertiaof thiaijeq must be overcome to place
an object in space..°

T e change of seasons is the resultof varying amounts, of heat receivedby
the earth's surf0ce.

,e, .
-

-
Geology

;

Rocks may be formed By cooling gpa solidifying of magma or by the compact-
.

ing of sediments. .
,,

.Rocks and minerals may be changed from their - original form by'he t and
pressure.

The succession of fossils shows 0 progressiye development of-life frOm
. simple to complex.
The earth is's huge sphertmade up of the atmosphere, hydrosphere,',and

lithosphere. . .

-

. :
44.1111,
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Two groups of forces are constantly acting on the earth's surface, bui4ding
it up and tearing it down. "

.Erosion takes place in proportion to the resistance of the rocks to,decom-
position and digintegration.

The earth's surface may be elevated or lowered by internal pressures and
forces.

- Forges within the earth may cause breaks and faults to appear in the
earth's surfabe.

Earthquakes are produced by the sudden slipping of the earth'S surface
along faults.

Every stream is a part of a large drainage system that is wearing down the
earth's surface.

`Glacial conditions are found where there is an Increase in latitude or an
increase 44 alptude.

Plants and'animals, along with weather and climate, help to form and change
the soil.

.-

All 122 physical science principles were found in6e series (FOPS)
that was analyzed. Not only were the principles present but they were
easily found, since the major topics of the physical science book were
very parallel to Dr. Blanc's principles list.

'The more interesting thing to contemplate is: What are the princi-
-ples in the 1977 seriesthat are not on Dr. Blanc's list from .19'67?
No fttempt *as made here to formulate the principles statements nor to
be inclusive of all the "possible additions. What 'follows is a sample
list of .topics not covered by Dr. Blanc's liSt that have principles
inherent in their coverage: science and technology are interrelated,
the metric system is universal, density = mass /volume, sp6stances have
physical and chemical properties, atomic' mdheis, atoms combine chemi-
cally several ways to form molecules, ,polyatomic ions and valence,
atomic mass and.valence tables, families 'of elethents, catalysts, allo-
tropes, law of multiple proportions, chemical isomers, fraCtiOnation.and
distillation, polymer chemistry, ionic and covalent bonding, solution
chethistry, themical reactions and equations, endothermic and exothermic,
molecular mass and formula mass, molar solutions, acids, bases, salts,
relatille motion, conservation of momentum, thermal pollution, cryogen-
ibs, Doppler effect; vacuum tubes, rectifiers, transistors, computers,
transmutation, fission-fusion, cyclotrons, and plate tectonics.

What.this analysis reveals 'is the "addition principle" of educa-
tional publishing. The continual addition of cont&nt occurs over time
with no removal of anyolicOntent. The net result is the encyclopedic
nature of most programs. re other interesting thing to note is that

.tbe books do not get longer with the additional content, but rather more
is jammed onto a page and each topic-is tovered less thoroughly. There-
fore, not only are the books encyclopedic, but they are also difficult
to ,read, ass they jump from :one major principle to another with little *

tattempt to connect them with'a story line.
row

It is' no wonder"' students view science as ,a mass of difficult
information (like a foreign language) and not qi#s an exciting, dynamic,
intellectual process!

192
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APPENDIX A

Sample Vocabulary Analysis

FOLS--CHAPTER 1

Boldface and/or Italicized Words

science
product of so?ence

process of science
defining problem
collecting information
forming a hypothesis
testing a hypothesis

communicating results
theory
glacial hypothesis
experiments

problem
procedure
observation
conclusion
control group
experimental group
variable

NeW and/or Unfamiliar Words

scientific inquiry
atoms.

molecules
."germs

scientific method .

electronic recordings
proposed solution
prediction
magnetic tape
coral islands
Darwin

.limestone

calcium carbonate
sea level
extinct

-.scientific journal
volcanic rock
controlled
beef broth
beef boilillon

Pyrex
/beaker

sterile

microorganisms
electron microscope
pa meter
pfd scale

neutral
qualitative observation
quantitatiire observation

standard unit
English system
metric system
.meter

liter

gram
kilogram'
milli -

centi-
kilo-

Leeuwenhoek
image
magnification
eyepiece
corse adjustmeht
arm
stage
fine adjustment
base,
tube
revolving nosepiece
high power' objective

diaphragm
lenses
cover slig
slide

specimen
rotate,

electron Beam
electron rays
ffuorescent screen
measurement

fixed quantity

. 1 -94
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I 4,

litmus paper
acid

microscope.,
Vorticella
drug
medicine

electron microscope
pH Meter
basic
saliva

POLS - -6HAPTER 5

11.

Boldface and/or Italicized Words

specialized cell
striated muscle -

voluntary muscle
cardiac muscle
involuntary muscle
smooth muscle
secretions
plasma

antibodies'
Bell theory
unicellular
multicellular
virus
cells
cytoplasm J
cell membrape -
sendoplasmiC reticuluma,
mitochondrion
nucleus
ribosome
vacuole

New and/or Unfamiliar Words
.

tissue
1 -

cells
organisms

Jife'systems
organs

disbolved chemicals
solutions

, compounds-.
elements
Fed blood Cells
white blood cells
flemoglObin

transport

O

MEM

length
mass

volume
standard mass
milligrams
milliliters
millimeters
centimeters

'kilometers

A.

nuclear membrane
1INA

ribonucleic acid
protein
code

1?Na

deoxyribonucleic acid
enzyme
4iffusion

mpsis

concentration
active transport
osmotic pressure
turgor 0

paasmolysis
ATP
ADP
mitosis

chromosomes
centriole
spindle

\1/4'

. .

oxygen
carbon dioxide`
network

grainlike particles
rod - shaped bodies

enzymes . .

carbon ,atoms
carbon 4, fi

hydrogen
nitrogen
sulfur

amino acids

species

196
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cartilage
epithelial
striations
digestive tract
windpipe
disso.ved food'
minerals
°Vic nerve
-Cell theory
Hboke

atom

iodine
stain
Schleiden
Schwann
amoeba

paiamecibm
organic compounds
"alive"
large molecules
protein
fat

starch molecules

\ :

O

A ,

c

1.

1

197

chemical reaction
chemical unit

composition
potassium permanganate
membranes
dialysis tubing
concentrated
glucose

high energy. phosphate'

C61112°6
02
CO2
released ener
aderiosine trip

adenosine dip
"power houses

cell division
prophase
metaphase
anaphase
telophase
replicas

(-7
osphate

osphate

- k
k

t

t

.
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In order to utilize Human Sciences, actiyities,in research studies

the activities need to be categoriied on aivariety of descripta. These

descripta Will be used as dependent variables with student characteris-
tics such as,sex, age, etc.,dsed as independent-variables. Activities

-...

with the.eame descripta. ill be pooled together mechanically for some
studies and willbe-fac or Analyzed to see if_ they pool together in

other studies. Thdre,will be basic data coded for every activity.
These basic-data consist on module`ln which the activity was tested,
activity identifier, year tested, and grade level of the.test group.

-.Data in the data'bank will enable us to deteiMine.how 'many students

Chose the activit', as well as provide information about what these
`students were like.

.

,The purpose of this paper is to describe new descripta that need to

be generated for,each field-tested activity. This version of the Coding

criteria' Was used to-code all Human Sciences' activities by two,coders.
The next task will,be to find any ambiguities or limitations in the
descripta and to calculate both interrater and intrarater reliabilities.

0

There are four major coding categories that are described on the

following page. Each category has subdivisions that were used in the
coding, proceps. -The codings Were marked.on opticdlly scanned sheets for

data processing. The categories and coding protocols willbe described
next; followed by the details of the optically scanned coding sheet

' layout.

.
f

ri

nsConventioI, . , . 9 , .

'codeFs .will use' the student activity

,

as th.....objeCtilor coding.
.

, .

Thywill not read,the-teacher's'guide to the activity.: The literal -

Content of the activity plus media, worksheets, evaluation problems, and
other material6 students use as they do the activity, are to be the data

sources for activity coding.
..,--....

f 4

This conVention
V

is adopted because activity guides were-not pc.0-

vided for some activities and because of differences in activity guides

for different:leveZs. ,Desdripta coding must reflect the_activfty from
kf ,. the student'6 perspective. The key.points made in the activity guides

should be reflected 'in the student materials. If they are not, then

they should not influence; activity coding. .

, ' . , .

A. Major activity' focus. There were, three- prinCiple foal.
.

- proposed. for Human Science .activities: cognitive, -affective,_ and

draftsmanship. .

'
-,

All coding of activities will be don e in terms of the literal

..4.
content,of the totality, of materials,the,student uses, in the conduct of .

the activity. Activitie may, .include duly one major focus, all three

foci, or' various( co ions of them. The Agjor fock,are:
o.. - . ._ _ -4+ 4 4 - - - - - -

I. Craftsmanship. A major part of the activity is crafts-

'Mani:ship, constructing, building. Craftsmanship is part of en activity
, ( (

. where students put things together;,, build apparatus,. or otherwise .

I II

.
.

.
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assemble parts that could have been already assembled. The student' cannot complete 'the activity satisfactorily without construction.Construction may be the product or it,may be a means to the ends.Craftsmanship subsumes, but is more comprehensive than the psychomotordomain described in BlooM, etal (1956).

II. Affect. A major'part of the activity is affect- -Itcalls upon the student to develop empathy, to reflect on,how objects orevents affect others, to be sensitive to others' feelings, or to examineone's own feelings about some object or event. Or,\ a major patt of theactivity is an appeal to emotions or feelings rather than, or in addi-tion to, acquisition of new knowledge
or representati9ns by means of,presenting information. Aesthetic outcomes, appreciating form, design,beauty, etc., are further examples of an affective focus. Affect issynonymous with the affective domain described by 'Krathwola and hiscolleagues (1964).

III. Cognition. A major focus of the, activity isknowledge. Knowledge acquisition may invol a reasoning or it may beremembering, either exactly as presented or with're-presentation, butwithout reasoning or performing
cognitive operations., Cognition asdescribed here is classified'by Piageti ypes of knowledge xath,er thanthe taxonomy developed by BlOoml, et al (1956).

Each activity will,be assigned a,single code number to describe theMajor focus.. The major focus may be cOdedfor-one dr for any combina-
.

tion of the three categories described above. Specificcodes and valuesfor each code are provided at the end of this paper. Tge" major focuswill be coded in column.
f.

I a

,B. Types -of knowledge.
Any activity may require some knowledgeacquisition, even though its central focus may be craftsmansh4 oraffect. The criterion used in deciding the single code for thisoate-Ory is to determine a single highest level predominant type offknowl-, edge acquisition that a study must use if the activity "were to beunderstood as the writers of the activity intended. ' If a singleproblem or small part of an activity requires a high level of knowledgeacquisition, it should not be used in c 'ng. The knowledge type mustbe predominant, not unique. If two knowled e types are equally prehomi-nant, the higher type defined by the higher umber in the coding valuesdescribed below) will be coded. This code wi 1 be made in column 70 ofthe optical. scan sheet. Each activity will b assigned a single "typeof knowledge" code. The code will reflect he redominant logicalrequirements of the activity! The aboVe convention 1 be violatedwhen of higher knowledge type is required to get the "gis of the activ-. ity even though a lower type is predominant. In this instance therhigher type is recorded.

The first determination will be to, dichotomize the general knowl-edge type, -tp t is, to determine if the knowledge acquisition_ isessentkally-fi urativedit. operative. If figurative, the task ends- and the code'Of figurative knowledge is applied. ,If operative knowl-
..

edge is requfr , we will want ,to code the kind of operative knowledgeas precisely as gooseible.
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I. Figurative knoledge is knowledge that hasThot resulted
from reasoning. It depends on recognition of the configuration of the
stimulus. Figurative knowledge emphasizes forms of representation:'
deferred imitation, symbolic play, drawing, mental imagery,, language,
and memory, especiallyrote memory.

I ,

Passive "reading" of data without having to act on it mentally,
reason zebotit it, or transforth it is a good, example of figurative knowl-
edge acquisition. When students are asked "What did you see?" or when
they are asked to describe or,consider static states of objects at some I

point in time, figurative knowledge acquisition, is the requirement.

When the emphasis is on symbolically representing information.
without requiring any logical transformation, figurative knowledge is

without

attained. In figurative knowledge, emphasis is on' ?epresentation
without consideration of the "necessary logical, relation between the
knowledge represented and the representation itself; for example, words
become, an end in themselves and not'a means to an end. . Furtkter exam-
ples are: asking for an accurate "reeding" of the situation without
asking for an 4nderstanding ofe what was "read," or, the.activity
developed in such a Way that the staerit can easily go through the
activity without reasoning.

Figurative knowledge inclpdes all preoperationaiknowledge. The
preoperational child tends to take the immediate appearance of things as
the sole and ultimate reality. A °single, isolated cognition with little
or no potential is the hallniark of the preoperational child (Flavell,
p. 167). When we ask.fot,ap Psoldited' cognition without comparison or
referent to other cognitions me.are asking for figurative knOwledge.

Operative' knowledge is knowledge that results from
reasoning. In general, operations consider how things have changed from
what they were to what they are now or how things might change. Opera-
tioris "'ask for an inference, an induction or a deduction. It is a
representational act which is an integral part of an organized network
of related acts. Cognitive operations are a holistic domain,,presuppos-
ing a structured system that includes other related operations, "for the
moment latent and inactive but always potentially ,actdaliqable by them-
selves and; above all, allays a force Overt:ling the form and character
of the operation which is momentarily on stage.'!-- (Flavell, p. 167Y.

.6
Concrete operations are inductions, , inferencesc, and deduc-
-tions from or about concrete Witnessed -events.; The content
of deductions is real objects. -The focus is on the properties,' .

of objects, clas6ification and relations, or facts and:contra-.
dictions of facts. Concrete .operations include inductive
summative processes of accumulating- ,ihstances (examples) and
correspondences. They are "concrete" rule oriented, rules
being fixed and' immutable. Formal opekatiOnal problems, such
as the pendurum" problem, can be reduced to concrete opera-
tional problems by providing concrete referents in all:aSpects
of the problem and eliminating many alternatives for the
student. The concrete thinking may, nevertheless, be very,
,sophisticated, and, therefore,_ difficult.
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Concrete operational requirements in an activity will be
elaborated into subtypes for coding purposes. These types
will be explained follOwing' the discussion of formal

, operations.

Formal operations are operations on the potential and hypo-
thetical rather than on the real. Formal operations require
the delineation of all possible (logical) eventualities at the
outset and then an effort to discover which of these possibil-
ities really do occur in the present date, The 'real becomes
the special tase of the possible, not the other way around
(Flavell, 1963Ip. 204). When proportional reasoning, logi
tally manipulating contrary-to-fact propositions, hypotheffcal-
deductive thinking, and systematic combinatorial thinking are
required in an activity, the coding is for formal operatiqns.

This category will not loe further elaborated. It will not be
used when one question fn.an activityytreflects formal require-'
ments. In 'distinguishing the concrete from formal dichotomy
we are concerned with the most frequent operations required,
rather,than-the highest mode -required in the activity.

C. Coding categories, within 'concrete operations. NThe ROman
numeral designatiOns provided in this section follow the conventions
'ased in Flavell (1963)-land Inhelder and Piaget (1958) for convenience in
referring to those sources for further specifications of each type of
thinking. The Roman numerals correspond to Flavell, but some categories
are combined. The coder is to select the single. most appropriate tate-
gory, a subcategory within concrete-operations, when ,the decision is
that the activity requires concrete operational` thoUght as its predami-
nant knowledge acquisition mode.;

I. Primary addition of classes . (class inclusions, class
hierarchy). "Clase refers to concrete, real, physical entities. The
student is- required to male subclasses, make a superordinate class, or
make a set of superordinate classes. The student is required to take a
superordinate class and make two or more subordinate classes.

I

N

.--Figure-I.

Living

animals

mammals'
I

h ans

things

plAnts

non-mamma ls

non-humans

lOw
II. Secondary addition of classes (reclassification). The

sWentoisjequired to reclassify classes. For example, a class group
of teachers (one class group) anci studentpAone class group) are to be

a
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reclassified as male (one class groupand female (one class group).,

4i ids knowledge type will not be coded. It will be included in the "not

codeable" category.

III -IT. Multiplication of classes (or bi-univocal multipli-

cation of cYas es). Class, as before, refers to concrete, real, physi-

cal entities. Students may be asked to relate one class to anottgy (one-

to-one), or many classes to one class (m ny-to-one), or.Vice versa (one-

to-many.) Both cognitive task4 will beg in this category. .

A. Intersection of Classes '

\,k

.1. The logic required is to generate the intersection of wo Or

more variables (classes), creating a new entity (class) at the

intersection. The initial entities lose their identity as the

new class is developed. .For example, "A Swingin' Rule" from
the HSI, module RULES provides a 3X3 table for the number of
swings that occur when each elements4 of one set (size or

String Length

6'in.

12 in.

18 in.'

Figure 2.

Number of Swings in 30 Seconds

Medium Heavy
, Weight WeightSmall Weight

l
...

weight) intersects with each element of a second set (string

length). Notice that the entries within the table (frequen-
cies) are different from the entries that define the inter-

secting classes. Also notice that the entries within the
table define a'single entity whereas the entries within a

--boczespondence table (Figure 3) essentially involve two, or

-14

Hair - -Eye Color

Color Brown Blue Hazel

Broyn,

Black

Blond

Red

-Figure 3.

Types of people

.0

more, entities. In intersection the elements that define the

classes that are intersected define a "new entity." For

example,- in completing the.datrix the intersection of three
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B.

eye-color classes with fou'r hair-color classes requires the
student to generate new classes--types of,peoplea 4.

Correspondenc4e

1. Item 7from Form A of the 1976 version of How Is Your Logic?
and also, Item 2 from Form '11,-of the 1976 version of How Is
Your togic2 Both of these questions asif the 'student to set in
correspondence each element from one class with'each element,from another class. For example, in Item 7 of Form A
(Figure 4) the student'is asked to set in correspondence each

2.

A 7.1070 ,

NANCY 71NA CROCA JOIRI

A GIMP OF !FIENDS DECIDE TO GO DANCING. THERE MG FIVE ION
Al. TAT, SOO (o). CHUCK (C). DM 01. AND JOHN (A. APO 7170
0041. Aou(tt EL). HANSOM (n)..xamcy (10% tu-cf (I). AND
PINA (T). EACH MAN WANTS TO DANCE ',lip EACH WOMAN.

OISE ALL Of SHE POSSISLE MANWOMAN COUPLES OF DANCERS THERE
mou.D GE IF tACA MAN DANCED 01101 LACd WOMAN. USE INC FIRST
LETTER Of EAC4 PERSON'S MARE IA YOUR ANWIN.

ANSNER

0Figure 4.

of elements f-rom the ape of Men with etch of the ele-
ments froM the class of women. Notice that when each 4ement
of one class is-set in correspondence with each element,ot
another class, a complete matrix is produced. Also, notice
that the' elements that make, up .the body of the table stillretain their or' inal identities, 'that is, there are two
elements that "mak up"'each cell.of the body of the table.;

"Where,Do They Live ?" from the HSP module on BEHAVIOR.

This activity requires tie same logaiq as theiltems described
'above. However, the results are different because one ele-
iment of a class is set in correspondence with ond'element of a
second class- (that-is, the_ picture of the middle-class Ameri-
can family is to be set invorrespondence with the white frame
middle-class American family house; no, other. correspondence of
the middle -class American family wit-any other house 4.s

204
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A..

I

2

Pictures 3

of
4

5.

People 16
7

8
a .

9

Pictures of Houses

ABcDEFGHK

-44
1.

Figure 5.

Notice that.the form of the result is similar to the table t

in "A Swingin' Rule," the logic, is identical, but the entries
in the table arm differentT-there is one and only one correct
entry for each class. Thus, the result of this type of cor-'
respondence is a single line of correspondence in contrast to
a complete matrix as described for the items from How Is Your
Logic? It is still coded_as,IIL-B; torrespondence of classes.

V. Seriation (ordering, sequencing, adeition of asymmetri-

cal relations). Item 1 on,Form A (Figure 6) of the 1976 version of
How Is Your Logic? - requires the. construction of an ascending (increas-
ing) series. Item 4 on Form A.of the .1976 version of How.Is Your
Logic? requires the construction of a7 descending (decreasing) series

(Figure 7). .

A. I.IITI

E.

H

I

O r

$.

A

I

TON IT)
N (N)

ON THE LINtl SCION. WWI TIC LITTINO CC T4$ 104401$ foal
INCLUST TO LAASIST. ON TOIL LINES SCION. WRITE TIC FIRST MTV Of SW 11013' KIVU

(SMALUST) FROPIJNI TALLIST TO Tot 1NONTIST.

(TAU.UT)

Figure 6.

IL
futon T)

.

* Figure 2
.
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VI. Addition of,Symmetrical Relations. Sibling relationsare the best example of this type of knowledge. This category will notbe coded,. ExamplesSf all in the "not codeable" category.

VII-VIII.. Multiplication of Relations. This topic includesthe intersection of relations; correspondence of relations from oneseries with relations of another series; one-to-one or bi-univocal
multiplication of relations, and -many- to-one multiplication of rela-tions.

-

7-1

-'A. Intersection of Relations

1: 'Intersection of relations is analogous tip' intersection "ofclaises. The student is required to creating a new series
joint/y.defined by the original series. In intersection therelations that define the two series thAt are-intersected. define a "new entity." For

eximple, Item 8 of Form A of the1976 version q! .How Is Your Logic? requires a student totake one series
(iftereasifi, lines) and intersect that serieswith another series (decreasing size) to complete the matrix(Figure 8). Note also that the entries in the table are

A B 111E

13

Is

HARE A PATTER% IS PLACING THE nUMSER Of EACH DRANING IN THE
LOXES SELO.. THREE PARTS Of THE PATTERN ARE ALREADY IN

THE
BOXES. YOU MUST CCOSUIE imc pmitgo THAT HAS BEEN STARTED.

11

Figure 8.

411

t

defined by the joint position when both series are simulta-neously taken Into consideration. Also, inmultipliciation ofrelations tie position (sequence) of tilt elements in eachindividual original series and the resultant matrix are of ,prime importance,- whereas in multiplications of classes thepition (sequence) of elements is'irelevant. In Item A8there is One,and only onetcorrect positioning of each element,whereas in A7 (Figure. 7) any ordering that accounts for all of,
4

the pairs is acceptable.

206, ,U5
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I NONE OF THE ABOVE ANSWERS IS CORRECT.

B. Correspondence of Relations

Items 6 and 7 of Form LA and Items 3 and ,7 of Fqrm B of the
1974 version of- Now Is Your Logic? illustrate- these oper&:.

tions. All of these quedtions require the student to set in
correspondence one element from one series with one, and only

-
one, element from another series. F'or .example, in Item 6 of
Form A of 'the 1974 version of How Is Xour Logic? the student
is asked4to set in correspondence one of the elements fromthe
series of boys of different height with one of the elements of
the series of fisiling poles of different height (Figure 9).
(The second shortest' boy should coincide with the 'second
shortest pole and the third shortest boy--Guy--qhduld Coincide
with the third shortest pole.) Note that the correspondence
established is between two increasing series (that is, as the
boys get taller, the poles they are using get taller).

A 6.1174

DON IS THE SHORTEST OF FOUR BOYS: JIM, THE NEXT SHORTEST.

GUY. THE NEXT SHORTEST, NO RAY, THE NEXT SHORTEST. EACH

BOY OIES A FISHING ROLE, WITH THE SHORTEST MY OWNING THE

SHORT AT POLE* THE NEXT SHORTEST Y. THE NEXT SHORTEST

ROLE, MID SO ON.

DON JIN 911 RAY

WHICH MY IS TIC SECOND SHORTEST AM OWNS THE SECOND

SHORTEST FISHING ROLE'

Eri

DON

NOTE OF THE ANNE PXSWERS IS CORRECT. I

MIX ON YOUR CHOICE.

Figure 9.

A 7.1,74

BOB IS THE RICHEST OF FOUR MEN. TIM. DE NEXT RICHEST.

FRED. THE NEXT RICHEST. NO JACK, THE NEXT RICKST. TIE

RICHEST MN OWNS THE SMALLEST CAR. THE NEXT RICHEST MAN.

THE NEXT SMALLEST CAR. AND SO ON.

at.

u/..1u,
BOB

8 F8RED JACK

WHICH MN OWNS THE SMALLEST CAR AND IS THE RICHEST MAN?

FRED

BOB

JACK

TIM

41.

MARK AN X ON YOUR CHOICE.

Figure 10.

4

Item 7 of Form A of the 1974 version of How Is Your Logic?
uses the same logic (Figure 10). However, the correspondence

is between an increasing series (richness of men) and a

decreasing series (car size). Note also that the results of
this type of correspondence ,is a single line of correspond-
ences in contrast to a iomplete matrix..

ctiyities
A

requiring concrete operational thought are to be
coded for one of the six categories (I, III-IV A, III-IV B, V,

A, bill -vii; B) of concrete operational thought

described here. The code will be placed in column 70 on the
o tfcal scan sheet.
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D. Content 'of the'activity Activities are to be categorized

as to the following content categ9ries:'
First, the major, content focus

is to be coded. Then, a,second and third code must be given,,if needed'
to describe the activity_ content.'' Three content codes will be assigned. .

to each acti4ity
.

,

'Code in the following manner. Select the majof-tehtent descriptor,code in column 71. If 'there is-.no other content source in the activity,
'repeat the code in columns 72 and 73., If there is only one additional
content descriptor, for the activity, code the major content source inboth columbs 71 and 72, and.the second content source in'column 73. Ifthere are three or more content .sourcesv select,the three -that best
describe the content of the activity. $Then select the major Content
descriptor and` code it in column 71. .Do not try to code the remaining41' two content codes hierarchically; code the lowest numbered content

',source in column 72, and the highest In column 73. Note that every
activity must haveva content'code number in.columns 71, 72, and 73.(See Instructions for;Coding Activity Descripta Onto Pink Optical ScanSheets at the god of this memo.)

1. Life Sciences.
from or directly
logical, medical,

The content or process(es),used'is(are) deriVed
related to one of the subdisciplines.of the bio-
or health sciences.

*
2.' Physical Sciences. The .'content or prOcess(es) used is(are)

derived from or directly related to one of the subdisgiplines of
physic's., c.,hemistry, engineering/ or materials sciences.

3. Earth Sciences. The ,content or process(es) used is(are) derived
from or directly'related to one of the subdisciplines,of 4eology,
oceanography,* astronomy, paleontology, astronomy, or meteorology.

4.' Behavioral .ScienCes. ,The content or prgpesp(es)used is'(are)derived from'or directly related to 'one of the ;sciences that deals
with hutan action and arriving at the establishment of generaliza-
tions of human behavior in society,

i.e.`, psychology, sociology,,

anthropology, archeology:

5. Social Science.. The content of process(es) used is(are) detived
froin or directly related-to one of the sciences that deals with the
institutions and functioning of human society and with the inter-

, personal'relationship.of individuals as members of society, i.e.,
ecdhomics, political science.

v.
, , '6. Huranities. The content or process(es) used is(are),derived from

or is(ar)'directly related to history, fanguages, literature, andph4osogy. *

. ,

7. Fine Arts.. 'The content, or process(es) used is(are) derived fromor is(are)
4
oirectly related to subjects for which aesthetic pur-

poses arj:prfmiy or uppermost, such as painting,' sculpture, draw=ing, architeaure, 'music,' ceramics, dance, drama, or landscape
,arcliitecture."

207



a 8. Mathematics. )0mr-content or process(es) used is(are) mathemati-.

-' .

9. Other. The content or process(es) used does(doi not fall into
one of the above categories.,

.2 E. What students do in the activity. This category is used to
code the central "doing" that students engaged in as they used the
activity. An activity may have more than one "doing." Three, two-digit
codes will be used to describe what students do. Each "doing" must be

.critical to the achievement of the activity goals. In some activities
there are several of theseA"doings." For example,.-in "Strange Fossil"
(KNOWING), constructing is'the most necessary "doing." It is one thing

.the student must" do to:, get the "gist" of the activity. Note that we
are not coding far outpmes, but for what the student does.' Creating

Would be a second descriptor, as the student is to create .a restoration
from which deductions are to be made. Without the creation, the-intel-

lectual purpose of the activity is ,lost.. Note that the focus of the
activity can be captured by these two descriptors. There is reading in

the ',activity about fossils, but the reading is limited. We may not be
able to code for all the characteristics of each activity,- only one,
two, or-three, just the most important "doings."

Some categories are self-evident and, therefore, will have litited
definitions; as these categories are used, more precise definifiong may

loe developed for%them. Deciding a primary or secondary "doing" would be
. difficult and probably arbitrary. The three codes for each activity
will be descriptors without weight or precedence. In coding, the lower
number will always be coded first, the next higher number, second, and
the highest number, third. In this way activities With-the same

. "doings" will have the same code. If an activity has.Aonly one "doing"
it Will be triply* coded for that characteristIO. If Only two "doings"

are assigned, the 1Pecond "doing" will be ,repeated, but wIll'not be
evaluated as a weighting.

, Appreciating. A noncognitive act 'of positive awareness or poi-
tive recd ition of some object or event.

Calculating /Computing /Graphing. A single category in which one
of more of these operations is central to the conduct of_the activity.

Constructing. The
lk

student muse build, put together, or in some
other way con LUL. t something in order to carry odt the intent of the' ,

activity.
.

Creating. The preparation of something novel, when the student
is asked to produce a novel product and no give criteria for judging
whether the product is the "right" product. (

.410- 4
Deciding. Includes decision making, coming to a choice among

alternatives for a course of action, and arriving at a.concensus by
group. A deoisiOn usually implies action or potential action.

J
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a

I

...Experimenting. The student' must gather data systematically under
specified conditions. Variables,or controls need not be specified. Itdiffers from Informatiot Gathering (below) in being systematic and

:. 1
controlled.

-.1.p
.

IntervieWipg. Conducting.ond or more interviews is an essential
part of the activity.

s.
, c

.

Listening/Watching. When the.itudent uses a sound-slide program,
. .sound filmstrip, or sound film. ,,

Nurturing. When students are caring for plants and/or animals
over a period of days or weeks, where nurturance is..an essential compo-
nent of successfullly meeting the activity.focus.

:Reading. When a booklet or book integral) to the activity must be
readfor the student to do the activity successfully. Activities withlong internal- narrative,Such as "Time Travel IntO the Paleozoic," woulAbe coded once for reading.

Listening. When the activity depends on the student listening to
a tape recording, recordestkhosOpe,

or other sound device.

'Valuing. includes the decision\that A is of more worth or impor-tancee than Be .:'It is comparative anebore than two alternatives may becompared. The of the compariSon must result in a higher valueon tine of the alternatives.
.

Watching/Viewing. Includes the use of silent film, film loops,flat pictures, overhead transparencies, slides, filmstrips with nosound,' wall charts, and posters.

information Gathering. Measuring, t counting, taking photos,making, prints of objects, diagramming, sketching, ddscribing, andrecording observations in natural settings are examples of data gather-ing. It differs from experimenting in that data gathering takes placein naturalistic environments with no attempt to randomize; to sample, orto control variables..

In-summary, each activity will be Coded for one, two, or three
"doings." These codings will be two-digit numbers, coded in columns,78and 79 on the optical scan sheet.

.Instructions for Coding activity Descripta
. onto Pink Optical Scan Sheets

k

Each activity you are te.code has an optical scan sheet alreadycoded for the basic data, and, perhaps,.other data. The descripta willbe coded in columns 69 through 76. The coding ogtibns for each categoryare shown.below,

216
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Code 'Column

A. Major Activity Focus 69r-

Craftsmanship 1
_t_ _

Affett 2

Cognition 3

Craftsmanship and affect 4

CraftRmanship and cognition 5

Affect-and cognition ,6

Craftsmanship, affeCt, and cognition .7
,

Not codeable into the above categories 8

B. Types of Knowledge 70

Figurative 1

.0peraliye- (Concrete):

I. 4 Otion of Classes 2.

III-IV. Multiplication of glasses:
A. Intersection 3

B. Correspondence 4

V. Seriation 5

VII-VIII. Multiplication of Relations:
A. Intersection 6

B. Correspondence 7

'Formal Operative 8

Not cOdeable ,into the above categories 9

D. Content of the Activity
Biology

,' Physical Sciences

Earth Sciences o

Behavioral Sciences.
s Social Sciences

Humanities'
Fine Arts
Mathematics

, Not codeable. into the 'above categories

E.- What StudentsDo in the Activity

0

71-73
1

2

3

4_

5

6 '_

7

8

9

74-75; 76-77;

78-79

Appreciating, 11
v %

Calculating' 12

Constructing, 13

. Creating. 14

Deciding'. , t 15
I

Experimenting "16

Interviewing 17.

Listenjn'/Watching 18
to

Nurturing . '19

Reading 20

Listening 21

Valuing 22

Watching/Viewing. 23

Information gathering 24

'Not codeable into th4e above categories 25

211
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SECTION IV' RESEARC4-1 STUDIESAF SCIENCE INSTRUCTION
, IN MIDDLE AND JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

CHAPTER'l

'..SCOPE AND PROCEDURES

.

The go4of this phase of the study of middle and junior
scienceschooling'was twofold. First, a comprehensive bibliography_of
°research to be developed. Second, a topic (or topics) was selected for
analysis and synthesis and' a report written summarizing the research. .

t

The intitial bibliographic search covered papers published between
January.14-1960 .to December 81, 1980. Research prior to 1960 did not
reflect the impact of the national commitment to improve' science
education. In the 1960s, researgb studies had'begun to reflect the
availability of computers for statistical analysis, which changed the
kinds of studies that could be done. The bibliographic search included
primary research sources only and limited the school context to middle
and junior high schools, the grade levels to grades six through nine,
and the student ages to ten to f;Eteen years.

B.
A middle school, for purposes of this study, wad defihed as a

school administrative organization including two or more grade levels.
Generally, thisbindluded grades six ,through eight, but in some circum-
stances, grade five. Junior high schools were defined as school organi-
zations with grades seven, eight, and nine.

The assumption was made that school context might influence the-
outcomes Of research. For example, studibs of sixth gradefs in a middle,
school science program might not be generalizable to sixth-grade science
programs in elementary schools. Studies of student attitudes toward
science in junior high schools might produce a range of results that
differed from student 'attitudes toward science in a middXe school.
These conjectures might not hold, but the initial plan was to identify
school. context as a potential variable and Ito conduct any analyses
within.each context before making analyses'across contexts.

Literature Search

Building as comprehensive and exhaustive'a bibliogtaphy as possible
web the first task. Initially, a computer search of the ERIC system was
made using the parameters of the study as concepts in the, search.
Searches were also made of-Volumes 15, 16, and 17 of the_Journal_of

___Research- in-Science Teaching: and of Volumes 63 and 64 of Science

213.
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Education. Papers that fell within the parameters were;ddded to the
bibliography. Papers cited'in.the selected papers that appearedto be
relevant to the study also were added. When these citations were
matched with the output of, the computer searches, it became evident that
'the computer searches were not complete enough to be the only technique
`used in developing a comprehensive bibliography.

Dissertation .Abstracts was searched, through Lockheed's DI
system, using the same general techniques as those used with the ERIC
data base. The following bibliographies were searched for additional
publications and papers:

Helgeson, S. L. Science Education, A Dissertation Bibliography.
Ann Arboc Mich.: University Microfilins International, n.d. ,(Lids
dOctoral.dissertations.frdm 1950 to May, 1977.1

hellgson, S. L., Howe, R. W., and White, A. L. Science Education,
Abstracts and Index from Research in Education, 1966 to 1972. Wirth-
ington, Ohio.: Education Associates, 1973:

Helgeson, S. L., Hbwe, R. W., and White, A. L. Sciencs'Education,
A Bibliography of Abstracts froi Resources in Education CRIE1, 'from
1973-1975. Columbus, Ohio.: Sciences,'Mathematics, and EnVironmental
Education Infoymation Reference Centex, n.d:

Table % Distribution of
doctoral dissertations
concerned with science
"subjecfi taught in middle
and junior high school,,
1960 through

Year

1980.
;.*.

"f cum f
1160 3 3

019 61' 5 ,8

1962 6 14
1963 '' 2 .16

1964 7 23

1965 17 40
1966' 23 63

11967 22 85
1968 31 116
1969 13 129
1970 33 162
1971 27 189
1972 36 225

1973, 22 247
1974 21 268
1975 18 286
1976 29___ 315
1977 26 341
1978 28 369
1979 , 13

1980 17 J9

'213

This literature search,
resulted in a tentative bibliogra--
phy of 399 do-choral dissertations,

169 periodical articlegs, 9 techni-
cal reports, and 7 'unpublished
papers. Table 1 shOws the distri-

- bution by- year of doctoral
dissertations cited inn" Disserta-
tions Abstracts International.
Relatively fe4 -doctoral studies
were devoted to these subjects
until 1965, with a peak number of
studies.,completed'in 1972. Half
of, the studies foUnd were cited
between 1972 and 19801 The period
1972 .to` 1980; Showed variation,
with a range of 19. The last,two4
years reflected a decline, proba-
bly representing the decline' in.
doctoral ,students in science
education:
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Table 2. Distribution of
periodical papers concerned
with science subjects taught

: in middle and junior high
schools, 1960 through 1980.

Year ,

1960

1961
1962

1963
1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

° 1970

1971
1972

1913
1974
1R75
1976

1977
,* 1978

1979
.1980

f

0

1

2

5

.3

,4

2

4

3

8

9

5.

10

7

14

10

16
. 20

21

21
1

. bum f

0

1

3

8

11;

15

19
21

25

2ff

36

45

50

60

67

81 .

91
107
127

148
169

Topics Selected for Investigation

9

The periodical literature
° showed .i different pattern. -

Table 2 ,shows- the number oE
studies published each year from'
1960 through 1980. Half 'Of the

. papers were published in 1975 or
later. These dati'how a steady

increase`ncrease'since 196d. Ithis
increase in the numbeF,ofresearch

c
-..

studies .concerned with science_
teaching. and- learning of early

adolescents is most discouraging.
...However, if this pattern is

directly related to support of

research On early adolescents bl
the National Sci2nce Foundation, -,
it mac be
phenomenon.

' These various searches, pro-
duced the bibliography at the end
,of this section. Most of the
actual papers. have..nox been used

' to ascertain if their substance

actually meets the. Criteria for
Inclusion ii the bibliography.

e o

review of the.citations and of the reviews of science eduCation
research published in Science Education led the investigator Co ,

sdiecttwo'topics for further investigation: test analysis and inquiry.

Text analysis was chosen because of the continuing prevalence of the,
text as the dominant curriculum material for science teaching in middle

and junior_-hfgh schools. Also, the text analysis wad not a prominent
topic in published reviews of research in science education.. Inquiry

wAs selected as a possible topic because of its apparent limited use in
"-the schools, as reported In Section II of this. study, as well. as its
Ab.pciCy by many science educators and its apparent effectiveness in the

A.classroom (1).

New searches using DIALOG were conducted on the ERIC, Doctoral
Dissertation, and PSYCINFO data hasps. These searches used additional
concept terms such as texts, comprehension, text II analysis, inquiry,
discovery, and related terms. Both of these searChesproduCed new
citations. Papers, microfiche, and microfilm materials were obtained
for text analysis and inquiry. Time was available for completien of,the
studY-of,research in text analysis that makesiv'the.first chapter of
this section:-

t
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4P.

4. A

The ERIC Land Dissertation Abstracts fndiCes ere searched using a
set of science descriptorb,' middle'or-junior-hi:4 schoofi, and specified
grades five thrciugh.nine._ ,These sets of deecrip ors were then combined
with a set of ,textresearch,:contentc and eval ation descriptors
produce the final set of search concepts.. The yield from this search
was 21 doctoral dissertations,' Ten of these dissertations had not"been
found in the initial _searches for research -§ttidies using identical
descriptors except for those regarding text research. Through addi-
'tionaesearches of the bibliograii)hies'of papers and dissertations and of
reviewscof relevant research known'to the investigator, a set of 50
papers was 'ssembled for the:review of text analysis research that
involOed'middle and junior high school texts and/or students.

.40

11,

*.p
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CHAPTER 2

SCIENCE-TEXT MATERIALS FOR EARLY ADOLESCENTS:

: A REVIEW OF RESEARCH

.

The textbook continues to be the major curriculum source for

instruction of middle and.junior high scleot students in science. This
review summarizes current knowledge about text materials from the
research literature published within the last two decades. Rather than
reviewing all of the research that could be found, the investigator
chose to build on the tTgad base of published reviews of the literature
on this subject and to incorporate research repOrts dealing specifically
with students- in grades six to nine. Due to lack of specificity of
school contexts, .students may have been in elementary schools in grade
six'and in senior high schools in grade nine some of theiresearch
reported. Wheraber possible/ school context was indicated to avoid
confounding interpretations by ssuming that school contexts were of no
consequence.

O.
%

In their "A Simmary of Re
Ragan, and' Sherwood (2).concl
skills can be summarized as fo

lb.

search in Science Education--1978," Gabel,,
ded, that studies on reading and language
lows:

1. Contrary 40 previous research, no positive relationship was found
b tween science instruction using the science process skills and

2.
3. mg level of

reading achievement of young children:
Reading and science achievementare positively related'
Readability fOrmulas can be usedeto-assess the rea
science texts with good ac
Pictorial diagrards m
to cause an incre
Textual mater

4.

5.

CY-
ot- enhance textual- material

in achieement.
s witIta,high'kinetic.structure ar

than those with -Mess structure.

In another summary of text research, McDonald-R0
that the past decade of studies had reinforced, but not
standard procedures of curricular design. This-may,be t
lack of fruitfulness of many research. questions. McDon
that there'is a."notable lack of how7to andwhen-,to/wheu_
don" that can be supported by reaearch that .Would as
texts and other instructional materials.

sufficitOly

ore i effectivea

s (3) indicated
raniformed, the
e red4t1Of the
d-Rosdfrobserved

not-to informa-
ist writers of

t
In his review of science education research 'for.1979, Butts (4)

,- found only 22 studies that were concerned with the "Learning context for
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emerging adolescentS" that considered content or methOd of 'instruction.
Within this category, he found liinited evidence that content and
instructions k strategies have, different influences on students of dif-
ferent charaeterisiics. His general summary'was that instruction inspeciffc content increases achievement and that Some instructional
strategies were'related-to achievement, attitud6S, 'and outcomes. Inthis review, content and strategies of instruction "can be defined athe science curriculum" (p. 378). Advance organizers, graphs, andsimulations were categorized as -instructional strategies in somestudies, and the total science curriculum was similarly categorized inothers.

o
4

Butts pointed out 'that the confusion in research about classroom
learning may be cau d by the independent' variables being too global and
too unspecifiedto recisely identify treatments or effects. Someday,direct observation f What students do in classrooms may be more impor-
tant than t4rminal outcomes. f P

.

This current review takes a more restr icted approach by consideringonly text materials, either as objects of research or as variables inresearch studiet. This chapter-reports research on five, topics within'
the study of text materials:

content analysis, comprehension, pictorial'
adjuncts or alternatives, supplementary materials, and readability. Itwill be terminated with a discussion of the outcomes of the research
reported and in the potential use of such research for the improvement
of science instruction in middle and junior high schools.

VP

Research Studies of Content ih Science Texts

Five studies presented data and interpretations about the content
of, junior high school science texts. The studies were all empiriodl,
.utilizing checklists, categories and tallies, rating scales, or similar :devices designed by the investigators. Four of the,fkcb studies'are
briefly described in Table 3.

The'
istudy by Janke (5) indicated Similarities in 'which earth sci-

ences concepts were included or excluded. ThA paper examined the
concepts prebented, but not how, or in,what detail, they were presented.
A slightly more det'illed analysis (6) indicated greater variation among
texts when the unit of analysis was "principles." The paper available to
this investigator did not include enough information to determine if
"concept" and "principle" were different co nstructs.

LaDuca;(7) and Yost (8) conducted more detailed,. but limited, 'anal-.yses of science texts *(grades 4 to 9). In both instances, the moredetailed analyses produced greater differences among the texts analyzed
(Table 3). LaDuca found that inquiry- oriented texts did riot use 'the
damp model of inquiry. Yost's findings (Table 3) indicate the arbitrar-
iness of the grade-level placement of content 'ideas in astronomy. in the
texts he analyzed, whether this same arbitrariness 6f grade placement isfound in other content areas needs to be investilited.
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Methodology Findings4 Methodology' L Findings'

.

Date: 1969
Investigator:

''' Henson, I. T.

Purpose of Study:

To" identify earth
science principles.
in 5 content areas,
and to determine if
Alabama texts

.
include these

principles.

P ,

.

.

.

.

.

,

a

dit
..

t
.

.

.

.

1. Listed principles
in astronomy* geology,

physical geography,
meteorology, ocean-
ographi: 4

2. Expert judges .

validardprinciples.

3. Junior high teach-.

ers rated importance
of each principle in
junior high science.

4. Current eighth-
grade earth science
texts used ineAlabama
schdols were analyzed
for inclusion of
principles.

.4.

.

4.

.

7

0

_ --

.
.

4

1. 199 earthscience
principles were
listed.

.

2. Expert judges rated
.121 principles a
essential for under-

standing earth
sciences. .

3. Junior high teach-

ers rated 108 princi-
plea as essential for
junior high science

4. Texts varied
widely.
a. There were seven
times as many meteoro-
logical principles as
physical geography
principles in the
combined texts
analyzed.

'b. On the extremes,
one text had over
seven times as many
principles as

another.
i

Date: 1971 °

Investigator:
. LaDuca, A. -

Purpose of Study,:
To identify teaching
mbdels in teachers'
editions of selected
(5) junior high
inquiry science

texts. .... ,..1_

.

1,

.

.

.

-

,

1:.Studied ten catego-
ries of teacher behav-
iors: closed-ended
questions, open-ended
questions, ten,
relate, know (con-
tent), know (proce-
dere), demonstrate
plan, manage, other.

. .

2. Sentences in teach-

ers' editions were units
of analysis. Over
30,000 were coded.

3. Frequency diatribe-
tions were. prepared
for all texts. '

4. Differences in fre-
quency distributibnaj
were determined by
pairing texts on one
of foer dimensions:

were physical science
programs, were for 9th
grade, were for 7th
grade, were produced
by the.date project.

,

5. Statistical tests
for differences were .

made by the chi-square
test and Spearman rank
correlation coeffi-
cient.

.

1. All pairs were
different (p<.001).

..,

2. By the Spearman
rank correlation
coefficient two pairs
produced by the same
curriculum project
were found to be simi-
lar in teacher behav -

for distribution.

. 3. Three groups were
identified, each inter -

preted as defining a
different "inquiry"
teaching model.
a. Lecture/Dimension
Model
b. Inquiry/Dimension
Model

.

c. Process Management '
Model ,

4. Model "a" was
judged to be seriously
limited in accom-
plishing inquiry
objectives.

.

Bate: 1969' '

Investigator:

Janke, D. L.
Purpose of Study:

To identify a sample
of earth science
concepts rated as
important by experts
for inclusion in X-,
12 science-programs,
and to identify if
these concepts were
included in current

science texts, K-12.'

., ,

,.... '

'On*

.

.

1. Used-thdei panels ,

of adhrllars to prepare
and revise list of
concepts.

-.a

2. Selected randoO
sample of five elemen-
tary science series,
five physical science
series, and five earth
science series for
analys .

.

1. Scholars agreed on
52,eirth'scieylfe
concepts.

'

2. A,majority of the
_52-concepts are
included in:

a. a geireral science
series. ,

b. an earth'science
'text..

C. an elementary
series plus either '

"a' or "b."
d. "a" + lb" + "c."

.

. -

.

Date: 1973
Investigator:

Yost. K.
Purpose 9f Study:

To determine if the
number of studeht
responses to gees-
tions required by -
one text were. the
same'as ihgae of
otters. (Texts were

4th, 5th, and 6th
grade.) $3..,

.

"

.

.

1. The number of
student responses per
chapter ranged from 28
to 90.

2. !Die elementary
text aeries, grades
4-6, were randomly
selected ftom 15
series that were

available.

3. Only the sections
on astronomy were used
in the analysis (9

chapters).

4. Expected student
responses were listed
for each text and
compared.

.

1. 18.6% of the '

responses required in
one text were the same
as those required in
other texts at the

.

same grade level.

2. 33% of the
responses required in
a text at one grade
level were required by

'some other text at
some other grade
level.

.,

3. The text series
tended to have twice
as much in common
across grade levels as
compared to within
grade levels.

H
C

ft

COft
CO

0
1-tt

rt

(D

0
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(D

0
1-ts
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Other Studiet

In a study that was broader 'in its analysis than those discussedabove, Zorn (9,10) critiqued sbven science curriculum programs desi4nedfor,junior high schools. These programs were'the'Earth Science Curricu-lum Project (ESCP), Elementary School Science Curriculum Project (HSSP),Elementary Science Study (ESS), Inquiry Development Program-- EarthScience (IDP), _Intermediate Science Curriculum Study (ISCS),, Introduc-tory 'Physical Science (IPS), and Secondary School. Science. Project(SSSP). Two instruments were developed fof describing And evaluatingthe programs. A "Statement of Criteria". for junior high school science,developed from a review of the literature, provided a weighted checklistof attributes to be considered in examining _these programs. A'rCheck-
d

list Instrument" was developed to indicate the degree to which eachprogram attribute compared in weighting with the Statement of Criteria.The items fdr each instrument, were organized, to assess six areas:methods of stating objectives, methods, materials, content, skills, andrelations to other school levels. Four weights or values were markedfor each item on each scale: ,emphasized,
definitely included,,generallyincluded, not included. The papers cited did not provide. information on,the' content of the two. instruments. Zorn's evaluation was that theprograms as a group provided

a major'improvement'over traditional juniorhigh science programs. In brief, the improvements were: .

4.

1. *moving 'the responsibility for teachers to ,develop their ownpurricula
-

,'2. Providing students with active involvement with science materialsand equipment'
3. Providing up-to-date

resource materials, much' of it in the form ofvii61§--film loops, slide,"and effective illustrations4. Including both processes and concepts. of science and emphasizingconceptual development rather than partial summarization'5. Emphasizing science 'as a part of general education rather than aspreparatidh for senior high school work

Zorn criticized the seven programs for their limited specificationsof objectives, provision for pursuing special science interests, andattention to basil skill development. He observed that the programswere designed for science, discipline in contrast to general science use,the latter being.recommended in the literature for seventh and eighthgrades; The prOgrams also expected, students to be able to' use basic'skills and provided, little assistance to .students those skills did notmeet expectations.

Especially noteworthy was. the value of these new programs as mod-ules that provided a wider range of student
experiences.for learning--such as pictorial guides to activities, concrete experiences, smallgroup pyork--than did traditional programs.

° Mooreig11) used a questionnaire to identify course content topicsrecommended by junior high science teachers in Texas, Texas sciencesuperyisors, and national 'science: educational specialists. He thencompared the emphases recommended across the three groups reporting.
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The three groups were roughly equal on the level of emphasis to be
placed on mostl4fe, earth, and physical science topics. For topics
rated "importai%" or "essential," teachers and supervisors chose about
the same number, but national science educators chose fewer. Similarly,

national science educators designated more topics as "unnecessary" or
"relatively unimportant" than did the other two groups, who were roughly
equivalent. Similar, but not identical, patterns were found in examina-
tion of the questionnaire by life, physical, and earth sciences

,categories. Moore summarized his findings by stating that the junior
high science teachers studied tended to be more concerned with content
coverage than national science education specialists and Texas science
supervisors. This finding is consistent. with data reported by Ross (12)
regarding the high content (sdience terms) densities of the most highly
used science texts in middle and junior high schools.

Significance of, Research Findings

Text differences at the detailed level where it is most likely to
-*impact on student achievement suggests that more and more detailed text
analyses are fully warranted. This is especially needed where standard-
ized tests are used to measure student achievement. Content variability
indicates that any particular standardized test would most likely match
only a single text. Further investigations into content not explored in
these limited studies and comparisons of content with standardized tests
would be important contributions to instruction assessment inter-
relationships.

Zorn's (9,10) analysis of nontraditional texts and curriculum
programs supports the claims of the developers of nontraditional materi-
als that ,peir'products are different from the available texts developed
in the author(s)/publishing housetradition. Differenees.in the method-
ology andSpurpose of this study with the analyses oftexts develoPed by
publishing houses preclude more substantive <omparisons of these two
kinds of science curriculum materials. *

The methodology of the studies utilized here were. essentially
empirical Yost .(8) used an operant approach grounded in behaviorist
'theory, an important depakture from the norm.' New approaches to text
analysis (for example, 13) need to be appliedfto texts used in middle
schools and junior high Schools. Such approaches,are theory-based and .

provide mbrdpowerful systems of analyses than those used here. More
detailed, theory-based analyses of texts, if made availble to textbook
adoption committees, could make-an important contribution to the quality
of the text adoption process and perhaps, in the long term, contribute
to improvement in the quality of texts used for science teaching in
middle and junior high schools. 4
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. Limitations of the Studies

The six studies reported ex ned the content of science texts formiddle and junior high sbhooli or purposes of comparison, one withanother, or for purposes of inferring what science content ought- to beincluded in curricula ebr early adolescents. One critical limitation of
these studies was thatinvestigators did not apply knowledge from commu-r-nications theory, from the content analysis literature, or from linguis=tic theory to improve their methodology.

sA second critical limitation was in analyzing texts for inaSiopri-
ate purposes. A glaring example was the use of experts in subjectmatter-or a concensus from several texts to determine the ideas thatwould be appropriate for early adolescents. This lack of, regard for the
developmental characteristics of early adolescents as a criterion for
considering content selection, despite available knowledge, should notbe repeated the future:

A third limitation of the studies cited was lack of rigor in con-
ceptualizing and clarifying distinctions, such as concept or principle,
that wtre.fundamental to the issues being investigated.

Significant New4Approaches

Recently, new ,approaches to text analysis have appeared, in thescience education literature. Studies relevant to early adolescents andscience' texts designed fot their use have been initiated by AudreyChampagne and'Leo Klopfer and their associates, and by Joseph Novak.

Champagne, Klopfer, De Sena, and Squires (14) and .Champagne,Klopfer, Zasloff, De Sena, and 'Squires (15) developed a concept-structuring analysis technique (ConSAT) as a tool for displaying thecontent structure of text materials that could be used as a standardagainst which student knowledge representations could be judged.* Thisapproach to text analysis and to the knowledg'e structures of studentsrests on, the assumptions that the structure of a subject matter is
represented )in the writings of scientists in journals and advanced textsand "that. knowledge- structure may be conceived, at least in part, as anetwork of concepts and relations between concepts in memory" (p. 2).

A descriptive,, physical geology unit on Minerals and Rocks, within'the Lyell Unit of the Inditlidualized Science (IS) program, was the sub-ject of study. The major thrust of the study was to develop and test- the ConSAT td obtain a measure of changes in student knowledge structure

*The Con$AT can be used as a diagnostic technique, an assessment task to
display students'" knowledge structures, and as a tool for teachingscience subject matter. Thede uses are not germane to th4 subject of
this review.



representatios that could be attributed, td' instruction. In this
.

_ .

review, only the use of the ConSAT as a text analysis system is consid-

ered. The qualitative/ system of analysis represents concepts and

relationi among concepts schematically. Figure 1 shows bhe hierarchical
and transformational relations among 13 words selected from the "rock"
task 7f,the Lyell Unit, Individualized Sciences program.

rock ),

igneous

is

granite

forms

magma lava

iss cta

weathers

to form

in

pumice

/MS

tit a class of

sedimentary

'bile

\o
sediment

Or

forms ,

weathers to form

limestone

L

changes into

class

metamorphic

slate

changes into

of
marble

Figure 1. Integrated structure showing hierarchical and transforma-
; tonal relations of the 13 wpids in the Rock task (15)

The'investigators found this qualitative analysis useful as a tool'

for comparing the content structure of text materials With student knowl-

edge structures. To determine 'student knowledge structures, students
were asked to take the same words, discard those not recognized, and

arrange the remainder on a large sheet of paper to show how they think

about the words and how the words relate to each other.' From the

high

igneous

s'

01110.

low

sedimentary

limestone shale

metamorphic

marble slate

;Figure 2. The hiecarchical classification structure of the section on
rocks, *ell Unit, Indivi*dua0zed Science program. (15)
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o

analybis of text materials and from card-sort task data collected from
students the fnvestigatos derived classes of structure for the Rock
task. a

Figure. 1 shows two types of structured, hierarchical class-
,

inclusion and transformational, integiated'into a single display. The
classification of rocks by class-inclusion and the resulting hierarchi-
call structure is shown separately in Figuke Z.

' .
The transformational, structure is shown independently in Figure 3.

The investigator6 advocated ttle use of the ConSATtechnique as a diag-
nostic and assessment tool, as well as a pedagogical device to help
students develop their analytic skills in- reading expository science
text materials. They do not present; research on this aspect of ConSAT.

,

Difficulties were found in providing an 'integrated structural
diagram for the Mineral task from the same text materials (14:53758).

This finding raiss_questions

magma about 'the utility of the
technique in developing dia-
grams that would display

forms
complex subject matterLexposi-

reliabilities between individ-

tion. or that would yiJld high

granite uals' structural charts.
However, the technique shows

in the cuss enough promise for text analy-
sis (a use not' central to the
.investigators) that it is.

discussed here to encourage
science educators and teachers
to consi'er its use for such
purpose.

\The investigators'
metamorphib --initial procedures, designed

to provide a quantitative
analytic system decvloped from

lava

corms

pumice

the theory of directed graphs
simplified t9, show only the
connections between words,.limestone orartile slate

14

, 4

. -
. wteurree'd

section of the instructional

had hoped. A standard, struci-
ndtliaag6r:we::

they

materials was 'constructed
liniestone shale using the methods of Harary,

1/"," Norman, and Cartwright (16)
.

(Ficiure 4). A sum matrix was_-___91,
. calculated for this standard%,er____ means can change into .

, . , structure. Student knowledge
Figure 3. The-transformational structures, quantified, into

structure .olt the section sum' matrices sere secured
on rocks, Lyell Unit

, from sorting, arranging, and

sediment

shale

A

2?si



justifying the relations among 13 words in the Rock subject matter.
These matrices were compared with the standard matrix by calculating the
absolute difference between the two sum matrices. 6

The investigators expressed dissatisfaction with the information

loss from Figure 1 to Figure 4. The quan'titative methodof analysis
resulted'in a poor correspondence between the qualitative and quantita-
tive analyses. The investigators are, how r, continuing to study ways

to improve the quantitative analysis. C mparisons of sum matrices from

different text treatments of similar eubj ct matter and studying student
comprehension as a dependent variable for substantially different text

structures would seem to be fruitful fields for study.
A

Iigneous

i

magma I lava

[granite'
'Pumice I

rock

sedimentary a metamorphic 1

sediment

[limestone, --{ marble]

['shale' Is 1 ate I

Figure 4. Diagraph pf the relations among words in the Rock section of

the Lyell Unit of Individualized Science (IS)

Novak et al. (17) used concept mapping and Gowan's "V" in their
Learning to Learn project. Concept mapping is a process by which the
science concepts of a topic on text or laboratory. exercises are arranged

hierarchically and then connected by lines labeled to show relation-
ships. 'This technique, grounded Ausubelian learning theory, would

seem to have promise as a basis for a text analysis system. As' Novak,

et al. pgint out,' they "foUnd gapping 'holes' in the laboratory exer-
cises, or when the text presumed that the learner knew more than he/she

actually did" (p. 187). "V" mapping' shows the active interplay' between

.the conceptual structure of the topic as presedted and the methodology
employed by that discipline in the inquiry into the topic. 1

Together these analytic systems might be usedto display sAilari-(

t i-es and differeries among texts or laboratory activities Experimenta-

tion with different, text or laboratory treatments might then be- studied
mbr<e, effectively in relation to student comprehension, achievemeie,, or

other,yariables.

'Acienbe Text Comprehen sion

1. '
.

The Persistent claims of science teachers in middle and junior high
schools that their students cannot read science texts has failed to
stimulate the development of a community of science education scholars
devoted to the study of the comprehension of science texts. Six reports
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of research concernad with comprehension of science text were found that,
used 11- to -14 -year -olds as subjects.

Research Studies

In the earliest study, Blue (18) prepared eight science selections
of approximately 900 words that were different from each other in three'
textual factors: readability score, style of writing, and use of
author's definitions. His purpose was to determine if science reading
compreAnsion was influended by ttwee factors' and to explore the
relatiolship of students' general reading comprehension and science t

'backgrdind to their comprehension .of science materials. For the study, 1
240 seventh-graders were selected randomly fromia suburban community. .A
single 25-item, multiple-choice test was used to Measure student compre-
hension ofqall eight passages.

Blue found that the three textual factors did noresult in sign
icant differences-in science reading comprehension. Science compreh
sion was related to high and loW intelligence-scores as measured by
CTMM, Short Form, 1963. The exploratory data results sdggested
slightly more positive 'relationship between'measufes of general read
comprehension and science reading comprehension than betweemmeasures

f-

n-

he

a

ng

of .

science information and science reading comprehension. The exact con-,
tent of the two- measures of reading comprehension (general and science)'
and of science information would be needed 65 determine whether further
research using these measures is warranted. The constructionist model #
of reading comprehension could be challenged if knowledge brought to the
reading 'task (scienc *oration) that related to the task was not a
significant variable in comprehension.'

.16

The effects of three types of advance. organizers in learning a
,biological concept by seventh graders was investigated by Lucas (1972).
The treatment used an audio, a visual, and a written advance organizer,
and.a control. An investigator-designed achievement test was adminis-
tered at the end of the fo -week treatment. No differences weEe found
adrosi.treatments, nor were thereany interaction effects for treatment,
I. Q., abstract reasoning's ree, or sex. -

Shmurak (19 Middle school eighth=graders in a study to
determine if advance organizers. designed to match student cognitive
styles would produce greater learning andretentionof expository sci-k
ence 'material than unmatched organizers. BacetudentDwas Classified as
having a categorical-inferential, descriptive-part-whole; or relational 'haying

style. Each subject received one of four introductory pas- .'

sages,- abbUt 360 words, that matched,his or her cognitive style, matched
one of the other cognitive styles, or was'a non-organizer.

. Random
assignment, stratified by sex, reading Ability, and cognitive style,was
made, to treatment groups., Students were given one introductory passage_
and an 1,a00-wdrd expository 'passage about the action of insulin. A 20-
itei6 multiple-choice test was administereU immediately Alter the read-
ing and'again one week later
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The,data did not'support the hypothesis that a match of organizer

style with cognitive style would produce greater learning and retention.

Cognitive style was shoWn to .have a relationship, to learning and

retention for boys only, with a disadvantage for boys with a relational

cognitiiie style. . ,
,

Rivers (20) investigated the relationship between the use of ISCS
materials as 'a_ reading course and gains in reading -comprehension and
vocabulary. Two content groups, one traditional science and one ISCS,

and one treatment'group, ISCS-Reading,CoUrseimwere established. Intact

seventh-grade classes in'three schools, were administered,a standardized
reading test as a .pretest in the fill ad6 an alternate form.as arsost-

test in mid-year., Teachers of 'the-ISCS-Reading Course were given a

short workshop on special reading instruction. Analysis of.covariance

indicated that both ISCS groups made significantly (p':05) higher mean
gains in both comprehension and vocabulary than di4,the studenp in
tr4litionai' science. DescriPtive,analysis indicatedi'tftat,most of the.

differences in gains betWeen groups were made bystudents .reading beim)

grade level. Adapting ISCS for reading, instruction did not-,;seem to

warrant the effort.

Holiday, Loose, and Whittaker (21) predicted that students who were
low in verbal abgiby and who were given a science text would out-
perform students with low verbal ability who were' given the same text
with adjunct verbatiestudy questions and that students,with nigh verbal

ability would not be,differentially affecled.by either 'treatment. In

this carefully. done- ATI study the invest4gators found that verbatim
study questions adjunct to a science text were disfunctional,-especially

for students with low scores onla verbal ability test. High verbal

ability students either circumvented or were unaffected by such

questions.

Karahalios, Tonjes,' and Towner (22)' proposed that prereading

instructio in the form of advance organizers would enhance achievement.

In a s
tone of

1 rural school, 76 seventh-graders were randomly assigned to

hese treatment groups.
./

Read the chapter and answered.questions at the end.
Skimmed the chapter, attending to major heading vocabu-
la6, terms in boldface or italic type prior to.reading'
the chapter and answering the,questiont:
-Studied a written handout that explained the major con-:

cepts using a simplified vocabulary plus. a repeat of
instructions for Group 2.

o
A one-weeklbnit on the measurement.of mass and length was the topic

of study. All groups were given an identical multiple-choice test
covering the materials in the text at the end of Ehe.week. A signifi-

cant difference, was found among groups (F 2,227 = 4.93, p .01) and on
individual.compartsons'(Scheffe Test) between groups:1 and 3 (p

Within the'limitations of the'small sample size and lack of control of
prior knowledge,. the inveatigators, concluded that advance organizers
increased mean performance in achieveMeAt.

Group 1.
Group 2.

gioklup "31
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Schulz (23) also studied the effect'd of advance organizers on
learning concepts of energy transformation, photosynthesis,,and respira-
tion with sixth graders. Evidence about the role.of.advance organizers
in facilitating learning was inconclusive.

Significance of Research Findings

The study by Holliday, Loose, and Whittaker (21) was the only
theor -grounded study in. this group and hopefully points science educa-
tion research in the -direction of joining with and building on the

ltimpo ant contributions being developed in cognitive science. Their
findinirof the differential effects of verbatim study questions on stu-

..

(--
, dents witWlow and high verbal abilities is especially important. If
this finding is replicable across. subject matter fields with early ado-
lescents, the commonsense practice of, using verbatim adjunct study
questions with text would be highly suspect. The9ry-grounded research
on comprehension ofexpository scirance texts by early adolescents would
seem to have greater promise than the use of a fragment of Ausubel's 1theory of meaningful v41 learning that separates advance organizers
from subsumption theory and concept forMation. .

Reviews of text
(24) and McDonald (3)
theoretical basis for
No citations from the
in these review's. It
the near futgre.

comprehension research; such as that of Mcainkie
cite a large body of literature that (provides a

'science education research in text`ext comprehension.
leading science education research journals appear
is hoped that this state of affairs will change in

6

Pictorial Research Related to Science Initruction

Holliday (25) prepared a critical analysis of 73 papers and books
7'concerned'Ath the, effectiveness of pictorials and graphics as communi-
cation media for science-education-. Hepresented four general
recommendations directed toward developers of instructional materials inscience that could be supported iby empirical evidence. Although itcould be stated in 1973 that pictures, in conjunction with related
materials, could facilitate recall of a combination of verbal and visual
information, more °empirical evidence is needed to' fully, support the
.claim. There was enough research evidence to indicate that the "prefer-
ence for certain types of pictures by udents ancleachers might not. be'
a reliable predictor of optimal pictSre types as defined by student
achievement" (p-4210).

..

The research cited by Holliday pointed out complexities of what
seems'.to be,.intuitively, a simple problem. 'The interrelationships ofpfctpre types, picture sizes, subject-matter'presentation formats,, and
learner characteristics world. seem to require carefully'planned; inter-
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related studies with standardization of pictorial replications and

materials. Holliday suggested that aptitude treatment interaction

studies would seem to hold promise for contributing to more reliable
instruction decision making;

Research Studies

o

\ Holliday and Harvey (26) examined the effect of a science text
description in comparison to the same .description plus adjunct labeled
draiwings. The question was studied using density, pressure, and

ArChimedes' Principle as science content and adjunct two- and three-
dimensional sdrawings of labeled geometric configurations without

captions.aptions. The posttest required learners to solve a type of
quantitative problem or'to identify descriptions of behavior associated
with fluids under given conditions.

Sixty-one ninth-graders in a junior high school physical science
class participated in the study. The major hypothesis proposed was that
the addition of adjunct labeled drawings to a science text would facili-
tate verbal quantitative learning. Two days viere.uSed, in the study with

A test each day. Students were assigned randomly to an experimental
group (drawing. plus text) or a central group (text only) .

. Differences in test scores between-treatment groups' significantly
favored 'the, drawing-plus-text group. The investigators suggested,

1

however

4
that aptitude-treitment interactions should'be studied to

determ e if differential effects would be found. .

.'

' Holliday, Brunner, and Donais' (27) investigated differential

oognitiye and affective responses made by high school biology students
't ward a picture-word diagram and a block-word diagram. Although the

students were out of 'range by the criterion set for this paper, the
findings of different effects for different learners is important ter
this research. summary. The study produced higher achievement with
picture word diagrams, especially for learners with lower verbal perfor-

mance: Learners with higher verbal performance had less difficulty
learning from verbally dependent materials.

Koran and Koran (28) found results consistent ,with that of

Holliday, Brunner, and Donais with 84 seventh- and eighth-grade students.
They found significant treatment -by- grade -level interactions with groups
'assigned to three treatments using a schematic diagram of the hydrologic

cyble. Seventh graders on the study per ed significantly better in

the two experimental groups containi text plus diagram (one diagram

before, one diagram after, text) t an did eighth graders. Inductive

reasoning scores were positively related to performance in the central
treatment but were unrelated to performance, in both diagram-plus-text
groups. Low ability subjects benefitted,most by .inclusion of the dia-
gram, regardless of position, while high ability subjects performed best

without the diagram.
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McDonald-Ross (29) devotes two pages (with six citations relevant
to science texts) to a review of scientific and technical diagrams in
his 31-page chapter reviewing research on graphics'a'in texts. He
observes that experimental studies in scientific diagrams are'few and
far between. A most important comment made by McDonald-Ross was that
experimental work in this field that will stand up to rigorout cross-
examination is not easy to'do.

Kauchak, E4gen, and Kirk (30)- .investigated the relationships of
"cue specificity," grade level, and ability level to the acquisition of
science content. A "specific cue" group was given a specific question,
such as, "In what temperature did the plants grow most...?" A "general
cue" group was asked to write a description of the results. The control
group cue was that the results were below (in the graphed data).
Results of four experiments with plants-were presented in bar graphs but
not in the, written test. A total of 143 fourth- ,.fifth =, and sixth-
graders were given the same reading passages.'

Textual cues were foun to increase significantly the amount of
information gained from'gr hed materials. To be effective, the cues
must be specific, telliqg sudents the exact ,information to be learned.
There were significant differences due to age and ability, with more
able students and higher-grade-level students performing better. No
interaction effects were found.

Holliday (31) noted that since science education deals with a
re3.atively large ribber of pictorial phenomena. that should, theoreti-
cally, increase the learner's use of imagery; a linguistic-AMaginall-,
process analysis model of aptitudes related to'tre tments and criterion
measures would represent a fruitful means of conceptualizing and evalu-
ating learner variables related to potential, ind vidually prescribed
instruction. The terms linguistic and imaginal refer to the mediational
phase of learning rather than to either the stimulus or response phase.
Holliday indicated thbt, although these mediating processes cannot be
precisely described, they may be similar to Anderson's (p2) suggested
three-step process of encoding prose materials." Koran a'd'Koran (28)
suggested four conceivable mediating Lunctions of pictorial and visualO stimuli.

1. Schematic diagrams that present all structural relationships simul-
taneously may help overcome a limited capability of the learner to
structure and retain a serplence of ideas.

2. When language is an insufficient referent, either because the
receiver bas not learned the concept or because_the concept has not,
been adequately coded in language, pictorials may perform a mediat-

...r4ing function.
3. 'Pictorials may provide a scheme for organizing incoming textual

material and may also have an attention-directing and -controlling
effect as the learner proceeds through related text.

4 When pdctorial adjuncts-occur at the end of text they may stimulate
selective review and covert reorganization of previously processed
material (28:478).
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Significance of Research Findings

A

An. increasingly them-based research ptogram, as exemplified by

Holliday and his colleagues and the prans s beginning to yield prom-

ising results for writers and publishers o cience materials. The work

reported here ang5by previdUs IT resear suggests that high-ability

students perform best in instructional treatments that Save much of the

'organization and interpretation of verbal abstract material to the

learner. Pictorial adjuncts benWt. low-ability.students apparently by
reducing the reasoning,demands. The grade-level difference in pictorial

adjuncts presented ahead of the text readings was-explained by Koran and
Koran (28) as clarifying the text for younger students but having'little

effectiveness for more experienced students. Pictorial adjuncts seem to

facilitate comprehension when they are relevant to potentially difficult

text description.
N.

The differential findings--grade-level and, aptitude' effects-- k,

suggest that simple formulas for pictorial adjuncts usage will not be

possible. The use of these elements of text design, however, cannot be'..

taken lightly. Indeed, theyrelate.to goals and objectives of science

instruction and to the developmental level of students. What is appro-

priate for one goal for one 4.developMental level of students may be

inappropriate for another. A greater and more detailed effort of

research using'early adplegcents,asjparticipants, with careful assess-

ment,of aptitudes, treatments, and'curriculum and school contexts is

required before science materials can tie developed with a pictorial

adjunct research base.',.

Implications for Teaching

Holliday (33) observed that science teachers seem to, spend little

time training students to interpret the pictures and diagrams in science

texts. The middle and junior high scheibl level is an,appropriate time

for this training to begin. Explicit and carefully thought out teaching,

methods for helping ',early adqlescents learn'from science texts would

seem to be an important pedagogical strategy. This learning would

attend- to the interrelations of prose, pictures, diagrams4 schemata,

headings and captions, and the kinds and placement of questions. Empha-

sis could be placed on how these text features are interrelated to aid

learning. The differential values of the various elements for different

individualsi.n4 class would also be emphasized and valued. This empha-

sis on learning from text does not Weclude enabling early adolescents

to learn directly from objects and events in the natural world.

.1

One must think morescarefully, too; about goals and the pictorial

adjuncts in text. For example, 'if the development of reasoning is

accepted as a goal for early adolescent science education, it may be

important to have students make their on diagrams, from prose passages.

Although providing pictorial adjuncts facilitated comprehension by stu-

dents with low verbal ability, reduced reasoning demands may deprive
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these students of ,opportunitiep to'develop reasoning competence as a
tiade-off for comprehension.

t

Readability'.

Readability measures are designed to predict the extent to which
science text and other print materials are likely to be read and under-
stood by a target group of readers. Generally, readability formulas are
more reliable than the opinions.of individual judges (34). Their gen-
eral use by writers and publishers as predictors of reading 'difficulty
-are, helpful in; .the analysis ,and revision of text materials. They do
not, of course, show how these materials should-be written.

Two types of measures are in general use: readability formulas,
such as the Dale-Chall and Flesch; and direct measures, such as the
cloze proCedure. A most perplexing problem in readability research is
to account for the fact that two texts with similar sentence lengths and
word difficulties can be quite different in the ease with which they are
understood. Additionally, texts with identical readability scores can
be difficult for one, reader and easy fog another (35):

.

Research Studies
.

a.

Bennett (36) sought to determine if sixth-grade science texts could
be read by sixth-grade students, if some sixthLgrade texts were easier
to read than others, and if boys and girls differed in theirability to
read the texts. Using cfSze procedure With 999 students and randomly

. selected passages from 12 sixth-grade science texts, Bennett found only
two texts that were readablA by,75 percent or none of the student's:
Only 43.9 percent of the students had passing Scores in the cloze. proce-
dure (75 percent comprehensiOn). Six texts were readable by less than
45. percent of the students. Dale-Chall readability formula scores
placed two texts at grade levels five and six, five:at'gtade levels

seven and eight, and five at grade levels nine and ten.ihere were no
sex-by-text interactions. .. 4 '

Usi/ng,the CTBS,.Clarke (37) found that 300 eighth grade students in
two middle schoold were placed at' reading levels from 6.0 to 12.0.
Students were given,an examiner-made "comprehension test based in samples
froi social studies and science texts. Readability for the texts used
was determined by readability fgrImulas. Cl4rke found that the minimum
reading leydl needea*by'eighthgradetstudents to satisfactorily compre-,

4 . bend their assighed.science texts was eleventh grade. This compared
with a kinimum enih-grade level.to comprehend their social studies
texts. ,.. .

In a related study, Cohen (38)-chose selections from seventh -grade
4.0.. . .

,

. :
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literature, social studies, and s ience texts to examine the effect of
content on cloze test performance of 63 seventh-grade students. The
mean perdent scores on the cloz1 tests were literature, 31 percent;
'science, 37, percent; and social tudies, 40 percent. The Dale-Chall
formula and cloze tests ranked the passages on the same order of diffi-
culty. Multiple-choice tests ove the three content areas' conflicted
with these rankings. Cloze test and multiple-choice-test results
yielded correlations of: social st dies, .35; science, .40; and litera-
ture, .55. Questionnaires for, eac content area to determine student
preferences and reactions to the r ad ngs showed that a large majority
of students reported difficulties ip xading the materials. Poor com-
prehension, density of facts, vocahulary load, difficulties studying,
and lack of interest characterized these difficulties. .

1

1'In earlier studies, Driver (39)\, Kline (40), and Ramsey (-41) found
science texts for fourth through ni th grade to be written at from one
to four grade levels above the gra es they were desigrated to serve.
Rewriting science text materials to oakam's readability formula scores
at the third-grade level increased eading rates and comprehension of

\c

sixth-graders with low, average, 'and above average scores as determined
by the reading test of the Stanford A

I

hievement Test (42).

Significance of Research Findings

The most significant aspect Of the studies reviewed is that read-
ability is still being treated as a property of text materials whereas
the literature on readability has conceptualized readability measures as
an interactive process .of Eeader and prose. Readability formula studies
per se have outlived their usefulness and need to be replaced by studies
grounded in psycholinguistics, cognitive science, or conceptual analy-
ses, such as,ConSAT, and to relate tex, structure to comprehension.

'Alternatives to

Research Studies

Textbooks

Alternatives to textbooks as the centralcurricplum source were
inves ated by Wachs (43), Barrillieux (44;45), and Fisher (46). Wachs
used 14in "source" papers related to tl!e 'subject matter'of a seventlf-,
grade science program°to determine if the source papers would result in
improved understanding of science without affecting science achievement:-
Students were stratified by ability level and sex and thed randomly
assigned to,experimental (source papgrs plus regular materials) or con-
trol (regular materials only) groups. ach student's differenceacpre
(pre- to posttest) On the TOUS test was enalyzed using ANOVA.. Compari-
sons by t-tests of the "net difference in change" (pre- to posttestt

group scores on an'achievement test were used to determine treatment
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effetts. The experimental group produced significantly higher gains on
the TOUS test. Achievement tests analysis produced no differences in
the group. Control for regression effects was not made,.

Barrillieux conducted a' two-year_ study beginning with 42 eighth-
graders to determine the effects of multiple library sources and basic
texts in science instruction in one junior high school. Students were
stratified into "high" and "average" ability levels and randomly
,assigned to treatment groups: a library sources only and a textbook

4 only group. The independent variables used in the study were: ITEb
Test, 2 and Test 6; STEP Science, Grades 7-9; TOUS; Watson-Glaser,
Critical Thinking Appraisal; eight papers written during grade nine;
and 25 oneday observatiOn records of student library behavior.

The experimental group exceeded the control group (14 = .05) on the
STEP test, TOUS, writing mean scores, and on hours speht irr the library.
No significant differences were found on the other indepepdent vari-
ables, but the trend on every measure was in favor of the experimental
group.

Fisher conducted a nine-week experiment. with 174 seventh-graders in
a junior high school to compare the use of science trade books and other
science literature with text instruction. The purpose of the study was
to determine the effectiveness of two ways of integrating the use of
trade books in .0a life science unit on cells, anatomy, and physiology.
Two experimental groups and one control group were included in a post-
test. only. design. One experimental group was free to use the trade.
literature, the second was required to read selebted trade literature.
The control group'was neither provided nor encouraged to use the trade
literature. All groups were divided into "high".and "low" ability sub-
groups as determined by a cloze test'.

o

A locally, .prepared cognitive test (KR20 r =, .84) and an affective
test (KR20 r = .83), were administered at,the end of nine weeks. Exper-
imental groups performed significantly better than the control groups on
the cognitive measure. No analysis' of the affective measure was pre-
sented. The investigator stated that students with high reading ability
responded favorably to the required readings and students. with low read-
ing ability enjoyed free, but not required,'readingb (mean scores, free
55.18, assigned 51.95). 4

- - -

Significance of Research Findings

, /

.

'These' three ,very limited studies indicated that supplementary and
trade resources literature, used with on without ,science texts, resai*Itd.:
in achievement equivalent to or better than when- textst'iterethe',"onli`
resource and generally resulted in better understan4ng=of sciencasAhd
scientists, as measured by TOUS.
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Condlusions and Ilecoimendations

The text the central curriculum resoqrce bsed,by students to
learn science, yet research on science texts, their characteristics and
structures and how these characteristics ad8 structures affect learning
outcomes is limited. The study of science texts designed for early
adolescents is an especially fertile field for research, for reasons
that needs some elaboration. - .

First,' in. most educational "lettings the middle pr junior high
school yekrs introduce students to expository text as a major 'source for

, learning science. This event takes place with little or no instruction
in. the differences between readeri that students have used and this new

-

kind of text. 'Second, the sciences use common terms as names for con-
cepts that-are more restrictive and precise thin the everyday term they
replace. Furthermore,., most science concepts derive their full) meaningg,

within scientific theory. They have both forial and empirical relations
(neaningi) ,withih theory that .cannot be captured by 'dictionary-type-
definitions. For eXample the term "adaptation" can be defined easily,
but the biological' concept "adaptation" derives its, full meaning from
evolution theory or from homeostasiand regulation: Texts can afso
provide opportunities to contribut to, or to completely preclude, the

development of logical thinking.

The.studies reported here suggest that intuitively developed texts
have features, such as graphics, that enhance learning., The casual use
of adjunct questions must be reexamined for effectiveness. The amount'
of content packed into texts'designed for early adolescents seems to be,
much greater than can be understood. by. students., unless science concepts
are reduced to vocabulary terms, presented without the theory from whidh
they deriye full'meaning, and without their,multiple-connections with
other concepts, with scientific principles, and :laws.,

.

Theory-based research ,in text analysis has yielded more knowledge
and generated' more interesting questions to be investigated than the
empirical studies reviewed here. Aptitude-treatment interaction studies
suggest that the design of effective texts, in the future may have to
have greater' differentiation than is-currently availablein the market
place, if learning.opiaortunities are to be maximized for all students.

Text difficulty is'not resolied: by selecting the teXt,with. the
lOWest reading formilla score. In tie- .comparative studies .reviewed, s's

science texts were fOund to be More difficult to read with comprehension
than social'studies\texts, butthey.were less difficult than literature
texts. sComprehensionscan be improved by rewriting materials to lower
readability levels (as measured biformula),:bit there some question

as to the effects- of this 'procedure do interest, and more important,
from a recent. summary of reading research (,47), easy words and short
sentences can make texts hard to understand.

'.The opportunity cis now available for .thbs with a knowledge in

science. disciplines to build on theory for netr research into texts and

.text comprepetision. The dfitical work from cOgnitivg science, content

3 5
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analysis, nguistics, and reading research can provide more powerful
bases, from w ich new research can be conducted. Empirical studies seem
to hold comps atively less promise for future research. Generalization
of research on children or adolescents should be generalized to early
adolescents with 'neat caution. The most significant contributions to
the improvement of,,science teaching in middle and junior high Schools
will come from research,that carefully documents the science content,school context, and grade, levels of students and from research
that, )!wilds on the current research base from cognitive science, or
linguistics.
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i` SECTION. V AND EXEMPLARY SCIENCE PROGRAMS°
. ti

.1=

4:

CHAPTER .lt

OVATVE SCiENCE PROGRAMS

1-

'

I

,- ,-,
.

"The junior high school and be college are the two most vulnerable
institutions since neither' has'made major, efforts to reflect the pres- ,
Sures and challengesAf,the time or, seek new roles" (n78). This ::,''
..description of the junior high, school science situation in 1970 was 'a'
very aCcurateend perc4ptiVe one. The"1960t saw major curriculum deve17,
opment_effats at the elementary and secondary levers with the- "school__ .

in the middle" once again being slighted. The first round of curriculum

. .
development- efforts hpd not stimulated much interest in the development

-:. cf materialeTfor the,'schoolein the middle." The first efforts resulted
in major alternatives for high school science. : These high school .,.

. efforts were closely followed with_ ,many elementary science projects. By .

A. 0.70, a "middle school" movement could be identikied and a great deal
..-ct dischssiOhltwas occurring about'meahingful change for this age level.

_it . , -0

''',..,e A'prospective .synthesis,.-for the 1970s 'wasprovided.by Dr. Paul
tett Hurd in his hbolv'New"Chritculem. Perspectives for Junior High
Sch 1 Science:,Dr. Hurd presentedan alysis of the planned or. extant

7,* innovative prograhs and attempted to outline some of the mistakes that
produced ''failure in earlier. curriculum Avelloprrientl'efforts., at other

ti:
,--, leVe/s;' He analyied 23' 'innovative odOicular model in his work and

described.each in,some detail. Or. Hurd,used the following criteria in
selecting the projects for his reporting in 1070': , 7 0

4
.4. , . .

1.. *They are the result of giouP thinIcing, reflecting discussion' ane
, Vebate among people yith'pecfal interests in junior high school

education. . . . . o
.

'

TheY,are,..experimental in
,

the sense that. they-.Ildfe testedej t..h .

-pupils and effOrte. were made to refine the materialee Seve4a1 of
a.., It : the models re in theoretiCgl, ih that they are new and do not have

supporting durricular materials 'at thin time,' t
I, .

St

-'"i- - 3. tone or more'inriovative,ideas involved, sudhas the rationale of
. r.

D ,..4the'programii: content and organization pftbe-curriculum, mode
teaching,- learning: demands, instiuctional media,%orothe Concept of
laboratoty'work. 40 's . .

. .t4
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-
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A/P

. The innovative programs that Dr. Hurd analyzedwere:

BSCS Human Sciences program
6 .

ERC Life Science ,

Olantitative'Physical,Science 1QPS) '' ,

Introductory Physical cience (IPS) '
Time, Space and Matter (TSM)

.
.Earth Science Curriculum Project (ESCP) ,,

, Univertity of Illinois Astronomy Project ..

1,gttnford University School'Science Project.
Iliquiry Development Program IDP)
Michigan State Curriculum Committee Junior High School Project If

(MSCC-HGCP) ..,
, , - . . ., " 1

Nuffield JAiorSdience,Project
,

`}-,,Elementary Science Study (ESS)
. °., . -,

Mathematins.throu§h Science . ____
Y

.

NpTA,R-12 Science' Curriculum Plan ''''-' ,.
Modern Junior High SchoolScience Manpower Project
Science Teacher'sAdaptabie Curriculum,(STAC)
Pennsylvania-Curriculum Development program

.New York City Science Grades 778-9 Project
.

Project PLAN
°

The eova SchO81 pcience Plan a

Intermediate Science CurriculuM Study
Foundational Approacties.in Science Teaching Project
American Association for the Advancement of Science

6

NO1 4 that, the 1910s have come an& gone, it ie important to reflecton these 23 model projects, ,as,well as, others that arose during the1970s,' and determine their current status and/or impaCt.i This will be'donein a general, way, as opposed to reporting on the. status of each ofthe projects individually. As a.grou0, thelprojects Can becharacter-
.ized and their impact reviewed collectively. .

'
* .

a :.

v.C.--.

.; AA, of,the'innovative programs shasgd the common purpo se ,of chal-lenging ,the,"old" materials and methods' and offered a news curridulum
f, * and/or learning.model. -The rationales and goal statements' for all of

.
. .

;..... thesirmodel prO4rartia discussed the limited view of learning that was so.prevalant inthe currently used soiencetmaterials. API off the programsi.' address4in g new way several of ths,following artas:'.,..,
4. .0.

" /e
.71.. Thechaiacterlstics of the 'learner

-2.. The struotUre of'the science ..afScipiSne fits modes of inquiry0 and/oi'the province ofits:concepts)..
3. The appropriateness of learning processes .

4. '.The-1nstructien and/or teaching mode'
5. , The nature and/or de si gn of, the imstiUotional materials/ . 44

'
VAil-kof the programs were saying that the klence offe ing,for'lOrto .

15- ear-olds, had to be 'more thAn just ,a "vocabulary of sc nce" course.
-4

. T philosophies stated' that in order to represent the discipline ''ofs ilge accurately,' the materials"shpuld invOlve students'irn more 'than
memOrizationof acfence facts, or concepts. There was a general cry.4

for, developing materials that would give to the student an,underetanding
, ,*

'e --'''' lir,
,

,,
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1

a

of the relationshi si between important ideas in science and their' own
experiences- st in the rationales of all- of the programs took
many forms and ac project used different terminology, but the
*feeling" expressed the entire 'group waS and quitEosimilar in
emphasis. Involving .stdehts their sowb i.ndividualizegid learning of
science was comrnon in the cationales of th4 model programp. Emphadis on
science process --skills, stic as obServ- ing and deScribing, were being
designed into the student nr4efials being developed. The processes of
science were being givenPet read an equal . emphasis with the knowledge
orientation of the science found in most of th,e text programs of the
time. 4

4

What were the effects and/or impacts of these model...programs? The
swer to this question is_ complex and _time ',referenced, as are most
cational question's. One can descyibe the impact in-the b1970st the

po ential impact today, and then speculate on. the impact in the future.
The first concrete observatiorq can 3e ma-de -by-7'1Ookrng- at th-e data
rep9ted in the Iris Weiss .stucV of 1977. By .1977, 20of the 23 model.,
piograts (IPS' and ISCS) identified by Dr. Hurd had -made it onto the list .t,
of most widely used materials at this level °(2:B44--45). -3)16-i.s market:-
Oahe impact is certainly noteworthy and cannot be denied. These two
programs did influence the marketplace and *certainly made the Publishers
at this level take notice. Collectively, the other programs'-had major
impact as each 'dented the marketplace or influenced other published .

... materials. None of the other programs, ifowever, had enough single sales
, to make it on the Weiss best-selling ,List. - Optimitically steted, .thd

23 programs served a useful ftinction in the seventies and had a measur-
able impact. .

411

. .
.I. the, glass half full or half empty? It 'is equally safe to say

a that the programs did not, individually or dollectively, take the 'educa- - .tional world By storm4; Nor4 of the programs dislodged the major beSt- a
selling series at this level and, in fact, prObably .did little to "
influence the nature of -the bept-selling series. Thus, one might leglt
imately concrude that the long-term' impact of the model 'projects might
be minimal`; especially if one takes the rumord, of -the fate of IPS .and °'
ISCS seriously,' that ,is, that they will not 'continue to be revised but
rather will slowly be phased out by- their publishers: . ,. (

,.Considering the 19 precollege Iprojects. SUppgrted .by-NSF .between
.

'1975 and 1980, other curriculum development effOrts, and, the 23 projects
described by Dr. Hurd in 1970, the state of the art of sCience education .

at' .this level in 19)11 seems to lead one to an ,,obvious conclusion:. The
.rhettivic *of -a tremendous input of resources into middle aid junior hi*gh

1-
.

_school science during the i970s nevei`<qappenedi Only one 'project (OBIS)
can be added to-Dr., Hurd's 1970 fist (.isin"4 hts, criteria for inclusion) ., t
.as a new project for science att)the middle and jurrior ,high, schopl level

:during the 1970s. In short,, the big movement ..V, do ,something for sci-
ence for the ""schools in the middle," once .agSin, .neyer materialized.
,Thtis, to' judge the effort, as a failure .woulit, not beivalidi Since the
effort never really was lh full' operation.' ,The Nation]. SciehCe F'oundaT .tion did .not publicly' identity the. 110- :to 15-year-ol , as- a.,,,..ptiority
L in their :guidelines Until 197E1.49.; By this ie was bo- lte:0 ,

/
/ , Attacks on the 'ScieAe Ekucation Directorate of NSF in 19 -77 were not ,

, ,. ,
11- . . .

9
t
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weathered well, -and the new foc s oH 10- to 15-year-olds was ,far toolate. It is safe to say that the big emphasis at this level never
received

the, support equal to that given earlier to the elementary and
, secondary projects.

In Summary,"`the impact of the innovative: programs at this level,0. though very. 'real, may well be judged to be minimal in the long term.The best-Serling encyclopedic ("science as a-foreign language") courses
,of 1970 continued to be the.beit-sellers in 1981.

-

.How the impact will be judged in' 1990 is very obviousky dependenon one variablewhat comes next. A. whole group of "teachers a
administrators have been sensitized to .the new rationales and are stilCP
eager,to teach in these new.pax4digms.. What will they have as.support
materials through the 1980s? :Will there be another round of materials
woduced for this use? Or will publishers just'prin more of the old?These are politically laden questions and difficult ones to answer. Thefact seems clear, however, that without Obntinued support for change, itis not likely to occur.

4

_ _ Of the 23 projects Dr. Hurd analyzed in 1970 perhaps one of thepiojects still offers a glimmer of hope as the intermediate model' tobridge the. gap going into the 100s, that' is, the Human Sciences Pro-, tram. _Through a variety of circumstances beyond
description here, this

model program has been unduly delayed in its preparation for the market-
.

i place. If this program,has-an impact when it is, marketed, the delays

i

might be viewed as blessings in 'disguise, since no new model programsare under development in/1981, nor are'theie any plans for any it the.
immediate future. . The Human Sciences.J_Program mightwell

serve as amodels cuxriculumgOing -.into and. .throughout the 1980s. , It was the
largest'curricaum. development effort during the 1970s; apd, as it7 becomes availabl to schools ifs/ he early 1980s, its extremely innova-tine piatuxe miglt-plabe:it'in the position of being the model- for the-foreeeeabte future. Asa large and com&ehensiye curriculum dgvelopment
project,the HumanT-Sbiehces Program Considered many variables in the
,complix.oflteabffing.sclence to 10- to 15-year-olds aftd probably deservesthe billing_ot.the model curriculum for the 1980s.

.,

to-,

- ,

-,
-slAnlyeime willtell,if any publisher in the country can be or wants

to beAmmidftnitlire7 and whether the Human Sciences Program will, be a huge
pacestttingisdccess or'whether it will be judged another federal boon-

. 41o404-:----Cmly tibe. will te'll'Its.fafe,. and only time will determine....-.ightithtr the momentum of the model 'projects developed to this date for
' :s -%midaie'and-junior High schools will'beltniensified,

maintained, or loil:-ddifngthe.l,P80s.
.'
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As .one way of identifying selected aspects' of middle and junior
high school science ins4ruction, announcements inviting educators to
send inforMation abodt their own exemplaryecience programs were placed
in the National ScienceTeachers Association Middle/Junior HighScience
Bulletih and the National Middle School Association Bulletin. 'The
`article in the NSTA publication included the questionnaire in full (a

copy of the questionnaire is fncluded on page 284). The article ih the
,RNSA Bulletin did nob include' the specificquestions. , Respondents to
theNMSA announcement were sent a questionnairedand invited to respond

, to the questions by May 15, 1981.
I

.

Eight responses were weived that are included in the chart on
-

-Page 282, which summarizes res nses to the queAtionnaire. Three of 'the

s

\ .

CHAPTER /
4111

EXEMPLARY SCIENCE PROGRAMS

'

prograMt were for seventh-gza ers, three for eighth- graders, one for
seventh- or. eighth-graders, a one for ninth- or tenth-graders. Three
of the programs were environmental in emphasise two emphasized earth
science, one was a programon developing laboratory skill's, one was an,
interdisciplinary mathematics program, andone a human growth anddevel-
Opment prograM. Most of the programs were developed at the local school
or.school districpleOel.

s
. In addition to theqe identified progEams, the' articles about the

study'prompted.seven inquiries,requesting'information about Elle results
of the study. These'responderks:were seeking IA:formation about exem-
plary stiente schooling for-middle-and. junior hi4h-sehOols.

fif

4

'
e
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I. What is Myles* of your
course (program)?

.

..P

. o

iletegio409Y '.
. ,

* .
.

.

Synergy

.

ESCAPE-Epvironcental Science
Concepts and Processes-Enquiry

a

Basic Science Skills in a
General Science Program

.

.

2. What student population' par-

ticipates in the course
(program)?

- '

Age 12-13, Grade 7 .

.

e

Age 12-13. Grade 7, above average
students

Grades.7-8, all ability groups . Grade 7, honors, average,
modified (slow)

04P. 7 .

3. What arethe main goals are the
Program? ,

.

b

..

.

- s '

a. Describe main components of
, weather .

b. Explain how air mosses, fronts,

and cyclones relate to weathet ,matics.
c. Read and interpret weather

instruments -

d. Explain formation of pressure

areas, thunderstorms. hurri-
canes, tornadoes

/

.

(cohasts on 'Wilding thrte-diraen-
sional models and relating them
to different disciplines (matte-

science, social stugies,
art). Based on the geometry of '

R. Buckminster Fuller -

.
.

%

0

cr. .

.

7o assist stddents in beaming
scientifically literate citizens.
To unify important concepts,

procesies, phenomena, and per-
sistent,problens of stience

\-

..,

e
.

To teach

a. An appreciation of scientific
thomght and methods

and c
b Basilinciples of biology

stry

c. Scientific vocabulary and ter.
sinology .

0( Basic lab skills

j Organizational skills
f. Basic laboratory report- writing

techniques

g. American Red Cross Basic First
Atd

.

4. What published patertals, if /
any, do you use'

.

.

.-

.

Spaceshlarth/Earth Science,
.

Synergy, Gerry Segal. Dents
Franco, Board of Education, New
York City *

.

.

A variety of texts can be used. iraulti-text

.
.

' .

'

,

approach Some are
Interaction of Mn and va Bice.

Joseph Jackson, MT'drrarS.
1973, Section 9.-metther

.

.

sphere, Rand -FIcrinCy

Physical Science and Life Science,
Holt, Rinigin-f Winston
Conce.ts andlChallenges in Physical
c enc e, Cebco

Science Is Eiplatning, Scott,Fors-ro
S. What published eatertals, If

any, do your Students use'

a

Same as 4

.

.
r

e

Students use r-developed
materials and 1 ependent library
research. .

,.

A variety of materials are used.

.

I
Same as 4

.

6 What unpublished matertal are
used? ,

-

Samole rksheets, weather charts,worksheets,
inclpded , ,,,,,,

.
'

Buildings Stand Up," teacher-
developed lesson materials '
incIdded °

,

Unit 1 tncludid, 18 units are
available

Teacher - constructed hantoutS.
',

puzzles, games, lab expirimentS...
models of scientific equipment7. How was Individual teacher . X

-
.

Originally -1
s

2 teachers
the :

School committee
X

, course

(program) gtstrict committee

developed? 'Skate Drug ram < . .

'"..

& Other ,

-

Now team of teachers using
resource persons

.

.

,
,

B. How long has the course

(program) been in operation?
S years 4 years

o.

1973

le
7 '. rs, frequently revised

.
yea

9. What CM. Laboratory
ponents expetimenti

. X,

.

41(iince

X

..

X .

X
are

Other 'hands on' o X
X ' X

included
in the Field investigations\

X
X

. Xcourse individual tpiits
X(program)?

Textbook reeding°--
gad exercises .

5 7
5 5 '

aOther reading
r Library books .

Library research
.

- X Libraryo
Small group

,
discussions -

'

,
. X

.

. 7 : Other
,

4 X -
.

Note-taking sCiente projects '

4 .

19. Briefly describe one of your
favorite leitntng experiences
included iq the program.

1

,
iroJeckUp, DO and Away.' Stu-
dents unch Post cards attached
to helium- filled balloons. When
urge are returned, distances ire
measured. Exercise relating teen -
peratures and barometer readings
also included.

Lessons fees The World of Nathe. A fieleztftp expertince4o.local f
aquatic and terrestrial ego-
systetts climaxes each grade level,

.

.

.

The written lab report, is the cut-

mmoungyma4wity; students are
called a9811 0 use all the skills
Teemed during the year. The
ftudents set hOw all.the various
other units tie together.

mattes, JamesirreTiCan

.
4,

11. Whit characteristics identify
the program as being out.
standing?

-

Students are ;sued at the dis-
Lances the balloons and cards
travel.

t

Studnts are exposed to a holistic
view, see inteeponnections between

exposed to_ latest
scientific findings '

.

.

Unified Science Approach, 14
sequenced unitst.unft rationale
and objectives; program evaluation
%Wel; student choice; environ-
mental awareness; integration of
concepts andlCocesies

Feedback from upper level teachers:

students better prepared in basic
concepts and lab skills.'

f

'.,...
12e Who fs the contactiSerson Yor

further information? .

Daprge Probaslo
Arapahoe Public SChooll '1'

1102 Cherry St.

Arapahoe, Neblzke 68922
(

..

Ellen Goldstein
... o

348 W. 48th St. ,
New York, N..Y. )0036

. '

Rourke .. --
WE Demonstration Center

San Creek Junior High School
329, Sand Creek Road.

41bany New York 12206

Andrew OePin0. Jr.. or
Deborah Solomon

oScience Department
Kosciuszko Junior HIgh.pieel
170 Elm St. '''.

Enfield. Connecticut

o r

,
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O

Earth Science '4

, ,

i- -

Environmental Problem Solving

'

o
.

Hunan Growth and Development
,

,
.

se

Science. Energy. and Environmental
Change .

'

3 Environmental

2 Earth Science Meteorology
ra1 Labotory Skills ,---

1 Human Growth
1 MathInterdisciplfeary

'

trade 8. gifted and talented

.
'

Grade 8. average and above
-

.

'Grade 8 S
, .

Grades 9-10. average and below
3 Grade 7
3"Grade 8 2. .

1 Grades 7-8
1 Grades 9-10

a. Provide basic skills
b. Develop basic concepts in

earth science
c. Pursue own interests via_

investigations

)
'

.

. \,.

,
a. to develop an awareness of how

individual and collective
actions influence quality of
life and of the environment a

b. to develop knowledge and skills
necessary to investigate envies
es/mental issues and to evalu-
ate alternative solutions

c. To develop skills necessary to
take positive environmental

action

" ...

to give'Bth graders opportunities
to

a. Learn about themselves as ,

unique individuals

b. to care for themselves
properly

7
,
,

A p ..

.

to make students aware that
A. The earth's resources are

limited
b. That there are alternatives

to consuming all these
resources

°
.

. .

D

.

1

Science and Children

...

leaching Environfental Education. Not given
.

.

-

. .

.

None

I.

.

.

.

.

H.R.Hungerford. 8.11Pey-g73.--t
Weston Welch. Portland. Maine. 1975
Understinding Basic Ecological

ErsafiktilleArciiii
ince gest I

.

oncepts. karry-117Tomera.
. Weston Watch. Portland. Maine

.

Earth Science. Holt; S ceshi estigatIons and Action Skills Scholastic Science World. Current Materials being considered for
publication

r.

.EITIVtarth Science. Houghton for Environeentil-PF517.-nrill. Health. Inv-Mrains Your
liffffin . Kigerfori, et 43.7W:es Pub-

lishing. Champaign. Illinois

raiiiRTets from various&i)5----
related organizations

None

'

Mom Not inclu'ded

.

Teacher-developed
4
ma- terials

, /

rf X . ' x - S

. X - X . c. 3

a . x - 1

. ,

- .

,

.

.

. .

?

.

3 years ,

1

3 years
1;

pymats
.

2nd seoistet

X
,

X
.

6

X .
Information

X 6.---...\ s

.

X X . .

- X
not

X 3!

6.X
.

x included X

Newspapers. science periodicals LibrZygesearth 4111.
!library.°

,

,

I

.

.
.

and h 3

.

.

Small group excursions into the 0;mmunity PrIslipatacollection;values clariffcatton exercises' ' Energy surveys,

A teem of 2 students takes one
content/activity and drolops the
activity for use in 3rd or 4th

grade classes. All materials and
Instructions must fit into a shoe

box.

b
Autonemsut research carried out by
each student. A contractual form
is pirovidedtO be a basic guide-

line for eacI-siUdent. A seminar
format is used'in whichiaudents
chafe information with Deer
studgnts and Nth faaslty. . ,

.
Information not included

.

'

.. .
.

the home energ.\survey ('''
a ,

.
,

A
1

.

.

t

.

.

.

4

Student involveent: students
1srt* freaks to es* their own

talents; extensive group work
alias greater interaction Nth- -

opt sacrificing baste goals
&

Behavioral objectives communicate
clearly to students; interdisci-
plinary nature; providing skill
training in environmental literacy

4 :t

Information not included

.

. >ill

kpractidal program for students
who will not go to college. They
will findrout how to make a house
fuel-efficient andirething about
business costs.

V

,

-

RYAS 600
*stuffing Middle Schoolecir
Gifted and talented 1.'"

litlunukat Public Schools

P. 0..*rager ICC
Milgaukag. Wisconsin 63201

.

irudi L. Yolk
229 W. Carroll, Apt. I -..

Macomb. Illinois-61455

.

.

Donald J. Beaudette
Hooksett Memorial School /
Daniel Webster HighwesMorth
Hooksett. New Hampshire 03106

, .

g

James Martino
Talawanda High School
Oxford. Ohio 45056 ( -

.

. ,

.

I

'

ei

at
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STUDY'OeMIDDLE ANDJUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE SCHOOLING

by Mary C. McConnell

The Center for Educational Research apd'Evaluation (CERE) of the BSCS
is currently engaged in,a National Science Foundation-supported Middle and
Junior High School Science Schooling Study. One aspect oftbe study in-
cludes the identification of exemplary middle school and junior high school
science.programs across the nation that are .specifIcally-designed to meet
the needs and characteristics of early adolecents and that are.in keeping

, with current,trends-in science education.

If you have such a science clat(svr pro§ram.that you are proud of,
please take a few moments to ansitierqn following vestions about it. Data
received will be incorporated into the-study. Results from-the study will:
,be included in a final report to the National Science Foundation and will
Am.:reported in a variety of professional publications. .

A

I. Whatois the name of your program?

_What_sttident.popUlation participates-in -the-program?
:(aggigrade levels) (gifted, special)-

'3. What'are the'main goals of the. program ?"

4.' What published materials, if any, ,are used by you?

5. What!pubii-shed materials, tf any, are used by your 'students?

6., What MnpubliShed,matdrials are used? (Please send'sample materials,
if_possit1e0

7, .How,was the program developed?

8.' Wow long has the program been in operation?
.

9. ,What components are included in the program?

-10. Briefly describe one of your favdrite learning experiences included-
. , 'in the program.

f

4.

e

: 11: What Characteriltics of the praAram'idbotifpit as being outstand g.

0
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SECTION' VI ,ACONTEXT.FOR SCIENCE EDUCATION: A CONCEPTUAL
4

FRAMEWORK FOR THE EIGHTIES AND BEYOND

CHAPTER 1,

4
. IS THERE A .CRIS/S 1 SCIENCE EDUCATION?-

the state of science education in middle and junior high schools 6'

was examined from five perspectimes.Each perspective was explored from
a different data*bese. Section4 of this report summarized the philo- .

s. sophical assuittptions that underlie the' middle school. .Section II
analyzed nationwide purveys on science education to determine the'status
of science Aeldhing goals, instructional procedures, and constraints on

---410-dational practices. *Section III Considered the commonly aftted
textbcoksjfor grades 6 through-9 to identify the nature'-of the.iiddle.
schbolecurriculum. Section IV analyzed empirical research onlea'rning.
activities and curriculum .materials for early adolescents t ..Section V
reviewed science programs, perceived'to be an improvement over tradi
tiona1 curridUla, that have been foriUrited in'a-few middle Schools:

The investigators /earned much from these studies about: the sate
of science education; in middle and junior high Gchools inthe United
States.- The probl s and issues identified seem toindicate that:all is
not well with sc ence programs designed-for the early adolescent.

4

Concerns About Science Education'
. - '

------,

. . .. P

Judging from reports, the' public press, -and the prOfessional
literature, science education in- general appears to be at a-critical
jundtyre: Criticism is being directed at all leveleiofacience instruc-
tion,' from the .,elementary school through,thigh school. To learn more
likecisely, what thestcoriCerns' are, an analysis was made of various' coi-
mittee or panel,feports on-science education Published in the years -1970
to 1981. (See Chapter 3'of,this Seckfon:). Thp earlier ,date (1970)

coincides with a series of:_events-=sobialy technological, and.'scien-

tific-7rthat stimulated a questioning- of the Viability'of many American- .-
institutions including educattbn, scientific research, and technological
development. The reports affected for review were thope developed from
the deliberations of organized groups of. scientists, educa ors, or

citizens .and included statements that appear to represent a re of\
Consensus. ,

, '
A .

. ,

While the focus-of thik study, ,was science edUcation foi the
early, adolescent, nsports on- them state of 'science: education are not
oriented that precisely., It was not;alwaygs possible to distinguish

o
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concerns about American education in 'general from those *peculiar to
H science education. 'However, it was possible to identify problems and-

issUesthatwere specific to precollege science education and had,impli--
cations for science instruction in the middle and junior high school
years.

A Composite View o
N
f Problems and Issues

1?
The cultural climate is seen as, an important factor influ-

encing science education (Chapter 3, HA, HE, IV, VI, IX, X,/and XII).
The public does not,strdngly support sicence education. It is not so
much-that 'science is considered unimportant, but rather that it is given
a low priority in schooling.

The major problem appears to be disagreements about the traditional-
goals of science education and about the need to reexamine their Valid-
ity (Chapter 3, IIA, IIB, IV, VIII, ,IX, X, and XI). A subtle but not
explicit recognition exists that the rationale for the teaching of.
precollege science should be reexamined. The major reason proposed is
that "times have changed." The conceptual framework essential tolormu-

-lating new goals or examining long-standing goals for science education
appears no to exist. It is quite clear that.the goals currently*
accepted for teaching precollege science courses are suspect.

The subject matter that comprises science courses and,the organiza-
tion'of the cUrriculuM are being questionedp(Chapter 3, 1, II, III,
XI). Whatthe appropriate subject matter is for precollege science
courses lacks' consensus.- Some groups 'decry the lack of "practical"
information in Scence,cOurses, While others find little Wong with the
present 'curriculum. There -is ,more agreement the'issue- that the
science curriculum has-become overlY."fractionated" or "molecularized."
There seem to be two'interpretatiohs of this issue: There are too many
.mini7'or short courses on special topics (environment, energy, ecology)
or the traditional courses haVe become overly specialized--for example,
lifer physical,-and earth sciences in contrast to general sciences

Othertjactors identified as contfibuting a) the crisis in science
edudatipn are lack of leadership to plan changesg(II8, III, IV) and
inadequate pre- and in- service teacher education programs (I, IIA,
Factors mentioned less'fbegOntlylare lack' of parental interest, "anti-
P ience.tenor" of the pubic, lOss 'of public confidence in schools,s.

Unfavorable student attitudes.tOward sphooling, insufficient financial
support, declining enrollments in science courses, difficult teaching
conditions iR schools, )misassignment of teachers, minimal science
requirements for .school graduation, students'. dislike '-of science
courses, end diversity among styudents.

.

.
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Pactors\ .and Decis ve Events .. -

4 - r * +. " A

1 II

ft. - .

The documents studied point to a cr s s in s cience education and
'identifycertaiii4 problems and related issues: One of the major issues
is-outsAde the schools. This is a' lessening Ali public ipterest"about
the ,importance of science as compared to,fhat of the 195Qa and,' 1960s.
SchooAscience programs reflect this-situation and_ `suffer- A' result.

Second, the shift in social and 'cultural attitudes of our nation toward
science is broadly y-recogAized by people concerned with precollege .

science education.,_ In turn,,stwo educational tasks are perceived as

(

necessary to begin-coping with the Crisis in science education. One of
these tasks is a validation of tt4 existing goals for science-educatiOn
in terms ofyresent social conditiOn6 in the United Seates. .The,second..

.1',taiik is a refoirnulation of the science curriculum tb meet the evolution-

ary changes taking place in American culture. .1 p

zc

$
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-

-
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CHAPTER a s-

A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK*

The; purpose of establishing a conceptual framework is to postulate
the next steps in the evolbtion of precollege science education. A
conceptual* framework provides a normative base for shaping and giving
directionto revitalizing science education. In the absence of a philo-
sophical, base, educational efforts frequently give rise to faddisma
romantic' slogans, and superficial structural modifications of existing
practices. What is done does not appear to be rooted in any identifi-
able theory of science education nor in any long-range recognition of
what ought to 'tie done.

The need. td reexamine the current condition ofscience education is .

indicated by a variety of concerns expressed as a crisis situation.
'That the crisis is broadlyrecognized is documented inIChapter 1 ofthis
4: section.,, In other chapters of this report; data on conditions that _

characterize.ne status-of-science education in middle and junior, high
echools4are''presented. A study of conditions and concerns about an
educational program, however, is not spfficient to, project what ought to

.4
be done.' .the .13roblem is a philosophical .one and not one of simply
reilsing sChool'practices or steucture in an unplanned hope that aimore
effeotiveprOgrammill emerge. T is dike planning baSic research in
the sciences without the benefit o theorli lora conceptual model.

\Olt-

Methoddlogical Considerations

To' provide a, basis for .a proshoective, framework foil' Oecollege
science education, several relevant -panel or committee 'reports. were
ana*med., All were published in the 1970s-oi ear 19808,._ The feports
se acted had the benefit of input frait a group of peopl as.

ea nce 'Of discussion and debate. Local or state .,publ ations- and

*Special thanks are due to the 26 People exterriti-to the research staff',
' who reviewed a draft of this section and made recommendations for its,

organization and clarificatiod': Any opinions,' findings, conclusions,
or recommendationsexpressed-in this final report are those of t131,

-authorsand do not necessarily reflect positrons of the reviewers, the
' National' Science Foundation, or any ether agency of the Unitergtates

Government. f
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kndividu4lly written articles on "new goals for science teaching" were
not use, nor were those representing special subjects such as biology,
chemistry, or earth science. Roughly, the reports selected for study,
were of two kinds: those exploring the present condition of science in
America' and those related more directly to thb status of education in
the sciences.

Each report was analyzed for basic ideas or themed identifying the
present conditions'of the scientific enterpribe and implications these,
conditions have for a general education in science.' The next step was'

.t.0 form a conceptual synthesis of related ideas from the analysis to
find patterns of consensus. It is important to recognize that the
process Of conceptual analysis differs from trend analysis in that the
treatment of conceptual data is qualitative (normative) rather than
statistical. Interpretations of the synthesis and refinements were made
from a background of extended readings on concepts identified in the
synthesis. Each of the readings, in the main, represented scholarly
interpretations of a finding and served to sharpen its conceptual con-
text. These readings also assisted in raising the validity of the
re4achers' interpretations.

A preliminary statement of the findings was sent to 26 people, none
associated with the research team, for critical,review. The reviewers
were scientists, educators, philosophers, citizens, precollege teachers,
school administrators, sociologists, and futurists. Their Coipments'
aided in clarifying the interpretation of statements and the organiza-tion of the report. A substantial "number of the reviewers raised
questions about how the conceptual framework would be implemented in
curriculum practices. and in the education of science teachers. These
are important issues, but they necessarily iffust follow the acceptance of
a conceptual.framework as a basis for long-range,planning. Our study is
limited to the theoretical or philosophical aspects of science education
that can serve in charting what ought to be done in reformulating sci-
ence education practices.

° .

Findings

The' findings are reported in eight arbitrary categories that
represent a pattern of consensus about charting the revitalization of,
preCollege science education. (The categories are reported later in
this section.) The study revealed that paradigmatic changds are taking
place in the sciences and the scientific enterprise. This is illus-
trated in the links that have deVeloped between technology and society
anak.their impact on basic and applied scientific research. In schools,
science teaching that does not recognize these paradigm changes can
only drift more and more Into, a perspective that has only historical
meaning.

Less clear from our analysis is the influence "social and cultural.
changes are having on educaiional policy anbd notions of what precollege
education should accomplish. It was difficult to distinguish in the

290289
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analysis between problems and issues of education in

pecular to science education. It was clear, however,

paradigm of science does have major implications for
tion in the sciences. '

general and those
that the'shifting
precollege educa..-)

Makingpse of the-Projective Synthesis

. ,

The conceptual synthehis is not intended to serve as a blueprint

for the revitalization of science education. Rather, it is a postulated

educational position that reflects a paradigm shift in science as an

enterprise. These changes are relevant to the context, Llationale,.and

goals for precollege' science education. It seems reasonablg to assume
that an education in/ the sciences shbuld reflect the intellectual path

science is taking. .)It follows, then, that a first step in charting a
Course fOrthe revitalization of science education is, to examine the
current status -of science itself and its philosophical meanings for the

teaching of science. ,The eight categories of findings in this report

provide a base for deliberation in reformulating aspects of science

education. From thlatOeliberations, a rationale and broad goals for an

education i'n the scienbes should emerge that can serve as long-range

goals for curricplum restructuring, teaching objectives, and other,

aspects of schooling_and teache5 education."

Categbries of Change

The S vial Context of Science and Technology. , Science and

(4 technology are responsire for much' of the cultural dh enesS of con-

temporary American lifd.*- They serve as agents of social and economic

changes and, in turn,, are impacted by cultural changes. ',Individuals and

the nation are increasingly asked to Makedecisions that influence human

well-being -and' the quality. of. life. The quality of thgpe deciSions
frequently depends on people haVing an accurate underdtanainq of science

and technologyi'which includes an understanding of

Sciinae as process&for gelleratin4 bodies of knowledge that are

science . g',: '. .
. l'N

. I

,

.

.Tie powers and limitatio4S of scientific.methods and of scientific

information p

. .

The social impacts of science anc\rtechnology. .

.

, .
,

.

4,

Science and echnplogy, each in its own way, influent social and

cultural changes. For more than a century, links between science and'
technology have become fused as a force in personal, and social affairs..

Typically, precollege science eourses'omit technological considerations.
Science ie taught as ,-if At had no connections with human affairs. In

, , .

the everyday, experiences of students; the primary contact with science
.

6
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.is through technology. Science teaching that recognizes the importance
sof human needs and the progress of society stresses not only the impor-

%tance.of scientific inquiry but also the rationaluse'otechnology.1

Science and technology, throdgh,their extensive intermix and s ial
interactions. have a direct bearing on the goals for general .eduction
in the sciences. This brings into questions science courses that focus
exclugively on the "structure of a discipline," its' theories and
research processes and on courses in. which only problems internal o the
discipline are discussed. The emerging paradigm of science acknow edges
problems external to a specific discipline as a part of the sci ntific
enterprise. The paradigm broadly includes scientific and fechno ogical
problems that relate to human welfare and national interests For
science, education, this presents an alternative curriculum conte t with
a science/technology/society persiective.

414

Science taught in a social context must be based on vali scien-
tific information. An ,.understanding of the processes, cones ts, and
interpretive principles of science is fundamental to the int llectual
'extension.of science to social systems. Equally important is to recog-
nize what sciences. can and cannot do.

Gilles and Ethics in Science and Technology. The'presentation of
Science and technology in a social context invariably raises value and
ethical questions. These issues arise from conflicts in deciding how
best to use, or.avenwhether to use, scientific information or iechno.-
logical developments for teal-life purposes; value judgments differ.
Conflicts also arise from differing perceptions of individual well-being
and social progress. New knowledge add new technological abhievemenes,
alter thVrartge pf choices people have and this, in tdr0,.brings into .
question_personal and social values. A1th9igh technologiCal innovatienS
may be of great benefit to most of society, almost always there aia'
negative impacts for a portion of the public. As a pluralistic society,
we must respect the valde judgments-Of each member. On.the other hand,
there are value decisions, such as environmental quality, that are the
prerogative of the public.

,

4,
The increasing tendency of scientific inquiry to beanfluenced by

social:Treeds and the urianticipated\consequences of technol8gical innova-
tions carries a high probability of,inducid4 ethical and value conflicts
both for individuals and for society generally. Questions about the
direction science research should:take and the pursuit of new technology
have become ethical, value, and sometimes moral issues. -These trenot

(`'issues -to be avoided in precollege science education:

*In teaching about values in precollege science, the focus of
instruction is not to instill a particular set of-valuei, but rather to
encourage student judgments consistent with validated scientific infor-mation and withinhe capabilities of technology, It is not expected,
however, that two equally informed students will "make,similar value
judgments.

The Utilization of Knowledge. A primary' concern in ally teaching
has been the role of knowledge. Traditionally, a science curriculum

292 291
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consisted of a selection of facts, concepts, and principles organized
into courses representing a synopsis of broad, disciplines such as biol-
ogy, chemistry, physics, .pr earth science. The criterion for the

selection of the subject matter was that the information was histori-
cally representative of a discipline. The,essential task Of the teacher

was to see-that the selected package of inforfttion was presented to

students. Tests determined,what information was acquired.
N,

There is a growing recognition that the measure of ,general educa-
tion 'in the sciences is one's ability to'apply knowledge wisely in the
context of, intelligent thought'and action. This means that-at least as

much effort, in teaching shduld be given to the use of knowledge as to

its attainment. The instructional task is one of developing the intelr
A

lectual skills to. optimize the personal and social use of information.
;Linking. science 'as a knowledge-producing system with, society as a

knowledge-using system is the challenge confronting science education. ,

There,is a long history of studies- of knowledge creation, hiffu-

# sion, and use. The linki among knowledge creation, diffusion, and use

4 have not been a serious consideration of science CurUculum developers
or edubational-researchers. Questions bout contextual factors, leveli

of generalizability, ways of using knowledge, effestive,levelb of knowl-

edge /conceptualization or insight; attitudes and. values related to

knowl/edge use; and other conditional variables are not fullY\answered.

It is clear, however, that the acquisition of faCtual lnforMAtion, by

itself, does not rsure one's capabilities for using knowledge.

The current emphasis'on the devellopment of information -proces=sing

-.Skills- in science education ,stems from achievements in information

technology. Microelectronic technology extendsthe capacity of the
human brain for information 'Storage and retrieval. The degree to which
the vast pool of informationrbecomes meaningful to a stude4 rests on
acquiring skills of information processing. Quite likely, the "Es-,
,advantaged" leariers4 of the near future will be those who lack'the
skills to eiileit microelectronic information resources and to synthe-

. size the findings.
a

Logical Reasonipi and Decision Maing. To derive new explana=

tkons, scientists -U* vheories or' models, intellectuil.processes that
differ from those,the,averlge citizen needs to make use of scientific ,

'information. It is importt' that students understand the intellectual
demandi for 'scientific inquiry and learn what-is.meant by reliable or

valid knowledge. Equally important for.nonspecialists is that they

.,, understand how tdPuse scientifid knowledge rationally in both personal

and societal contests._ To be able to gse what is learned means crossing
the barrier from learning to logical reasoning and.decisidn making. It

.1 y also means gIng beyond,parrowly defined inquiry or investigative skills

and calls fo interpretive Skills that link.ecience with the common
realities ofilife and living.

Processes for, the use of scientific knowledge in a social context
inVolVe not only conceptuallskills but also consiieration of personal

and social .values and projections foractiOn. Humdb problems involve a

dbndition and an action, which May be a chpice, a plan, a judgment, a
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decision, an answer, or a next,step.. SiMply marshalliitg facts, though
essential, is not suffiCient for decision making. AA answer to a human
problem is not'a byproduct of ,information elope. There are nearly
always relatedkquestions. What aare the elements of probability, risk,
uncertainty; cost, and bene it? Who wins and what do theywin? Who
losei and what do they lo e? !What wilr-,,do.the.licst good? What is
'plausibleiond what is probable? What isa maximum and optimuM? What. is
appropriate and what is acceptable?. The decisions people make in the
course of living have qualitative and judgmental 'aspects as well as

. .quantitative ones. e .

I ) .

Among the.coAceptual ski lls neede'd for the application of scien-
.

tific and technological information are applied logic, analytical and
inductive reasoningl scientific problem-solving and decision-making
techniques. ,Students will need to know how to locate sources of infor-
mation 'and how to recover, organize, synthesize, and evaluate knowledge.
These skills are best del/eloped and refined by experience in solving
problems and confronting issues in personal and 'social contexts.
Although experience In finding answers to discipline-based-laboratory
problems has. its values, the experience, is not transferred easily to.
`scientific/social problems. 7

. 0 .
. .

Thus, ,a central call for the teaching of science is the development
of logiCal procedures for processing scientific and techno14gical infor-
mation to make it possible for the nonspecialist to use such information
in human,affairs.:

h.

Career Awareness. The responsibility of the science- teacher in
providing career information is to alert students to tthe importance of
communicatiof skills suchjas mathematics, writing, relaing, 'and a geb-
eral ability for. logical reasoning. The content of instruction should

rabqpaint students with vocational optidhs in the scientific and tech-
nical fields, while offering them optimum opportunities' to develop
freely special interests An science. ,What is not desirable is career
counseling that assigns.students.to specific vocationalslots. 'Achkeve-

,

ments in science and technology should be recognized as the work of
people with appropriate education and training. "a.c

The-. Organization of Science Courses* The shift in the rationale
of science teaching toward a recognition of the interactions of science,
technology, and society carries With it'implications 'for-tile organiza-
tion of the science curriculum. .Jnderlying,thiswrationaie-is thebbelief
that science teaching should relate to persistent,scienceTbased soci-
etal problems that-students are.ifkely to encounter, Suchas population
growth, management of natural resources and energy, .and' environmental
quality.- These are also issues that have scientific, technological,
economic, political, and ethical aspects. It-is likely, that analysis

J. of, and actions on, thesCproblems will lrequire intellectual techniques
. and information from severe sciences, as Well as from other disci-

plineS. ,This-suggests science courses. may 'need td be organized on
a crass - disciplinary basis. -, .

. ' ' . a.
.

-If- we txpect students to become proficient 'in using science'
. information to resolve scientific/social 'problems, we must give them

.
..,

, 4 4
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opportunities to deal with such problems that are appropriate to their
developmental level. To meet this requirement means that some parts of
the curriculum must contain activities that require a search for infor-
mation, judgment of thought, and value interpretations. To acquire' a

sense of social responsibility and a social perspective/, students must
engage in'problems of concern to the community at large. Experience is
also needed in actions of particular concern to the individual, such as
health maintenance and the use of science and technology. for intellec7
tual enjoyment and for economic and political judgments.

A section of the curriculum should be organized to provide condi-
tions for students to study scientists' conceptions of the natural world
and descriptions of common phenomena. By one means oranother, students
should come.to understand something of the theoretical and experimental

.processes by which scientists came to know what they know.

-There is no need for a science course to be organized in the same
way throughout the entire school year. ,To be effective, each section of
a course should be structured in a manner that'is supiOrtive of the type

of learning desired. One phase of the course might be organized in
terms of 'a problem or issue, Another historically presented, and-a third
discipline based. The traditional science course, organized entirely in
terms of the cddification of actual information,.(a misrepresentation

. of science), is least likely t ,achieve an understanding of scientific
activity, as well as its penef is and -uses in ,life. A conceptual frite-

,-, work embodied in personal and social themes provides _the organizational
structure to give coherence to the science curriculum.

Science Education: A Future Perspective. -The basic assumption
underlying the .future perspective for science-education is _that Science,
technology,-and society gre not static. The very essence of science i
the seeking of new knowledge and insights;. .With advancements in scienc
and technololyicome change in society and the character of our culture.
What these changes mean for life and living in the future is,alwa
'uncertain; the fact of change isnot.

Historically, the,sub3eCt matter and teaching objectives of science
education have been oriented almost entir
to the present. The tone of instruction
have learned," as though science were a clos
devoted to what is not known, what might
research on a problem, or what new technologie
from research information at hand. Nor do most

course with the notion .thatthe world they are going
ferent from the one they have been studying.

ly to the past .and, at best,
is "this,is whatsciefitists
d book. Seldom are lessons

a future direct'ion for
are likely to be spanned
students leave a science

o will be dif-

A future.perspective to, science teaching recognizes that most..ccf

our existing social problems that are related to science and technology
are likely to persist but under conditions different from those of
today, Thesa'problems,will be influenced by new discoveries in sckence,

-new: technologAes, new human insights, and unexpected changes.in the
.
social system.' Thes& conditions, separately or together, will influence
the students' options as citizens and'the decisions that:Just be made to

resolye is unWons 'among sclenCer. technology, ,And, society. Within

.t
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limitations, the future Can be planned and directed. It need not just
happen. Alternative plans for dealing with future problems,. and the
likely results of such plans, Can be developed from what is currently
known about science and technology. This is the basis of environmental
impact studies and technological assessments. The results of such
studies provide informltion for determining a future action.

A futtre perspective for science educatiOn focuses attention on the
challenges raised by the powers of science and technology to alter,
intentionally or unintentionally; the basic conditions of living and to
modify social' systems. In a broad,way, human beings now have the capac-
ity.to direct their own evolution through the way science and technology
are manipulated. People survive today who in yesteryears.would.have
died. The mismanagement of the environment can serve to shorten life,
or hope same forces of Science and technology can be marshalled to
improve the quality of life.

A future 'perspective for science'
.

education expands the goals and

. _.
.

objective of science education. These extensions include
.? i -<

Sensitizing students to expect change and to anticipate change
i

Rdcognizing that the future,of human beings and the quality of life'
. are not capricious. '-' '

S .

. .

Enhancing the student's self- concept so that, as an individual, he
' or she can use the ,knowledge of science andtechnologY to make0 .

decisions that can lead eo a mOre4desihable world
.\. f, .

Belying students to acquire caPacities.to cope WiOl'changes as well
.as to shapeChamges

TIverall,41a future perspective for education in science and technol-
'ogy proviMes a means for students to learn their civic tesponsibiliti,es
as custodians of the future. Furthermore, it is expected that.students
will recognize that with change, here are demands for more knowledge and
that learning is an organic part. of life. A future theme in science.
teaching is an effort to overpome the traditional passivity of'science
learning.

j-
NOThe iences:41Methodologies and Generic'Cocepts. A precollege

science urriculum should include the essence of scientific methods
smplO in special. branches of science such as physids, end biology. In
ad ion, the student should acquire an understsnding of the generic -

concepts that depict each Of several science disciplines. The concepts.
to be taught should be those having the Widest potential for in the
ordinary affairs of people.

In the study of science students are expected to learn'about the
significance and limitations of scientific methOdolgies, how scfentifiO
knowledge is advanced, and how science differs from other ways of know-
ing. The purposi is to comprehend what is meant by reliable Or valid
knowledge and the limits of-this knowledge. Equally important is an

,
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opportimity for students to bedome acquainted with cominomphenomena,and
how scientists describe these phenomena.

By the time students complete the secondary school, they should
have an idea of what is meant by .basic and applied research and techno-

.
logical'deVelopMent. The purpose of this information is to minimize the
false imagee.of science so common in the public.mind.

L

\\. ,
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CHAPTER 3

DOCUMENTS RELATED TO THE CRISIS IN SCIENCE EDUCATION.

tween 1970 and 1980 various citizen, .sciehce, and_education
groups analyzed the crisis' in science teaching. Most such coffimittees

were more specific in isolating apparent causes of the crisis than in
suggesting remedies Following' are summaries of published committee
reports .on problems and issues in science teaching in the United
States.

I. Science. Education: Accomplishments and Needs. 'Washington,

D. C.: National Science Teachers Association, '1978i pp. 1-60.

Factors perceived 'as related to the crisis in science teaching:

Decline in student population
Increasing diversity among students
Declinei.n local and national funding
Loss of public confidence in science and pu blic education

Decline in science course enrollments
UnfaVorable student attitudes toward schooling
Science curricula unsuited to current needs
Inappropriate preservice and in-service teacher education
Unionization of teachers
Mandated accountability

II., 'R. E. Yager (ld.). Status Study of graduate science education in
the United States, 1960-1980. Final Report. Idwa City: Science
Education Center, University of Iowa, 1980, pp. 91 -116.

Study A. Only sections that refer to precollege science educe.-
tion,are reported here. One hundred fifty college band university!
faculty members, representing nearly all the science, education/
research centers in the United States, identified ithe following:

factors as contributing to the 'crisis in precollege science

education:

General anti - science tenor in the United

1

States
Declining enrollments.in science courses
'Diminishing financial support

4 Lack of leadership in science education
Lack of a theoretical base to guide research
Poor quality of teacher education priograms
Inappropriate school sCience curricula
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Study B. This study''included precollege scienoe teachers, in-
service supervitilors, department chairpersons, graduate students
science, andcollege science educators (N = 150, 30 in each
category). The respondents listed the following factors as con-
tributing to the crisis in sdience teaching:,

confusion about goals and objectives
Lack of vision and leadership in schools and universities
Public apathy toward science
Limited budgets

Poor quality Of teacher education .

LIMited scholarly dialogue between educational researchers 'and
practitioners

Dedlining enrollments
Lack of a theoretical base for education in the sciences

. III. A 'national agenda for the eighties. Report of the President's
Commission for-a. National Agenda for the Eighties. Washington,
D. C.: U. S. Government PrintingOfficel 1980, p. 48. Contribut-
ing factors to the crisis in education were idetcrified as follows:

"One reason foit some of the public school's difficulties the
absence of planning for future demographic and social change"
(p. 85).

"The fractionalisM that engulfed public education during the 1970s
yes not conducive to learning or excellence in the public schools,
nor was it healthy for the scientific, technolical, and economic'
growth. that is stimulated by a thriving e.ucational system"
(p: 89).,jr

IV. National Scieke Foundation, Office of Program Integration. What
ar@ the needs in pre - college scierfbe, mathematics, and social
science education? VieWs from the field. SE.80=9. Washington;
D. C.: Government Printing Office,.1986: The .National Science
Foundation obtained reactions from nine different scienceveduca-,
tion, and citizen organizationsiden their views of the status of
science °education reviewing the results of thretopational

ftdrveys of science teaching.- Reactions ftOm these reviewing groups
include:

"Secondary school science education seems to lack a sense of direc-
tion and a theory and philosophy which should providesluidance to
curriculum development and instruction. WhaVetudents shOuld learn

i also remains unclear" (p. 67).
0.t

"It seems doilbtful that there has-ever been a time in which there
was so much uncertainty about the 'purposes of education". (p. 67).
A further examination of the goals and purposes of science teaching
is, needed (pp. 50,75,176) especially in terms,a what the nonspe-'
olagst 'needs to knew' (pp. 98,68,130,159).

'
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;,The school climate under which teachers are working is less favor-'
able to the pursuit of excellence than it was in the latter part of
the 1950s and most rif the 1960s" (p. 96) .,

"Although the.'return to the 'basics' -has shifted into high gear in
school systems throughout the United,States it is paradoxical that

' this-actiyity'has been accompanied In Many schools by an increased
molecularization of the curriculum into disebbodied learning_objec-
tives, the achievement of which is usually indicated' on...tests
(which) emphasize the most sup4tficial aspects of leariling."-.."
93). Lack &I...teacher preparation (p. 203), the misassignment of
teachers (p. 75), and the lack or weakness of in-service programi-
were recognized,: (pp. 43,65,182,145).

V. National Assessment of Educational _Progress. Three national
assessments of( science: Changes in adhievement,:-1969-1977.

Denver: Education jaarmilission of the States, 1978. This.study
revealed'a decline in scores from one test period to thenext with
-the largest drop in the physical sciences. The smallest drop was

junior high school science. (See Section It of thiq report for
details.)

VI.

,

E".. J. Ogletree. The status of state-legislated curriculum in the
U. S. Phi Delta Rappan, 109, 61, 133 -135. One indication of
the low priority of science in the school curriculum is the small
amount of science mandated by a state for all studepts. A survey
of state-legislated curriculum requirements shows:

Half of the 50 states require at least one-science course at.
some grade level between kindergarten. and high 'school gradua-
tion; five states requite two'or more years. In seven states
the mandated nurse is physiology:

Eighteen states mandate one or more courses in health. and
hygiene and 63i five of theSe states tese courses are the
only science requirement. -

Local school .syseerriS frequently require morespience cbursee
than.. those mandated by the state.' Universities typically
require two years of hiqli school science for admission:

VII. P. S. George (Ed.): The middle School: A2-look ahead. Fairborn,.

Ogia: National Middle School Association, 1977. An interdisci-

plinary panel reported factors likely to influence the future ,of
education in-the middle schools of ehe United Stdtes and made the

"""'"folowing predictionsl--
.

"The percentage of American children living in poverty will
inciease:

"Family, expectations, attitudes, and aspirations,ebward students'
eduCatiOn will decline.

"The self concepts of students will become more negative.
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"The general ability of students, as measured by IQ tests, will
decrease.

"Student motivation will decrease and attitudes toward school will
become more negative.

,., .

"The students' sense'of control of their own fate will decline.
,

.
.

'

"Peer gr oup expectations, attitudes,"and aspirations toward school
will becomeore negative. _

'

*Teachers will expect less and less in terms of, performance' from;
their students.

"Teaching, how the teachet actuallS, carries-out the.tasks of teach-
ing, will. get better.

- 474

"Leadership styles.and organizational climate of achoolS will get
. better" (p. 156). 4

Correctives for some factors were seen as a possiblity if the
educational community can be mobiliied.

/.
.

.

VIII: National 'ComilisSion on the Reform of Secondary Education. The .

reform of secondary ,education. New Yorke McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
1973.. This study surveyed "panels of superintendents,.principals,
teachers, parents, and students representing a mix of urban,
suburban,' and rural populatidns" regarding national- goals for
edudation. .

"There is very little disagreement among the lour groups.polled on
the desirability of the goals, the responsibility-of the schools
'for achieving them, or the levels of success of recent graduates:
Parents, much more than anyone in the schools, regard computation
skills as 'essential's teachers, much less. than any of the others;
regard occupational competence as essential; parents and-"students
are less likely than, the others to say that 'knowledge of self' and
'appreciation of others' are responsibilities of the schools. But
even in this area, agreement is more common than'disagreement"
(p31).

IX. University of Southern California,and Sutherland Learning Associ-
ates, Inc. Science education for early adolescents: A needs
assessment and feasibility 'study. Los Angeles: University of

-Southern California, 1979. Parents, who were members of school
advisory councils Associated with junior high.schools, were asked,
to react to the teaching of science. A digest af:these discussions
shows that:

, 0

"Most parentri are not particularly conperned about the science
edpcaWn of their ,children."

f

. -

"Science education should' be practical. It should equip students.
with tools they can use in coping with the real world."

302
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"Most children are not interested in
shoulder'much of the blame."',

Science, instruction ignores the fact
dents "are full of curiosity, wonder,

science, and

that junior
and fun."

the schools must

high school stu-

Science instruction would be of greater value."by making students
aware of care possibilities and the preparation

50-51) . 82.

X. F. B. Evans and J. A. Harmon,. Opinions of Wisconsin citizens about

educational goals.. Phi Delta Kappan, 1979,61, 131-132. The

investigators randomly selected 444 Adult Wisconsin citizens and
interviewed them for opinions on 18° educational' goals and 'the-4(
emphasis that should be given to them in schools. To "know about
recent scientific advances and understand how our ways of living
are affected by them" was rated an important. educational goal by

76% of the citizens interviewed. Forty-eight percent of the citi-

zens thought this goal should receive more. emphasis. Though, in

general, _there was a favorable attitude toward-science, the goal
'was ranked 17th both in importance and in terms of, the need for

more emphasis among the 18 educational goals rated. Some of the
stated educational goals that could be achieved through science
such as "enjoy our natural environment and want to protect i4 and

"be ,able to think for themselves" were rated above 90% in impor-
tance, and above,70% as needing much more -emphasis in schools.
Citizens tend to view the importance:of educational-goals in terms
of their meaning for the practical affairs:of lifttand living
,(pp. 131-132). , r

XI. J. I. Goodland, K. A. Siront nik, and B. C. Overman. On ovtkvIew of

a study of schooling. Phi Delta Kappan,, 197§, 61, 174-178.

Observing directly what goes on in schools combined with the

reactions of those associated with ,schools (parents, students,

teachers, central office administrators, school board members, and
nonteaohing staff members) can serve to provide some insight .as

well as generate thoughtful questiond. Thid project, ,had these

characteristics.' Some of the findings were:

A. M. Bentken, C., Williams, and p. Heckman. A'study of schooling:

Adult experiences in schools. Phi'Delta Kappan, 1980, 61, 394-

397. Over 75% "of the teachers were satisfied with the organiza-
tion, type of leadership, and decision-making policies pf the
school. However, only 12% agree stronglywith this position. i,eis

than 'half of the secondary sbhool teachers with inner-city assign-
ments thought their jobs were moderately or strongly satisfactory
(pp. 395,397). 4

%

B. Benhan, P: Glesen, and J. Oakes. A study of schooling:

Students' experiences. in schools. Phi Delta Kappan, 1980, 61,

337-340. General stgdent pelf-concept shows small gradual
increases from one grade level to the next; peer self-concept
remains fairly stable; and academic self-concept scores show a°

slight downward trend as a student progresses through the grades.

s necessary" (pp.
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Students who plan on some form of hlgher.education have higher self-
.

concept scores (of all types) thdh those who` plan to quit school,
just4inish high_scbool, or.don'tknow (9. 318).

-

. M.,F- Klein, K. A. Tye, and J.E. Wright. A qtudy of, schooling:
curriculum. 'Phi Delta Kappan, 1979, 61, 244 -248. The goals` Of
schooling (- intellectual, social, personal, and vocational) were
:studied' as dne aspect of the ' curriculum. Approximately 50% of
parents and teacheiastated the intellectual goal should be empha-
sized; next, personal /goals (3Q% parents and 20% teachers);
followed' by vocational goa/s (20% parghts and 10% teachers); and
social goals were.ranked evenly by parents and teacher (pp. 2A5-
246). Although'there was a great variation from school to schobl
"on ',the average, parents, teadhers.and students'are fairly well
satisfied with the curriculum, at least as they perceived it" (p.
246). Teachers'at all educatiank levels judged curriculum materi-
als as appropriate. for about zpi of their students, except in
schools serving predominant Y Hispanic or black students where the
rating.droppedlo 50% Jp. 2 7) .

XII. Science education for the 198Ps. Washington, D. C.: National
Science Foundktion, 1980. The-Advisory Committee for Science
Education of the Nationals. Science Foundati6n, in its -report to the
National Science Board, noted that "'at the very time that the
strong federal effort' in support of science is.shaving iti"majpr
impact, education of our citizenry to uriderstand'and cope withi this
impact is declining in effeVtiveness" (p. li.
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CHAPTER 4 '

DOCUMENTS SUGGESTING PERSPECTIVE AND DIRECTIONS

FOR PRECOLLEGE EDUCATION IN-THE SCIENCES

r

I a report developed for the National Science Foundation:by'the
NationalAcademy of Scienaer-National Rebearch Councfl, the foliopplg
purposes for the teaching of science were recognized (1):

"Knowledge is a value in itself" as it serves to expand the world
view of the leather.

4

"Knowledge may be .useful by helping the individual to live'in.
greater health and happiness, and even' to survive better in a
.competitive society.

"Important economic and social values are iniolved. Citizens with.
knowledge of science and mathematics are necessary for a healthy
.economy anq for future progress; and intelligent action on many
public issues depends upon understanding their scientifiO and
technical content.

The education may be preparatory to a Piofessional career in
science or one of the technical professidns (p. 98-99). -

The 'commi ee specifically,recommends that "knowledge useful for
one's own- well - being' and knowledge useful for good citizenship" need to
be emphasized, as well aeinfOrmation on carer awareness, as new sci-
ence curricula are developed.

. .

In a joint report prepared by the National Science Foundation and
the Departm9pt of Education, it was proposed that (2):,

The owls of science' teaching .should ektind beyond scientific and '
technological enlightenment. to. include, social,' political, and

economic considerations. ,

Precollege science courses should be more""directedtoward personal,
or societal pr ,ems invollIng science and technology," providing
"students with better basis for understanding and dealing with
the science and techtiology they encounter as, citizens, workers, and

private individuals:
,

-ZA
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.

There is a need "to pre students to understand and use.the n4/

..,
.

prepare
k .,electronic aids to the hunfan' mind."

"The curriculum should develop a better connection of science and
mathematics with the future needs.of*udents."

Courses'should'include information onjcareer awareness of opportu-
nities in science and technology.

Curriculum materials should be developed that "focus on the science
and technology basis of essential, national problems such as energy,'
natural.resources, and health." .

Curriculum materials are needed "with a special emphtsis on the
special needs of minorities, women', and. 'the physically handicapped.
This is specially important for'students in the middle and junior -

high schools" (pp. 3-7,45-51). -.,

Science Education for the 1980s, statement ,to the .National
SciencesBoard NSF AScienrd by the NSdvisory Committee for.Science Education (3),
includes suggestions that new perspectives are needed for the teaching
of science that:

,Respond to the "new problems in the cbahging relationship b- ween
science and technology and the larger society" and make it pos= ble
for citizens to understand their role in modern life as well as
facilitate the use of science and technology ikmatters of'persi.nal
choice and public policy (p. 7
Emphasize science career awareness that relates to the spec
needs of the gifted, women, and minorities in science (p. 9)

Throughout the report there is heavy emphasis on the need-tor-include the4 study of technology.along witkscience.'

The National-Science Foundation (4) panel report-on early adoles-
cence contains the following perspectivesA,

and recommendations for the
reforMulation of science teaching in middle anci.junior highschools:

.

A curriculum oriented to the real world of life and living of early
adolescents

A wider use of out-of-school-learning
resources toextend'an appre-

ciation of science

Special efforts to provide studentswith opportunties_to becom
aware of careers' in science

A greater integration of science with other school subjects such a
mathematics and social studies"

4Greater opportunities for critical thinking and social interaction-in learning '
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A change in curriculum context from that of discipline tbs"cien-l-
tific/social problems and issues.

1971 report'of the Advisory Committee for Science Education of
the N tional Science Foundation made recommendations for the future,
"'course of science education (5). The report stresses' one overridin
goal: '11(:) educate scientists who will/ be at homein society and to
educate a societythat will be at home with science" (p. 21). Other

Tcatieal recommendations with goal implications are:

"Increased emphasis on the understanding of science and technology,
by* those who are not, and do not expect to professional scien-t

tis s and technologists 't

A shift, in part, "from the traditional discipline orientation to
interdisciplinary approaches centered upbn problems faced by
informed,. citizens"

An extension of science education to include out-of-clagsroom
resources such as museums, traveling exhibits, films, amateur
science, television, newspapers, and magazines

.

A "Seccind neration" of curriculum development that is more

"genuine problem-oriented rather than discipline-oriented"

(pp.-31-26)

,The committee sate the need for "a larger common body of knowledge
and experienCe which iS'Ishared.by all our citizens,." a strengthening of
career and,vocationalr-experience in the sciences, a consideration of
the social relevance of 'science, and innovations in science teacher
education.

-

The-Nati'nal Academy of Sciences, in a series of AcademyFartims,
.considered the 'fo4loWing,issues to be 0 central" importance as perspec-
tives on citi efts and science, and on scientists and society in the
current.of history (6). Major issues identifie4 that could have impli-
cations for a g neralsedudation in the sciences were:

Scientific henries and Social values . .

Thecitizen a
-.

nd the expert , t
,

The use of knowledge: frontier'exParislon or inward development

In 1.980, the National Research Council sponsored a series of panels
on educational policies in science and engineering (7). Implicit in the
discussion by panel', members was a recognition' of the interconnbctedness
of Iscience,technolegy, society,,the'economy, and education for, the
nation's well -being and security. 'Progress in,Science-and technology is
vital to the quality of life and welfare of the nation The full use of
human resources (Women', minorities, .,handicapped, talentedmast be
marshalled to"advande Science and technOlogy. The education_lystem must

assure in our population;
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A bioed graep_f_basic_mathematics, science, and technology among
the general'citizenry, and the technical sills needed for economic
productivity among our workers

A high level of scientific literacy including a familiarity with
scientific concepts .and the tools of technology for understanding
the world in which we live and to make decisions that are affected
by scientific and technological development

People with skills in data analysis, logical reasoning, an d
problem-solving, backed by scientific training

The science curriculum must be responsive to changing social needs,
student interests, and technological developments. A basic knowledge of
science is essential for'understanding the consequences of discovery and
for making informed decisions on science and technology as they are now
a part of the political process. Career awareness and basic preparation

, for scientific and technological vocations are recognized as essential
objectives- in the teaching of science.

A 1971 report of the Joint International Conference of the Ater].
Geographical Society and the American Divisiori of the World Acadeiy f'
Arts and Sciences stressed the importance of connecting scientific

" knowledge with public policy (8). This will require a "plenary"flow of
curate knowledge," including all aspects of scientific knowledge and
ial processes -likely to influence the social character and decisions

. a ut the. future of "allhumans. Knowledge' is viewed as ineffettual
nn ess means exist for bringing it into use. The knowledge needed in a
ch ging society will require continuous responsible reviewing, renew-
ing, and innovation recognizing there is aninexorable progression in
,the adaptation of knowledge for the imppvement of life (p. 601) .' This
means equipping students with the capacity to learn (p. 599)'. The
report stresses the importance' of interdisciplinary considerations of
science; the global nature of scientific/social problems, and the impor-
tance of skills in decision making.

An American Association for the Advancement of Science committe, 4n
reviewing the broad plcture of precollege science education, "stressed
the importance of understanding the science and technology that beSC
upon the human condition" (9).

The commission'for a National Agenda for the Eighties based its
education recommendations on the, themes of equality, comp4tenc6, and
excellence (10). -ine'dcommiesion recognized, that the changing world-

_

order challenges the conventional expectations about the future of
science and technolbgy (pp. 155-156). The most importan issues on the
agenda foe the eighties occur at. the interface of scienc technology,
and, society (p. 157). The' desire of the citizen for more rticipation
in science and technology policy making will require instil ng in the

* public some basic knOwlegelbout what icienc can and'canno do, and,
the limitations'opert opinion.
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"Concepthal skills such as logical reasoning, problem solving, and
analytical ,thinking must be developed throughout the citizenry. An
awareness o the realities,of probability, risk, and uncertainty will
also be critical in understanding options involving the development'and
implementatioh of the technologies of the fhture....In this regard,
taking, rist& for, society as,a whole should' once again be acknowledged
not only Ts acceptable but also as necessary for social progress"
p.-159).

The effects that discoveries in science and technological innova-
tions are having on society are increasingly complex. They are altectng
social values as well as public attitudes. The interpretation of infor-
matjon in.a scientific /societal contest involves ultimate policy and
value judgments. "At each point in the'decision-making prodess, the
basic value questions and the,trade-offs involved need to be dealt with
directly" (p. 112).

4
The National Science Board' (11) points out the importance of

advancing general scientific knowledge as a means of dealing with major
problems facing the nation and the world, such as population growth,
health care, food supply, energy demands, mineral resources,- climatic
changes, and environmental alterations.' "Principal attention, however,
is focused on the new challenge posed by man's increasing power to shape
the future, to modify, -intentionally and unintentionally, the basic
cohditiobs of fife" (p. 49).

5
?

Science and technology cannot solve scientific/societal problems
alone; "a broader cOmmitment` and larger. strategy" are needed. "The
principal role of science and technology is to provide better options
than are now available for meeting these problems." The taskis one of
"improving the understanding of interpersonal, institutional, andJsodial
problems, -and developing 'and gauging the success of alternative
approaches for alleviating them." This will require that "knowledge from
the diverse scientific disciplines be synthesized and fodused on the
complex of problems identified....Such 'integration could sharpen the
understanding 'of the interactions among the pro4ems, help to identify

o knowledge gaps and priorities for filling them, and suggest directions
for attacking the'problems which would neither aggravate related prob-
lems nor create serious new ones" (p. 50 -51).

o

The report of the President's Commission on Government and the
Advancement of Social Justice (12) states that the "essential mission of
the school is to give ktudents the basic skills and social experience
required to become functional and productive citizens in a democratic
society"-(p. 76). General recommendations of the commission include:

More\real-world experiences for students

ew up-ko-date vocational programs

broader involvement withlearning resources' outside the schools
0
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More attention to the processing and transmittal of informption

Ecitial, educational opportunities with the meeting of special needs
of individuals

"The talents of promising and higkraChieving students must be gfven
full scope" (p. 87).

"The middle school would offer a rigOrous completion of basic
school training and a common knowledge orhiatory, global studies,
future studies, and human relations" (p. 91): "A core of knowl-
edge" plus "community- based,-active learning"

,Students should be promoted on the babis of "mastery of subjeCt
Mattet.".

q.0

The panel recognized that "financial, 'structural, afid programmatic
changeskare necessary but not sufficient to remedy the, probleMs and the
malaise in public education" (p. 102).

A 1970 Educational Policy Research Center report (13) isolated the
dominant problems in the world that have been brought'about by a_combt-
nation.of-fampent technological application and industrial development,
together with high population levels. If these maCroproblems are tope'
resolved, educational efforts must,'directly or indirectly, be 'focused
on 'Change. Change might take place in /several ditections that could be
described as alternative futures. -A framework oteducation oriented tp
thinking about and coping with an uncertain future would differmarkedly
from traditional educational roles and practices. It ,would require a
transdisciplinary,, problem-centered curriculUm; a' strong emphasis on
inquiry iraiping; and a reconsideration of basic premises, values,
'attitudes, beliefs,.and perceptions. -The knowledge base 'Would need to
be relevant and useful. -'An -- education for change requires that the

'learner develop skills essential to -provide a continuing acoess to
knowledge. The management of knowledge in dealing with problems
involving humans will require trot:ling in ecological thinking and an
appreciation of human diversity.

1

The 'Exeter Conference report was formulated by 38 secondary school'
science teachers from throughout the United States and ten specialist's'
in science after a week-long consideration of the "crisis in science
education" (14). The conferees were unanimous in recommending that
societal-and ethical consequences of modern science and technology
should be$,O part of the sciencecurriculum in schools.

Project Synthesis, a two-yearkstudy of the ".countenance of science
education," based on the three national status:studiet of science teach-
ing supported by the National 15ciencePoundation, resulted in the
followingrecommendA41.66 (15):
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"A major redefinition and reformulation of goals for science educe-

.
tion; a new rationale' a new focus, a new statement of purpose are
needed. These new goals must take.into account the fact that
students today will soon be Operating as adults in a society which
is even more technologically oriented than at Pregenti,they will be
participating as' citizens in important science-relatetVeocietal
decisions. Almost total concert for the academic preparation goa
as is currently the case, is a limiting view of school science:.,.

"A new conceptualization of the science curriculum to meet new...

goals,- redesigns of courses, course,. sequences/articulation, and
discipline alpances are needed. The new curricula should-include
compohents,of science not currently, defined and/or used in schools.
Direct student experiences, technology, peisonal and societal
concerns should be foNi" (pt 129),;

40--104
"The involvetent.of ethics and values in the practice o .cienct

and technology...is the renewed and growing concern of a variety of;
-scholars-and practitioners" (16, p.v). .This trend has implicationvfor
science education in schools. To the present time, the ,issue has
received more _attention at the college: and university levels; The
results of a national survey to e.:determin the extent of academic _

activities in the field of science, technology, and human' values in
institutions" of higher education revealed that courses or programs were
offered ih 919 colleges or universities' (p. 182). Iwiedditiont courses c,

or programs related to science, technology, and society; environmental
concerns; health care; and contemporary moral and-.e0ical problems
related to science and technblogy were offered in 879 higher.inst4b-
tions (pp. 185-202). These results age from 2/000 completed.
questiOnnaires.

. The general concern about issues of science, technology, )society
and associated value, ethical, and moral questions is widespread
throughout, colleges and universities., These issues are considered in
,courses found in departments of engineering, social sciences,°physics,
history, English, communications, humanities, biological sciences,
anthropology, dhemistry, philosophy, economics, political Science, urban
affairs, psychology, medicine, allied health fields, astronomy, Computer
science, geosciences, religious studies, law, business,, geography,' and
agriculture. Some schools created special departments or -organized
interdisciplinary programs identified as ""science, technology and soce-
eq., ".'environmental studies," or "general studies" to teach the new
course (pp. 33-35).

The National, Science Teacherd 'Association haS taken the position
that the teaching. of science should make a difference in the lives, of
students and the quality of the environment' (17). If citizens art't6'be2,
literate in science they must be able,to understand and use the knowl-:

- edge, methods, and'attitudes of science for cbprhg'with and resolving
the rainy problems and dileMmad in Contetporary society, both personal
.and social;

4
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Faith, Science and the.Futare, e report by't World Council ofChurches (18), explores the cTZs role in.Osol ing social problemsand dilemmaS involiing the apPlicaildn of science a technology. Thee report ,recognizeb 'an essential -relationship between' "the venture ofScience and technology and the venture.of faith" (p. 21). Science andtechnologyare seen as critical" to improving tba quality ot life ind,attaining economic security. in anyecoubtry of'the orld, but they areinsufficivnt in the absence of-hilosophical and ethical considerations.
Tradleiorfi4 'attitudes and value-systems representing the'interactions oftechnolo7y, science; and the economy ;sill need°,to be changed if the,concept of "post-modern society"' characterized by a highly refined
econoep/technOlogioal/industrialized system is to bg achieved. A-numh0: of science/technology-based social and economic problems wereexplored and the need for an "intellectual enlargement built around a'specific set°of assumptions" was recognilli.

.

JThe American Academy- of Arts and Sciences examined the growingchallenge to.the theoretical foundations of. science and its place insociety from a number -of, viewpoints by, scientists, -social scientists,engineerA, philosophers of science, and,others in anissue.of Daedaluseon "science, .its public" (19). Although no effort was'made toachieve a consensus on the issue, several ideas were-recurrett. "At.4least until recently, the relatipnship between man and nature which hasevolved from'modern science has been more or less tacitly understood (at
9'

-least in ttje western world) in, about t'he same way amohg those who haveredeived any substantial eddcation. In this relationship, science wasthought'to heie two largely benefcial functiOns: first, to provide amethOd for gaining a deeper nnderstanding'of, the links between man andwider ,,,nature, and in this way to make him intellectually (and perhaps
.1

spiritually) more, exalted; and' Itcond, to help him transcend his physi-cal limitations, for example, by paving the ground for medical and othertechnological. developments" qz. vi). ,

-4 Since the close of World War II, the intellectual character ofsciencehas been increasingly challenged. "Whereas the goals of scienceare largily derived. from the structure of scienc#.itself, thoieoftechnology frequently derive 'from political, economic, and otherexternal affairs" (p.,105). Science claims a 'kind of morality and
'justification intrinsic unto itself; technology- is .often judged inrelation too outside valued. This distinction is not typically Made bythe public, where science is most often viewed in forms of technological,applications. .Few people seem interested in scienceas an intellectdal,aesthetic, or "methodological enterprise:"

"The overwhelming majority ofthe public'seems to confuse science and technology and sees science in a"very' technological, instrumental light's (p.203). Of all the Americaninsititutipns, scjence seems to .be the least understood by, the public at

There are those who claim that the limit of science is simplyproviding information about the world. Essentialfy, .this is an appealfor other ways. of knowing the world that contrast with' the essentialobjective view of the Scientists..

0
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The deliberations reported in the volume on "modern technology"

published in Daedalus note that many public disiorssions of technology

are more appropriate to the nineteenth century than to the twentieth

(20). Older views ofteklnolOgy focus mor on machinery than on system.

A modern view insists " hat' it be thought of .not as a collection of

artifacts, howevex sophisticated and complex, but as a system whose

social, cultural, intellectual, managerial, and political components are

seen as integral to it" (p. v). We also need to recognize that the

relatipnship of science and technology is more complexly intert ed

than often imagined. "The connections between science and tech logy

have become increasingly strong in the modern era of systems devel ent -

and application" (p. 81).
. N

. .

Advances in technology very often bring about a reexamination of

human values, influence our "evolving economic design," foment changes

in professional education; and open new possibilities for scientific

achievement. "It is 'worth noting that
heconjunction of technology and

human desires represents a fundamental meeting between the natural lew

and the reaches of the humn mind" (p. 177).°

An international orgnizaton of scholars in several social science

disciplines examined "the social and policy diWensions of science and

technology"' (21). The group recognized that, while studies of the

interaction of science, technology, and society have yet to form a

coherent disciplie, they do, have a .background of serious 'academic

inquiry.
"Ilever°befor-have,,the economic as well as the social and

ecological ,consequences of scientific discovery and technological inno-

vation been so ipfluentlal upon the fortunes of particular nations and

upon the entire world system. Scientists and -technologists have there -

f ore become important contribbtors in the quest for economic growth and

security,' and for the alleviation of disease, poverty and over-

population" (22).

Science had become:a part of social policy, and -technology a part

of scientific 'policy.' These new 'relationships )have biought'7,Nbout

efforts that combine the solution of practical problems' with the. gbg-

rOss of baiic knowledge in, the ecie ces.' The links -between.sociAl

processes and scientific knowledge, aid hOw'each system infldepces the

other, are generating. new perspectives. about _the place Of science in

society.,. The new emphasis in technology is how 65 make it more socly

resp6nsiVe to human needs: The 'gtow'ng importance of the forces of .

science and technology in' changing structural trends in'society And

politics is not to be overlooked.

The interaction of science and 'technologywith human, yallues is

where some of our more pressing problems arise as changes ageAtimul tea,

in' human .ecol ies and Social norms. "The central-pro:Mem-in oth

controlling technological change a setting priorities for the f ture

development of science and technology is ,choosing between (suCh con-

flicting and incommensurate values" (23).
;

.

Sociotechnical achievements have served to extend'human cape ties:

for` example, transportation and, communication systems. 'E nomic,
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political,' and social issues are associated with 'advances in technol-
ogy'. Technology is a dietinctive form Of.tultural activity pith its own
character and &ocesses. Because technOrogyocrdates new social arrange-
ments,' new forms of culture, and--t heough culture--changes in human

- values, it is essential that it be studieefrom a cross-disciplinary,
perspective.

7,

-40

Education for a New Millennium '(1981) 'presents a composite'View
of.132 internationalschorars on the role of the futurf in educaticinalig
planning and in curriculum developmlint .(24). The focus of the study was -°

to identify the content of gfteral education likelyto be suitable for
the next,two decades. The central guestionwas "how tope and improve.

, our present level's of thinking and acting, rooted as they are in a world
in which tiaditiona- ways of thinking 'and acting often are-neither
adegUate norhrelevant",(p:

is

forthe,futuie should be influ-
sOcial scientists believe people`

In the natural sciences, some
(pp. 33-47) 1

The source of."curriculum content
enced by the concepts that natural and
of every age must understand" (p.-118)
of these basic Concepts identified were

"The doctrine of limits; the need to conserve"

"The ecological concepts of interdependence found .in nature,
including human Interdependepce". .

"The threat of ecocide' (destruction; of the earth)

"Entropy and conservation"

"The dangers of explosive population grOwth"

"Thescientific-method" and need to recognize its limitations

'"The concept of evolution"
s

"The unity of natUre"
6

V 410

"Photosyhthesis,,oxidation, and cycles in nature"

"The particulate nature of- matter"
0

Resources and the conservation of energy

The assumption' was made that scientific
'decision making, must be at a conceptual

Probability, in order to make rational decisions',

."The conservation of energy"

,

cepts have, an interdisciplinary "thread"

sciences and often to the social sciences.

ek

-17

knowledge, to be useful in
level. The majority of con--

with links to other natural
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The informqtion overload in the sciences and the enormous produc-
tion of new information means that procedures 'for ,lifelong learniqg and
rational and methodological approaches to handling knowledge must be4.
-.developed (p. 46). "The goals of instruction, inscitar as possible,
should be modified to reflect the images of the probable future"
(p. 119).
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